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Mon silence ne nous a pas séparés. Sa mort nous sépare. Ma mort
ne nous réunira pas. C'est ainsi; il est déjà beau que nos vies aient
pu si longtemps s'accorder.
–Simone de Beauvoir, La cérémonie des adieux
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Elegy for Eloise
PRELUDE
THE FUNERAL
The shotgun lay obliquely on the floor, its axis on the axis of all
that was left of her, across the rectilinears of the room, the desk,
books in vertical stacks, even the disarray of the countertop. The
door was locked from the inside. The animals were gone, the food
used up, and even the telling computer files erased. It would take
days to clean this up.
The handgun lay obliquely on the floor, the receipt from the
morning bent on the desk. Two cartridges were missing from the
box. One remained in the chamber. You could draw the reasonable
conclusion, if there was reason to be had that day. How to practice,
how rehearse? Conceive the echo’s terror from the hardened walls.
The warm barrel next to one’s head. Or perhaps the cold 9mm held
as in the famous photo from Vietnam. Or was it indescribable? Like
the day John’s father found him lying gracelessly on the blooddampened road where the boats were launched, the well-oiled
Browning dropped beside him.
The bath was drawn. The water lost its warmth. The shadow
lies obliquely on the floor. Eloise dies in the once warm bath, now
cooled to room temperature.
She was wearing what she had worn for days, and maybe her
hair or her “face,” as she might have said, had been “put up” or “on”
or whatever it is women say about that. Any fool could run these
hideous errands without causing suspicion–so she would have
thought. But anyone seeing her in the gun shop would have known
immediately what she was about, amid the desultory calculations
of guilt and profit, glossed over by some righteous rant about
freedom and tradition. Here in Santa Fe, here in the desert, where
a girl had the Constitutional right to blow herself away on a whim.
You would call the air crisp for that time of year, but here in Los
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Angeles, here on the East Coast, here sailing that summer in Maine,
it is difficult to imagine how this was, or what this was, in that alien
spring in the Southwest. Frost on the fifth of April. Or just the chill
in the air. The heat turned down, not to save her family the
expense, but because “it was done,” as her Mom might say. “The
polite thing to do,” she might have added. “Like the rules,” my
Eloise would say. What a petty thing to do, she must have thought,
running up a gas bill on an April morning in New Mexico. She left
the conclusive notes undone. Better just to turn your head away
and let your loved ones stumble upon this enormity in some
future, as I would one day find it, thinking of nothing but my
darling Eloise for days, then seeing her death notice in plain and
public view on the internet.
The dogs howl uneasily in the distance. It is not their
prescience–this is something of which they have no
consciousness–the end of things. But just a change in the routine,
and dogs know nothing but routines. To them, it is all eating,
defecating, and determining a master’s will. And not at all like life
was for my darling Eloise.
The funeral is not an easy scene to set. Perhaps I was there, in
and among the relatives. It is like a wedding photo. It is like a trite
composition from the movies, with the men standing solemnly,
their hands clasped in reverence at their waists. I am struck by the
irregularities of shoulder heights, the misplacement of a face.
I have come eight hundred miles across the desert waste. In the
winter, succulents bloom preposterously; it is hard to see that
from the highway. I have driven this before–Maine to California,
back to Maine, and when I turned the music on that morning, it
didn’t matter what the decade was. I know the colors in all seasons
and in all the desert lights. I know the smell of the place on a fall
evening. But the hues and depths of this dead place were
indiscernible that day.
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In the scene out of Hamlet, I leap into the grave of my darling
Eloise and challenge all her lovers there to do the same. And
instead of old lovers shamed, their inadequate passions hurled in
their face, the family tightens in a circle, cocking their heads in
amusement. There always were these curious eccentric types, they
think, attached to her. “What fun,” they say, in partial irony. What
fun that one of them should entertain us now, slipping in the dirt
and falling into the hole for her, just like in the movies. They clap
their hands in New Age glee. I squeeze the fistfuls of dry dirt, as if
to shape them. It is all such a hoot, Eloise dead despite it all, and
not apt to be reborn through acts of dignity and decorum. “It’s the
sort of thing she would have loved,” they all will one day think. I
toss the dirt away.
The sun rises in the distance.
I thought that day, driving east, of Tom Coffin’s wife, dead in the
casket, propped up before the fishermen a dozen years ago. The
men were dressed in their finest, as the most articulate of them
spoke in tribute from the podium. “She would give you the shirt off
her back,” he said. One of the younger boys might snicker. The
wrong phrase formed in desperation by a man never trained to
speak. All I could think of, hearing that, was that Tom’s grand
garrulity would one day too be gone for good, silenced in the
wilting sentiment. Dead from sheer fatigue, they all would be. The
long hours of the fishermen.
Tom greets me with a smile, smiles as if nothing has happened.
“Drop by,” he says, as if it were that day in the fog, when I rowed
with Linda Jane out into the harbor and found Tom anchored
there, waiting for the fish, waiting for the fog to clear. I was too
proud, thinking of my fishing days, to ask for a heading in the fog
and rowed away with Linda Jane, her jaw set in rage at my
stubbornness. I fix on the disturbance in the surface; all I need to
do is row in the straight line indicated by my trailing wake. Like
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life, I moralize, and somehow, we are home.
As I banter with Tom or drive through the dust to watch the last
of Eloise lowered into the ground, or sit lock-jawed at the funeral, I
am thinking of another casket surrounded by my boyhood Catholic
friends. One lays his hands on the hands of the dead, and makes a
wish–a tribute or a hope known only to the Catholic cognoscenti of
death. The white paste cakes on the cheeks. I cannot recall the
name. “Frenchie,” it must have been. I imagine the catastrophic
wound that opened as the motorcycle spun over the car that ran
the stop light. Those were the days, I will think in later years. The
days before helmet laws. The days you could end it all because
some college kid got careless with the beer he drank on the way to
Portland, and missed the stop sign on Spring Street.
I remember my Uncle Joe in those days, theatrically staring
down at the grave of his wife I had never known. Perhaps this
scene was described to me, or maybe I did no more than write
about it. My namesake Uncle Joe, white hair wild and mad in the
wind, the watering can held limp in his hand. Like that. I stood
nearby shifting my weight. I never was part of them, I think. Any of
them. I never gathered with them, all in their dark suits as you see
in the bad gangster shows, hands clasped before them. Never that.
And I cannot think that Eloise could be thrown in a hole like that
like trash, with the men in suits around her, hands clasped at their
belts.
A family affair. A hushed-up scene from the self-styled
American aristocracy.
I thought too that day of the day that Linda Jane herself died,
wasted by drugs and depression. We gathered where she used to
take her lunch in the gardens of the Huntington Library, a place
where Eloise and I would one day walk. We crass professionals of
speech can all be trusted to say the right articulate things; we are
not like the Island kid mumbling at the funeral with the fishermen,
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all done up in his best bad suit, Tom smiling in the front row. We
are not like the Catholic kid, laying his hand on the re-made flesh.
It was a place where Linda Jane sat alone, exhausted by
medications, hoping for some peace by the water, shaded from the
wind. I imagined standing before these mourners too, as her
colleagues lost their voices trying to sing for her. I would stand in
the midst of it, and quote the last words I would hear from her:
“Kill the bastards!” I would say. And they would all look at me,
struck dumb by the audacity of it. That was the last thing that she
said to me, I would explain. A hockey fight–very professional, it
was. One of those half-staged affairs in Anaheim or Los Angeles.
Who can forget her love, the poor wistful thing, for the violence?
the tiny gold cross sliding across her small breasts? But I feared I
would never get the words quite right. It would be like looking up
from the cinematic grave, my clothes caked in dirt, the faces of my
colleagues cocked in disapproval, wondering what I would do next.
“It was the sort of the thing she would have loved.” Thinking: “It
was all a bit much in the end.” She shivers in the arena, warmed by
the baseball shirt I lent to her.
The night I fell in love with Eloise was years after these
funerals, years before the final one in Santa Fe. She called me at
5PM, a spring day 2001, and I could not recognize the slow
cadences of the voice of her who would become my darling Eloise.
She had some gift for me, I think she said, or perhaps she had
already delivered all her presumed gifts, and now she wanted
simply to play chess with me. Or perhaps she used the excuse she
used so many times later: “bored,” she was, and needed me, for
talk, or later love, to take her to some restaurant where she would
poke at the bad food.
The night I fell in love with Eloise, she stood in the doorway in
her sweat pants and old shirt, a deep red, or once deep red I think,
buttoned in the front and she sat down with that movement she
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would herself call “flounced” in her own bad fiction, and set up the
pieces on the chess board. I lie next to her, my hand discovers the
strong and miraculous contours of her flesh, the line between her
shoulders and her waist. It is a scene we will rewrite many times,
laughing at our variants.
But I cannot hear our voices here today. My Linda Jane, crushed
by the drugs, caught in the light from the street lights. The sleeves
of the shirt are dark, uncolored in the dim light. Eloise flounces on
the chair in her sweat pants, her eyes fixed on the chessboard.
“Your move,” she says. Linda Jane removes the shirt, still leaning
across the car-seat, her face just out of reach. “I might ask you to
take that off again,” I say. She does not react to my witticism, an old
man fondling a baseball shirt. We will one day make a fine joke of
all this, warmed in each other’s arms. Eloise arranges the chess
pieces.
You would think I would get it right, I think, driving numbly
through the desert waste. That I could write the life of Eloise
without the intrusions of other lovers, other lives. Without the
gaps. I would find details to make the discord of her actions and
her addictions clear. Her birth, the lovely child she is in the
photographs, the schools and the teachers, St. Johns and
Hampshire, the nuthouse as she called it. Her dance lessons in New
York. The mafioso wedding. Film school. The lovely collages,
pressed into her children’s books. A younger self fixed on the
movie screen. Her staring into my face on the day I fell in love with
her. I would not then wake in confusion, as I once did so many
times, wasted by the drugs or alcohol. We were parked in an old
Pontiac in the graveyard. I reach for her. The buttons of her shirt.
Linda Jane it was. I remember nothing. My Uncle Joe waters the
flowers, then turns away from us. It was all too long ago. I smell
the smell of fishermen, despite the fresh pressed suits. I think of
the flesh of Linda Jane beneath the now outsized dress from the
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consignment store. My darling Eloise dances in the bus station.
At the gravesite of Eloise, it must be Frank, I’ll call him. The
composite lover of my darling Eloise. A store owner. A visionary,
chanting his mantras. A gangster, two years she spent with him. A
horse-trader. Retired from the CIA. Realtors and guitarists. A boy
left in grief in the dorm room. Painters. An old producer, fleshed
out and dying in Santa Fe. The quack doctor. A freshman at film
school. On the phone, or by mail, she spoke of them or in postcoital monologues she must have learned from the movies, telling
me of the young man in the nut-house, as she called it, the first
man who loved her and the first who never quite got over her. He
shot himself, or slit his wrists, or hanged himself by his belt when
she left for Santa Fe. And I may as well tell of all those I know as
well: Gene, falling through the ice, or Richard, tied to the rafters in
his garage, or John, with his face half blown away by the Browning. John Tyler too, unconscious, 50 feet from the motorcycle, the
wheel barely spinning when they found him there. An unnamed
boy in Maine, or J.D., falling dead by the piano bench. Father,
lugubrious in the waning of the morphine, or the soldier’s face,
Earl, the first black war-hero from town, staring up to the medic in
astonishment. I think of James, face-first on the pavement, or Uncle
Frank, finally shot through with the shame of it. Cuckolds, weak
from grief, or that carload of teenagers, killed instantly in 1963–
the year, I think, my darling Eloise came herself to be.
At this family affair in Santa Fe, they speak like the fishermen at
the funerals in Maine. She brought out the very best in them, they
said in their tributes, with their florid metaphors. I recall instead
the insults I shrieked at her. My closed fist on the table. They speak
of the butterfly-like creature that she was. Her spirit, embodied in
the clouds, embodied in that fragile insect that seemed to sail with
me off Pemaquid in Maine, miles from shore, in July, settling on the
sheets of the genoa. A swallowtail, I think. All cellular matter in the
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end, some life cycle, a creature blown off course. And nothing of
what in Santa Fe the swells might make of it. Nothing of my Eloise
but the rot of it, the ashes of it, the flecks of blood swept up from
the living room, and the rug tossed into the dumpster.
“I will never abandon you,” I wrote–the last words I spoke to
her. “Stay away,” she said, whatever it was she meant by that.
Whatever it was she may have thought or felt as her fingers shook
over the keyboard.
I am gathered with the family. A mourner, hired for the
cameras, I must be. Or maybe it all is a stage set, sketched in a
scenario of my lovely Eloise. A circle it should be, around the hole
into which they feed my darling Eloise, but it is broken and open
for the camera to gaze through and I am one row back, watching
the neck napes. Is it all, I think, just finding my rental car, or
driving back to Los Angeles in the desert rain.
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I.
1963-2001
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CHAPTER ONE
CHILDREN AT PLAY
I was eight before I realized there was dark. It was years before
the year my Eloise was born, and decades before the night I fell in
love with her, my hand on her thigh, learning to speak, her eyes
fixed on the chess board.
I cannot remember night. There was no darkness in those days.
I sit on a lawn chair with the family, the whole bourgeois kit and
kaboodle it must have been, the five of us. Mother stretches lazily
in the folded chair, today packed in the guest house or rotting and
rusting under the porch, and Father leans forward, blowing smoke
rings into the low-angled sun. In a decade I would copy him,
working on the fishing boat, while Coley, the would-be fisherman,
thirteen he was, watched in wonderment. I sit on the washrail;
Coley mimics the movements of his own whoremaster father in the
wheelhouse. They stare at the Raytheon; they stare through the fog
to the horizon. The boat rocks in the splendor of the great sea
harvests of the water.
In the rigmarole of family, Father forms soap bubbles from the
plastic pipe, filling the spheres with smoke from the cigarettes that
finally killed him as dead as you can die. The fragile surfaces reflect
the dying sun, the distorted image of the lilacs or the rooftops of
neighbors. I know only the quality of sunlight then, afternoon and
twilight. They put children to bed before the sun set, leaving, I later
speculate, the two adults behind, still in their lawn chairs,
watching the sunset, or what you could see of it from the tiny yard
surrounded by tenements and through the oblivion of their gin. I
never woke in the dark, as Coley would do in decades, watching his
studio burn to the ground in the winter snow. You could sleep
right through; what was there to wake for?
I was eight before I realized there was dark.
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Eloise frisks she says in the Santa Fe sun, a child as I had been,
charmed by the smoke rings. “Put some clothes on,” the adults
would snap at her, she says. And she would cry: “I’m wearing my
skin. I’m wearing my skin.” The story, despite how many times she
told it to me, still jars. How, I wonder, did she keep those fair
caressing hues, battered by the sun all those years in the American
Southwest? All those face treatments and surgeries and the
expensive lotions we used to pore over in the drugstores? All I ever
saw in Eloise’s face was sadness and the love I thought she once
had for me.
I stroke that Titian-lovely skin, marvel at its grace, and think
then her childhood story is impossible. It was not my darling
Eloise, naked in the sun in Santa Fe. She wrote of this perhaps. Was
it her own story? or of her sisters? Told to her as a child: “I’m
wearing my skin, Mom. That’s what I told her. They would let us do
anything, so I just threw my clothes off and ran out into the yard.
Then after an hour or so one of them would come out and Poof! try
to make us act more like adults. Or their versions of adults. Which
weren’t adults at all.” Her mind wandering, like her dog off its lead
in the canyons. Dancing one afternoon in the yard, Eloise, or one of
her sisters, tells this story, and days and days of playing naked in
the sun then came to be, her lovely skin untouched by it.
It was on Thomas Point Beach Road, as I now know, the day I
discovered there was dark. We are packed into the car; the adults
all smell of gin. I am terrified by what they called “peepers”–the
sound, the word itself. Tadpoles or tree-frogs they must be, and
they must sing in spring, although I knew nothing of the seasons
then. April, it was, I now think; April 5th perhaps. I am terrified that
I cannot see beyond the headlights. Light flashes in the
windowglass.
In those days, I guess, adults sat in the waning sun and sipped
their martinis and drove to their parties in whatever condition
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they were in and didn’t think twice about it. Perhaps the roads
were little traveled then, or American adults had a sixth sense
about driving, or maybe they were as safe within their norms of
sobriety as we are within our own today.
It was a decade before I found this road again, the road to
Thomas Point. A friend’s young uncle, impoverished, skin
exotically dark, sits drunk in the kitchen; in this unkempt place, the
smell of rotted food was new to me. I recalled the darkness I had
once never known. The kitchen was a bed of puppies, recently
littered, and as the uncle got more playful the puppies learned that
life was torment, lifted up by their tails, dropped only when they
yipped and the aunt intervened–not because it was cruel, but
because it was unmannerly and loud.
This is the life for me, my darling Eloise would say. The
sentiment of illustrated books. Animals and moonlight. The
squealing of tree frogs. The smell of neglected food. A roomful of
puppies. A life where you paid your bills and never learned that
there was dark.
Linda Jane
That year, a schoolchild, I watch my schoolmate Linda Jane in
the first row, to my left. Slim–her body to be reborn in Eloise, in
Linda Jane herself. The seats were arranged by alphabet, and if
your initials were close, then by some logic too abstruse to then
explain, you would never sit “next” to the girl you wanted, but only
before or behind or maybe she would be in the G’s and so distant
you could never talk to her or reach for her.
Forty years later that girl is dancing with me at the reunion in
the cheapest rented space my aging classmates could find. In from
St. Louis. All that way for this. “I’m sorry,” she says. “There was
nothing I could do.” I pretend to have forgotten her reference, but I
haven’t forgotten it. I fell in love with her suddenly, the second
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time, at age fifteen, the year that Eloise herself was born. We move
in the music and I begin to talk as I was taught to do, as I thought
one was to talk–some juvenile promising and vows, all stalwart
and upright. She holds me in the music; her fingers graze my neck,
too practiced, I think, enamored of her once again like years ago.
All ends that night as other nights seemed always to end in those
days. Rejection, a “good talking to,” we called it, in the dim light of
the auditorium. She is spoken for. Some kid in an ill-fitting shirt. It
smells like old varnish and high school. I spin on my heels away
from the two of them, as if in anger. Not a bad move, I think, for a
teen-aged kid, but of course it is not anger that I feel; it is simply
humiliation. “I remember something,” I say to the adult who is now
holding me. “But mostly I remember falling in love with you in
second grade.”
She lies in the grass of my cabin in the woods, throwing her hips
into me because I read Pound to her. Or she rides her motorcycle,
torments me with the odd habit of completing each sentence for
me. Or she works at her workbench; I hold her in the musts of her
cellar while her mother smokes cigarettes in the living room. Or
she is older, magnificent as all of them, aging with me,
remembering, as I remember, the one kiss she gave me, as our
friends busied themselves with the guest room. I think of my highschool lover, or what we thought were lovers then. Linda Jane so
slim, too slim, I then thought, but her lovely adolescent form too
reborn in the graceful flesh of Eloise. Linda Jane at her
schoolchild’s desk; the extraordinary child with her dancer’s hips
and grace. I fell in love with all of them.
My Eloise is born amid the hippie badinage of her footloose
relatives. It is in Florida, or New Mexico it may have been, and
there are sailing photos on the wall, and movie posters of films
made by her relatives. Pictures of Denmark. Or the magnificent
landscapes of America.
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That year, the year that Eloise is born, I remember sitting on the
rocks of Mere Point in Maine. In the evening, the sea is silent and
the air is cool, like air in the high plateau of the Southwest, about
which I know nothing. I am with the girl we called by other names
than “lovers” then. I will always be her inferior, I think. I cannot
know I merely feel what all young would-be lovers feel. I forget she
knows no more of life than I do, that she barely reads the book she
carries with her through the schoolyard. I loved her holding the
arm of another; I loved her on my arm, so I thought. I barely
suspect what intimacy might be. Loss. Rejection. Pain.
I brace my feet on the rocks and I think this is where I learned
to fish with my father years ago. I can almost smell his annoying
sweat this day, and see his preposterous seriousness as he fumbles
with the intricate fishing gear. Today, walking here with Linda
Jane, I might speak of that, write of that, overlay our walk and love
with that. But on that day, among teenagers, fishing with one’s
father just will not do. There can be no counterpoint, as the
teenagers share their cache–four beers stolen from negligent
parents.
“Have a beer?” Inflected as a question.
“A beer?” Too studied. Not yet natural.
She leans back next to me in the cold air. An adolescent, she
feels only warmth. She drinks with contrived assurance, as she has
so many times before, another mystery that only she must know.
“In what form shall I appear?” I will later learn she asks. “To make
me more his equal, or, a thing not undesirable, sometime superior?” I
suspect she has drunk with others, her virgin version of
debauchery. But what does all this mean to me? I suspect she has
slept with others, whatever that might mean at age fifteen in 1963.
I can still feel the pain of it today, or some pain. Another’s pain. The
pain of the boy or man, I think, she left for me. God rest his soul!
Poor Richard. Numb as a damn post. Hanged in the garage for his
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son to find. I remember the day the three of us stood awkwardly
on the gravel near her home a week after she left him. Richard,
years from his unsuspected death, Linda Jane, and me. We say
nothing. Another man in his teens arrives and takes her arm; the
two of them then walk away. Spinning on their heels, it was. Sullen
all four of us. Richard says nothing. We have no words for this.
Adolescent angst, you’d say, but what of it in the end? You won’t
find me hanging myself from the rafters, just for that, as he would
later do.
She drinks with her practiced maturity in the sunset on Mere
Point. It is a virtue to “hold one’s liquor,” we all think. Like the
drunken adults who surround us. Why drug yourself for no effect?
I naively think. Can you live internally, with your visions and
despair, evincing that steely-cold exterior of one in perfect mind
and health? Do you want your lover perfect at night? the medieval
bard might say, or in the public light?
I study Linda Jane’s studied contemplation of the stolen beer,
warm in the can warm from her hands. As I reach for it, she chides
me, “Don’t.”
“Why?”
“Just don’t. I have a premonition.”
“What do you mean?”
She repeats: “I have a premonition.”
I sense the weight of the liquid in the can. Big word, I think in
derision. Where did she get that? Never tasting it. Feeling the
warmth of the can, which was her warmth. I think angrily of each
noon-hour in the cafeteria. Surrounded by schoolmates, she drops
her eyes at each imagined slight; the tears pool up on her glasses,
even then reminding me that I would always disappoint her, that
we ourselves would always disappoint her, locked as we were in
the cliches of the movies and classroom prose, debased by
morality contrived and unnatural. There was no letting go, no
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laughter and tears, the grand stupidity of being young.
“What sort of premonition?”
“A premonition,” she repeats in victory.
Years of alcoholism? The paths of my uncles, my father, my
fishermen employers? Myself? Drunk on my hands and knees,
vomiting on the summer grass? or tossed onto the motel bed, after
finishing the Scotch in the graveyard, with my roommate and his
wife-to-be beside me? or lying in the dirt with some belligerent
waling me as I deserved? Or was it our own dark future: the raising
of our children in the worst of ways, perhaps–the young
unpracticed dad coming home to administer the beatings? That’s
the life she saw for us. The crushing banalities of a workplace. Or is
it Eloise herself she sees, her lovely face obliterated by the
gunshot?
That’s the life for me, Eloise coolly thinks, hearing this sad tale,
the exegetical dismissal of warm beer.
I take the can from her and toss it away with a theatrical and
angry flourish. Her breath has a sweetness I have never known.
Eloise emerges from the flesh of this teenage lover, reborn. Her
breasts are my childhood lover’s breasts. I laugh, stroking this
perfect flesh. “Oh yes. I felt thrilled when you stroked me that first
time,” Eloise will one day say of this. “And I thought, lying next to
you: ‘OK; I’ll just wait for that feeling to go away’. Yup. It will go
away, I thought. And it wouldn’t.” Like that. “I felt sorry for you
anyway,” she adds maliciously. So many years it took, I think, to
outgrow seeking such hips as these. These girlish forms I first
encountered as a teenager. And here, I laugh, you have locked me
into it again, my Eloise, fleshing out (the wrong but inevitable
phrase) these outgrown fantasies of youth: love of my life, my
darling Eloise, two teenagers, sitting in the warm breeze at sunset.
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Collage
On December 5, 1963, I was in high school. Likely all dressed up
in a down jacket, the latest thing in those days, thinking about the
future, reveling in the present. I am at a hockey arena. The same air
that Linda Jane exhaled years in the future: “Kill the bastards!” she
said, and never lived to see it done. Half of the high school hockey
team is with me, still damp from the showers. We are standing
outside the locker room, and for the first time in my life, I imagine
there are viewers watching us, admiring doubtless, envious, even
though there is no one in the arena. It is at that instant, I think, in
retrospect, my darling Eloise is born, in New York, off in Santa Fe,
and she is watching me, even then.
That was the night she was born. And in five decades I will sit at
a desk, sobbing, poring over documents, it might be said, the
documents less reliable than memory. Letters and cards from
Eloise. The fragments of e-mails. There are gaps where computers
crashed or computers were replaced or accounts forgotten. There
are gaps where there were simply gaps–a month of silence after
she renounces me, the days before she pretends to be surprised
that I have called. There are references to Frank to family to
dozens I do not know. The card with Eloise’s lips imprinted pursed
on the open page. My last trace of her.
On that same night her sister Maire sits at another desk in
Santa Fe, or walks through the bedroom, picking out books,
projects, schoolbooks, like the ones Eloise accidentally left on my
bookshelves. She holds a book in the dim light. “J” she reads,
although my name is barely legible. “One of her admirers,” she
must think. A professor–glancing at the title. The words make no
sense. No one reads these things. Who is this “Dane” fellow? Never
heard of him.
I sort fragments I have of her by date and read through the
exchanges, but it is pointless to do so. You can sense the space in
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the imagined narratives–the silence before the phone call, a series
of phone calls. The monologues and diatribes. Maybe a moment of
flirtation. And maybe Eloise falls in love in one of those gaps, but
there is little of that in the words you see.
New York. To think our paths crossed there in the late 1970s.
To think I might have passed her, slouching toward that eastside
bookstore, the last remaining one, I think, of all those I used to
know–Second Avenue, south of Union Square. She walks with her
young dancer’s grace past the student unkempt like the streets
themselves, and a look of indifference I mistake for haughtiness.
These are decades filled by her allusions: drug deals in the best
and preppiest of schools, St. Johns, Hampshire. Places I have never
been. A year in the nuthouse, so she says. Abused by her in-laws.
Drugs forced down her throat–instead of baby-sitting, so they said.
Dancing for Hitoshi, somewhere in Binghamton, I think it was.
Constructing her collages. The sadness in her face.
The earliest photos of my darling Eloise are in the Memorial:
the shocking loveliness of the child she was during the years I
wandered aimless in New Orleans. More fragments, without
history. Puppet shows, she says. With her sisters. The unread
dialogue handed out in strips to the adults. The invented histories
on the jacket blurbs of books she wrote. Who knows what it was
her sisters said or did?
The pen is green with which she writes. The curlicues of vowels,
I think. Left-handed slant to the whole thing. Ductus, the
paleographers would say. Not an easy hand to reproduce. The
scent of her lotion remains on the paper. The scent of her, pressing
her flesh into me. Perfect flesh, I think. Like some young child, or a
twenty-year-old. Spoiling me for all the rest. It is not the flesh I
miss, not that. But lying next to her and hearing the voice I realize
is my own “My darling. My darling. My darling Eloise.” Like in a
movie script. The banality of my love for my darling Eloise.
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“Horses. I was always good with horses. I was a natural.”
“What does that mean?”
“A natural. I never trained.”
“But that’s not really true, is it? Isn’t that what you are taught to
say? My wife rode horses too, and she busted her ass learning it
and was damn proud of it. I even saw her a while back. Only knew
her by the pet name she called out to me. I will always recognize
you, of course.”
“I told you. That’s your world, not the world I lived in. The way I
was brought up, you never study. You never work. You just ride.
That’s how you’re supposed to act. It’s the rule. No one ever admits
to work or hours of practice. They claim they never practice. I
believed them. I believed everything. So with me, it wasn’t a lie at
all. I just leapt onto the horse, like I thought everyone did, and
boom! we were one.”
“Sprezzatura!”
“I have no idea what that means. Me and the horse. It didn’t
matter whether it was jumping or racing around the field or even
polo.”
“Polo. Now there’s a memento I wish I had of you. The polo
stick, in the odd-shaped box from Australia. It came to me at the
office, and all the staff was in wonderment, what the package was. I
waved the mallet, like some comedic weapon of croquet, and
explained all this business to them, even the bit about the
horsemanship. How natural it came to you.”
“But you didn’t mention me.”
“Of course I didn’t mention you. You would have been
embarrassed. Not sure of the word to use: ashamed of me? Not
quite that.”
“You were such a goof-ball.”
“That’s what you’ve always said. I never understood what you
meant. I only knew it was deeply disparaging.”
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“I laughed at you.”
“You are still laughing at me; am I supposed to be insulted?”
“No more. We don’t have to fight any more. Like I’ve always
said.”
I never understood the story of the horsemanship. Whose
horses? I wonder. The horses in Santa Fe? Owned by a grand
horse-dealing Lothario? Or some stable in New Jersey? Finally left
behind to die or to be cared for by Maire, by others, like so much
else in the life of Eloise.
“I joined ROTC, the Navy ROTC, because I wanted to be in
PsyOps. I wanted to go to Afghanistan. ‘Send me to Afghanistan’, I
said. And they gave us all uniforms and took us out to the track. I
lay beside the track with my bundle of clothes, stretching. You
always stretch before you exercise. Otherwise, you’ll injure
yourself. Then someone said ‘Run!’ And everyone picks up their
uniforms, or what they were wearing of them, and start zooming
madly around the track, and I just sat there, stretching. There’s a
boy pretending to be a sergeant or an officer and he’s yelling
something ‘Get your gear together, Soldier, ...’ Stuff like that. And I
say ‘No!’ I said ‘No. I am not running. I am stretching. I will meet
them back here’. Just like Eloise, that’s me: ‘Charge it, please’.
That’s what she says in the children’s book. Eloise Smith at the
Plaza Hotel in New York. ‘Charge it, please!’ Just like that. He had
no idea what to do with me. ‘I have asthma’, I said. Pretty
decisively. ‘I’ll meet them when they all get back’. And when they
finished their lap, he was so flustered he sent them off again.”
“And then?”
“Well, I don’t remember exactly what then. I kept doing my
stretching exercises. But I do know that’s why I didn’t get to go to
Afghanistan. Because I wouldn’t run around the stupid track, even
though I could have stood on pointe for fifteen minutes while all
the goofy ROTC kids stumbled around in their uniforms.
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“It was so ridiculous,” she adds. “What do they know of fitness
or of health?”
Jeu de Paume
Eloise poses on the tennis court, knees bent, finely balanced,
eyes locked, it seems, on the ball, hitting a backhand in perfect
grace. This is like horsemanship, I think. This is like dancing. But to
see this dance, I must dance myself: instead, I am an angry man of
middle age, feeding the ball to her backhand.
“How do you do that?”
“I’m an athlete, dude,” she says. “You know that. I can do
anything. They asked me about you, you know.”
“Who?”
“The polo team.”
“You mean you told them about me? I’m touched,” I said in
mock pride.
She ignores me. “‘Is he rich?’ they asked. ‘He’s sand-poor’, I
said.”
The young men on the next court have come here, bored with
whatever else they do. They think, I will tell her days later, that
their “ship has just come in,” or something to that effect, as Eloise
laughs, swinging wildly at some amateurish shot of mine, her
perfect breasts following the sculpted turn of her waist and hips.
The men have stopped their play; the ball rolls idly to the fence
and no one follows it. They are slightly overweight, the kind of
undifferentiated “ethnic” that you see in Los Angeles, from
anywhere, I think, staring at my Eloise. Not joking, laughing,
subdued, I will later think, Frank is it?, stunned by the beauty of my
Eloise, at her carelessness or the arabesque when I put my racquet
down.
Eloise cannot imagine why I care about this game, why I am
flattered by the young men next to us. Some relative, they must
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think admiring me, an uncle. Your father played tennis, she says.
Your brother. You told me that’s why you refused to pick up a
racquet, back when it would have done some good. Why would a
fifty-year-old amateur, my Eloise must think, struggle to “do his
best” at this? as if being the 34,999,998th best tennis player in the
world is different from being the 34,999,999th best player. As if you
should polish that sentence to bump your rating up one position
on amazon. It is pointless, this quest for improvement, this
winning and losing, and I know that she is right about this. True
grace belongs to Eloise, as she well knows, and not to me. Not my
twisting into position, thinking of the grips on the racket I have
read about, but Eloise, flailing at the ball, grace itself, Grace Herself,
I think, and that night I will fall into bed with her and Eloise and I
will make love like real lovers–like the lovers we never quite
learned to be.
The lights form the shadows on her face. My Eloise laughs;
Frank leers at her from the next court. Days later she will deride all
this–the game, probably one she learned in an expensive camp
somewhere. Maybe in the summer months in the nuthouse. You do
not develop a stroke like that by nature, I say. It is learned, drilled
into you. Don’t tell me you took to this like horsemanship. Don’t
tell me that you lisped in verse, or that the numbers came. Don’t
tell me this came to you like dance, by nature, not by art.
She laughs and it is as if you could spell the words out–“Ha
ha!”—or squeeze them as large capitals into the balloon of an old
cartoon. When I hear her laughing like that, my hands shake, and I
can hardly describe it on the keyboard. There is something
desperate about that laugh. It is the same articulation as her crying
out to me on that last day in November, as I lay in the other room,
shocked that she was not “nestled,” they call it, into my shoulder,
shocked that she had left me, shocked that she would then cry out
to me–the last cry I would ever hear from my darling Eloise.
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Dinner at Carmine’s, I think. The cheap restaurant in Chinatown.
My darling Eloise falling face first into her plate.
“I still don’t know where you learned that. Where did you learn
that?”
“What?”
“That swing, that backhand?”
“I hit the ball.”
“But you turned. Your feet lined up perfectly. Your eyes
watched the ball, not me, not the court.”
“Like I said, I’m an athlete.”
“But an athlete doesn’t swing like that. I’m an athlete. Or I once
was reputed to be that. And I can’t get the grip straight; the
positioning of the feet. Eyes on the ball. None of that is natural. No
more than words or poetry. That’s studied form. Perfect balance–
something you might have learned in summer camp.”
“I don’t remember summer camp. I got sent away a lot. And
games were always part of it. At least, I think they were. We all got
sent away a lot. Hit the ball.”
“Where?”
“You mean camp? I don’t remember. The adults would give us
drugs, me and my sisters, just to keep us from bothering them.
Then we would play, and I remember being sent away to school,
and sometimes it was summer camp, although there wasn’t much
difference then. I didn’t really have a life or an upbringing like
yours.”
“What do you mean like mine? What do you know of my life?”
“You have your house in Maine. Left you by your family. They
were all teachers. They sat in lawn chairs and smoked cigarettes.
Pillars of the community you said they were. You went to school.
Played team sports. It was like Leave it to Beaver.”
“What do you know of that? Have you ever seen Leave it to
Beaver?”
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“I’m not sure. It’s just a phrase I’ve heard used to describe lives
like yours. I think we once saw a clip of it in film school.”
“They should have shown you Ozzie and Harriet.”
“Now I have no idea what you’re talking about.”
“Then you don’t know anything about my life. Because that’s
what it was like.”
“I live surrounded by your life. Living in your apartment. Your
crappy clothes, your books. All that teaching stuff. Papers. Pens. It’s
a safe place to be. A boring place to be. It’s nothing like my life.”
“It’s not good enough for you?”
“Good and bad has nothing to do with it. It’s just that you’re
poor. That’s what I tell everyone. Sand poor. I have to learn to
work just so I can support you. Are you going to hit the ball?”
“I’ll try, but what do you mean support me? I make more money
than I could ever spend.”
“That’s because you don’t know how to spend it, with your bad
clothes and crappy old car and apartment.”
“I thought you liked my apartment. I know you hate my car.”
“I love your apartment. And I love you. But it’s a crappy
apartment. And you’re a crappy boyfriend, who won’t support me.
That’s why I have to get a job, learn to work. That’s what you can
teach me. A skill. So I can get a job and support you.”
“But you’re wrong. I’ll support you.”
“You can’t afford me.”
“What does it take to support you? Look at you. You have the
same clothes, and the same crappy apartment I have.”
“That’s because you can’t tell the difference. Trust me, you can’t
afford me. But you can train me, so that I can work and I can
support both of us.”
“I don’t want you to support me.”
“I want to support me, so that I can support you. That’s what I
want, but you can’t do it. Hit the ball.”
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“I can’t. I didn’t go to some fancy-ass camp where they taught
me to do it.”
“Ooo. Mad. Don’t be mad. Just hit the ball.”
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CHAPTER TWO
MEETING THE FAMILY
Uncle Bob never went to college, unlike the six sisters in his
immigrant family household. Instead he went to war and then to
engineering school. I was never certain where this was, or what
sort of engineering it entailed or he learned, or even what
engineering is in the first place. “Science,” Eloise might well have
said. It has something to do with pre-conceiving an event in the
real world, controlling and creating it. Like a gravity-fed water
system for his ranch in Montana. Like a trip to the gun shop on an
April day.
Bob’s sense of propriety was such that he raised all his children
in accord with it. One became a gambler and alcoholic, inheriting
all Bob’s charm but none of the rock-rooted ethics that made it all
tolerable. And one became my lovely cousin, working through the
corporate world of New York, having lived four years as a rank
hippie in Middlebury. The third and youngest built cabins in
Montana with her “partner,” this woman would be called, helping
my aunt and uncle with whatever they needed when they got too
old to do everything on the ranch themselves. The whole family
pretended the term “partner” meant “business associate,” and all
went well with that until the local church stood up against gay
church members and other abominations, leaving Bob and Shirley
somewhat “in the lurch.” In the end, there was no denying what
was plain to everyone, and Bob and Shirley finally had to own up
to the way things were. They dragged themselves through the aisle
on their walkers to the front of the church, its members hell-bent
on denouncing the perversion of same-sex coupling, and defended
their daughter against everything they believed in and everything
they had trained their children to believe. It was the bravest thing
the two had ever done. The church railed on against other social
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ills.
At his ranch backed up onto Glacier, Bob let his wife dream of
forming a Christian camp for troubled but pious youth. The youth
remained troubled, their piety obliterated in the skies of Montana,
and Bob was finally left with his stories. He is driving up the
freeway, or highway it’s called there, to Montana, towing what he
calls a rock-picker. This elaborate machine is meant to be dragged
with a tractor; it wrenches the rocks right out of the earth for you.
It is difficult to explain it but if you look at one you will understand immediately. He has bought it for a song of course, but as if
in complaint, it is now careening dangerously on the roadway, and
when he glances to his left, checking the traffic, he sees the wheel
of the rock-picker has broken free from the axle. As he slows, it
gains on him and it begins to bounce, head high, then over-the-cab
high, then disappearing-into-the-sky high, and away it goes,
bouncing across the median strip, and all my uncle can think of is
the disastrously violent collision with the cars in the oncoming
lanes. The wheel continues down the median bouncing twice then
spiraling to its teetering stop, and it becomes only, for Bob,
grounds for yet another story.
In my family, by contrast, all narratives seem to drain down to
maudlin tales of alcohol. Genetics is all, I think.
I tell all this to Eloise, but omit the detail of the ranch for
troubled Christian youth; my third-hand description of the rockpicker falters, and consequently she cannot see the freed wheel
gaining on the pick-up, nor comment that physics makes that
impossible, unless you hit the brakes, and by that time, the horror
of it all will make the amusing slow-motion description of my uncle
irrelevant.
Bob flew dive-bombing tail-draggers from aircraft carriers in
the Pacific, and to return safely from a mission in one of them, you
need to study the chart you keep balanced on your lap, which has a
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special name like grid or plotting board, I think. You construct a
line for your course heading, indicated on the compass, then you
study the sea surface. From your training in sea states, you know
the surface wind and its direction: whitecaps mean 20 knots; foam
blown in the direction of the wind means 30 knots, just as it does
on the most brisk of sailing days in Maine. You plot the heading
and velocity of the cross-wind as a vector, adjusting for the altitude
you fly where the air may be more insistent. It’s a simple matter.
You don’t need to worry overmuch about the ideal efficiency of the
engine, even though it could disrupt all of the fineries of your
calculations, since if the engine on your aircraft is not running
perfectly, you will have dropped off the end of the flight deck into
the ocean, hours earlier. The carrier will pass you at thirty knots
and you may not survive it. And if your plane develops a problem
at any time in flight, say, by taking a round from a ground
emplacement, you will never have to find the carrier because you
will never make it back to it, a tiny dot in the undifferentiated sea,
or an irregularity on the horizon.
Of course your engine, like your narrative itself, may falter, or
your weight may not be calibrated correctly, or your estimate of
the sea state may be a careless one, and you round “up” rather than
“down” with enormous consequences. Or the wind might change,
creating those bizarre cross-seas familiar to every sailor where it
is difficult to determine wind speed and direction. And finding the
target may distract you from navigation, as could the evasive
maneuver you are trained to take to avoid the rhythmic rounds of
an enemy. You might also unwittingly target the steely-cold gunner
who patiently waits for the moment when you pull out of your dive
and for a few appalling seconds remain completely stationary and
vulnerable, silhouetted against the sky.
The best duty of all was flying alone in the Pacific from Midway,
out into the featureless sea, seeking the submarine you are to
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escort back to the harbor. It was the best, my uncle said, because
up there you were completely alone and serenely safe with nothing
but your own glorious youth.
All this must have been easier in the days when life was cheap.
Bob met Eloise in a restaurant in Los Angeles, and I must have
shown her off proudly, beautiful dancer as she was. She had lived
in New York the years that my cousin, Bob’s lovely daughter, spent
there, years after her hippie years, when she, my cousin that is, and
I exchanged drugs in an elaborate ritual between Bowdoin and
Middlebury. “There’s a jacket hanging in the closet in the room
where my parents will put you up.” “OK.” “Tweed I think you call it.
I’ll leave $10 in the pocket.”
We are walking on Raymond Avenue to the restaurant, blocks
away because I refuse to pay for parking. No one who lives in Los
Angeles pays for parking. At least, no heterosexual man who lives
there does. By arriving twenty minutes early, we have exactly the
time required to walk through the eight blocks of metered parking.
This is the closest I have come to engineering.
“And would you do it? What would you do?”
“But it’s hypothetical,” I say.
“Not when I ask you, it’s not.”
“The fact is I have no idea what I would do in that situation. You
want me to tell you I love you, which I do, and that I would die for
you,” I say.
“I don’t believe you.”
“Last week, I was driving to school after our walk in the
Huntington. I had what seemed like a revelation–or as close as you
get to one when you are taking a right turn at a traffic light. To die
so that you may live. That’s what I thought. Or the two of us. You
and me.” Although perhaps I did not say that. There was something
murderous and self-destructive about Eloise, even Eloise as she
was then. No need to risk a dramatic flame out, I must have
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thought, our bodies heaped together as testament in the living
room.
“You would kill us both?”
“I didn’t say that. It was just a thought I had. Dying. Together.
The bare possibility of it. I’ve never felt such a thing before.”
“So would you save the old woman or not?”
“You mean the hypothetical woman on the sidewalk? Falling
into traffic?”
“Her. Of course.”
“Well, the other day I saw this beautiful Asian girl, some
student, stumble at a cross-walk and down she went. I thought–
’too easy. I’ll just let the boys handle this’. But none of them did.
They ignored her, stepped around her even, pretending to read
their text messages. What has happened to this country? I think. I
go to her. I gallantly offer to help. She sits in the street crying. Her
rescuing cavalier, alas, means nothing to her; all she cares about is
that her cell-phone has fallen down the sewer drain.”
“So? I’m not talking about your hitting on some Asian girl.
That’s not bravery; that’s lechery. Tell me about the old woman.
There she is. And there you are. The cars whiz past. What do you
do?”
“Listen, my Eloise. When I was fifteen, going steady we called it
then, the beer-swilling Linda Jane it must have been, I used to hang
out with the numb kids I admired at Cy’s, the local hot dog stand.
One day, a woman ignores the bunch of leering hoodlum kids and
goes inside for a pack of cigarettes. Unaccountably, she leaves her
toddler (a year and a half it must have been) outside on the
sidewalk. You could do that in those days without risking ending
up in court. Her oblivious kid stumbles off the curbstone right into
the roadway, and I think, miserable teenager that I am, Crap, I
should do something ... That’s a product of my bourgeois
upbringing: you always do the right thing in the end. But
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something greater gets in the way. Saving a helpless child? Forget
it. The thing the cool kid does, the would-be hoodlum like myself, I
stupidly think, is nothing. He pushes down the horror, steely-cold
to the nightmare of it, like my uncle in battle, plotting his return to
the carrier, or the gunner targeting him. And if the kid dies, the kid
dies. And that’s the way life is. We can’t be bothered with
bourgeois crap like infant death, smoking our cigarettes, hanging
out by the hotdog stand.”
“So what would you do?”
Eloise is not listening to the story and perhaps I am not even
telling the story, but remembering it. “So as I am concluding all
this, two of the toughest kids–maybe they had cigarettes rolled up
in the sleeves of their t-shirts–dash off the curb and grab the kid
out of traffic, then set him up, diapers and all, on the coke cooler
laughing and playing with him, like some girlish babysitters. And I
am standing there dumbly in my realization that I, unlike any of
the tough and heartless kids I longed to be, am the only one that
would have let that kid be run down by the traffic.”
I recall this story because I want to show my Eloise my love for
her. That I love her with what is called “sincerity,” and there will be
no highfalutin mock-heroics about it all. “So I cannot,” I say
convinced, “tell you what I would do as the old woman stumbles
into the traffic. There’s no such thing as courage or strength. There
are only things one does, and having done them, you attach words
to them. I know I would do anything to save you but I can’t say
what I would do for anyone else, because there is always the
complexity of the kid stepping off the curb by the hot dog stand.”
“Coward.”
“What are you talking about? I’ve done nothing.”
“You’re a coward. You didn’t save the toddler. You wouldn’t
save anyone. You wouldn’t even save me.”
“I said I’m not a seer. I didn’t admit to cowardice. I don’t know
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what I would or would not do. I just don’t want to take credit for
things I can’t predict I’ll do.”
“I can’t love someone like you.”
“You have no idea what I’m like. I’m trying to be direct with you,
not impress you. Would you rather have me make up some damn
story of heroism, how nothing scares me, how I used to fly singleengine planes like the uncle you are about to meet, straight into
the teeth of the enemy?”
“I’ll ask him what it’s like to be courageous.”
“He won’t tell you anything. He will tell you stories of fishing for
trout in Colorado.”
“You know I felt sorry for you the first time.”
“Stop.”
She pulls her arm away from me, and I think she steps off the
curb, to test me, it must be. I reach for her and pull her to me; she
breaks free and skips onto the pavement with her dancer’s grace.
Her face is caught in the streetlight–expressionless. I should be
humiliated, I think. Instead, I admire the balance of her hips as she
glides across the broken cement to the restaurant.
In the restaurant, my cousin will glare at her in disapproval.
Eloise will talk of New York–in some strange inflection in her voice
she only uses around strangers. Eloise knew so-and-so in suchand-such a place in the financial or banking world. But my cousin
only looks at her in suspicion and my lovely Eloise will say no
more that evening. Bob tells his stories of elk-hunting in Montana
but only I am listening.
Years later I will recall this evening for her.
“Do you remember that restaurant with my cousin?”
“La Luna something it was. We ate tapas.”
“Yes, and how do you remember that?”
“I don’t know,” she laughs. “I was high on my medicine. I don’t
remember anything of those months.”
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“Do you remember walking to the restaurant? We had an
argument.”
“About your cowardice. I called you a coward. I can’t remember
why.”
“Do you remember that you loved me during those months?”
“I love you now. But it’s pointless. You have a girlfriend.”
“I love you, my Eloise.”
“Yeah yeah yeah. We were walking to the restaurant. Now I
remember. I was mad because you wouldn’t save me. You would
just let me die.”
“We never talked about saving you. We talked about saving
some hypothetical old woman, falling into traffic.”
“You wouldn’t save me. You would just let me die on the
streetcorner. Like What’s-her-name. Only you would never come
to get me.“
“That’s crazy. What are you talking about?”
“Europa ...”
“No no. She got taken away by a bull. You mean Eurydice.”
“Right. Eurydice. She dies.”
“And Orpheus goes to hell to bring her back to him. All he has to
do is not look back. But singer that he is, he cannot resist her, even
at the cost of losing her. He looks back, and she is gone.”
“You would never do that.”
“What? Look back?”
“No. I mean go to hell to get me. You would just let me rot or
burn or whatever happens to us there.”
“My darling Eloise, you are mistaken. If you were to die, I would
not need to go to the underworld to bring you back. Because I
would be in hell already and forever.”
“It was mean of me to test you. You can’t help it that you’re a
coward. It was mean of me, but you still failed the test. Besides.
You can let me die if you want. I don’t care. As long as you don’t die
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first. That’s forbidden.”
“You weren’t at your best that day. I was reaching for the door
of the restaurant. Half my family is inside, eager to meet you. You
turn your face away in contempt. You become someone else.
Someone I don’t know.”
“I’m always that way in public. I don’t know how to act the way
everyone wants me to act. No one ever taught me that. No one ever
taught me anything. That’s why I act the way I do. Not the way I’m
supposed to act. Like at the movies.”
“In the movies?”
“Not in the movies. At the movies. Do you remember going with
me to the movies?”
“At the Museum. A Korean film it was. We sat up front I think.
It’s the only film I ever saw with you that you weren’t starring in.”
“We didn’t sit up front. I lay in the space in front of the front
seats and you didn’t say a word. You didn’t care that I was acting
like a clown. You just sat beside me.”
“I don’t remember that.”
“It’s what I loved about you. I could do anything. You were kind
to me. You stroked my hair.”
“I thought you said I was a coward.”
“That too. I never said you would protect me. But you let me do
whatever I had to do. And if my knees gave out or I just needed to
fall asleep. Bam. There you were.
Nothing I did bothered you. Frank was always appalled.”
“Frank? What Frank? The CIA guy? The guitarist who’s appalled
by everything?”
“It’s inconsiderate. Unsocial. That’s what he says. Or crude.
Rude. I can’t remember. He’s known in town, he says. I forget the
words.”
“You have to stop letting people tell you what to do.”
“You tell me what to do.”
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“I do not. When you lie in front of the seats in the theatre, I lie
beside you.”
“You didn’t lie beside me. You sat beside me, stroking my head.”
“Sorry.”
“But I loved you for it anyway.”
“So why wouldn’t you talk to my cousin? While my uncle was
droning on to me about elk-hunting? Did you think she didn’t like
you?”
“I don’t know anything about that.”
“Last year, I saw her, and I asked her directly about you. I tested
all this. Maybe I learned all this testing business from you. I asked
her what she thought of you, if she remembered you, if she thought
there was something disreputable about our relationship. And she
said she thought you were charming and lovely and beautiful.
Which of course you are. But you sat there for an hour, and you
didn’t say a word to us.”
“I remember your uncle. His stories. But I don’t remember what
they were about. Moose hunting?”
“Elk. In Montana.”
“Ick. And war stories I think. But not real war–Afghanistan. Old
war. With the Japanese. I was embarrassed. Shy. I don’t remember
anything else because of the medications.”
“Silly Eloise. He never mentioned a word of the war. You’re
remembering me telling you his war stories. I love you, my Eloise.”
“Don’t start with that.”
Father’s Last Letter
In my branch of the family, we didn’t give a hang about the
moral niceties preached in the mid-west drawl of Uncle Bob–
camps for troubled youth from away, or cures for troubled youth
at home. We kids did what we would, as Eloise did what she would,
but it all worked out the same in the end. Secretaries and lawyers
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and itinerant professors. Or filmmakers like Eloise who blew their
heads off on a fine spring day. It didn’t make a damn bit of
difference what you raised your kids to be.
In the mid 1940s, men like my father and my uncles came back
from the war, those who were still left, and started their families.
They learned to “suck it up,” or pretend to and tend to their
children the way they had been taught to do, and there was
nothing there about maintaining one’s health, and staying fit, or
eating correctly. You could do that in some vicarious dance,
watching TV, watching your own students, watching your son
perhaps, all while acting “adult,” which must have seemed as
strange to my poor father as it still seems strange to me. So the
men grew past adulthood, with their coughs and baldness and
their muscles all gone bad. And most of them, like my father
himself, never made it to retirement.
First “ulcers,” or “owsers” as we knew them–a word used with
pious malice to silence any objection we might raise to Father’s
eccentricities. “Do you want him to have an owser?” All that
rectitude of the fifties. And if that didn’t make the old boy drop
dead as a doornail–and how could it? ulcers being mythical as we
since have learned–there was finally the cancer from the decades
of smoking.
It was that particular desultory letter from Father that prepared
me for my calls with Eloise, I think. I am not certain how best to
proceed here; I will begin not with the substance of the letter but
its form: that letter, like all others sent to me, occupied exactly two
sides of a single sheet, its closing on the final line. Was this a
certain niggardliness in the saving of paper? some carry-over from
the Depression or the remnants of war-time rationing? That
convention was kept by my father to the very end, his last letter
composed in regular and familiar form, with his signature on the
bottom line of the verso. It was Mother who couldn’t keep the faith
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of it, oddly, “losing it” in the years before the end, “dementia” the
medical form would term it, The New York Times crossword puzzle
half done, the unused food misplaced on the counter, and her
letters closing half-way through the final page.
Father’s last letter described the coughing up of blood on
Thanksgiving, the careful sequence of response, the call, the cold
trip to the doctor’s office, the diagnosis, intriguing as it was to us,
the tumor visible in the X-ray, and in hindsight, visible too in Xrays taken six months earlier in April. An aneurysm, it was then,
and the blameless doctors saw nothing else. Yet how
inconsequential this seemed now in November, a mere ballooning
of the artery near the heart, easily repaired, overwhelmed in the
catastrophic growth of the shadow of cancer, barely visible in the
X-ray of six months ago. Even in medicine, you find what you are
looking for, it seems, and little else.
Yet there was of course no cause for concern, the letter assured
me, no grounds for a change of plans or emotion, as the text wound
toward its inevitable end. There might be weeks of chemotherapy,
which I had never heard of, poisoning the body with chemicals,
and there would be no reason to retire, because his classroom was
full of chairs where he could sit while teaching, then stagger to the
office to recover. At that time I hadn’t the slightest idea of the
catastrophic fatigue caused by chemotherapy and it was alright to
believe, as I had always believed, that this was just another of the
theatricalities that marked my father’s life–the extreme and
artificial Maine accent, the appeals to morality, tradition, propriety,
or generations past–the extravagant tirades, all threatless and nonviolent, the maudlin self-immolations, the melodramatic
enmeshing in the ordinary, and it could be the way he dressed, or
crossed the street, or simply watched a sports event. There were
always tears and admonitions, and allusions to the embarrassing
tales of his military career, where, expert marksman that he was,
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surrounded by wars on two oceans, he had never fired a shot or
been the target of one.
When I was ten, he lay on the floor in anaphylactic shock from
the bee stings, and he survived, I’m told, only through my brother’s
Boy Scout heroics–artificial respiration, it was known then, as if we
humans, arms and trunk, were merely versions of the iron lungs in
which we imprisoned victims of polio in those days, while making
crude jokes about the machinery. When my sister became
hysterical–her own father! flesh and blood, hauled away wailing in
the ambulance envisioning his death!–I reminded her of all his
public foolishness. All would be fine, I said, and was. Except for the
convulsions caused by the alcohol and the consequential months in
rehab. Except for that curious history with the Boy Scouts.
After that, life went on or drifted, I would say, in the currents
until his death. In late December, his punctual weekly calls ended,
and I knew it was the end of things. He would be taken to the
hospital, it being “too much,” it seemed, for my mother to care for
him at home, and I never asked her precisely what that meant. Was
it the coughing up of blood, interrupting her sleep? The
unendurable pain of it? Did she sleep more soundly the last two
agonizing weeks alone? Was that his last act of self-abnegation? Or
was it as we finally discovered, caring in the end for her–that life in
America is finally about nothing more than whether you can eat
and how civilly you can drag yourself to the bathroom to defecate;
that how you live, and where you live, and who will care for you
depends on none of your grand imaginings at all.
So Mother made the call and checked him in to the hospital, or
he did, I suppose, sparing her, and sparing me the telephone call,
even though I had flown half a continent, against his wishes, to see
him on the holiday, three weeks before his death. No need to
trouble you, he had said, through my mother, I suppose.
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“I love the parts about your family,” Eloise said. “It’s the kind of
family I never had myself, so it’s all new to me. Like sailing, or
Maine, where I have never been. Where you’ll never let me go. My
family,” she wrote, “was never like this.”
“How could I possibly know what your family was like?
Whenever you speak of them, it is with such invective or
admiration, I never know what to think.”
“All you need to know is that it wasn’t anything like yours.”
I couldn’t myself imagine what sort of family she had imagined
for me in the sketchy and evasion anecdotes in my sailing book.
Father, nervous and falling from the dinghy, or obsessed with
ornithology, or husbanding the gin bottles in the crawl space next
to the furnace. Opposed, some way to her own father, who left her
as a helpless child to pursue his New Age metaphysics in Florida,
then welcomed her back like family in the end, his two grown sons
piling her luggage in the trunk. He experienced her death, as my
father was spared the experience of mine, without a trace of
emotion beyond the public show of suppressed sentiment, fielding
all the notes, appallingly serious, about helping him contact her
spirit when his initial grief was past.
They never talked much in the family of Eloise; it wasn’t done.
And of course, my family said little about important things as well.
“We won’t talk about that, darling,” Eloise says in imitation of her
mother. “We don’t talk about such things.” No one thus noted or
discussed the attentions of those she admired until the end; and I
guess no one noted the attentions of my own father, or admitted
them, and it was only a peculiarity of the criminal justice system in
this country, thank God for it!, that prevented all of them from
sharing a jail cell until the end of their days.
Eloise was brought up in a different American wilderness–New
York, Florida, New Mexico, surrounded by adults as self-interested
and economically secure as beasts in the forest.
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“Mom would ignore us, and we would spend the day trying to
amuse her. She laughed at us. We didn’t know she didn’t hate us;
she was just high. And sometimes they gave us drugs too. To keep
us from bothering them. LSD it was. Some hallucinogen. I hated it.”
Or maybe they did that once.
What Eloise claimed to want was the bourgeois complacency
she read into my tales of family life–a place where you hid the gin
bottles in the cellar, and drank your ginger ale at parties, and had a
grand old time of it, beloved of your students and their families.
Where your children grew to just what you expected of them. What
was required of her was far simpler than the bourgeois duplicity
imposed on me. Just that she keep out of everyone’s hair and
present herself as a lovely and beautiful eccentric.
Eloise had millions in her trust fund; what harm could come to
her, tethered to her fortune, to the lawyers and accountants? the
adults must all have thought. But Eloise, thinking for herself at last,
signed over every nickel to a blue-collar piece of mafioso shit, she
says, like some Guido of the movies. She didn’t understand these
things: no one had taught her what the documents meant. More
proof, she said, that she didn’t understand the way things worked.
So while the gangsters lounged in the house her inheritance
bought for them in New Jersey, she lived in the tiny house in Santa
Fe her family bought for her, surrounded by animals who died and
lovers who deserted her, for the rest of the two and a half decades
she would live.
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CHAPTER THREE
LEARNING TO SPEAK
In the days before my darling Eloise was born, our house had a
single telephone. Those were the days when a member of the
previous generation would answer the phone and yell “It’s Long
Distance!” their voices raised to coincide with the distance of the
caller, and they inevitably cut the conversation short. We have all
seen our mothers and our grandparents act that way. There were
rumors that you could add a second line yourself: all that “tipped
the company off,” you were told by your pious classmates, was the
ringer, and you could live like royalty, with a second surreptitious
phone in the bedroom just like on TV. My family made a great
show of citizenship–the menfolk hadn’t died in the Pacific or on the
beaches of Normandy to let their families cheat the phone
company: all calls were taken from the single, rotary-dial phone,
rented at usurious rates from the company.
I sit on the window ledge in the kitchen where we kept the
phone. I maintain that day a grim and moralistic silence for a full
two minutes, I calculate, gripping the receiver, chastising some
silent and guilt-stricken girl for failing me. That will teach her and
her fancy name, I must have thought. Yet her coolness troubled me.
I don’t know whether I expected her to cry or wail or even slam the
receiver down–in those days, you could break a phone that way.
Likely she just fiddled with her hair. So today, remembering the
last wail of Eloise in the living room on the last November she
would live, I think it must have been that teenager’s indifference of
forty years ago that so unsettled me. Our conversation resumed. It
was as if nothing had happened. And maybe she was fixing her
nails, or glancing through a schoolbook, and even the time passing
didn’t register on her. A lovely thing she was, blond pony-tail
bouncing off her shoulders. Like Eloise must have been at that age.
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Gene, who ended up with her, fell through the ice one day and
drowned, and I never heard of either one again.
When I was in love with Eloise, the phone rang constantly, and
for a decade I would answer it on the way to work, sailing, sitting
in my office, on the way to the grocery store. I would stare at the
name of Eloise on the tiny screen–the innovation of the thing!
“Imagine that!” I can hear Mother say, who never owned so much
as an answering machine–”knowing who is calling you! What a
thing!” For why would you need to know that, she would ask in
triumph, since callers will identify themselves the moment you
hold the receiver to your ear?
She I call my ex sits at the dinner table when the phone rings.
With a gesture that is too practiced I glance at the name of Eloise
and flip the phone shut. There is no trace of suspicion in the eyes of
my ex and I do not look for one. She considers the meal she has
prepared–the esoterica of taste. It is all eating and defecating, I
think, this bourgeois life I pretend to lead in Los Angeles while
Eloise lies in the wastes of Santa Fe. That is why I place the phone
down, silencing my Eloise, who will call other men, or fall asleep by
a video, or cry herself to sleep again. “Soup?” my benighted lover
asks, pretending not to know of Eloise, the love of my life. Eloise is
inconvenient, as inconvenient as the conversations this young
lover too will have with me when she herself will leave, and all
those arrogant phrases, picked up from bad scripts or novels, that
are not speech at all: “It’s the right decision”; “I am anguished”; “I
am happy”–all those words like “soup” which I can never use again.
When in the late last century I fell in love with Eloise, e-mail
was still new to us. We had just begun to use cell-phones, which
replaced, I think, the looped tapes of answering machines, so
difficult to explain to anyone who has never experienced them. My
mother shakes her head: “The very idea!” In the end, Eloise and I
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talked on the computer screen–that perfect expression of the
anachronistic future we all were promised in the 1950s:
monorails, a completely artificial and clean environment, phones
where you could see who you were speaking to. Just look at old
Twilight Zone episodes on Nick at Night, the Jetsons, the last gasp
of it.
I don’t believe I ever wrote a letter to my darling Eloise,
although there are several moving versions I wrote to the lover
who preceded her. I have cards from her, but I have cards from my
more recent loves as well. Those cards from others contain the
routine sentiment, the familiar posturing, excused through high
irony, I suppose, but when I look at the cards from my darling
Eloise, there is not a trace of irony I allow myself to feel. “You
make,” the childish cartoon says, “a whole lotta love bloom in my
heart.” And it is signed with her kiss, the same kiss she painted on
the pottery she fired for me, years later and years ago today.
Eloise never learned to get the words right. In her scripts,
“sashay,” she wrote. Or “zoomed.” The way people moved.
Graceless in this prose, as she had no gracelessness in life.
“Frederica poofs up her hair and careens out of the room.” Even in
her stage directions she talked like this, as she often talked in life–
the charming language of an inarticulate child, who laughs midway through her sentences. “I told you,” she said. “I don’t know
how things work. That’s why I went to school. That’s why I talk to
you. I want to know how things work. How to speak. But you don’t
teach me anything.”
On the phone, her words, for which there are no words in
English, took a different form, which made me contemplate all my
sins expressed in them. “Helloooooooooo,” in the deepest of voices,
a full octave below her ordinary voice. “Hellllllooooooooo.” And I
would repeat it in the same register, that baritone natural for me
but foreign to her “Helllllllooooooo. Helloooooooo,” her words and
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phrases spun like fine thread, I might say. Or perhaps her voice
thin, childlike, stammering, weak, not tough as she so often tried to
be, halting, musical or not, the most delicate of tones, rounded I
would say, blooming midrange, from the throat, half-asleep and
whispering, like whispering to her lover when I called in such
desperation on that March afternoon. Then her final and insulting
“Byyyyyyyye,” disappointed, drawn out like the word
“girrrrrlllllfriend” itself to show that once again I “failed the test,”
whatever test that may have been.
She speaks to me, and all that I can hear of her are fragments:
“Kiss me.” “Dude.” “Helloooooo” “Byyeeeeee” “I’m so fucked up.”
“Life sucks.” “I’m in looooove.” Not one of these things original or
serious. All of that, the important things, the articulated things–
sentences and paragraphs, turns of phrase, even the abuse, all of
that lost in my efforts to construct them. Where is the narrative?
Where is the life in that? Where is my love for Eloise as I hold her
face, or a shadow of it, so desperately listening for her voice? I
heard it last in the crackling of the answering machine a month
after she had died. Her family could not bear to disconnect the
thing. They simply let the bills go unpaid, as all bills went unpaid,
until the mercenaries at the phone company, like Ugolino’s hunger,
did what they themselves could not.
The Book Fair
It is the week of the book fair in Texas or New Mexico. Sunday.
2001, it must have been. Groceries and running. Tennis and
writing books. Class preparation. The glories of America from the
late last century. My darling Eloise calls at 3PM. She drives to my
apartment, her shirt in some new stylish cut that I had seen only
among students. We make love in the sunlight shared by our
neighbors. My darling Eloise is napping as I leave for an errand, for
dinner, to buy groceries. When I return, she will be gone, and she
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will have an elaborate explanation on the phone, or in an e-mail or
perhaps in a note left on the unmade bed. She would be back in
five days she said, in love with me, back from the book fair in
Texas, I think it was, or New Mexico. Eloise with her children’s
books.
She was half-asleep when I finally reached her that evening. In
love with Eloise, desperate for the voice that had expressed such
love that afternoon. She lies exhausted in a motel, or hotel, or
house of a distant relative.
“It’s ok.”
“What’s ok? I just want one thing. I love you, my Eloise. To hear
you say that–it’s all I want from you.”
“It’s ok.”
“Of course it’s ok. I just want you to say the words.”
“You can stay. You can stay.”
And then there is some desultory parting.
Anyone can see the setting of this scene but me. “You”? Eloise
lies there with another, a stranger perhaps. The phone rings; he
rolls away, trying to do the right or civil thing for her. “You can
stay,” she assures him. “You,” not me, “can stay.”
My Eloise cannot sleep alone. It hardly mattered who helped
her through those evenings–old men, the men who lusted after her,
students, teenagers. They all slept with Eloise, their hands shaking
in desire. And today it might be a relative, a bookseller, some
author at the book-signing. I say nothing, as I learned to do from
Eloise herself, the morning she stormed out of my apartment at six
o’clock when the phone rang, and I had to take the phone to her in
the parking lot so that she could hear for herself the voice, not of a
trampish rival, but of a colleague.
In two days, Eloise waits for her baggage at the airport. She
does not resist when I put my arm around her. I don’t care who she
spent the weekend with. I never cared who my wife spent a week
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with years ago a year before she married me. Eloise is talking of
the man who sat next to her on the plane, felled by lust he must
have been. He stands doubtless yards away from me at the baggage
claim, cursing his luck, seeing me with Eloise, seeing her lean into
me without resistance, my darling Eloise, who fell asleep on his
shoulder on the flight from Santa Fe or San Antonio.
Eloise rolls away from me. She is here, or miles or sometimes a
continent away from me. She is in Europe or New York. She doesn’t
wish to speak about important things; all that matters is the night
before her, falling asleep with me acting out her children’s books,
the father reading to the child.
“There was once a beautiful dancer ...”
“You always tell this story.”
“There was once a beautiful dancer ...”
“I want a real story.”
“This is a real one. A real story. There was once a beautiful
dancer and an old, unworldly scholar saw her at the book-signing
or the gallery and fell in love with her immediately. They spoke, it
seemed, two languages, and he could barely understand her stories
when she spoke. So they played chess together, and she taught him
to draw. They learned to make love, and exchanged tears and
platitudes, no mere proclamations of devotion. She spoke of ballet
class and competing with the corps. There were scores of young
competitors, and when she danced, those cold professionals stood
back in astonishment. It was as if there were no practicing, as if her
body expressed what her language could not, and every touch, and
smell, and every stroke of her was the best you could ever
experience.
“The poor smitten scholar could think of nothing but the
beautiful dancer. But she laughed at him, and made up stories
about him, scolding his wit, or taste, his up-bringing or his lovemaking, anything that would embarrass him, until he sat there on
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the bed beside her, his arms limp or paralyzed at his sides and
cried like a child as she turned away from him.
“The beautiful dancer wanted nothing more than a family, ‘All I
ever wanted’, she once cried out to him. ‘It’s all I ever wanted’. But
even that she couldn’t seize when offered her. ...”
“That’s not a story.”
“Of course it is.”
“I want a real story. I want a love story.”
“I’m telling you a love story.”
“A bedtime story.”
“Something to make you fall asleep?”
“A bedtime story.”
“It’s a boring story. Very soporific. That’s why I’m telling you. It
has the rhythms and repetitions of sleep. You can hear it as you
breathe. You can feel the dancer’s movement in each breath.”
“You don’t know anything about dance.”
“You don’t know anything about storytelling. I’m the speaker
here. You’re the listener.”
“Sleepy.”
“She rode horses and played polo. And one time the scholar
ordered a polo stick from New Zealand I think it was, ...”
“Australia.”
Australia. And it arrived at the office to the consternation and
curiosity of all the staff. He unwrapped it and said “What I do in the
privacy of my own home ...” And everyone laughed. According to
what the dancer said, you never admit to injury; you never say
how you had trained. Dancing was just like horsemanship. There
was no glory in hard work for those on the polo team. You simply
rode and insisted that everything go your way, and if you were lefthanded but had to hit with your right, you took up your position
next to the goal and dared them to defy you. There was nothing she
could not do: and it might be dancing, or riding, or swimming, or
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hitting a tennis ball as she had trained to do in camp.
“This isn’t a story. I’ll never get to sleep.”
“It’s a piece about a dancer. Didn’t you once tell me that there is
no story in dance? That words are merely music? That the best
conductor keeps the music at the dancers’ feet?”
The Wine Glass
“No no, my dear,” I say to my wife-to-be. It must be 1970. My
darling Eloise is eight years old, learning her dance steps. “You
don’t understand.” Marvelously drunk she is, my wife-to-be, a state
I have never seen. “Just two glasses. I had two glasses,” she says,
pouring a third, which holds a full two cups or more. I see now
how all this has come to be. I laugh at her: “No no. You missed the
point, and I too missed the point. These two glasses of wine you
speak of. You can’t get too caught up in the words. Glasses are not
glasses; rather they are things.” All that Swiftian imbroglio, I think.
I line up the glasses: “This is a water glass, a tumbler,” I lecture.
“This, we call a beer mug, or glass. And now we’ve devolved to
milk,” I say, clinking each glass. “And there are mixed drinks here,
the ones that ruined an earlier generation, and brandy snifters, and
way down here, way down here with the tiny bowl and stem, this,
this is a wine glass.”
My wife-to-be sleeps in the guest room of the old house in
Mount Kisko. We have driven here for the motorcycles, and this is
the night I fell in love with her as I would one day fall in love with
Eloise. The water from the shower runs over me. The tears run
over my face. I close my eyes. Years in the future, my Linda Jane
will squeeze my hand in the tiny cot as I reach for her. She will lie
back in the tufts of grass next to the scrap pile. On the telephone,
she will profess her love to her husband, who knows none of this,
while I kiss her neck. It is all just an overturning of the applecart,
as Mother might have said–nothing more articulate or apt than
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that. On such days, there is no history.
On that September day, my wife-to-be tells me some loopy tale
of her drug-addicted days, but those days, I think, are fictional, not
like those of Eloise, and the drugs sloughed off like a snake’s old
skin, it might unkindly be expressed. And it was like the mythical
deer she killed or the books she said she read, or the philosophers
who sat with her and the hippie chicks in Albany, leering at their
young breasts, pretending to discourse on bad faith and Sartre, all
this a “damn eye-opener” for a naive kid from Maine like her, or
like myself, with no idea, “shit from Shinola” as Mother used to say,
of how things were. In love with her as I had never been, lost in the
garrulous hippie badinage.
My young wife-to-be strides through the airport concourse. The
western fringe of her hippie jacket I still see, the smile and the hair
all askew. She walks toward me, away from the lover, my own rival
now, she has been with for a week. Talking of the future. Of South
America. Of her new-found lover on the coast. There is no
hesitation in her step, no sign of guilt or betrayal. I am caught in
the brilliance of the light from the concourse, and I move
athletically toward her. I am magnificent in my youth and we
embrace in the artificial light as I profess my love to her.
She tells me of a young beau, in her alarmingly musical
inflections. In the tale of my once wife-to-be, he returned from his
soldiering, Vietnam it must have been, having learned nothing
from the butch camaraderie of his brothers, nothing from the
whores they led him to, with neither charm nor war stories to
show for it. An inarticulate styleless dunce he was, with bad skin
and teeth. Not like the men of the real wars. Not like my uncle,
diving out of the sky at a target, caught in the death spiral. Or my
colleague, Rick, rolling from the sandbags onto the dirt when he
heard the gunfire, not even waking at the sound of it. Never quite
filled out, this mere child was, and gone to seed at twenty, you
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would say. After the desultory call to the love of his young life–and
we can all imagine what that was like for him–he placed her High
School photo on his chest, one of those we all had, posed in our
best suits. He steadied it right where he thought his heart would
be, its base parallel with the horizontal of his belt, and fired a
bullet through both of them.
She tells me this hideous tale. Telling it today, I think of Eloise,
dying alone in her living room, my photos ripped to fragments in
the wastebasket.
What was it that we said? I wrote, driving that evening through
Connecticut to Mount Kisko, the night I fell in love with my wife-tobe, with Eloise a mere child in New York, a stone’s throw from the
road we drove. Did it rain on those momentous days? We lie back in
the Volvo, falling in love on this late September day as John drives
us to his family home for the motorcycles. We are a year from
hearing the soul-less tale of the soldier’s death. We lie in the grass
of Mount Kisko, magnificent in our youth. Eloise is in New York, I
calculate. A two hour’s drive away, maybe a commuter’s drive
away. I am, I think, a once high-school kid, tossing the beer into the
water.
I am staring at a photograph of the steely-cold and beautiful
Linda Jane. Another Linda Jane presses her mature breasts against
me. “She’s beautiful,” she says. “She’s beautiful.” And for that
moment, but only then, hearing the word, I could see it for myself. I
loved them, I think. All of them. I took my wife from the wilderness
of Maine, in love with her hippie insolence. We ended it with
perfunctory love-making no more spontaneous than the cleaning
of the apartment on Sunday.
I loved them, I profess, but it was all like being twins–something
you forgot about. Two adults, lovemaking on the sofa. My hippie
wife laughs cynically in the City Hall of Portsmouth. It smells like
High School–all the layers of cheap varnish once again. A beer
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thrown into the water. Think of the fees we have saved, going to
the sheriff right there in the hallway and handing him the papers
to be served to me. Forget the horse farm she thought I would one
day buy for her, the paychecks I would bring to her. Like her father
in the northern wilderness, on vacation in the hunting camp. Like
her mother posing in the polyester pants suit she had bought at
Kings in Bangor. We laugh. And of course, decades later, a man of
sixty, I would fall for all this bourgeois folderol again.
Linda Jane Running
It is mid-July in Maine and I am on my way to town in the old
Volvo I’ve written about before–1967, 1976, 1982, 1988, one of
them. A wedding or a funeral. Father’s memorial, it may have been.
Eloise is a child at this point, in the nuthouse, she would say, the
itinerant student. I know nothing of her then.
The road curves left, away from the morning sun up from the
bay. You can watch all the dawns from this place, and this is where
you first see the water from the road.
Here is where you do not have to speak in metaphor. Here is
where the sun rises over the sea itself, and you do not need to
speak as I did in the Great Plains, waking with my dark-eyed
Norwegian girl, or in the mountain states, where the sun rises over
the great ocean of America, or in the desert wastes with Eloise. I
was with Linda Jane, or so I say. From Maine, Texas now she is.
Deaf or nearly so, and I don’t think she ever fully understood a
word I said to her. I hold her; I whisper an obscenity in her ear, and
she leans into my chest, feeling only my grip on her forearm. You
do not need to speak.
The summer of 1985. I have the narrative now in place. Linda
Jane jogs slowly toward me on the unpaved shoulder, between me
and the sunrise. She is doing this, not because this is the way she
maintains the marvel of her slim form, a form to be fleshed out in
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Eloise herself, but because running is what I do, when I am not
away defrauding and abusing her. When I am not preparing for my
life with Eloise.
She sees my singular car and stumbles to a stop in the gravel.
She knows nothing of running on the shoulder, miming me only.
She holds out her thumb, her breath too quick to smile. There is
almost desperation in her face. Did she imagine, even briefly, I
would be driving by today?
My car rolls to a stop. She drops her hand, and I think she
caresses the fender. She is in the car beside me, her breath still
irregular. I can feel the warmth. I run my hand over her chest and
she laughs. Linda Jane on the roadway. Her small breasts barely
visible through the sweatshirt. “Nice ass,” I say.
Why am I on that road that day? I can name the locations where
the two of us made love that year, or two years it may have been:
my guest house. In the apartment in New York, my friends
breathing heavily in the next room. I hold my hand over her face,
laughing. I pull her hips towards my hips. My mother’s apartment
in town. The boat. Past Haskell Island. Sailing around Drunker
ledge the last time in August.
I sit on the old sofa in the house she rents. I pass it each day I
drive to town and always know if she is home. Yet we never made
love in that house. It is all calculations there–how to avoid her
family, her young son, her job, dinner, breakfast and the like. The
kids her relatives will dump on her. Car troubles. Calls from the
husband who has left her but will not let her go. The cars passing
whose drivers too know she is home.
This is the life my Eloise claims to want. But Linda Jane’s life is
nothing like the life my Eloise imagines. For there are no smells
and whining children in Eloise’s fantasies. No selfish pets. No cars
with the bad fuel pump, or irate once husbands calling to abuse
you. There are no lovers, stopping you on your mail-route and
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leaning in the window, stroking your shoulder or your young
breasts. No bus trips to New York, and evenings half-asleep on the
fold-out bed. There are no frantic meals for my Eloise. Dishes still
in the sink in the morning. The old sweatpants you can run in and
the bad shoes. The checkbook never troubles you, nor does a
squalling stepchild call you in desperation, knocked up again, or
chastised by her manager in the doughnut shop. There are no
smells in Eloise’s world, where you can’t wash the sweat out, or
the mold from the bad floors, or some animal has pissed in the
corner, or lover steps out of the shower stall, tossing the towel on
the floor, or an empty beer with the cigarette ashes.
Linda Jane turns, and you can see the firmness of her hips. “I
can hold your ass with one hand,” I would say to her. And she
presses her teeth into my neck. It is a line I would repeat for Eloise,
for other women, or Linda Jane herself. But it is always her body
that I hold and feel when I say this.
“The sun is on your shoulders,” I say. “So you don’t need that.”
And I reach inside her sweatshirt. Her sweat is on my palm, on my
fingertips. It is the same as years ago, I think. Throwing her clothes
down on the floor of the room in Manhattan. Standing there in the
evening light. Slim like an adolescent and holding her arms out as if
in some display. “There. This is what I have and am,” I hear her say.
And so Linda Jane herself today, or that day in the boat, suddenly
naked, standing before me, or lying next to me as in New York that
spring. “And there. Get used to it,” again. I hear the phrase in the
same inflection, and I pull her next to me.
Decades later we are talking on the telephone, or I listen,
because I know she has difficulty hearing me. It is twenty years or
more since I have seen her. I write of her. She reads me writing
about her, and asks me to write of her again. She comes back to
me, reading the book for the third time. She pushes me away when
I stroke her in the August sun.
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“I’ve read it three times,” she types or speaks.
“I’m flattered. I’m impressed,” I say.
“I hear your voice each time. No one else can hear your voice
but me.”
“But you hear nothing, so you say.”
“I hear what I hear, and what I’ve always heard. I turn my back
to my husband. He scoffs at me. I can hear a rustling of the air or I
feel that. I turn to him as he shakes his head meaning what it
always means ‘You never listen to me!’ and I snap at him ‘What do
you expect? You married a deaf woman’.”
“You read his lips? You read my lips?”
“Yes. I read your lips and I can feel the sounds in my face. I
know exactly what your voice is and each time I see the words I
can hear your voice.”
“And what else do you hear? What else do you remember?”
“All of it. Sailing around Haskell, or lying in the living room of
the apartment.”
“We never made love in that apartment.”
“You are wrong. You even fixed things up–so unlike you–
worrying that somehow your aged mother, who noticed nothing all
her eighty years, would notice something amiss. A rug misplaced in
the fury of love-making. It is the only time I laughed at you.”
“I must have repressed it.”
“You have.”
“I think you are mistaken. Can you tell me the position?”
“Yes I can. We lay on the floor; you were behind me.”
“That was a different time. Another house. That was the first
floor of the guest house, the door barely shut behind us. We
couldn’t take the time to run upstairs.”
“That too. I remember that as well. But I will never forget
making love to you on the soft carpet of that apartment.”
“All I remember is you lifting up your dress, standing before me,
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and saying ‘I am not going to fuck you. Not today’. Exactly what
you’re saying now.”
“What I said then, and what I’m saying now. But this has
nothing to do with what I might one day say.”
“One day I am not going to bother to ask you.”
“We’ll see. We’ll see how that can come to be.”
“Why not now?”
“Because I am attending a wedding. I’m borrowing a car. I have
an hour. I am not going back to the wedding dreaming of making
love to you.”
The Nuthouse
My Eloise rests in the asylum, an adolescent too, in the one
place she insists that she felt safe. It is 1981, and I must be now
moving to Los Angeles. The residents there, even the most famous
of them, talked softly, she remembers. And sometimes they held
hands, and sometimes cried, and most of the time did what they
were told to do, lamenting the lives they had been born into in the
last age of voice-splitting man. The meeting hall smells of old
varnish, like the varnishes decking out old paintings, to preserve
their history, to obscure their histories, to create their histories;
like AA meetings; like the varnishes in the City Hall of Portsmouth,
as I wait to be served the summons. The speaker describes the
shattered wine bottle, how he dove onto the asphalt to lick the
liberated wine, mixed with glass shards and road debris, crapping
in an alley. I crawl through the grass wrist deep in beer and vomit.
I think of more heroic things, of carnage, of cases of Seagram’s
tossed out to keep the plane aloft, as my uncle tells it. The inmates
talk softly. But it is music, not words, my darling Eloise will dance
to.
In the hills of New Hampshire, this life is an easy one to live. The
sun sets in the late afternoon in winter, and you can sit in the
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artificial heat from the furnace. Two of the inmates construct a fire
in the fireplace, disputing each detail of it. The cognoscenti of
woodfires know all this just sucks heat from the living space. It will
make a forward spring, an inmate jokes. In this sequestered place,
Eloise learned, she says, to sleep, or perhaps the drugs just taught
her that. Those who became her loved ones there left as upright
citizens or folk singers or industrialists and shot themselves as
well, or drowned themselves in the lake.
Eloise rolls away from me, her hands crossed over her breasts,
that child the photographs claim she was, shockingly lovely in the
black-and-white, beaten down by rich adults. “Linda Jane. Her
name is Linda Jane,” she says, imagining her rival, the name
absurdly the name of my once wife, drunk from the
misapprehension of the wine glass. “I know why you never answer
when I call.” And I think of all those adolescent forms that Eloise
has now embodied: the slim once-lovers flaunting their youth.
In the photos I have left of her, my darling Eloise is silent. In
those days, we had a ritual of break-up, hardly known today, and
she would demand all the photos back, and “caught short,” as it
were, there was nothing I could do but sheepishly hand them over
with all their attendant memories. One time, fearing this, I had
color reprints made at the print shop, just in time, and hid them
pointlessly in the closet, just in case my Eloise came back for them.
Years later I would bring them out for her and she would laugh, the
originals torn to shreds in some fit, like the painting I once sent to
her, folded in quarters to fit the envelope and sent back to me in
ruins. My Eloise stares at the photos, and pulls the duvet to her
chin, shivering like a child wrapped in the towel from the shower.
“I couldn’t imagine,” she later says, “what that hand ... that hand!
... was doing there on my thigh. ‘His hand is on my thigh!’ I thought.
‘How strange! How unutterably odd that is!’“ We share the bed
with the fallen chess pieces. “‘His hand ... his hand ... is on my thigh.
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My thigh. Why is his hand on my thigh?’ That is exactly what I
thought. And I even laughed.”
“You never laughed. I could feel your reaction. I saw your small
jaw pull back as if in surprise, maybe fear. But you played the game
out. Do you remember who won?”
“I let you win.”
“That’s ridiculous. You never ‘let’ me do anything. Much less
win a chess game.”
“Of course I did. I let you win. Just like I let you pounce on me.”
“Don’t start that again.”
“But it’s true.” She laughs. “I felt sorry for you. That’s why I let
you kiss me and ... well, I’m sure you remember. Then you stroked
me and I felt this shock go through me. Love. Desire. And then I
remember thinking there was no way I was going to catch up with
you just lying there. I couldn’t just pleasure myself –can you
imagine? And if I really needed to make love, you needed help too,
so you just ...”
“Right. I remember. And you’re telling me you felt sorry for me?
What a crock. I wish a hundred women pitied me like that. That
night. The next day too, I think.”
“I don’t remember that. I just remember what I want to
remember. We were lying there. And I was laughing at you. Not
aloud. But laughing. And I felt just a twinge. A tiny bit of lust. And I
thought. OK. I’ll just wait for that to go away. Then it didn’t go
away, and you pounced on me. You didn’t even wait for me to
undress.”
“You had no change of clothes of course.”
“I never had a change of clothes in those days. I told you. I was
pretending to be poor. I wore the same pajamas day after day.”
“I don’t remember that.”
“You never noticed. You were always looking down my shirt.”
“Ha. That’s a lie. I didn’t need to look down your shirt.”
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“It’s all a haze to me.”
“You told me you loved me. I don’t think any woman has ever
done that–the first day, I mean. Oh they may have said it–trying
that old trick of exchanging vows of devotion when all it means is
OK, we’ll have sex. But that wasn’t you at all. You said this thing,
not during the chess game, with that strange man next to you with
his hand on your thigh ...”
“It seemed so disembodied to me. A hand. Not your hand. Not a
man’s hand. But a hand. On my thigh. Right in the middle of the
endgame.”
“And I can still see that scene–you lying there. Your face is
turned to the right, my left, and I can hear you, startling me with it.
‘I love you’. Just like that. And what the hell ‘I love you’, I said,
knowing nothing of what it meant then, or what it would mean
now. And I fell in love with you on the spot, just by saying it. That
was the best part of it, always, forever. Not the love-making itself.”
“Yeah yeah yeah.”
“The best. It was all the best.”
“All men say that. That’s what they do. ‘Oh’, they go. ‘This is the
best. You’re the best’.”
“Because you are.”
“Or sometimes it’s ‘Oh let’s take a shower,’ or ...”
“The worst line I ever heard of was from a friend in New York.
The Modern Art Museum.”
“I love that museum.”
“Of course. MOMA has become, it seems, a great pick-up place.”
“Back in ...”
“Yes yes yes. Back in our New York days, things were different. I
mean the new one. Have you been there?”
“I don’t think so.”
“Anyway, it’s crowded now, as it never was then, with all these
hip young people and it’s a classic pick-up place, maybe like the
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Met years ago. So overheard in this crowd of people who have just
paid $20 or $20,000 to stare at each other and perhaps glance at
some acrylics splashed unintelligibly onto a canvas or maybe a
balloon dog, overheard is the pick-up line: ‘So. ... You like art?’“
“Gosh.”
“It’s the sort of thing that gives me hope. That makes me feel
there are actually people in the world who are more socially inept
than I am.”
“Stop. You are exactly like every other man in the world. ‘Oh
you’re the best. Oh gosh, I’m so inarticulate. Oh dear, let’s take a
bath’. Or a nap. Or go for a swim.”
“But you do like art, don’t you, my Eloise?”
“Ha ha. Of course. That line would work for me.”
“Or any other line–given, that is, the right circumstances.”
“That line would work for me because I have no defenses. I
don’t know how the world works. What am I supposed to think?
I’m in a museum. I’m looking at the paintings. ‘So. You like art?’ ‘Of
course I like art’. And there you go. It never occurs to me someone
is trying to pick me up in a museum. Or look down my shirt.”
“You’re toast.”
“I’m toast.”
Museums are difficult for me. I never get them straight. All the
paintings are restored, their varnishes and real histories removed
in the inconsequence of color. Walking through such galleries, I
imagine the words my ex, she who would not wait for me,
exchanged with the man she left me for after a date at the Getty, a
month before the last birthday of my darling Eloise. “And this is
what she said that day, and this is where she stood, and this is how
he reached for her, and it all ended up in the shithead
opportunist’s sack, and that was the end of things.”
The boat falling on the car.
A rose for my darling Eloise.
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I want to tell my Eloise that story. I want to tell her too the story
of meeting Linda Jane in the museum the year before, when she
stood two feet away from me staring, she claims, in astonishment.
We had not seen each other in two decades. The Love of My Life, I
once thought of her, and I wrote a book for her, dedicating it to
“L.J., Sailor.” When she saw me at the ballet, a day after receiving
the dedication, she was struck dumb, she says. She stood with
Frank, she writes, with two Asian girls, and tells me I was
discoursing on the varnishes. “I was so moved,” she writes, “by that
dedication page. I thought I must be dreaming when I saw you. I
could not speak.”
“Ha. I know that story,” my Eloise scorns. “You think that story
is about your love for Linda Jane. You told me how you threw
yourself onto the couch after you read her e-mail: ‘Why did you not
speak to me’, you wailed, but no one was listening. You keep
talking about the grand dramatic scene you would have made at
the museum. With Frank. With her. With the Asian girls. It would
have been the end of things, you say. But you did nothing. It’s all
talk with you.”
“My Eloise.”
“I am not ‘your’ Eloise. I am my Eloise.”
“I’m sorry. You like art?”
“You are really a terrible person. You think you can talk like
this. Always around the same thing. Sex. That’s all you think about.
You don’t know what all these men did to me. I remember this
teacher. I was fourteen. He said he loved me but he just wanted to
fuck me. I cried through the whole thing. And he wouldn’t stop. I
begged him to stop. But he wouldn’t. No one would ever stop.”
“Eloise. I never touched you when you cried, or pulled away
from me, or held your hand out.”
“You always grabbed me. It bored me. It made me sad.”
“All I wanted was to talk to you. We would be lying together, a
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nap, a chess game, whatever, and suddenly I would be
overwhelmed and I would say, over and over ‘My darling my
darling my darling’. I have never used that word before. Never.
Even though I’ve tried all the words, I think: Dear and Honey and
My sweet and My love all those things I can only say as a parody.
As if I could only express love by pretending to. But here, with you,
all was different. And then, the worst of cliches–my darling–it was
all I could say. And you, you sensed it instantly, and that, I tell you,
that was what most unsettled you, and you snapped ‘No no. None
of that. None of that’. Like you knew. You knew exactly what was
happening.”
“I don’t know anything about that. I just know you can’t resist
me. That you don’t care of the consequences.”
“My darling.”
“Don’t.” She pushes me away. “I’m going now.”
She is standing by the doorway. She fumbles for her keys. My
keys. She has mailed them to me, thrown them at my chest, left
them at my door with a loving note, tossed them in the trash ...
“You know, the last time at the hardware store on Venice
Boulevard, I had a half-dozen keys made, knowing they would all
end up in your trash in Santa Fe.”
“Ha ha. Now that’s funny.”
“Yes it is. Do you remember the parking lot at Carmine’s?”
“I was wearing a sun dress. With thin spaghetti straps. I threw
my hips into you. You were embarrassed, even though no one
knew you there. It was pretty cute. But you were a bastard to me.”
“Never.”
“It was like the morning at Buster’s coffee shop, unnerving the
kids on their way to school.”
“PCC: Pasadena Community College, it must have been.”
“You grabbed me.”
“You grabbed me.”
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“Yes I did. I threw you against your car and stuck my tongue
down your throat.”
“I was thrilled.”
“Ha ha. You were embarrassed. I love it when you get that way.”
“I was afraid I would be late to work. I drove you to my office
and we made love on my office floor.”
“No we didn’t.”
“We didn’t?”
“I made love with your belt buckle!”
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CHAPTER FOUR
DÉJEUNER SUR L’HERBE
You pick your quarry, the wardens say, sketching out the
animal in the air with the sweep of a hand gesture, mimicking its
movement across the field or in the water. It could be a predator or
the largest goose in the flock, and you make sure you have the
thing with one shot, they say, no wounds or even mild disturbance
for the others. If you can’t make that shot, you fail, defining failure
as nobility. You click the safety and try again. Philip is the
antithesis of that, and I don’t know where I stand on this: “Just line
the heads up,” Philip says, fingering the color-coded cartridges for
the 12-gauge. “You have two shells in the magazine, one in the
chamber. Use them all. The dogs will do the rest.” I worry about
gunfire in the earshot of neighbors; I worry about the child who
believes these geese are pets. The hesitation ... this, Philip thinks, is
what failure is, pure and simple, not the lawman’s grandiloquence.
I grew up in the days when ten-year-olds strutted on the
shoulders of country roads twelve months a year, carrying their
rifles, likely loaded, and sneered at the drivers who more or less
ignored them, shaking their heads, I now imagine, but not
intimidated in the slightest by the horrific sight of arrogant boys
and their riflery. It’s what boys did. It’s what the drivers would
have done had they not had to work their asses off as children, a
generation earlier. Had they not been sent to war and had their fill
of it all, the weaponry and shell casings.
Philip, younger than I am, with me as his appointed eldest son,
has the same joy expressed by his jubilant Labradors. There is
nothing quite like sitting in the grass by the cliff, the ticks burrowing into your ankles, looking out over the cold and breezeless sea,
and catching a line of geese or mallards off in the distance,
knowing you may well get a shot at them, and still keeping the
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dogs quiet in the make-shift duck blind, feeling their hearts race in
anticipation as they wait for the sound of the shotguns.
“This is not the life that I had,” Eloise would say, hearing this. “I
wanted the life that you had: dogs and the open sea. I want the life
that you have now.”
“You mean with the shotguns? All the slaughter and field
dressing?”
“I hate guns,” she says. “Everyone here has guns. It’s the
survivalist thing. The cowboy thing. It’s the old-men-past-sixty sort
of thing. I had one with pearl handles. Frank gave it to me.
Thinking I would fuck him for it, even though he couldn’t get it up
anymore. I fired it once. I then left it for trash pick-up with the bath
scale.”
There were no family hunts in Eloise’s life. She was packed off
to the schools and to the nut-house, and learned nothing, so she
insists. Not having to work, or earn a living; not having to handle
money, or pay her bills. And not having much to do but look at the
artworks and the art projects half-finished in the house. She sat
quietly as her relatives discoursed on culture as they knew it, and
on life, thinking of a trip, perhaps, to Europe where it was
pointless, in that crowd, even to learn the languages. And it may as
well have been New York, or Los Angeles, Paris, or someplace in
the Northern woods.
Eloise never saw game at all, I think. Her animals were
domestic–horses, dogs with peculiar names, and spellings taken
from the spelling of her own name, hidden in an alias here. A cat,
so I’m told from the photos in the Memorial, that resented all who
came to the dark and solitary house she insisted that she owned.
These pets were the line-drawings in her picture books–semianimated creatures of her imagination, acting not as dogs and
horses act–all recalcitrant and challenging her, and put into their
place by her firmness on the leash or reins, but creatures in
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impossible colors and impossible sentiment lying with each other
as family: Herman and Poppy Go Singing Into the Woods . . .
“And how are yeeeeeeeuuuuwwww? You and your
girrrrrlllllfriend? Your happy little fammmmmmmmily?”
I say nothing.
“Why won’t you talk about that?”
“You and I never talk about that. We don’t talk about our
marriages.”
“We’re not talking about our marriages; we’re talking about
your girlfriend. Are you in loooooooove?”
“Stop.”
“Then you are. Do you say you’re in looooooooove?”
“To you? I say I’m in love with you.”
“Don’t lie. Just answer the question.”
“I am answering the question. I don’t feel about anybody the
way I feel about you.”
“So you won’t answer my question. Therefore you’re in love. A
nice happy couple. I want to know about that, how it works. How
your being in love works.”
“You already know. You experienced it.”
“No I didn’t. Even that year a million years ago. That’s why you
need to tell me how it works. Like a watch. Like sailing. I want to
know how things work.”
“Love doesn’t work, silly.”
“Just tell me what you do.”
“We spend most of our time cooking dinner. The rest of our
time talking about it.”
“It sounds like heaven. Like a Norman Rockwell painting from
that magazine. What was it?”
“The Saturday Evening Post.”
“Go on about your happy married life.”
“I just did. Although I left out some parts. The part about
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discussing the type of tea we might share or our evening walk to
the grocery store.”
“It sounds diviiiiiine. That’s the way Mom would say it:
‘diviiiiiiiiiiiine’.”
“Like the accent in old movies.”
“Ha ha. That’s what I want. A life like the life in old movies.
Diviiiiiine. My life has never been like that.”
“You had a chance for a life like that, but you couldn’t stand my
food.”
“You buy stuff I can’t eat.”
“Nor the music. The unread books. “
“The Grand Canyon guy.”
“Grofe? You must be thinking of Grofe. No one listens to that
anymore. What you couldn’t stand was Copland. And sometimes
Dvorak, although the closest he got to the real America, exiled
there in New York, was a place called Spillville in Iowa. You filled
the house with lotions now stored in the bathroom. Accoutrements of the self-styled aristocracy.”
“The reason I couldn’t have a life like that, the life I want, is
because of you. You wouldn’t have me.”
“I wouldn’t have you abusing me, you mean. “
“Oh dear. Now you’re mad. Maaaaaaaaaad.”
“I’m not angry at you. I wasn’t angry at you then. And I never
abused you.”
“Yes you did. But it doesn’t matter. You failed the test anyway.
You remember the test? We were sitting on the bed, reading the
children’s book.”
“Yours?”
“No, the one about the family. On an outing in the park.”
“Oh yes. I know the one. The one about the picnic. The Danish
book.”
“The Danish book about the picnic. We translated it at Mom’s
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press. And I showed you the Mommy, and then the Daddy ...”
“It was a picture book. I remember you saying, pointlessly I
thought at the time, ‘And there’s the Mommy’.”
“That’s exactly what I said.”
“And because I didn’t know why you were insisting on what
seemed so apparent, I failed the test. I remember. You were testing
me, you said. I thought we were just reading a children’s book. I
was supposed to see the two of us in that couple. That was the
correct answer. And instead, I praised the coloring, because I
thought you or someone you loved might have had something to
do with creating this book. I did all this to express my love for you.”
“And that’s why you failed. You tried to rip my clothes off.”
“You had no clothes. We were in bed that evening, and you were
likely stark naked to begin with. Have you any idea how sexy a
woman looks, lying naked in bed? reading a book?”
“We’re talking about a children’s book, my dear. And your
failing the test.”
“But it seemed obvious to me. And I thought of the pose then of
the ... of the Daddy ... lying on the grass in his summer suit, such as
you would never see in life today, and I see his hand outstretched.
It reminded me of Manet’s Déjeuner sur l’Herbe.”
“Are you talking about art now?”
“Yes. You like art? Manet.”
“I don’t know anything about that.”
“Of course you do. Don’t be ridiculous. You’ve seen that painting
a hundred times, maybe in life itself. There are three or four
figures at a picnic, and someone in the distance is leaning over,
holding her robe, like The Gleaners.”
“What does that mean?”
“Gleaners? Pickers of grain–as in a genre painting by Millet.”
“Manet. Millet. Monet. It rhymes.”
“But we’re talking about Manet. The woman is sitting in profile,
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her head turned right to stare directly at the painter or the viewer–
straight out of the canvas. She is naked, completely casual,
listening to the discourse of the man fully clothed making the
gesture. Left arm out, in a classic sweep you would never see in
life. And that’s how I see your children’s book.”
“There are no naked people in the children’s book.”
“Nor anyone gesturing like that either. I think the man in the
children’s book had a straw hat, white suit. That’s not what you see
in the painting by Manet, yet still I have the two things combined in
my head; the Daddy as you call him is gesturing like that, coldly
and in high self-interest like the man in the Manet painting, not
even noticing that there is this lovely naked woman in front of him,
staring at the painter. In your book, by contrast, the man is
engrossed in his wife, in his child or children, in the domestic
animals running free in the park.”
“You failed. All you could think about was the naked woman
next to you.”
“I failed to see myself in him. That’s what you wanted me to do.
That’s why you showed me the book.”
“You failed.”
“I failed the picnicking, or seeing everything you saw in it. But
not you. It’s possible, you know, that when you talked about
picnics, I thought about our picnic, the real one. Not the imagined
one, portrayed in the children’s book.”
“When was that?”
“Sierra Madre? Our afternoon in the mountains?”
“I don’t remember any picnic. We never went to the park with
blankets and a dog and children.”
“We hiked. Or simply walked. I was wrong to call it a picnic.”
“Oh that. Yes. It was hot. Just the two of us.”
“You were impossible. You lagged behind, complaining of the
sun, singing.”
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“It was hot. And dusty. I grew up in the heat and the desert of
Santa Fe. You said we would be in the forest. But there was no
forest. So I began singing. And it wasn’t a picnic. There was no
food. No basket. No happy dogs prancing about. No kids frolicking.
It was your place, not mine. A real place. Somewhere you went
with your other girlfriends. None of the shade you promised. None
of the cool woods and babbling brooks. None of the ocean breezes
you always talk about in Maine.”
“There most certainly was a stream.”
“Down the cliff, maybe. Past all the dry gravel and rocks and
snakes. I couldn’t risk breaking my ankle scrambling down to it.”
“You only had to walk one more mile.”
“You always over-react. I would have walked. But you freaked
out. You began crying and waving your arms. Then you drove us
home.”
“No crying. I was just unhappy. And you didn’t say a word.”
“There was nothing to say.”
“Of course there was. You could have said what you just said
now. ‘I love you; I just don’t love the places that you love’. You
could have said that. I always have this fantasy about life–about life
with you, my darling: instead of laughing at me, you will sidle up
next to me ...”
“What’s that? ‘Sidle’. What’s that?”
“I don’t know. It’s some word that you always use when you
mean someone comes up next to you–’sidle up to’. That’s what you
had to do. Sidle up to me. I love you, you might have said. This is
your place. Let’s rest. Then we can walk.”
“I never say things like that. Besides, you stormed off, and I
followed you.”
“I ‘stormed’ down the hill, waiting for you, walking with you.
And you just kept singing, as if condescending to the place. And
there you have our picnic. Not like the one in the picture book.”
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“The life I want is the one in the picture book. Not the one in the
mountains of Los Angeles. I want the life in the park, with the dogs
and the kids. With the cool breezes over green grass. Like you live.
Like the way things are in Maine. I want the life you have–going on
picnics on weekends.”
“It sleets in Maine.”
“Then I want the life you have in California. The two of you. You
and your girllllllllfriend.”
“And you think that’s the life we lead? You think the two of us
go off for picnics on the weekends?”
“Maaaaaaaaybe.”
“And sit on washed blankets in the grass? Oh, she talks about
children, like you did in the old days. But these beings seem no
more real to me than your children did. You used to say the
greatest sexual charge you felt was not the fantasy of being
watched, not some innocent teenager coming in and catching us ...”
“La la la la la. I’m not listening.”
“Ok. It was the thought of ‘making a baby’, you called it. And
that making of a baby would have made you mine forever.”
“Refusing that, that was your worst betrayal of me. It was the
worst thing you ever did, and I never forgave you. I could forgive
your girlfriends; they pass. But not that. That was when I gave up
on you.”
“You’ve never given up on me.”
“The first time, I mean. Everything is different now. I’m better
now. I don’t want children. So I haven’t completely given up on
you. Even though I don’t forgive you. I’ve just more or less given up
on you.”
“Do you realize the two of us, you and me, we never took a walk
at all. We never walked in the evening for groceries. Maybe once to
the drugstore, the time you assaulted me in the parking lot.”
“I remember that. That was fun.”
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“Like outside Buster’s–the Coffee shop. Remember that? Early
morning, and you just threw me up against my car. The customers
were shocked. We shocked them more. Most of the time, you were
ashamed of me.”
“You were sand poor. That’s what made it exciting. Assaulting a
homeless man on the sidewalk.”
“I was on the subway in New York. Years ago. The IRT from
Broadway to Brooklyn. The 2. The 3. Do you know it?”
“Sort of. When I was in New York, we mostly took taxis.”
“It was one of those cars you get on and suddenly you realize
there’s a homeless person aboard. You don’t look to where this
person might be. You just know he is there. You feign indifference.”
“Ugh. That’s why we took taxis.”
“Whatever. You know how it is. The smell. The air is thick with
him. And I am sitting there, in my highest New York Indifference. I
sense the uneasiness of all the passengers. No one says a thing. It
would be an admission of defeat–that the city had become, even
for a moment, unendurable. And that won’t do. There is no eye
contact, but slowly there is movement, barely perceptible, as the
passengers try to ease away from the smell. Suddenly, I realize all
the people on the subway assume the homeless man is me.”
“Ha ha! You need a new look. You need to buy new clothes.”
“I tell this story all the time. But when I tell it to my New York
friends, instead of laughing, they just change the subject. It’s no
joke to them, a homeless man on the subway. It’s no joke to them
that I look like one.”
“The fact is you could buy a new jacket, or a nice pair of jeans.
So you don’t look that way.”
“And suppose I did that. Suppose I had looked at the picture
book and the conversation had gone differently. Me in my new
clothes. Me in my white suit and straw hat. Like in Manet. Like in
the children’s book. Suppose I had passed the test. Had I said, that’s
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the life I want with you, my darling Eloise. What would you have
said to me? ‘Dirt poor as you are’, you would have said, ‘I love you
anyway’. But then you would have added something: ‘You can’t
afford me’. Or something of that nature. And you would have said
‘I’ll need to get a job to support you. That’s why I’m going to school.
You need to teach me things. To support you’.”
“I just wanted to learn stuff. Like The Rules. So that I could be
happy. Like you.”
“But I’m not happy.”
“Compared to me you are. Because you had a nice safe life. With
a family. And all your girlfriends. That’s what I wanted. Just not all
the girlfriends. I needed to learn the Rules for doing that. And
instead of teaching me all this, you put those poems in front of us.
And laughed that cynical laugh. And we had no idea what you were
talking about or what the poems meant.”
“They don’t mean anything. They just say what they say. You
just have to find the nouns and verbs.”
“The Rules. There you go. And you never taught us anything. No
nouns. No verbs. Or how anything goes together.”
“You mean syntax?”
“I’m talking about life. About putting things together. According
to the Rules. But you don’t believe in rules. I kept trying to wring
them out of you. Like water out of an old towel. But I couldn’t. And
that’s why we’re not together.”
“It’s my fault, you mean? You show me a picture book. And I’m
thinking of Manet, and looking at the colors, wondering whether I
should praise the artist or the colorist. Or maybe the sequence of
the events. Or maybe the way your family’s press produced it so
beautifully.”
“You knew exactly what I wanted. You only pretended you
didn’t.”
“Of course I knew what you wanted. A family, so you said. Even
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a child.”
“That’s what excited me. That’s what turned me on. That more
than anything. At everything else you were pathetic.”
“Don’t start that. I know you’re lying, just to hurt me.”
“But that was what turned me on, imagining making a baby.
And you failed that test as well.”
“I failed that test because I knew you could never have a baby.
That you would not be able to care for it. That we would be
penniless and I would be left home, changing diapers, wondering
where you’d gone off to. Like my old high school friend Richard,
who hanged himself and left his twelve-year old son to cut him
down from the rafters.”
“Maybe. Maybe that’s what being a family is all about. Maybe
that’s what love is all about. I wouldn’t know. You needed to teach
me all that. Teach me about what things mean and how life works.
That way I could support you.”
“What would you do?”
“I would write. Make films. Act. All those things.”
“Sixteen hour work-days they require.”
“I would do all of it.”
“What about your asthma?”
“It’s the air here. In East L.A. I could move. We could move. I’d
buy us a place where I could breathe. Maybe in Santa Monica. Then
both of us could live like we want. With dogs and picnics and
happy children. I’d take care of you.”
“My darling Eloise.”
“You are the baby you made for me.”
“What did you just say?”
“You are the baby you made for me?”
“What a beautiful thing to say. For that, I’ll teach you something. I’ll teach you about a poem: ‘Still when to where thou wert I
came / Some lovely glorious nothing I did see ...’“
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“I have no idea what that means.”
“It means I was always in love with you, even before I met you.”
“That’s nice. You might as well have told me it was about
elephants.”
“It could be something of a joke, a parody of a romantic line I’m
sure has been used on you: despite all those women I’ve known in
the past, they don’t really count; it’s always really been you I was
sleeping with.”
“That sounds more like you. It’s the kind of thing you always
say. And it’s not much thanks for my saying such a beautiful thing
to you.”
“My Eloise.”
“Don’t call me that.”
“It’s a name. A name you gave yourself. And the first one I could
ever feel worked for you.”
“It’s a made-up name.”
“So what? You have lots of others. Gigi. Things like that. I’ve
heard you called that; you’ve even signed yourself that way, but
not to me. None of those are you; not the you I know; not the you
I’ve loved. I always felt my lovers had names no one else had used
for them.”
“Too many of your girlfriends.”
“OK. I’m thinking of one twenty years ago. And I’ll be like
Donne, and say all these lovers were you. I worshipped you in
them, before I ever knew your name. And then it was you who
walked into this space of them. My memories of them. And they all
became you, all of them.”
“I don’t understand a thing you are saying. That’s why we’ll
never be together.”
“But we’re together now.”
“No we’re not. Because of you failing the test. For failing to
teach me anything. For forcing me to breathe the bad air. And
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reading the poems wrong for me. All you wanted and all you ever
want is to pounce on me. And that’s not enough. Tell me a story
instead.”
“I’m exhausted with story-telling.”
“Tell me a story of family life. Of dogs and picnics and happy
couples in July. Tell me a story about Maine, where real families
come from, where I have never been.”
“My darling Eloise, I will tell you a story called ‘Fishing Families
of Maine’.”
Fishing Families of Maine
There’s an organization here–one of those with the moralist
political name that no one dares object to. “Fishing Families of
Maine” it is called–the backbone of America they are, these families
of fishermen. They hold suppers, calling them “scholarship
dinners,” and most everyone in town attends, either grumpily
eating the lobster with people they don’t know or like, or perhaps,
like me, pretending to be one of or at least “one with” the working
folk. “Playing Maine” is what I called it once.
I believe it was formed during one of those squabbles common
in these areas where half the town thinks one way and half the
other, and for months no one speaks to anyone else until some
other political issue comes up and the factions remake themselves
again. You can never really remember who it was you didn’t speak
to years before, and why this might have been, and where the
locals and the summerfolk stood on this, and who despised the
other with the greater vehemence.
At one of the first of these dinners, the whole town was
supposed to show up, locals and summerfolk alike, the whole kit
and kaboodle of us, I suppose, but the same afternoon, the Stone
Soup Institute ...
“The what?”
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I’m getting to that. The Stone Soup Institute was a scheme to
live as hippies. On the cheap. Not like your family did.
“We lived like hippies on the expensive.”
Exactly. Here, what you do is form a school, or what you call a
school, and you advertise this on the internet. You offer a summer
of working in the woods with international students from all over
the goddamn place, at a modest cost. And students will learn to
grow vegetables and build houses and drive draft horses and that
sort of thing. The idea behind the name Stone Soup is that
everyone brings something to the dinner to toss into the soup pot.
I forget what “Stone” means but everyone here calls it “stoned” and
rolls their eyes as if no one has heard this joke before.
Anyway, this day, the day of the supper for the Fishing Families,
there was a Stone Soup Institute event as well, and you were
supposed to bring not food but a donation, to pay for the roast pig
that Chuck, being one of the few attendees with both knowledge of
pig-roasting and the tolerance of alcohol to carry it out on a
Saturday afternoon, turned expertly on the open grill.
“I know all about these sorts of things.”
“Pig-roasting?”
“Yuch. No. I meant summer programs for troubled youth.”
“Like yourself?”
“I got sent away a lot. But go on.”
I don’t know whether anyone really brought a donation. But I
assume the pig got paid for. There were a lot of dazed grizzled
hippies standing about. And the singer of the band, when I asked
him something about the songs, said “Wait. Let me put in my
teeth.” It turned out, I guess, he sang and played without them; that
is how he got that unique tone of his, draped over the familiar
lyrics and chords. I can describe how it was, but the sound is lost to
me in the wrecked out haze of the competing smokes of the place.
Anyway, this was during the days of political strife in town, and
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all the fishermen were going to the Fishing Families of Maine
dinner, and all the old hippies were going to the Stone Soup
Institute lunch. But as you know, these political divisions aren’t
quite as clean as one might hope, and there were dozens of stoners
who worked on fishing boats, and lots of libertarian back-to-thelanders who felt perfectly at home with the tree-hugging leftists of
the Institute. The rich folk didn’t quite know what to do, since they
had no truck with hippiedom and knew they were despised by
local fishermen. It was hard to go to one event and stiff the other,
since no one really bonded up the way they should.
Here, at the Stone Soup pig roast was Coley and his hippie wife.
Here was his New Age Mom, now lapsed into spiritual happiness
and near dementia. Both remembering Dad, the fisherman I used
to work for, and the days before his accident, the tales of those
great fish-harvests on the water. And here were my friends from
Bowdoinham, who wanted nothing more than to get in the water
in the 100+ heat instead of sitting in the post-and-beam frame of
the would-be Institute headquarters–still lacking its shading roof.
No one in the Institute had quite gotten around to raising more
than the roofbeams. No one quite got around to anything.
Here too were the people from away, and pretty soon, even to
the least perspicacious ...
“What does that mean?
... even to them it was evident that except for a few of us, the
whole damn hippie bunch was from away–the international
students themselves of course, genially stoned to oblivion for the
entire afternoon, the singer with his missing teeth, my dedicated
friends, now living in the woods, and Chuck himself retired from
the bourgeoisie in 1962, amazed at the audacity of pulling the
whole thing off: A School for the Living Creed, it was–of country
living and draft horses. Where you carved the oyster mushrooms
from the tree a mile past my house, where the dung from the
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horses spawned a different kind of mushroom altogether, and
where half the hippie attendees that day dreamed of working on
pot farms in California.
There were beautiful hippie children here, decades out of
fashion, their skin, like yours, too pale and delicate for the stories
we would tell of it. The light cloth clings to their shoulders. You are
sixteen again as they are. Maybe the adults are bored with you, and
shared their drugs with you–so you claim–and then left you to
yourself, burning up in the sun, hating the whole hallucina-tory
nature of things, abandoned there, half crazed from the sun and
heat, like a bunch of old hippie fishermen in a half-built barn. All
you recall is taking the ice from the ice tray and holding it to your
face. The burning of the skin, as the water ran down your
shoulders.
“Are you going to tell me this story?”
“What?”
“You’re ranting about your neighbors. Even ranting about me.
You need to tell me the story.”
In the end, the Stone Soup event was as close to Woodstock as
things got in those days. And suddenly, in the midst of things, here
comes the Selectman, a fisherman himself, and his wife “doing the
right thing,” they must have thought. “Hanging with the hippies.” It
was the civic thing to do, as a town official, to associate with those
you represented and who might even one day vote for you. They
were there to show their respect for the townsfolk, before heading
off for dinner with the working fishermen–backbone of Maine,
they were. But you could see the strain on the two of them, as the
friendly stoners grinned, nodding at unheard witticisms. It was like
their worst nightmare, Woodstock reincarnate, right here in town!
as they wolfed down the suckling pig and the home-grown
vegetables and sought the nearest opening to leave, wondering
only how they would have enough room for lobster maybe
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vomiting out the suspect hippie food beforehand.
Because the truth was, the families meant nothing–all that
working-class and bourgeois song and dance. Most of the families
were broken to pieces ground up like rocks or old cement. The
Stone Soup Institute meant nothing. Even the Cause of the Fishing
Families was fraudulent–money for something, an excuse to have a
dinner, maybe, with the morality of the thing sustaining it. And no
matter that the locals hated the summerfolk, and the fishermen
despised the summer sailors like myself, tacking through their
moorings, and those who lived on the water hated those who
forced them off their land, buying up their houses for a king’s
ransom, it seemed, and sending them away to their shabby ranch
houses in Topsham, where the taxes, it turned out, were greater
than what they paid on their old shorefront in Harpswell. Even
their kids despised them for it. Since who wants to live with Dad
and Mom in some shit-shingled ranch house in Topsham, when
you could hang out on the wharfs with the working men, dreaming
of the life you would lead as one of them, your hands toughened in
the lobster bait and the rhythms of the waves on the water?
That was family life.
And I think then of my own family, moving into this. From away
for good, of course, never to be part of it. Never part of the hippie
back-to-landers, never part of the local fishermen. Despite the
yuppie kayaks skidding on the surface of the water in the carvedout wakes of the fishing boats. Despite the sailing and letting the
land go to trees and shrubs, and the woodstoves, and the parents
finally dying and ending up in rest-homes.
David used to walk through the waist-high snow, so he says, or
used to say, back in the days when there was waist-high snow in
Maine, and back in the days when he could speak of it at all,
lugging the buckets from the well. And his wife, Coley’s mom, may
still remember these days if anyone were to coax it out of her. On
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the best days, you could melt the freshly fallen snow on the porch
directly on the woodstove. Yet in the end, all that water was not
enough to dowse the fires that burned from his own house,
collapsed into a cellar hole, or the farm house of his mother,
Coley’s grandmother, its furniture burned by his uncaring kids and
the house itself by that Benjy of his youngest. Nor did it save the
studio of his oldest, ablaze in the moonlight, while Coley laughed at
the beauty of the flames bursting into the night sky.
And no, my Eloise, this is not the kind of life you lived, growing
up out there in Santa Fe, exiled to New York it seemed to be,
although you never quite got the story straight. Out there, the
snow is confined to ski resorts, I guess, if you have them there, and
all you have of the real tenacity of winter is the mythology of
Maine and fire-building. Building up the kindling and stoking the
fire with reluctant logs, hissing in complaint, soaked through by
the summer rains. “Should have had it flown in from New Mexico,”
the locals say. “Or dried for a season in the woodshed.” “I’m
wearing my skin,” you say, burning in the Southwest sun.
“That’s the story?”
“Well, yes.”
“Did you think it would turn me on in some way? The family
thing? The references to me? It had nothing to do with families.
And nothing to do with me.”
“I was trying to show that everything involving families is
duplicitous.”
“You think that’s what I want to hear?”
“It was about a bunch of old hippies. It was supposed to amuse
you.”
“It doesn’t. What you wanted to talk about was skinny-dipping
with your friends from the country, where was it? Bowdoinham.
That was what you emphasized the first time I heard this story.
The heat. And a bunch of middle-aged hippies, naked on your
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shore. Then you tried to pounce on me. In the end, that’s all you
ever want.”
“You’re wrong. You girls: you have it ass-backwards. Any man
can take care of the physical things himself.”
“Don’t start that.”
“I’m not starting anything. What I can’t take care of myself are
the things I say to you.”
“The things that are all lies. The things you would say to
anyone.”
“If I would say them to anyone, I wouldn’t be here talking to
you. I wouldn’t need to be talking to you. I could talk to anyone.
But there are things I can only say to you.”
“Don’t start that. You failed the test long ago. And now you’re
nothing to me, and I’m nothing to you. Friends, if you can call it
that.”
“Friends. Ridiculous. I can’t and don’t talk to friends the way I
talk to you .”
“I’m leaving now. I have things to do.”
“This conversation is the thing you need to do, my Eloise. This is
the thing you always wanted.”
“You have no idea what I want. I wanted youuuuuuu. But
yoooooooouuuuu wouldn’t have anything to do with
mmmeeeeeee.”
“You are still what I want.”
“I have things to do.”
“Let me tell you another story.”
“What about?”
“I don’t know. A story about animals.”
“It’s another hunting story. I hate hunting stories. And I hate
you. You’re only creating these stories to keep me listening. Maybe
just to keep me alive for you. So you can only tell one. The last one
sucked.”
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“Sorry. But it’s about Maine, and that’s what they do there.”
“It’s the same way in Santa Fe.”
“Of course–locals with guns.”
“Frank owns a lot of guns.”
“No, my darling. I’m not taking the bait. I’m telling my hunting
story: ‘Deerfall in November’, I’ll call it. We were in the woods in
November, before the snow, and I had grown tired of sitting in a
deer stand, and walked aimlessly through the woods, my gun
down, when I heard the gunshots–rhythmic, artful. In some series.
Three, there may have been? Pairs? It must have been a half mile,
but distances in the woods mean nothing to me, and finally,
shouting, I heard Jeffrey’s answering voice, and found him sitting
on the shoulder of a downed buck, holding the antlers, in a pose
you see in the hunting magazines, and now I knew finally we were
hunting in the Maine woods for real, instead of just pretending to.”
“Who’s Jeffrey?”
“What possible difference does it make? But since you asked,
he’s my brother-in-law. Or was. Or more precisely, a few years
after this, I married his sister.”
“That doesn’t help.”
“We spent an hour eviscerating the thing, and not once knew
what the organs did, the functions they served, the waste that
risked ruining the meat. My jacket is caked in blood. Like my army
jacket caked in blood, with the peace sign sewn to the pocket. We
dragged the deer to camp and the old men derided us for our
work.”
“Hello?”
“Hello? What?”
“Are you done?”
“Done? Well, yes. That’s the story.”
“You shot a deer. Big deal.”
“I didn’t shoot a deer. You weren’t listening. Jeffrey shot the
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deer.”
“So?”
“I was trying to explain how life became real, instead of a
charade. Finally, we were really hunting. The deer proved it. We
weren’t simply going through the motions of it, tramping through
the frozen woods with guns.”
“No wonder I never understood a thing of what you used to
say.”
“Where were we hunting?”
“I don’t know.”
“Who was with me?”
“I don’t know.”
“What time of year was it?”
“Byyyyyyyyye.”
And I heard her voice drop that half octave, or octave it may
have been. A baritone. “Byyyyyyyyyyye.” A parody of my own
voice, parodied back to her.
I stare out through the glass on the chilly fall morning, watching
for the smudge of ducks on the horizon, thinking of Philip, sitting
in the grass gesturing with his free hand toward the water. His
hand from Manet’s Déjeuner, I think. Line the heads up, so he said.
Like Eloise, balling me up in her metaphors and circularities of
reasoning, scattershot, even though she had no idea what
scattershot might mean. A farming metaphor, perhaps, throwing
the seeds out into the dust.
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II.
LOS ANGELES, 2002-2004
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CHAPTER FIVE
AIR AND ANGELS
my best maine story: twenty years ago, I was driving my white rabbit
convertible (the year before the fancy cabriolet came out) up to visit
a friend. turn left on birch, he said. the windy unmarked roads,
forsaken trees, rampant backwoods zoomed by. a tiny white wooden
sign, about seven inches square, stuck into the dirt, maybe a foot off
the ground said “you just passed birch road”.
is that your maine? ayuh. loons, dark lakes and all those crags?
you probably scrambled over them endlessly.
I guess my point is, everyone’s got a story. but mine needs:
help! help? help.
i’m including the only short story i’ve written so far. I know I have
to a) move to third person and b) learn how to tell a complete story–
the whole plot, arc thing. But, I think in 4 years, I can become a real
writer. I just have to stay alive.
I think I can do it–but you know you’ve got a handle on how the
world works. share? it was only 4 years ago that I accidentally
punched in 95,000 instead of 95 for a check I was depositing, and I
went screaming to the manager to tell him not to give me 95,000
dollars–that it was a mistake. I really believed that’s all it took. I was
so terrified that I’d get extra money? I can’t even remember those
days. only last summer did I understand that I wouldn’t have gotten
the 95,000–because people lie. I know so much about some stuff, but
about living–next to nothing. but this past year I’ve finally been
asking the right people the right questions, and I swear i’m getting
better (this is better? yes) and you are obviously a right person. so,
can I call you sometimes to get some answers?
i’ve tried so many things–I don’t ask you on a whim.
I put the letter down, years after she has written it the year
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before, I think it was, I fell in love with my darling Eloise. I
remember the story as being about a White Rabbit, but the story is
not really about that, I am certain. Insofar as I can tell, or read her
words at all, it is about a drive ... and there is a dog ... chasing
rabbits. Or something like that. I think I myself put the car into the
story, and of course, like all stories by women of that age, there is
all that Alice in Wonderland business as well.
It is hard to read the story. Hard to recall that summer before
my life with Eloise began. The aborted chess games by e-mail, each
ending in chaos. It is not like watching my darling Eloise on the
ballet floor, where I cannot take my eyes from her, where I am
afraid to blink, lest I lose an instant of her grace. It is not like tennis
with my Eloise, or simply walking the city streets with her.
In my second set of years with my darling Eloise, she came back
to Los Angeles, and we began our art lessons. I remember setting
up the apartment for her near the university, with the roar of
fraternities in the background like the freeways of Los Angeles, the
tones of foreign music, the lights of the engineering students
illuminating the courtyard at 3AM. We lay in her make-shift bed
amid the rowdiness of the young, and we talked of what we
thought were the old days, lying together in my apartment the year
before, falling asleep by the chessboard. I remember students
leering at us in the walkway of the complex on Orchard Avenue.
The blinds would never quite close and I imagined her tired and
sleep-deprived associates looking in on us. The missing slats of the
windowblinds. Eloise. Me. In each other’s arms in the darkness.
Our professions of love inaudible with BBC on the radio. The
chapters of novels we left interrupted. The broken narratives.
I would come to her whenever she called in those days, obeying
whatever voice she used, at any time of night, with whatever sleep
I’d had and I would race to find my darling Eloise on Orchard
Avenue. She waits on the curbstone. She is sitting on her suitcase,
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and in that, she has packed a mattress pad: “It’s a sad state when a
girl has to bring her own bed,” she says.
Eloise dances a pirouette across the living room. Two turns and
she is finished with it. Her ankles, the risk of injury. You do not hit
the beat, she says. The music is there when your feet find the floor.
I stare in astonishment, as the travelers would stare in
astonishment watching her dance steps across the bus station.
“I’ll never learn to dance,” I say. “You teach me how to draw. I’ll
teach you how to read.”
The Chess Board
“I wrote of chess-playing in those days, and I would confuse
your grace itself with the moves on the chessboard, how the
knights simply formed their movements after their own form, or
sometimes shaped their progress according to their shapes and I
would say things like Drawing you, your form just formed itself
upon the brush and on the pencil edge ...”
“That was the best.”
“You mean my phrase? No. I get it. You mean the times I just
spoke about. Our lives, in your apartment on Orchard Avenue.
There is nothing, my darling, that I do not remember of you.”
“You’re such a liar.”
“Just like life changed for me when I found myself sitting with
you at my crappy kitchen table from IKEA, staring at the chess
positions we had constructed. Trying to understand them. How
they came to be. Some feint or flank attack. What the future was. It
was as if I had been waiting for you for decades, with the pieces set
in position on the chessboard. Suddenly you were there, occupying
the empty space I had imagined, ready to move. ‘Til when to where
thou wert ...”
“It’s a line from one of your poems.”
“I wish.”
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“It’s like one those poems you used to teach us, or try to teach
us.”
“It’s actually not like those poems at all. It’s stolen directly from
them. ‘Air and Angels’, John Donne.”
“I never understood anything he wrote. Angels. Poof! Everyone
believes in those stupid things here in Santa Fe. I mean for real.”
I know, my darling. I have seen what is written on your
memorial page.
“Flying. That’s real. Not angels or poetry. I love flying. I just sit
back and watch the desert. And sometimes it’s the peaks of the
mountains, coming into L.A. I was flying over Iceland once, from
Denmark it must have been. All those Danes. You can slide open
the windowshade of the plane in the evening and the mountain
peaks reach out to you, as if to whisper to you in the twilight. I
always thought this was illegal. I was afraid the stewardess would
catch me looking out, calling to the Vikings, and I would be thrown
in prison or beaten or fined.”
“Do you remember flying into LAX from Santa Fe? When I met
you at the baggage claim? We must have had an argument, because
we always did in those days. Yet when I saw you in the airport, all
my despair of losing you was gone. All I felt was my love for my
darling Eloise.”
“I flew into LAX from Santa Fe and all the lights were winking
up at me.”
“You said there was a man was sitting next to you. Guys. That’s
what they do.
Frank. I’ll say his name is Frank.”
“Why would Frank fly here from Santa Fe?”
“Frank. A generic Frank. A clone of all the other Franks. Like
that script you were writing then. It doesn’t matter what his name
was. I imagine the two of you, your shoulders bump descending
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into Los Angeles. Frank steals surreptitious glances at your
glorious chest.”
“Silly boy. He was a perfect gentleman. Not like you. I remember
now. He was talking about his dogs. His dogs. I don’t remember
what he said.”
“I know exactly what he talked about. He saw your piqued
interest, and whatever he was talking about, he just continued in
desperation. And it might have been dogs, or dogfood, the digestive
habits of rats, that Magyarisch eating of seafood. Suddenly, nothing
else in the world made any sense to him.”
“What? What’s Mag ... whatever it was you said?”
“I’m quoting myself now–’Magyarisch’. Hungarian. I was always
fascinated by that word, from the first time I saw it in a card
catalogue at the library. Magyarisch–where you had to look to find
some obscure series of monographs published in Hungary. I have
no idea why I was looking for them at the time. Hungary is
landlocked, so later it seemed the perfect setting or countertheme
for a poem about sailing.”
“There’s a reason your initials are what they are.”
“Don’t bait me. I love you no matter what you say. The man on
the plane, Frank I’ll call him, is suddenly ensnared in the currents
of his words. Whatever he was saying, he knows he must continue.
Like Scheherazade of course. Like sailing, keeping way, it’s called–
you have to have way, that is, move forward, in order to steer.
That’s what he thinks, sitting next to you. This is what I felt, sitting
across from you at the chessboard. My chessboard. My apartment.
My great-aunt’s pawn-short chess set, remember that? The
artworks of my friends, now your artworks, the saving grace of my
crappy apartment as you always say.”
“A photo of the canals in Venice.”
“Your photo. Shot from a bridge, like a sidewalk jittering down
the center of the picture frame. Suddenly everything in my life
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became dance and chess and polo and the jargon of film-making
and for months I could think and talk of nothing else. You are all
my argument.”
“You were such a goof-ball. That’s why you embarrassed me.”
“So Frank is sitting next to you, flying into LAX, feeling the heat
of you, and he can’t believe he didn’t have the fore-sight to raise
the arm-rest. If he does it now, he thinks you’ll probably call the
steward or claim he’s assaulting you. And the next thing you know,
BOOM you’re on the ground. Sorry. I’m talking like you. I mean the
plane has landed, and you are directing your sweet ass, careening
you’d say, down the aisle then down the concourse to the baggage
claim. I left out the part about his checking you out when you
reached up for your bag in the overhead compartment, and your
grey sweater–since I remember that’s what you were wearing–
rose up to your bellybutton. And there, I mean in the baggage
claim, instead of sidling up to you and offering you a ride, and a
place to stay, and a lifetime of wild sex, he looks around, and there
is this old creepy guy professing love to you.”
“You.”
“Of course that’s me. I left out more–I left out the black pants
you were wearing.”
“I had just been home. So I got more clothes.”
“And poor Frank is doomed, he thinks. Another fantasy crushed.
He’s doomed now to go back to his dull sublunar life of walking the
dogs and changing the cat box and wondering what he will eat for
dinner. The life like everyone else has. Everyone named Frank.”
“He’s a guy who just wanted to be friends.”
“No one, Eloise, wants to be friends with you. It’s just what they
say. They want to be lovers, and they want to be lovers with you.
Not to abuse you or take advantage of you, but rather to speak to
you, to shout out all the things they cannot shout out in life. Like on
the plane ‘I love you, my Eloise’. That’s what the guy wants to say.
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But only I can say that. Maybe at the baggage claim: ‘I love you, my
darling Eloise’. I should have shouted out to you.”
“But you didn’t do that. You wouldn’t do that. You felt me up
instead.”
“Maybe so. There’s something thrilling about fondling a woman
in the airport. It’s my way of professing love to you. What’s wrong
with that?”
“Everything is wrong with that.”
“Because any scumbag materialist would do that?”
“Exactly.”
“No. Because scumbag perverts as you claim me to be won’t risk
it at an airport amid the faked emotions of reunited families. And
who among any of them is going to cry out to the world,
proclaiming their love for you? Which I did. Or should have done.
Or thought of doing. I forget. What did he look like, by the way?
This Frank.”
“He was a guy. A man. All guys are the same. They all look
exactly the same.”
“Except for me.”
“Of course. Except for you. You’re different from everybody else.
And your penis is bigger too, of course.”
“I love you, my darling Eloise.”
“Fuck you, my darling.”
“What a thing to say!”
“It’s how I feel. You wouldn’t know about that. Feelings, I mean.”
“I know about those kind of feelings. And of course I feel for
you.”
“Ha ha. But that doesn’t count.”
“So tell me about this Frank guy. The CIA guy. The sensitive old
lying bastard in Santa Fe who dreamed of hauling you into the sack
with him. Or the guy sitting next to you on the plane. Frank. Old
impotent Frank.”
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“You’re bad. They’re two different people. Maybe three. The guy
on the plane didn’t work for the CIA. I have no idea what he did.”
“Other than stare at your chest.”
“He had dogs. Or we talked about dogs. Or maybe my dog. One
of them. I really can’t remember.”
“Tell me about him.”
“Who?”
“CIA guy.”
“I thought you were talking about the guy on the plane? The one
I never saw again.”
“I left him pining away for you, spooning out dogfood and
planning dinner. I’m talking about Frank, the CIA guy.”
“The guy with the real plane?”
“Whatever. Just tell me about him.”
“CIA guy? I can’t tell you about him. He was secretive.”
“Oh how delightfully mysterious.”
“He was. Very secretive.”
“That’s what all men do, as you’ve told me a hundred times.
They act like morons, because they think it makes them seem deep.
The only thing secretive about him was what he was trying to
secrete in your ...”
“I was going to use him for my scripts. Not the ones you know
about. New ones. Thrillers. Bombs. Explosions. That sort of thing.
Things that will sell. Things that will make me rich so that I can
support you. But I need to know things, and I don’t know anything
about that stuff. So he let me fly his plane. Or he took me on one. I
don’t know whose plane it was. A jet. Not a commercial jet. A
military jet. And he would tell me his secrets. All of them. Or some
of them. Things about Afghanistan. Things about the CIA.”
“And what was that?”
“I can’t tell you. They were secrets, remember?”
“Then how were you going to use them in your scripts?”
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“I’m going to reveal all. Reeeee-veeeeeeeeeeeeeeeal
everything.”
“Listen, Eloise, there was never a lover or would be lover or a
man of any kind who ever had a professional secret of any kind he
couldn’t share with you. I don’t care what kind of spook this guy
pretends to be or what sector of the CIA he worked in. He was a
low-level pencil-pusher and there wasn’t a thing in his life he
wasn’t authorized to speak of.”
“You’re just jealous. He had lots of secrets. And some of them he
told to me. And some of them I can tell and some I can’t. Then there
were other things too. Things he did he couldn’t tell me about.”
“Of course. So he says. I’m sure there were plenty of things he
couldn’t tell you about: first, because those things never happened;
and second, because they were trivial things–infidelities,
weaknesses, impotence of course, that sort of thing. Those are the
things that men cannot speak of. Like the hot fourteen-year-old
who just handcuffed me to the bedframe. Did I mention that? I
screamed in astonishment as I came onto her virginal chest. But I
am not authorized to tell you what she said to me.”
“I thought you weren’t much interested in that. Remember?
Your neckties, wrapped around your wrists? I tied them the best I
could, but only you sailors know about knots. ‘When do these come
off’? you said. And poof! The knot is gone and you grabbed me.
Besides, he didn’t talk about stuff that you talk about. It was spy
things.”
“Military things.”
“And planes. I got to fly in an F-16.”
“So you say.”
“Really.”
“With Frank, the CIA guy? You’re sure of that? PsyOps guy?”
“CIA guy. He was into PsyOps.”
“I keep thinking of him as having one eye. Cyclops. Every time
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you mention that, I think of a smelly old giant with sheep.”
“PsyOps. Not Cyclops.”
“I think of him in Acis and Galatea.”
“I don’t know what you’re talking about.”
“A comic opera by Handel. With a role for Polyphemus.”
“Who’s that?”
“The cyclops. Polyphemus comes on with a hard-on for Galatea
and sings this wonderfully obscene song: ‘How ruddier than a
cherry; how sweeter than the berry ...’“
“Don’t make jokes. He was serious. And he loved me.”
“I’m sure he did, or wanted you to think that. And as you
climbed out of the F-16 or 14 or Piper cub or whatever it was with
your compression suit on, I’ll bet he had some bullshit story about
the way the G-forces brought the sweat out in you, and how if you
just unzipped this, and unzipped that, and took a deep breath, and
let him press your lovely flesh, or caress the sweat from under the
compression suit ... But I’m just making that up of course. All I
know for certain is that what the bullshit PsyOps guy tells you he
can’t tell you about never happened.”
“He was a Major.”
“A major fuck-up, maybe. Or he had a major hard-on for you.”
“You sound like a 10-year old. And you’re also confusing two
different people.”
“You mean CIA guy? PsyOps guy? Some guy with an airplane?”
“I can’t remember now.”
“What you remember are the stories these old spooks claimed
to have hidden in their labyrinthian minds that they never quite
articulated. Some elaborate flank attack on the chessboard–the
games we used to play, when you would fall asleep ...”
“Sex and chess. That’s what I said. That much I remember. I
remember telling him about sex and chess.”
“Sex and chess. That was one of the nicest things you ever said.
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Or you ever reported to me. As you know.”
“Sex and chess. And he asked me, like all guys do, guys who
want to sleep with you, he asked ‘What’s your favorite kind of sex?’
As if women were nitwits. As if we’ll say ‘I like being on top’, and
they would say ‘Wow! Me too’. And that would be that. But I said
something else: I said: ‘Sex and chess’.”
“That is so sweet. That’s why I love you, my Eloise. When you
talk like that, it is like music, and I forget any rancor I might have
left for you. So what were you planning to do, my darling Eloise?
Were you going to write a script with this guy?”
“CIA guy? Or the guy on the plane?”
“The CIA guy. Of course.”
“Oh him. Frank, you call him. I was using him. He’s not like me.
He was a spy, not a writer. He can’t write. He just talks. That’s why
I went up with him in the F-16.”
“Or Piper cub.”
“That’s why I flew with him. To see how it felt. To see how
things worked. Then I could use it in my script.”
“So you never flew the plane yourself?”
“Why would I do that?”
“To be a couple. To be ‘one’. Or ‘hhhwwwwoooonnnnnnn’ as
you would say.”
“I wanted to be a couple with you.”
“Well, yes. But we weren’t very good at that sort of thing. Or so
you used to say.”
As here: you’re threatening to leave me for some pretend-spook
with a flying license. And so I need to know if you’re serious. Or
just milking him for stories of derring-do and flight controls. Even
that’s something. He flies. You write. He tells his stories and you
believe you will one day write them.
“You’re jealous.”
“I’ve never been jealous. It’s not my thing. I don’t give a shit
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about some old spook with a pilot’s license. I’m talking about
teamwork. One of those old cliches about being the same person,
or part of a team, some form of rudimentary cooperation.”
“What’s rudimentary? It sounds like a cow.”
“Basic. Simple. Being a couple. Your books of rules call it giveand-take and learning to compromise. But you’ve never learned
that, and I’m even worse. I mean something specific. And it could
be something like chess-playing, or tennis, or love making ...”
“Tennis was a disaster.”
“I don’t know. We tried to play once, remember? At Orange
Grove Park. All I remember was how graceful and how hot you
looked. And all those guys, and there must have been a Frank or
two among them, on the next court, stopping play, staring at you
and your marvelous physique, thinking that life had somehow
changed for them in this vision of heaven.”
“It was a disaster.”
“Only because you were jealous. Because I played with others,
so you thought.”
“Maybe. But the main reason was because you sucked. You
threw your racket. You got all pissed off because you sucked.”
“What a lovely thing to say, my darling.”
“It’s true. And then there were all your girlfriends. Your
girrrrrrrrrl-friends. All those women you played tennis with. The
women you loved. Instead of me.”
“My darling, I was so wrapped up in the stupid intricacies of the
game I never once considered using it for seduction, or as some
prelude to love-making. Besides. Who wants to jump into the sack
and talk about wrist injuries and foot positioning?”
“Liar. You’d talk about anything.”
“I’d talk about chess moves and positions. But I never played
chess with anyone but you, my darling. Well, not how we played, I
mean.”
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“I was never good enough at chess for you.”
“That’s not true.”
“Of course it’s true. You made half the moves for me.”
“Well there. That’s exactly it. We played chess together. And we
could do the same traveling, or watching some film together. Or
working on an art project. Writing a story together or building a
cathedral. And if you don’t have those mutual things, it’s delusional
to imagine you can have a life together. “
“You mean with me?”
“Don’t be ridiculous. I mean without you. I’m talking about
other women. How I lived with other women. Love-making with a
woman you don’t love is the worst form of solitude.”
“How quaint. You’re still a complete bastard. Maybe you should
consider not having sex with women you don’t love. Maybe you
should save yourself for true love.”
“Maybe so. Or maybe wait for the sky to fall. But with you it was
not like that at all; it was not wandering the city streets in the
twilight with some fawning sycophant on my arm.”
“What does fawning mean?”
“I don’t know. Fawn-like, I guess. Like a young deer, or some
fantasy of one. Looking up to your lover with your eyes batting in
awe and admiration. That’s what my ex used to do with me. I fell
for it completely. Of course, it’s also the sort of thing I do with you.”
“You never do that to me. You look at my boobs.”
“Oh my darling, you know that’s not true.”
“Just go on with your story.”
“Despite the worst of times, my darling Eloise, all my fault, as I
now admit, there were occasionally things you and I did do
together–not locked in mere admiration, but as the couple we
always wanted to be. Even if we never ate together or rarely slept
together or read a book together, there are still those moments I
remember best–like the time we set the alarm for 3AM and woke
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up to write your script.”
“I don’t remember any of that. I was too drugged out to
remember.”
“Now you’re just being mean. Of course you remember. We sat
on the bed and woke up to write your scenario. It was for some
class you were taking. It was the fall of 2002.”
“You mean the script about my family?”
“Yes. It began with a scene by the river. There is a man, barely
identified, and he is doing ‘something’–I don’t remember what, and
the viewer isn’t certain what. That’s what was so cool about it. It
has something to do with cloning. A person. Frank it must have
been. An entire wilderness of Franks.”
“Enough of Frank. It had nothing to do with him. It involved
science. It really sucked as a script. I didn’t know anything about
script-writing then. But the characters–they were all characters
from my family, people I grew up with. People I’ve been around all
my life. My mother. My sisters. I was eight. We used to do puppet
shows to amuse Mom. We just wanted Mom to be happy. She was
so wasted on drugs she just laughed at us. That’s why you were no
help. Because there’s nothing about any of this you understand.”
“Right. I was no help.”
“You were off with your happy hippie wife, or whatever it was
you were up to. I was doing my puppet shows. Mom gave us drugs,
and the puppet shows fell apart. That’s why you never understood
anything about us, or about the script. My family communicates in
code. We still never talk directly. No one in my family ever spoke
directly to me.”
“I did.”
“Sure you did. But first of all, you’re not my family. And second,
you only talked about one thing. And everything you say is code for
that. And that’s why you couldn’t understand what any of my
characters said.”
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“I didn’t understand science fiction. I still don’t.”
“You didn’t understand anything. The plot. The characters. The
science. The way my family spoke. Even the sound of it, or the
physical setting. You didn’t understand a thing about the drug
factory–things I grew up with–things my family talked about. And
you didn’t know anything about science, R&D, the things that make
the factory work. Or about the various plots and cross-plots that go
on in such places. That’s why you were no help. That and your
peculiar obsession with my boobs.”
“Thrillers, mysteries. All those genres are the same to me. I
don’t understand them.”
“It’s because you didn’t have the family I had.”
“I kept looking into the eccentricities of the script, the jagged
edges of a conversation or an incident. I loved that. Not the way it
worked–the way the scenes moved from A to Z. But the way it
didn’t work. The way the narrative failed as it were. And that’s
what made the cloning part ...”
“That’s what it was all about. Cloning. You thought it was a
metaphor–lovers having the same name, like you wrote about. You
think everything is a metaphor. But it’s not.”
“The cloning part–everyone was finally interchangeable.
Fantastic, that was what I thought. Let’s sit down and write that. So
I sat next to you–3 AM it was–and tried to make a script of that.
Opening scene: character down at the river, washing something.
‘Scootches’, you said, but I thought that was a silly way of putting
it. ‘Be direct’, I said. ‘You don’t know anything about script writing’,
you said. Turns out he will be destroying evidence of a cloning
experiment. The point, I thought, was that the real is not real, but a
copy. Looking back now, I think, it’s so clearly an allegory of us.
Going down to the river, perhaps there’s an allusion to Narcissus
there. What your character sees as ridding the world or himself of
evidence is in fact an opportunity: he looks into the surface of the
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water and sees himself, just as I, my dear, looked into your face
and saw myself in you. My face in thine appears.”
“That’s sweet,” I hear her say. But what she actually says is
flippant and sarcastic. “And that’s what I hate about you. This is my
script, not yours.”
“ ... We were sitting on the bed, and I can still see the blankets or
the duvet or whatever it was, bunched up around your knees, and I
remember thinking that the intricate and incomprehensible folds
of the blanket were like the folds and twists of the script you
wrote.”
“What bullshit. Besides, you have the times all wrong. You
confuse this with the night you assaulted me in your living room ...”
“My darling, I never assaulted you. Quite the reverse. And I have
no living room.”
“Whatever. I was on drugs. Your hand was on my thigh. I didn’t
understand anything. But I know one thing, and that is that this
part of the script was all done well before you came into the scene.
It has nothing to do with you.”
“It was the indirection I loved. The very incomprehensibility of
the thing, which was entirely you, and so completely you.”
“Ha! What you mean is it made no sense. That’s why the teacher
passed me. Just to get rid of me. Get rid of me and the stupid
fucked-up scripts I wrote at your direction. The truth is that
cloning has never been just a metaphor. Not in the drug business.
Not in the family I come from. We’re all the same. Literally. Clones.
That’s the point. And you wanted to make some stupid metaphor
of the whole thing.”
“My darling. All I wanted ...”
“I know what you wanted. The usual thing you always want.”
“My darling, you know I wanted you and me to be uniquely us.
And all you wanted was to smooth away these edges and learn the
trade, and write scripts like all successful writers write their
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scripts. So we sat on the bed, as you smoothed out the folds in the
coverings, and wrote in fury, entirely at cross-purposes.”
“You just wanted to finish so you could pounce on you.”
“At 4AM? I didn’t need to pounce on you. I had you, my Eloise. I
had everything I ever wanted.”
“I wanted a normal life and a normal script. Sex and chess. A life
like your life, the one I never had. A life with dogs, and homecooked meals, and, what was it that you always said? hunting
expeditions. Guns even. The life like all the others. That’s why I
wrote about what I know. The only things I know. I thought I could
make sense of it, and explain it all to everyone, and then we’d all
know what was what, and life would be normal.”
“Like clones of each other.”
“What do you mean?”
“Like the script. That was what your script was about. Cloning.
So here, in my brilliant repartee, I’m doubling back on us.”
“You see? You always do that. You wanted to make it into some
stupid allegory. Some clever academic thing. I just wanted to tell
things as they were. And you just didn’t understand that. You just
have to shut your stupid mind off for a minute. To do anything
right, you have to stop thinking.”
“That’s what you said when you taught me to draw. ‘Shut your
mind off’. Do you remember that? You told me to stop imagining
things. Stop thinking. Nothing comes from imagination, you said.
Everything you made me draw was right in front of me.”
“It’s what my teacher taught me. One of those teachers who
actually teaches things. Not like you. And that’s what I taught to
you.”
“It was easy. Because what I had in front of me was you. The
thing I found most beautiful and the thing I most loved. You. I
remember the way you taught me, all those exercises on shading
as you posed so majestically. I couldn’t imagine carrying on
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without you and when you left ...”
“Do you remember that awful sketch?”
“All of my sketches were awful.”
“Ha ha. I mean mine. The one I did of you.”
“The one of me? The second one you did of me? The first is on
my wall and will stay there forever, my darling Eloise, even signed
and dated: JG, 2002. My face is turned down. I am perfectly relaxed,
with my darling Eloise sketching me. And it made me fall in love
with you. Once. Again. But you mean the one where I look like a
crazy person.”
“You looked crazed. I mean in the sketch. I made you look
crazed.”
“I was crazed. But not like I am there. I was crazed in love with
you. We laughed for a half hour.”
“I need practice. I kept making mistakes.”
“Of course. Like I said of every sketch you made of me. ‘Nice
sketch’, I would say. ‘But the penis is way too small’.”
“Ha. ha. Even your sketches of me were better than that one.”
“I always got the boobs big enough.”
“Your art went to hell when I left for Santa Fe. And I finally told
you so.”
“You got pissed. You ripped up the sketch I drew of you; you
folded the painting into quarters you had asked me to send to you
and shipped it ruined back to me.”
“Sorry. But still your art went to hell. You claimed I didn’t mean
that. You claimed I said it just because I was mad at you for
something else. But I was always mad at you for the same thing.”
“It was never me who made the art, you know; it was the way
you once posed for me. The way your form simply formed itself on
the canvas or on the pencil edge.”
“It’s because of all the time I spent in dance class.”
“Posing before the mirrors. Your own Muse, you must have
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been, whatever a muse might be. And mine too, because without
you, even disembodied on the telephone, my sketch would lapse
into the uncorrectable cliches of first-year art students. The colors
became mud.”
“You were really terrible in those days. You needed help.”
“I needed you. That’s what I needed. Do you know the horror of
playing chess with others? It’s like playing chess alone: I make half
the moves for them.”
“You made half the moves for me.”
“I made some moves for you, so that you could break out into
that astonishing variation I never imagined possible. I loved the
way you looked at the chessboard.”
“Ha ha. That’s funny. You mean you loved the way I looked
while I was at the chessboard?”
“Very funny.”
“It’s just something you would say. I beat you to it this time.”
“Our mutual joke at last.”
“I don’t know what that means. I told you about Frank though. I
told you what I said to him.”
“Was he the dwarf?”
“Don’t be mean.”
“Ok. He was the CIA operative. Or the fighter pilot. Or the
surgeon. The handsome prince who fell in love with you, as we all
did. What was it that you said to him?”
“He asked what was the best sex I ever had, or what my favorite
kind of sex was. I forget.”
“Men always ask that. See? I’ve learned. Didn’t you just tell me
that?”
“I did tell you that.”
“Restated. Reprise. Isn’t that the word?”
“ ... And they ask to take showers too.”
“Like me.”
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“Like you. You thought it was so clever, but it was just dull and
stupid. That’s what men do. ‘I’ll bet you’re great in bed’, they say,
as if this is flattering and is going to make you fall helplessly in love
with them.”
“I know the night. I know the night you were talking about. But
you left out the best part. It was the night when you said ‘Move!
Move!’“
“‘Move! Move!’ I said.”
“So insistently. And I thought I was being too passive, making
love with you, lost in my lust and love for you, and almost tearfully
and desperately I said ‘My darling, I am moving’.”
“And I said ‘No no. It’s your move’. Meaning chess move. Your
move. ‘So move!’ I said.”
“That was the best of times.”
“Sex and chess. That’s what I told Frank. That was the best.”
“The dwarf.”
“The prince. He asked me like all men do what was the best kind
of sex for me. And I just looked at him and said ‘Sex and chess.
That’s what I like. Sex and chess. That’s the best’. And I thought of
you.”
“That’s sweet.”
“I thought of you, and I said ‘Sex and chess.’ And I thought of
saying so insistently ‘Move! Move!’ to you.”
“I think that’s the most loving thing you’ve ever said to me.”
“It was the best.”
“Don’t you suppose there could life like it was for us on the
chessboard and confusing the chess moves with the movement of
lovemaking?”
“Don’t talk about that. Now you sound like everybody else. Like
all other men. No matter what the topic is, you turn it to sex. An old
man talking about sex. Not attractive. Asking what kind of sex I like
the best.”
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“Well ok. But you were talking about sex, not me. We were
talking about what it means to be a couple. You and me.”
“We’re not a couple. You’ve forgotten. Your girllllllllfriend? Does
she suddenly not exist? I guess I didn’t hear that she had died.
Poof! Or she left you on a whim.”
“We were talking about us.”
“You maybe. I’m not talking about that any more. I’m talking
about you. I’m talking about the life you lead with her. The life we
never led ourselves. What do you do together?”
“Can’t we talk about chess-playing?”
“I’ve changed the subject. What do the two of you do together?
As a couple, I mean?”
“You’re mean, my darling Eloise. You’ve ruined our
conversation, our story. It was like music, introducing its
concluding motif of sex and chess.”
“It wasn’t a conversation. It was a fake one. Like those chess
games we tried to play by email when you were off in Maine.”
“Right. And we always ended up with two completely different
positions, different games, I guess. That’s why we had to get
together in the fall when we ...”
“Blah blah blah. So tell me a story. A real one. Not a made-up
one. And the story I want you to tell me is what you do with the
girlfriends you have instead of me.”
“Nothing.”
“And?”
“And? And nothing.”
“Keep going.”
“There’s nothing to keep going about. We eat, and defecate and
fall asleep.”
“Yuch. You’re crude. That’s what I hate about you. You know I
still have my script.”
“The factory script?”
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“Factory? It’s about cloning. That was big in those days, and
when people got less interested, I knew that I could never make a
movie of that script. But I kept it anyway, even though it sucked.
It’s going to be part one of my next script–all that mystery about
cloning and the interchangeability of men. Ha! I know what you’ll
say to that. And that all relates to part 2 of the script, and some day
if you’re nice I’ll tell you about that as well.”
“I have a feeling it involves some creep-o from the CIA.”
“Indirectly. Yes. It’s all about that. At least it will be–that’s all
part 3. But I don’t want to talk about that now.”
“Because I’ll screw it up.”
“Because you don’t know a thing about art. Your stupid life is
your art.”
“I remember you saying that once. I never knew what you
meant. To say that life is art is like saying there is no art in art.”
“Gee. That’s deep. That’s why they pay you so much to teach, I
guess.”
“If my art is my life ...”
“I was kidding. But at least you have an audience.”
“For what? My stupid poems?”
“Me.”
“Ah yes. Fit though few, my darling.”
“What does that mean?”
“You’re fit ...”
“I mean where does it come from.”
“I forget. I used to think it was Stendhal or Flaubert but I’ve
forgotten. I think it’s someone else.”
“You need to find that out and tell me.”
“OK. We’ll make a deal. I’ll find out who said that, and then you
can teach me something. You can teach me to dance, just as you
tried to teach me to draw.”
“Dance? How are we going to do that? You’re in Los Angeles. I’m
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in the desert.”
“I don’t know. Teach me the moves by telephone. Or send
pictures–like the footprints in the old fifties Arthur Murray dance
studios.”
“I can’t. We need to be together. And more important, we need
to take a class.”
“Why do we need to do that? You know my antipathy to
classes.”
“You’re a teacher. You spend all your life in class.”
“That’s right. And I didn’t become one so that I could sit in a
damn classroom and have someone else tell me what to do or
think. Whenever I’m in that setting, on the receiving end, as it
were, I become overwhelmed with homicidal fantasies about
ripping the professor to shreds.”
“That’s why you never taught me anything. ‘I can’t teach you
anything’, you said. ‘You have to teach yourself’. That’s your
method. You don’t do anything. You collect your paycheck, hand
out poems, and say ‘Ta ta! Good luck’.”
“Exactly. But dancing is different. It’s not something you can
just figure out on your own. I need you to show me how. And I
don’t care what it is: ballroom, or ballet, or simply standing with
you on the dancefloor.”
“Forget it.”
“Why forget it?”
“We have to be together.
Then we’ll take a class.
But we’ll never be together.
So we’ll never take a class.
And there will be no sex and chess.
“Byyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyye.”
“Byyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyye.”
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CHAPTER SIX
ART LESSONS
The drugs must have removed history from her. I can insert the
dates, but there is something disembodied about them. 2002,
2004, 2010. When I look for continuities, I manufacture them.
When I reconstruct a narrative, I lie, as I lied to Eloise all those
years. We are standing at the counter of the drug store, my second
year in love with my darling Eloise, 2003, it must have been. All I
could imagine was lying next to her and speaking as only she could
make me speak. Eloise taught me to speak, I think, though I once
claimed otherwise.
She inspects the neatly ordered pills–for asthma, and
depression, and muscle aches, infections, and for a dozen other
imagined ills. As she turned her stricken face to its lovely profile,
she asked the pharmacist to look up her records on the computer
screen. I walked away in resignation and bought a packet of
condoms, always her particular brand; I think their virtues are a
function of their alluring brand name. The young check-out clerk
glanced at me with a wry smile. “Even a blind squirrel finds nuts,” I
said.
That was the day Eloise handed me the drugs in the parking lot
and performed for the last time for me her dance steps–the
arabesque and the leap, with her feet scissoring–a cabriole, I think
it’s called. Two steps, and the sudden verticality. I thought this was
a stage illusion, something only possible in the movies. I stood in
awe of my Eloise dancing in the parking lot. I dropped her
medications on the pavement. I hear the crackling of the paper bag,
the pills in their plastic bottles. No one is listening. No one sees the
cabriole. Eloise is in jeans this day; her shirt is tight across her
chest, and her face meticulously prepared, her hair a fright, she
claimed, due to the inadequacy of my soaps and shampoos and
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even the everyday lotions she has bought and the over-priced
organics that fill the shelves of my cabinets. When a lover finds
them there today, I excuse myself by referring to the tastes of
summer tenants.
Later that year, later that week perhaps, we are in the editing
room, my darling Eloise and I. Indistinguishable students in
darkened rows stare into the video screens, manipulating the
complex series of commands. Eloise plays the film she made.
Central Park it is, where she and I once likely passed, although I do
not mention this. Did she not rub the lotion on her face and laugh
at me: “I hate to tell you this,” I hear her say. “But I am smooth like
this all over.” Three days later I hear her say to me: “You satisfied
your curiosity.” Done with love-making now for good. The height
of contempt. But that cannot be my Eloise at all. Linda Jane it was.
Some Linda Jane. Eloise and I were never in New York together.
Never in Maine. Eloise and I crossed paths on 59th St., just blocks
from the Plaza Hotel, in 1979 it could have been, and in those days,
before I knew her, I would hardly have glanced at her then lovely
features–the taut profiles of inaccessible women in that section of
New York in the late 1970s.
In her film of Central Park, there is a wedding. A couple and its
entourage drift into the camera range. The scenes jump quickly;
Eloise explains the sequencing in the editing room. The narrative.
The heroine awakes on a fall day and walks inconsequentially
through the park, past the unexpected wedding party. Even Central
Park has its wedding factories, I think, but I say nothing to Eloise.
Eloise stands triumphantly beside the editing screen. She has
done this. She has made this film, even though she alone can follow
its narrative. She dances a popular dance in triumph. But it is her
movement that triumphs, not the banality of the film she has made.
A week later, I meet her in the screening room. There are fifty
students there, I think, previewing their films for other students
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previewing their films. Eloise is in denim, deliberately a size too
small. Magnificent she is, and she herself stars in one of the student
films. Everyone in the hall-way, everyone in the theatre, is stunned
by the younger Eloise on the movie screen, the character who
loves the man who wrote this film for her. The two pose as a lovely
couple in the opening shot. There are many films like this of my
darling Eloise: Eloise dancing, smiling, stepping naked into a bathtub. Anyone with a camera would prey on her, all those poor
conniving introverts of film schools.
Eloise sits next to me, watching her younger self so sad and
desperate, and so beloved on the movie screen. Her hand catches
my leg. She is thinking, she will later tell me, “Well, why not. He’s
cute enough for a man his age, and it wasn’t bad two years ago, and
it may as well be him as anyone else.” Poldy, I am, I think. And once
again, I fall in love with my darling Eloise.
I hurry from the theatre, but cannot avoid a young director,
who stops my Eloise. “I’d love to work with you,” he says. He hands
her his card. He is staring at her breasts. I smirk at him. This is
what condescension is. She speaks with that sudden elevated
tone–mock surprise and sudden modesty. “My number.” “Sure.”
“I’d love to.” “Thank you.” “Sante Fe, all summer.” I take my darling
Eloise onto my arm, and listen to the two of them.
She unlocks her bicycle. I try to fit the intricate machine into my
car, but I am unaccountably clumsy, anticipating an evening with
my Eloise, and I follow her instead, through the dismal
neighborhoods of Los Angeles, her magnificent athletic form
caught in the streetlights. An old station wagon trailing her casts
her shadow forward in its headlights. She turns into her apartment
on Orchard Avenue and I spend ten minutes angrily looking for
parking. We will lie in her apartment and maybe this will be an art
lesson or we will watch a video or listen to music on some station
on her computer, retrieved by a program I don’t understand. It is
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2003. We make love in the make-shift bed where Eloise sleeps
clutching the pillows. “We really had it down,” she will one day say
of this, “you and I,” critiquing some new lover in her life. I sense
the sonorities of the background music in the apartments. The
moonlight stripped obliquely by the blinds.
“Art is two things,” she says. It is form, and shading. I will strike
a series of poses, and you will sketch me, standing, sitting, lying
down. Quickly. Don’t stop. No erasing is allowed. She flounces onto
the floor, as she would put it. No second thoughts. I will hold each
pose for two minutes, no more. And then we’ll talk. After that you
will pick one thing. My shoulder. My knee. The curve of my thigh.
And you will study not the form, but the light that diffuses and
becomes lost in it. And you will draw that. Same pencil. Sharp. The
shades of darkness only in the pressure you use on the pencil lead.
Each line across the shading, dark to light. Degrees of pressure.
That’s what I was taught. Light becomes tactile in your hand. No
blurring. No erasing once again. No smudging of contours. No
lapsing into form. When we are done with that, we can talk again.
The light angles through the blinds. Students pass outside. They
speak in languages we cannot speak. They are returning from the
library perhaps, like in the old days, and anyone can see us,
stripped erratically in the old blinds. Jalousie, I think. Robbe-Grillet.
Those are for my asthma, she says, pointing to the pills on her
desk. Life will never be so glorious again.
It must have been this year that Frank came into her life, that is,
the year that Eloise and I shared our art lessons. And Frank must
have been a fighter pilot, a realtor in Santa Fe, or maybe a classical
guitarist, posed in the photo with a hand as graceful as the hand of
Eloise herself. You can see my own hand posed this way, as I pulled
the lovely Linda Jane to me on the last New Year’s Day that Eloise
would live.
I believe I imagined this man as I imagined other men in her
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life: tantric sex with the fifty-year-old, or the lover of Aldona, I
think her name was. “He came at the end,” was all that Eloise said
of him, or it may have been a film producer, some folk singer
whose name I remembered from my hippie youth, or a cousin, or
the drug-dealers in New York. Or maybe the young students who
crossed her path or stumbled clumsily into her life. “Rub my back,”
she would say to them, and from that point, a young man bent on
his knees over Eloise, and, well, at that point, you can just imagine
how life was for them.
The Book of Rules
Eloise loved The Rules, as she called them, and during the years
the two of us lived in Los Angles, she tried to practice them. They
must have come from a book on etiquette, God knows, written in
the 30s, since time to Eloise meant nothing. Rules were rules and it
didn’t matter if they were formulated weeks or centuries ago.
Rules made life possible, she thought, and because she didn’t know
them, things went bad for her.
It’s the same with the scripts, she said. There were rules there
too, and these were things students went to school to learn. All my
condemnations of critical jargon and neo-Aristotelian hogwash,
and the bullshit of rising action and climax–all that meant nothing.
Even on the phone I could see her shaking her head, as if I’d tried
to critique the social politics of American aristocracy, or the
conventions of a polo match.
“You don’t know anything about film,” she would say in
derision.
You have to have character, she says, and development. Or
complication. An intrigue. Other characters. Conflict, it’s
sometimes called. An arc. And there has to be a way out of it–a
resolution, and the good script-writer can play with that, as long as
you don’t violate the rules. That’s what they have editors for.
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That’s why you hire them. To make sure everything is done by the
rules. And that’s the way music works too. What you do is hire a
professional composer, not to do what he wants, but to do what
you want; and the poor bastard works on the tightest schedule you
can imagine, in despair that he ever was misguided enough to
write music–my God of all things! tantamount to being a slave or
wearing a livery! The music just gets plastered over the final cut,
he thinks, and if they don’t like your plastering, it all gets dumped
back on you and you have to do the whole damn thing again. By the
rules. That’s why you write by the rules.
“You mean like Mozart and Haydn?”
“I don’t know what you’re talking about. That’s the problem
with what you do. What you write. Your life. There are no rules. Or
you claim to think there are no rules.”
“I’m radical. I live on the edge.””
“Oh yes. I forgot. Right. Of course. You’re radical. How could I
forget? You live on the edge. A professor in an old tweed suit.
What’s the word you used? Doughty? Dowdy. A dowdy old
professor in a grey tweed suit.”
“Jacket.”
“You know the difference?”
“You taught me. But suit sounds better.”
“A dowdy old professor in a grey tweed suit. Composing your
thoughts and feelings.”
“Exactly.”
“That’s the problem. You are the most rule-bound person I
know, with your silly job and silly poems; the way you live, the
crappy apartment, the stupid cars you drive and the clothes you
wear. You are entirely predictable. You’ve never said or done a
thing that is the least bit original.”
“I fell in love with you.”
“Ha. You wanted to sleep with me. What’s original about that?
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Everyone wants to sleep with me.”
“OK. So I’m like everyone else. My life is a bore, you said. I
thought that was exactly the life you wanted: a picket fence and a
roomful of puppies.”
“I need fun. I need excitement.”
“You’ve got the wrong guy.”
“All you need to do is to keep me amused–you’re good at that. I
can do the rest.”
“I shudder to think what ‘the rest’ might be.”
“Ha. You don’t have to worry. You’re the randy one. Not me. But
you still have to follow the Rules. And I do too. That’s why I’ve
been hurt so much in life. I didn’t know the Rules. Or I trusted
people who didn’t follow them. People like you.”
“Forget the rules. What’s the point? We all know how things will
work out in the end.”
“You mean for us?”
“For us. For everyone else. Let’s say right now I’m talking about
scripts.”
“Scripts. My scripts?”
“Your scripts. Anyone’s scripts. What’s the point of pretending
you care about the characters? The protagonist, or the subplot or
how things all tie up in the end? You know how it begins and you
know how it all ends. You pick up the book and the pages advance
one by one. Then the end passes, and there is that moment of
astonishment as you finish the thing, and you formulate whatever
it is that you will say. The critique. All this nonsense about form
and art, when the only form is what you’ve formed by reading it.
My darling Eloise, book in hand, falling asleep to the story.”
“We all get screwed in the end. That’s what you say, at any rate.
... “
Except for those children’s tales I wrote for you, lulling you to
sleep as you imagined a loving adult might do, adults you have
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never known in life. Or rubbing your back, oblivious you were or
pretended to be to the sensuality of it all, my lover’s breath coming
in short bursts as you drifted off, as you described it once for me.
My Eloise. “... Drawing her last bath and cutting her throat because
some man she loves won’t follow the rules.”
“Don’t even think that.”
“I think what I want. What I’ve been taught. I only fall asleep if
the story is boring.”
“My stories were always boring. That’s what you wanted. You
fell asleep to everything I read to you.”
“Ha ha. Your thoughts and feelings, you mean. ‘Joseph’s
Thoughts and Feelings.’ ISBN a bazillion and three. The book you
always read to me.”
“Exactly. My great unwritten work. Maybe you can publish it.
You and your Mom. I’ll have you do the illustrations.”
“We publish children’s books. Besides, I don’t understand your
thoughts and feelings. Or maybe I do, because you really have only
one thought and feeling, which is to rip my clothes off. I’m not sure
the eight-year-olds who read our books would understand.”
“They don’t buy the books. Their moms buy the books for them.
Their lovely, rich, single moms.”
“I don’t think I want to encourage that. Besides, rich single
moms who buy illustrated children’s books from my Mom’s press
won’t understand your poems either. Or maybe they will: Poem
#1: Eloise; Line #1: I want to pounce on her.”
“Once upon a time there was a beautiful dancer who had the
audacity to accuse the man who loved her most of ...”
Eloise and her family run a children’s press and they do lovely
books, written by and for children they say, but the best books are
all by Eloise herself–Eloise as an illustrator, or occasionally as a
writer. She cannot see that she cannot write at all, and will never
learn to do so. She cannot know that all her virtues are the
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ventriloquy of that child’s voice still inside her, surviving somehow
the damage done to her by the drugs and the manipulations of
those who never loved her.
“Besides, you’ve already done it. Your book. It’s exactly what
you said. You wrote a book about your thoughts and feelings. And
someone published it.”
“You mean my book about sailing?”
“That’s what it claims to be. But it’s really just like ‘Joseph’s
Thoughts and Feelings’ that we always joke about. And it’s about
your girlfriends, too. All your girl-friends, but not about me. Not a
word about me.”
“But you are everywhere.”
“I’m not in your book. Why am I not in your book?”
“You’ve never been to Maine.”
“That’s right. I’ve never been to Maine. Because of all your
girlfriends in Maine. There’s no room for me. I could barely elbow
my way through them.”
“Perhaps it’s because when I wanted you to come to Maine, you
started a huge fight on the telephone. You accused me of
denigrating you, or jumping into the sack with someone thousands
of miles away from you. And you refused to speak to me for a
month. Or maybe two months. Or maybe an hour. I forget.”
“It’s possible. Maybe. I don’t remember that.”
“Nor do I. I remember showing a picture of you to Michael in
2002, almost a decade ago, and saying you were the love of my
life.”
“And then you met Linda Jane.”
“And then we got in another fight, you mean, and you
renounced me forever. And laughed at me, and called me a number
of really vile names.”
“I may have done that. I did that a lot. But I don’t do that
anymore. I’m better now.”
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“Better than what? Better than when? You mean when we were
lovers, that first year, a decade ago, and even the second year,
when we both were in Los Angeles? Don’t you remember those
years? We never got through twenty-four hours without you
storming off in a rage.”
“I never really stormed off. You’re a liar.”
“Nonsense. Balderdash.”
“You used to say that word a lot. In class. Bal-der-dash. You
thought it was clever. But everyone laughed because it made no
sense.”
“Of course you stormed off. Day after day after day. You left me
in a quivering ball, the tears running down my face. What do you
mean you never did that?”
“I never stormed off. I would leave the apartment and drive to
the drug store two blocks away from you, the place you bought the
condoms and said that funny thing to the store clerk. I sometimes
sat in the parking lot for hours, or maybe the coffee shop. Waiting
for you to call, which you almost never did. It was like the time I
fell asleep in your carport on the way to the airport. Do you
remember that? Do you remember carrying me back to the
apartment all upset and crying and blubbering apologies because
you’d been yelling at me? One day in the coffee shop, I wrote a big
long script about some guy who never loved me and had all these
girlfriends he loved more than me. And most of the time I would
just sit there over my cold coffee and many times I saw you jogging
past for your run.”
“And you never said anything?”
“I didn’t want to interrupt you.”
“Why not?”
“I was busy. You were busy. Or maybe I was just indifferent to it
all. Waiting for traffic. I hated driving in traffic. I hated breathing
the air in L.A. I don’t remember.”
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“You’re describing my own life, not yours. It was junior high
school, middle school they now call it. I fell in love with an older
women, meaning a girl one grade ahead of me. And of course I
couldn’t talk to her. That would be unseemly. So I just stared out
the window of the classroom, and all the math or algebra or civics
or ancient history just passed me by. Her name was the same as
my wife, the same as my high school girlfriend. The same as my
tennis partner, too, the one that used to make you so needlessly
jealous. All of them, walking to lunch oblivious of my love for her.
The highlight of my day it was, every day, catching a glimpse of her
as her class walked to lunch past the industrial glass of the
schoolroom. That’s what love was in those days, the days that
women were still named Judith as no one is today. And now, love
seems to have advanced no further. Why didn’t you dash from the
coffee shop and tackle me? I was running, but all I did was think of
you. What were you waiting for?”
“Why didn’t you run across the schoolyard and grab your
girlfriend?”
“She was never my girlfriend; that was the tragedy of it. An
older woman, thirteen she must have been. I was twelve. How
could I just run out of class and throw myself at the feet of a
woman of such experience and sophistication? Think of the
scandal. Besides, I would have been punished. Running from class?
Right in the middle of a sentence diagram? A lecture on adverbs?
Imagine! You forget–I’m a color-between-the-lines sort of guy. Just
think what I must have been like at that age. In those pre-sixties
years.”
“That’s no excuse. You could have run across the schoolyard
and proposed to her. You could have asked her to go to a prom or
go steady or whatever normal people like you did in those days.
People who lived in roomfuls of puppies. Why didn’t you do that?
Why didn’t you run after Linda Jane that night she saw you at the
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ballet?”
“Probably for the same reason you wouldn’t run out of the
coffee shop and propose to me.”
“It would have been against the Rules. Girls are not supposed to
do that. I thought you might call me. But you wouldn’t call me. I
would eventually stop crying and then the traffic would die down
and I could drive home. Hungry maybe. I don’t know. I didn’t eat
much then. Or lonely.”
“And I inevitably would call you. Later on.”
“Of course. Later on. Before bedtime.”
“And I would drive hell-bent with no thought of the
consequence, through all the damn traffic to get you.”
“To get to me, you mean.”
“One day I found you waiting on the curbstone, sitting on your
suitcase: ‘A sad day it is’, you said, ‘when a girl has to bring her
own bed’. I loved you, my Eloise.”
“You loved everybody.”
“You called me names and said you never wanted to talk to me
again.”
“Ha ha. I know. I’m sorry. But I shouldn’t be sorry. You deserved
it. You were a real bastard. You would come to my apartment and
you would screw me and you would leave. ‘La la la’, you’d say. ‘I’m
done. Goodbye’.”
“Ha! I never said such a thing. That’s what you yourself used to
say, not me. Every time you ‘got the best of me’, let’s say. Or
managed to ‘round the turning post’ first, as Ovid says. ‘La la. I’m
done’, you’d say. ‘Thank you’. Then you would roll over laughing as
if to sleep.”
“La la la. I’m not listening. We’re not talking about ‘making love’.
We’re not talking about the month or two months when you
actually loved me and treated me like a girl you cared about. We’re
talking about the next year or years. We’re talking about you
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coming to my apartment and fucking me.”
“It was indefensible. I couldn’t sleep. I would imagine you
would think I was offering to marry you, that we could be a couple,
that we could really go off and have those children, even though
children were out of the question for both of us, and it didn’t seem
right to ...”
“That is such a bunch of crap.”
“I know. I’m sorry. It’s the best I could do.”
“It’s a crappy excuse not because you’re bad at making excuses,
but because there is no excuse for what you did.”
“Why don’t you come out and see me? Right now, I mean.”
“Why don’t you come here?”
“Because you would leave me alone with my thumb up my ass
at the airport.”
“Ick. Don’t be crude.”
“Or maybe you would pick me up, an hour late, and take me
home then tell me oh by the way, you only want to be friends. You
would leave me home and run off with Frank, or CIA-guy, or
whoever they are. Or you had to take a brief trip in an F-16.”
“I have to go.”
“What do you mean you have to go?”
“Byyyyyyyyyyye.”
“Ah Eloise. Remind me of the first day we walked across the
college quad together. We pretended to race. Then just as I said
‘Go!’, I shoved you off-balance, won the pretended race, and let you
laugh at me. Remind me of the arabesque you struck the day I fell
in love with you.”
“I cannot do that on the telephone.”
“Then let me tell you a story.”
“OK. But not one of your usual stories. Not one that is some
stupid and insulting allegory about how you want to pounce on
me. Tell me a real one. One by the Rules.”
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A Tale of a Cat
Once upon a time a neighbor, forty-five and elegant, rich
enough to be a relative of yours, drove her well-washed car past
the turn to Hannaford’s, the largest grocery store in town, and
right over a cat, darting too slowly to the curb. Civil as she was, she
stopped the car, but couldn’t determine where the cat came from.
No yard, or fenced in lawn, or front door seemed right to her.
Responsible citizen of America, she could not leave the cat there;
she pushed it with her foot into a paper bag–all she had–and then
onto the floorboards in the back, thinking she might be inspired
after shopping, or maybe she would go to the pound or the police
or wherever one might go with a dead cat packed in a grocery bag
in back.
Unsettled by it all, she drove back to Hannaford’s and bought a
bottle of cheap wine–$10, something that wouldn’t embarrass her
to have around the house, but something she would never drink
herself. When she came out into the parking lot, she saw a
homeless woman, fat, in an unwashed housedress, leaning into her
car. Both of them stood in shocked surprise, like the lizards, staring
at their victims in the Inferno. Then the homeless woman grabbed
the first thing she found in the car–a grocery bag, weighted, it
seemed, or must have seemed–and quickly, she threw it into her
grocery cart and wheeled it away, just like her bourgeois
counterparts did in the grocery store, as my neighbor watched in
wonderment.
Whether out of curiosity or concern, or simple perversity, my
neighbor followed her discreetly, at an innocent and safe distance,
and in the alley-way, lo!, the word is, the homeless woman, having
succumbed to dereliction, lay passed out on the pavement next to
her stolen grocery cart.
It was my neighbor, or another angry resident or perhaps just
fate itself, that summoned the ambulance. For ten minutes, no one
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moved. When the ambulance arrived, the EMT’s were annoyed. In
high disdain, the young EMT checked over the old woman, and felt
her pulse and covered her face in the oxygen mask, loading her
distastefully onto the gurney, designed for better things than
unwashed derelicts, he thought, and stuffed her in disgust into the
ambulance. The EMT checked once for her belongings, noticed the
grocery cart with its stolen grocery bag, then tossed the bagged cat
into the ambulance, slamming the door behind it.
“That’s it?”
“Yes.”
“That’s disgusting. And it doesn’t have characters.”
“What about the dead cat?”
“I want to know more about the homeless woman.”
“She’s a homeless woman. A fiction. If you see her housedress,
that’s enough.”
“I want to hear about your neighbor too.”
“What about her?”
“Did you sleep with them?”
“Both of them? Or the cat too?”
“I mean your neighbor–the elegant one with the Mercedes.”
“I said nothing about a Mercedes.”
“You didn’t tell me what she wore, or how she moved. What her
accent was. I want to know about what matters to her.”
“I’ll say what matters to my neighbor is sleep. But her
neighbor’s girlfriend, a former dancer, you, my dear, keeps her up
all night with her screams of passion. ‘Do you think any of your
neighbors heard me?’ you once gasped. ‘Depends which freeway
exit they were on’, I said.”
“Don’t change the subject. Tell me what really matters to her.”
“Nothing matters to her. She ran over a cat.”
“Whose cat was that?”
“That’s the damn point of the story. Who knows whose cat it is?
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If I describe some seven-year-old girl running down the street in
hysteria, flailing her arms in grief over a dead pet, how will the
story work?”
“Like me. When my first dog died. In New York. I cried for days.
When I become homeless, you have to take care of me.”
“It will never happen to you. But if it does, of course I’ll take
care of you. I swear to God I’ll take care of you.”
“No you won’t. You hate me.”
“I love you. Just don’t wear housecoats out into the snow. Just
don’t go stealing dead cats out of cars in a public parking lot.”
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CHAPTER SEVEN
STORY BOARDS
Art Theft
I’m going to do this correctly. Like the Rules. The way the Rules
say. It was 3PM in the gallery. I go there every week. They don’t
sell much, and hardly anything they display on the walls. But at
least a painting or two will change. Turnover. Or what looks that
way. A friend of Mom’s owns it, and it’s here I got the idea for the
story of the art theft. This is Part II of my script. I mean the big one.
The one that is going to make life possible for both of us. The idea
is pretty simple. The town is full of artists. You keep saying I’m one,
but we’re not talking about amateurs like me, but real artists.
Professionals. Those who make a living at it. And don’t get all mean
and negative about making money over art. It’s not fair. You need
money. Enough money, whatever that is. And if you have it, even
making nothing is enough.
So for weeks, I’ll call him Frank, because that’s a name you
always use. Frank comes to the gallery. He’s part of an association;
you’ll call it a gang, but that makes it sound too low class. It
includes two spies, PsyOps guys, and they’re involved in fencing
fraudulent and faked art. They’re going to re-appear in Part III, but
I haven’t gotten to that yet. That’s what they need money for, and
when I get them the money and I get inspiration, Part III will write
itself. This will be world-class–a macrocosm you call it–and it
involves serious stuff. I mean bombs and that sort of thing. Boom.
Poisonous gas. Or whatever that stuff was in Japan–ricin, I think.
And it’s all connected, you see. But from Frank’s point of view, or
from the gallery’s point of view, even from the viewers’ point of
view, all the various incidents are independent. No one sees the
connections. Point of view is important. That’s what we learned in
school. I mean the school where they actually taught us something.
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Not the one where you are.
Beat 1: Frank comes into the gallery. I’ve already figured that
out. This is stuff I know about. Here I describe what the gallery
owners think. They think of him as an obsessed fan, or maybe an
artist, and after three visits to the gallery, they stop catering to
him. They realize he’s not going to buy anything, even though
when he goes up to a painting, he makes a big show about putting
on his reading glasses, then taking them off, then putting them on
and leaning in close to the signature, then examining the price list.
You get used to this if you manage a gallery. People pretend they’re
about to buy something. But they never do. And that’s ok. Except
you don’t want a bunch of homeless people to come in there–say,
the sort of people who go to the museum on Free Night. Like you.
Or students who think maybe a gallery is a place where they can
actually touch the contours of the paint, the way you are supposed
to but can’t in any real museum. So figuring out who Frank is and
what he’s doing there is an on-going thing. For the owner, I mean.
But for the audience too. The first step is realizing he’s not some
rich eccentric. And yes, that’s exactly what you say about the old
dusty book business. You can just sashay in to any book auction
and pick up a Gutenberg Bible, and no one says a thing because
they never know, you might be some bazillionaire beneath that
shabby sand-poor exterior.
So the gallery owner makes a big production of it, bringing in
tea and cookies, and after a half-hour or so figures out that Frank
really isn’t a billionaire in the making, and so they go on to Stage 2.
That’s where you pretend to pay no attention, but you’re really
watching the guy all the time. It’s sort of like The Rules. The way
you are supposed to get a Man. You keep an eye on him. Just in
case. And no matter where he goes in the gallery, the owner always
just happens to be standing in the doorway. Like the best guards in
the Museum, who wander in to the Vermeer room just as you are
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reaching out in awe toward the viewing point.
This goes on for a couple of weeks. In real time, that is; maybe a
half-beat in movie time. And they now conclude the guy is
completely harmless, since he acts the same way when you are
standing right next to him and when he thinks he’s completely
alone. It doesn’t matter how discreet you are. That’s what spies do.
That sort of thing. Alone, or in a crowd. It makes no difference. He’s
the same. Non-being. That’s what they taught us at Hampshire.
Nirvana. He’s an empty character in a script.
It’s on to Stage 3, and this is where my story picks up. He
becomes part of the scenery, part of the gallery crowd. And maybe
I can put myself in there, and talk to him, like artists or rich dealers
do. But that gets confusing, because all he’ll want to do is rub
against me. That’s what they do. At least in real life. So I’ll have him
examining the work of, I don’t know, Thomas Hart Benton and one
time, he even talks to the owner: “Oh yes. I love his style, although I
do not entirely understand it. The thick layers of paint.” Or maybe
if it’s an Old Master, he’s talking about thin glazes. “I think I see the
history of its origins there,” he says. “If you study enough you can
understand.” You can understand anything if you study it long
enough.
We had a Benton. Not an original, but a copy. The owners of the
real Benton took it around hoping to sell the original. I don’t know
who finally bought it. The original, I mean. I guess the idea was you
would hang the copy on a buyer’s wall for a week or so to see how
it would look there. Testing it out. Sort of like an engagement when
couples used to test each other out. But no one does that any more.
And of course you don’t know anything about that sort of thing. It
used to be on Mom’s wall. The fake, I mean.
Real art isn’t that way. I had a friend. A real artist. Not like me
and you. Not like the forger who painted the Benton. He wanted to
paint the water. And before picking up a brush, he rented a cabin
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by the shore. Somewhere in Carmel I think it was. It may have been
Mexico. Maybe even Maine. Maybe right next to you. Maybe in one
of the cabins rented out by your neighbors.
He stayed there four months, without sketching anything. And
one day, he said he was ready to paint the water. That he finally
understood the water, which will never stay still for you of course.
You can’t really paint it from life. Just like a live model, the best of
them, will never really stay still for you, but breathe slowly in,
slowly out. And suddenly as you sketch, you ignore the movement
of the contours, you feel the life in her. OK. And you get to see
naked girls too. It’s better than painting horses, I suppose. At least
for you. And horses can’t pose worth a crap.
That’s why I wanted to go to Afghanistan. That’s why I went to
the first meeting of the ROTC that day and said “I want to go to
Afghanistan.” And they stuck me on the track with my piles of new
clothes. And that’s why I went for the flight on the F-16, even
though it wasn’t sexy at all, like Frank thought it would be, but just
made me sick and reminded me of the way you feel on drugs. All I
felt when he unzipped my flight suit was that I could breathe again.
The moral is obvious: you need to study. Reality. The way
things are. Real things. Not copies of things. Spies. Not spy movies.
Copies of things are like the Rules. You need to apply them, but you
can’t apply them until you know the reality they refer to. You can’t
have just one. You need both. And no, I have no idea how his
seascapes worked out. I’ve never seen one. No one has seen one. I
think he works in a gallery. Or maybe he’s the guy in this one.
Frank.
In any case, we’re talking about Frank in the gallery. He’s now
part of the scenery, living breathing, like the paintings on the wall,
or maybe not like them at all. And during some fancy opening, he
mingles with the crowd and eats the sandwiches with the crusts
cut off and maybe even has a glass of wine, and points out some
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detail of a painting a potential buyer may have missed. A real
buyer.
But here’s the point of the story. All the time he’s studying the
hand of the painter on the far wall of the gallery. These are
important works. I haven’t even decided who they’re by. I could
say Van Gogh, but no one would believe that. You have to be
believable. That’s one of the Rules. So I will say some sketches by
Rubens or Rembrandt, but that won’t work either, since we’ve
heard about those thefts already. So maybe some impressionist, or
obscure American Primitive, or maybe even Thomas Hart Benton
himself–things of value–really expensive–but not so much as to be
out of place in a provincial gallery like this one.
I once met a student of Benton’s. Well, not a student, but the
wife of a student. She was a lawyer. Really flirtatious. Hot too.
You’d like her, except she’s your age, too old for you.
Anyway, all the time, all those weeks studying in the gallery, he
has finally begun to work. At home. In the studio. What he is doing
is painting an exact replica of one of the paintings and sketches on
the back wall, and he is creating as well, a couple of sketches of the
type you find in gallery cellars–shelved in there in those sliding
panels–things that will hardly ever be displayed or shown.
On the big day–this is the climax of the story–or the climax of
the first arc–there is a break-in, and none of the alarms will sound,
because he has taken care of that as well. I haven’t figured out how,
but it’s easy. And the next day he will come to the gallery as if
nothing has happened and will witness the destruction–paintings
slashed, piled up on the floor. As if a bomb had dropped–Kaboom!–
like the real bombs in part III. See?
I love this scene.
The whole thing will be shot through his eyes. Like in Orson
Welles, or even the monster film. I forget what it’s called. Must
have been a Roger Corman film. That’s what all the teachers say
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who praise some old boring film. “Rod-ger .... Coooooormin.” So
what the camera does here is tricky, because the shot looks naive–
the piled up paintings are mere scenery–but he, Frank, knows their
histories. And the viewer is caught there, between the naive
depiction of the scenery and the suspicion that something is not
quite right. Dramatic irony they call it. Whatever. The camera then
falls on one of the Bentons or American Primitives. Ruined as well.
Ripped. Folded up. But what the camera shows in the chaos,
something no one in the gallery can see, is that one of the main
paintings has been replaced; others seem destroyed completely–
something not quite right here. What’s real, the viewer thinks? And
now for the second arc of the story–the money trail as it were.
And it could be a simple thriller. Arc 2. Or Part II if you want.
You sell the stolen paintings and you’ve got the money, and now
you can make the bombs or start the wars or buy the weaponry.
But you can’t make a story like that. The key part of the story, the
emotional part, is twofold: first, the guy is going to have
misgivings, and he’s going to try to untangle himself from the web
he’s woven. Second: there’s a woman involved. Maybe the gallery
owner. Maybe the hot wife of the Benton student. But she’s too old.
Maybe he meets her in the Persian Gulf. One of the bomb team. Or
me, if I’m still around. Maybe I can play that part myself. You can
see it’s all connected. And he’ll never get free of her. Men don’t do
that in the movies. Unlike you, who gets free of everything. But we
haven’t even gotten to that part yet. We still have to explain the
first arc. Leisurely. That’s the word. At a more leisurely place.
What’s all the chaos of the art gallery about? Something that
foreshadows the destruction of the bombs in the Persian Gulf.
Maybe I could put a flashback in here. Maybe he once robbed a
7-11, except that no one cares about people who run 7-11s. Too
low-class. I know you wrote about that once, and that’s why it was
never published. Art galleries are full of people I know about, I can
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talk about. Maybe he stole a canvas once. And even that is kind of
obvious, I think, for who cares about stealing a canvas in some
backwoods art gallery?
Anyway, I have all the stages built in there, as he studies his
craft like we all do. I’m going to teach you how it works–all this
painting business. Spy stuff too. Stuff I know about. How, he thinks,
is he going to see those obscure American Primitives the way their
painters did? And in such a way that he can reproduce them, or not
reproduce them, but repaint them. And it’s exactly like that story
you made me read. What? Borges. Right. With the French guy.
Pierre Menard. I remember that because I actually knew a guy with
that name. Did I ever tell you that? And no, I never slept with him.
He was gay, and played in a quartet, and used to garden so
obsessively his hands were always full of thorns.
That’s what the story is about. Putting a fake in place of the
original. Like you do with love. And there are lots of stories like
that. Of course. Maupassant. “The Tiara?” I even know what a tiara
is; I’ve worn them. There are lots of stories like this because
there’s this myth that museums and rich people never put the
originals of their paintings on display, but only copies, although
this isn’t true of any of the houses I’ve been to. If you have a copy,
like that Benton painting, you put it up as a copy and tell the whole
story of the copying. No one pretends it’s original. That’s why this
one is different. Why not have Frank paint the copy, as you say, and
go through ... what’s that word you always use? .... folderol ... that’s
it. All this fall-der-all only to find he’s made an original–his own,
you see–to take the place of what turns out to be a fake, and if I
were really good, I’d put some car accident in his past, in fact, I
think I’ll do that, maybe driving on a backwoods road in Maine,
swerving to avoid a rabbit or something, and it will cause amnesia
... I know I know. You don’t believe in amnesia. It’s made up for the
movies. But it doesn’t matter, because this is the movies and film is
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full of this sort of thing. In this case, there’s no difference between
the reality and the rules. It’s what’s plausible that counts; not
what’s real–Aristotle said that. Or Plato. We learned that, back
when teachers taught things. Unlike some teachers I could name.
And it will turn out that the presumed original painting he steals
off the wall and replaces is one he actually painted himself, thirty
years ago, and that’s why he could feel a connection to it in the first
place, and that was why he could recreate the thing, you see, so
perfectly that no one was ever fooled or even suspicious.
All this will come out in the end, of course, but it’s only after the
robbery, and the guy going every evening to the gallery and
commiserating with the owners and still looking at the paintings
and trying to get things back to normal, and maybe even have sex
with me or the gallery owner, as the other plan proceeds and
everything starts to go to hell: a trip to the Middle East, and some
large tanker, anchored off Bahrain is it? and it will blow up, but no
one will be able to figure out who is responsible or what the
purpose was or who is supposed to retaliate. This is the difficult
part. This is the tricky part, because this is the stuff I really don’t
know about and that is why I need more experience with the CIA
before I get on to Part III.
No no. That is not why I’m sleeping with the CIA guy. I don’t
even believe he is with the CIA. And I’m not with him anyway. I
made that up to make you jealous, and sure, here it is. Look at you!
And I could tell you I’d given blow jobs to every hack artist and
film producer in the Southwest and it wouldn’t make you bat an
eye. But tell you I’m being hit upon by some PsyOps guy and you go
bananas. It’s just your way.
Anyway, that’s the intrigue I’m working on. And it’s all an
example of the problem you’re always talking about. It’s really the
relation between art and the world, like what exactly does the
painting in the provincial gallery have to do with what’s on the
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news? And maybe that’s another thing I can do. I’ve never talked
about the subject of the painting, but now it’s completely clear to
me and I can almost see it underneath the varnishes.
You remember those Turner paintings you always showed us?
Maybe that’s what this will be. Turner must have painted
thousands, and once you’re toward the end of his career, it’s all
about light, and fire–all that Sublime sort of thing. The more
ordinary and routine things are, paradoxically, the easier it is to
fake them. I don’t know why that’s a paradox. But it is.
You remember we used to talk about Bobby Fischer, playing in
those speed tournaments against dozens of players? And most of
them play standard openings to their boring ends, but a few of
them always think they can mess him up–they’ll take some weird
variant, thinking Fischer, who has only seconds to play each move,
won’t be able to come up with anything good for the new positions
they create. But of course, the exact opposite is true. The twenty
players playing their standard openings all blur together as one,
and Fischer can see the positions, but confuses the process by
which those positions came to be–he has no idea of the
personalities of the players or their tactics or what they’re up to.
What do you say? Forma manent. That’s it. It’s like playing against
an instruction manual and eventually he will make some huge
blunder on one of those games. Just to keep it interesting. But
those who take the weird and creative variation, they’re toast.
When Fischer sees the board, he’s fascinated; he remembers every
move, and how it came to be and each nuance of the match, and the
poor slob gets crushed, whereas some fifth-rate player like you or
me manages to capture a piece or so, and give him real trouble.
Until, of course, when even that game–the potential loss–gets his
attention. And yes, they all get crushed in the end.
That’s the way life is. We all get crushed in the end.
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“So. What about the hot wife?”
“What?”
“The hot wife. Of the Benton student.”
“Of course. I met her ten years ago. Wearing a white dress. Tight
across her stomach and making her breasts look like those of a
forty-year-old. And maybe she had work done on them. She was
with some distinguished looking doctor or something, and she told
me with some glee that he was her third husband, or would have
been, if she had bothered to marry any of them. She was cool.
Sophisticated too. She would have made hash of you.”
“Everyone makes hash of me.”
“Enough. You’re supposed to be helping me, not leering over
some woman you haven’t even seen. Too bad you don’t know
anything. Anything to help me. You don’t know how scripts work
either. I was going to have a lot of this done in letters–from
Bahrain to New Mexico.”
“Really? You mean like an epistolary novel? Can you do that in
film?”
“What’s that word? I know what epiphany means. An epiphany
is a revelation.”
“Epistolary is different–pertaining to letters, epistles. And it
doesn’t have to be a novel, I suppose. You could have, I guess, an
epistolary biography or a memoir perhaps. There are plenty of
examples, some even entitled Letters. Most likely they go back to
Ovid, but the most famous ones are from the eighteenth century.
Clarissa or Pamela. Not my girlfriends, don’t worry. These are
novels by Samuel Richardson. Although I wouldn’t mind sleeping
with Pamela. Unless, of course, it would be in a bookish sense–that
is, like whoever checked out McKenzie’s Man of Feeling from the
library just before I did and left his semen stains on page 115.”
“Gross. That’s why I went to Hampshire.”
“You mean they didn’t have a library? Or you didn’t have to use
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eighteenth-century soft erotica to get off?”
“Why didn’t you teach us about that? About novels? About
Richardson?”
“Because Richardson is boring. Because novels are painful to
teach. Because Clarissa is 1000 pages long.”
“Is it any good?”
“I once gave a copy to my mother, and she read the whole damn
thing, and I said ‘Holy shit, Ma; that’s amazing. How did you stand
it?’ And she said ‘It was funny. I couldn’t stop laughing. ‘Funny?’ I
said. ‘What do you mean funny? It’s entirely serious’. ‘Don’t be
ridiculous. No one could possibly take this seriously’. ‘You’re
kidding! You read it as a joke?’ ‘Of course I read it as a joke. It is a
joke. Don’t be silly’. ‘Ma, it’s not Fielding’. ‘Don’t be ridiculous. It’s
exactly like Fielding’. ‘You mean you read the whole damn thing as
if it were Shamela?’ ‘I don’t know what you’re talking about’.”
“I don’t know what you’re talking about either. You didn’t
answer me.”
“What did you ask?”
“I forget. We were talking about ee-pistol-airy novels.”
“Oh right. And you could write them in any number of ways
today. Telephone novels, I suppose. Or e-mail. Or something with
dialogue like William Gaddis or David Mamet writes.”
“I don’t know who those people are.”
“Or texting. There are texting novels too. But I’ve never read
them. How could I? Since a pure one would exist as a text message
itself. And with my cellphone plan, it would probably cost me my
fortune to read even a chapter or two. I asked someone once who
should have known–my dark-eyed ...”
“Did you sleep with her?”
“I’ll ignore that. I asked her ...”
“I know you did.”
“Enough, my darling. It was my dark-eyed Norwegian girl,
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waiting for me somewhere out in Nebraska. You were a schoolgirl
then. I asked her whether these were transcribed or whether the
idea was that you had to compose them and read them as text
messages on your phone, and I got the same vague sort of answer
you get when you ask a bright but ambitious student about an
obvious point they should know and instead of answering they go
off on some tangent bearing witness to how deep they are.”
“Ignominy.”
“What?”
“Ignominy, like your friend said.”
“What friend?”
“At the sed’r, you said.”
“Oh yes, now I remember. We were joking about lines from the
Old Testament. Ecclesiastes. Deuteronomy. And he said ‘Ah yes,
Ignominy, book 3; I know all about that one’.”
“Right. Just like that.”
“What’s like that?”
“I have to go.”
“What do you mean you have to go?”
“I have to go. Byyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyye.”
The Student Tale
I had a student once, and I found myself telling her the story of
the boat falling on the car, you know the one, and quite a tale it was,
the angry screaming as I chased my Eloise out of my apartment for
the last time on the last Thanksgiving she would live. And hearing
that, slowly and deliberately, she told me of her own summer fling as
if her listeners awaited with the eagerness of love itself: “And then,”
she said, “he asked me over to his apartment.” All twenty years of
her, it must have been. “And I slept with him.” “Really? Fantastic. And
then what?” She turned her astonishing eyes away from me, and
showed me the indelicate curve of her cheek.
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“I’m sorry. I had to take that call. I didn’t mean to ignore you.
Where were we?”
“You were telling me some story. A story of a student.”
She graduated finally and went back to Chicago. ... Now that’s the
real tale, and not some crappy thing she herself would write that is
supposed to be deep because it has sex in it. An old colleague of
mine was once teaching one of these classes–I would die before I
would do that–and amid the desultory tales of adolescent angst
there was a badly composed scene about a boy slowly removing
the underclothing of his young seductee, I’ll call her, and it became
clear in the telling that the poor kid writing the story had no idea
how the various hooks on a brassiere worked. Although I hid it at
the time, none of that surprised me, because I shudder to think
how old I was before I mastered the wretched things. When they
came out with the bras that fastened in the front, I cursed my fate
for being born as early as I was.
We see this every day, I said. For no professor or scholar I have
ever met knows half of what they’re talking about, any more than
the kid understood the intricacies of intimate wear. You just fill in
the gaps with crap you conjecture and hope you get away with it.
“So that no one will find out.”
“What?”
“They’ll find out. We were talking about that two days ago.”
“Oh yes. The academic’s nightmare.”
“Right. That’s what you said. You’re standing there in front of a
class, and suddenly, holy crap, they find out. You don’t know what
you’re talking about.”
“Exactly.”
“That’s what you said. Two days ago.”
So she’s living in Chicago in her own astonishing beauty, and hers
is not the kind of loveliness some adolescent scribbler would concoct,
but I tell you it is God’s own design. She’s working at Starbucks and
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she should visit me, I say, in Maine. What the hell. We’ll grow
potatoes or corn or fish for cod. I’ll take care of her for a few weeks,
and how bad could it all be? Or maybe I don’t really say that. I just
imagine it. I know she’ll never get to Maine. She’s going nowhere,
and in Chicago, she keeps hooking up with the good-for-nothing
piece of crap who only wants to screw her, so he says. Like the filthy
shithead expects her to thrill at his very Narcissism or maybe this is
how she herself now wants to be.
She becomes like you, my Eloise, in this respect, I think, like all
of them are like you, falling in love with the disreputable bastards
who can’t resist you.
“Now listen. I tell her the story of the boat falling on the car and
...”
“You’re not going to tell that now, are you?”
“No. I told it then.”
“Did you add the parts I told you to?”
“Yes of course.”
“The part about me being beautiful?”
“Of course.”
“Like a Titian painting? My Titian-lovely skin?”
“Of course. Now let me tell the story.”
“You shouldn’t have done what you did. You shouldn’t have
thrown me out of your apartment. It changed everything, you
know. Nothing has been the same since Thanksgiving.”
“I’m sorry, my darling. But we’ve been through that.”
“You need detail.”
“In my story, you mean?”
“Yes. In your story.”
“OK. So listen. I tell her my story, the lovely adolescent with the
firm round breasts.”
“Not detail like that.”
“And I get completely involved in the role; my hands are gesturing
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over the rhythms, shaping the emotions, and my voice even breaks
once theatrically, although I think I forced it, as I finally got to the
end, reading, ‘And I will turn to my lovely Eloise and I will say ...’ You
know the part. Anyway, instead of falling half-dumb in admiration
and stammering ‘Wow, you are a freaking genius’ and blowing me or
something of that nature, she gets up into the most demure attitude
she can muster and says ‘I have a story too’. And I know it’s likely
some adolescent thing about fumbling with bra straps, or whatever
the female equivalent of that is, but I think, ‘What can hurt by
listening?’ ‘So tell me’, I say. And she begins.
“Well, this summer,” she says, “I met this guy. Older. An older
man.”
“What do mean ‘old’?” I ask.
“Thirties. Like almost my parents’ age. And we were talking at
some party. Then the party was over, and we were left all alone. I
went to his apartment.”
“And?”
“And we had sex.”
“That’s terrific. Then what?”
Silence.
“Then nothing. What do you mean? That’s the story.”
“What are you talking about?”
“That’s the story.”
“How can that possibly be the story?”
“I don’t get it. You tell me you’re going to tell me a story about
some hot student you have, probably just to make me jealous, and
you don’t say anything except she had sex. ‘Got laid’, as you would
put it.”
“Exactly. That’s the story she told me. That’s the point. That’s
my story–the story that what she told wasn’t a story at all.”
“Did you sleep with her?”
“Stop it. This isn’t a story about hitting on some twenty-year-
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old.”
“Then why did you mention her breasts? Her lovely round
breasts, you said.”
“You told me to.”
“You didn’t answer me.”
“You mean about sleeping with her? Of course I didn’t answer.
Because the answer is no. No. Don’t you see, it’s a non-story, and
that’s the difference between telling a real story, my boat falling on
the car story, all about the Titian-lovely Eloise, you, my darling,
and these damn kids, who wouldn’t know a good story if it bit
them in the ass.”
“You really need to add more detail.”
“Detail?”
“To your stories. Detail about me.”
“What should I say?”
“You should say I that I have beautiful caressing Danish skin.”
“I have no idea what that means, but sure. I’ll add it: my Titianlovely Eloise and her caressing Danish hues.”
“There’s a word for that ...”
“Transferred epithet, I think.”
“Silly. I meant my skin. And you should talk about love.”
“What should I say about it?”
“I don’t know. Ask your girlfriend.”
“I don’t have a girlfriend. We were talking about your boyfriend
Frank.”
“He’s not my boyfriend.”
“Yeah right. Now I have to go.”
“No you don’t. You’re just saying that. I’ll make you stay. I’ll tell
you I’m in love.”
“You are?”
“I’m in love. True love.”
“You mean with me?”
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“I told you it would make you stay. And no. Not with you. I’m
talking about true love.”
“You mean with Frank? Have you fucked him yet?”
“We’re in love. We don’t neeeeeeeeeed sex,” she says.
“I didn’t ask what you need. I asked what you’d done.”
“Of course. We made love.”
“Oh God, love. I feel like I need to puke. What does he do?”
“He’s an artist. He’s an international dealer in art. He plays
music. He’s beautiful.”
“Like me.”
“Right. Exactly. Like you. Except for the international dealer in
art stuff.”
“Did I ask whether you’d ...”
“We made love. Loooooooooove. And you’re right. His name is
Frank.”
“I don’t give a shit if his name is Alice. I want to get through all
this bullshit about love.”
“If you keep this up, I’m going to go myself. Is your girlfriend
there?”
“My girlfriend, the Love of my Life, that is, just threatened to
hang up on me. Or piss me off enough so that I hang up on her. I
love you, Eloise.”
“Don’t be mad. Don’t go.”
“Why not?”
“Because I’m sleepy. And I’m ready for my story. Tell me a
story.”
“I just did.”
“That was a crappy story. I don’t want to hear about other
women. They make me sad. Tell me another one. And don’t tell me
about women who will make me unhappy.”
“My Titian-lovely Eloise.”
“That’s good. Now start.”
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“Once upon a time, there was a beautiful dancer ...”
“No. You can’t tell that story.”
“Is it too ouroboric for you?”
“What does auroobic mean?”
“Ouroboros: a snake eating its tail. The tale about telling the tale
you’re listening to.”
“Whatever. I’ve heard that story too many times, and it always
has the same purpose. If you could squeeze yourself through the
phone lines, you’d grab my boobs. Just tell me a real story. Tell me
a story about Maine.”
“It was the day the boat fell on the car I knew I was dreaming. ...”
“Not that story. You can’t tell that story. It’s too sad. Tell me
another one. And it can’t have boats in it. I don’t know anything
about boats.”
“What else?”
“How about marriage, and living happily ever after?”
“I’m not sure I know any stories about that.”
“Of course you don’t. But I don’t care anymore. As long as it’s set
in Maine, where I have never been. Just don’t tell me about women
you’ve been in love with. Even me.”
“OK. I’ll set it in Maine. The marriage part may have to wait. “
“Fine. As long as it has an arc. It has to have an arc.”
“What is that? Noah? Or maybe what you’d call rising and falling
action?”
“Like the book.”
“What book?”
“The book. Like The Book. The Rules. The Book of Rules that
tells you how not to get hurt by evil men like you. There’s a book
that tells you how to write stories as well.”
“Like the book. OK. I will tell you a story about a book.”
“Don’t get cute.”
“This is the story I will tell my darling Eloise.”
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“There better not be any dancers in it.”
“There will be no dancers. I promise you. I will tell you the story
about the tenement fire in an old mill town in Maine long long
ago.”
“Your town. Wherever it was you grew up. With the puppies.”
“Yes. But it’s not a story I like to tell.”
“Why not? Is it about you?”
“Yes.”
“Then it must be one of those stories that shows what a shit you
are. That shows how you would just toss me on a garbage heap and
let me die.”
“My darling, it’s about Maine, the state they gave to white
people, who still messed it up.”
“Ha. Ha. Like Vermont. That’s what we used to say at
Hampshire.”
“Exactly. I call this story ‘The Service Wives’.”
“I told you I don’t want to hear about other women.”
“OK. Then I will call it ‘Tenement Fire, 1970’.”
The Androscoggin River empties into Merrymeeting Bay near
Brunswick and finally into the complex of river basins in Bath and
Damariscotta. You can follow it upstream through Lisbon and
Lewiston, north to Livermore Falls, then west to Rumford, back
southwest to Bethel and straight west to New Hampshire. There
were paper mills all along this river and its banks were dominated
by the tenements that supported them. Even for those of us who
lived near its discolored waters and its smells, driving to
communities like Rumford and Mexico fifty years ago was a shock.
It was said that the acids in the air peeled the paint right off the
houses. More likely, the paint on the houses was simply old and the
residents worn out with the smell.
“I never smelled that when I was at Hampshire.”
“That’s because those of us in the previous generation spent all
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our time cleaning things up to make life wonderful for you.”
“You mean my sucky life? Thanks. Just go on with your story.”
I lived in one of the last of these in 1970. It cost $60 a month,
and I was surrounded by what seemed an alien race: a few old
couples rarely seen in anything but bathrobes, a lone construction
worker, wives of Navy sailors deployed far out in the Atlantic. The
old couples spoke French; the Navy wives, two of them at least,
spoke in that conglomerate of accents of those we called “the base
kids” in high school. The First Wife, I’ll call her, cooked pathetic
meals for me of packaged rice, something canned and
inadvertently vegetarian, when she wasn’t, that is, off cuckolding
her husband.
“Well?”
“Don’t even ask whether that was with me. It wasn’t.”
Her passionate affair with John, I think his name was–that was
the talk of the tenement, and when her husband called from an air
squadron or transport ship bearing down on New England, she
jumped up and down next to the pay phone or maybe it was in
front of the other depressed wife in a version of the one-piece I
had found so fetching on the First Wife herself, while she panted
“John oh John oh John.” And since I can hear that so clearly, I guess
her lover was named something else. In any case, that charming
cuckolder showed up drunk the next night and wallowed in his
misery in the apartment of the Second Wife and her unattractive
and belligerent husband and squalling child.
One morning in the tenement I began to dream of smoke, in
some strange but relentless narrative that finally woke me. And
then there was shouting, and instead of “Oh John oh John oh John,”
I heard my own name. It was as if, shouting in the hallway, she
wanted me to do something. Something about the smoke in my
dream. It was how you cried out to me this past Thanksgiving,
although I never knew what it was you were pleading for. So I
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opened the cabinet doors beneath the kitchen sink where wisps of
smoke appeared and as I stood up, the apartment was so dense
with smoke I couldn’t breathe amid all that shouting for me in the
corridor.
In the seconds it took me to get dressed and out the door,
something must have gone awry. I am standing I find on the
landing by the telephone, with one of those interchangeable
servicemen in front of the door where the fire started. They are in
there, he says, both of them: that depressed fat woman with the
undeployed husband, harboring John, perhaps, or his namesake
cuckolder. Squalling child too, they think. So we shouldered the
door open and all I saw were flames. The next thing I remember is
looking up from halfway down the staircase where I have fled in
fear. I am looking up at the serviceman, whose face I can still see
but whose name escapes me, and he is staring down at me in
wonderment, as if he never had seen such cowardice before.
No one burned to death that day, I’ll say, and soon we were all
in the street, heroes and slackers alike, with the still fresh snow
from two days earlier and the firemen now running up the
tenement stairs. And Jeffrey, who will one day be my brother-inlaw, was there too, and I handed him the drugs I had managed to
escape with, somehow imagining they would be safer with him
than they were with me. And all that heroics was just John oh John
oh John on the public telephone.
“I know who Jeffrey is.”
The next day, the firemen, National Heroes now since 9/11,
took me through the apartment and I found the small statue still
on my shelf today, the only thing of all my life that survived this
day. I can still hear one say softly to another “He got it from his
mother,” with the lugubrious inflection so characteristic of people
who think they should have such pious feelings but do not. There
was also the zipper from my coat, a hunting jacket with the big red
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and black patched plaid popular among hunters and college
students in those days, where I kept my wallet. There was nothing
of the chair where I had hung it, nothing of the jacket cloth itself,
and nothing of the rug it must have fallen on. There was also
nothing of the wallet itself, unburnable as the books still charred
but readable on the living room floor; that wallet was now forever
I guess in the heroic fireman’s watchful care.
The statue looks like one of those monkeys in See No Evil, and
Hear No Evil, etc., but it is probably not. Just a stone figure with its
knees drawn to its chin and its hands covering its face.
“I’ve seen it.”
“What?”
“The statue. It’s on the bookcase, where you keep the records.
The ones you never play.”
“I need to finish the story.”
“I know the story already. It’s a story of what a coward you are.
You would have let me burn to death in the tenement. And you will
never fly me to Maine. If you are trying to seduce me, which is all
you ever think about, this is exactly the wrong story to tell.”
“Last week, I drove by Union Street, and it took me a good ten
minutes before I recognized the narrow space between the church
and what is now a community meeting hall where the old burnedout tenement once had stood. The AA meeting was just getting out,
and I realized I knew half the hard-nosed participants from high
school.”
“That’s the conclusion?”
“It is now. That’s the story.”
“It has no arc to it.”
“Arc? That must be something you learned in film school.”
“There’s also no dialogue.”
“So what?”
“I thought this story had someone named ‘Frenchie’ in it. It did
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when you told it the first time. Why don’t you have him speak?
Even imitating him. Je ne sais quoi and all that.”
“I was trying to tell you a story about my home life. Brunswick,
where everything has changed since 1970. The point was that
hardly anyone I know is still named Frenchie. There are no
cuckolding service wives and you can now identify the bus to
Maine in South Station by looking not for guys in hunting jackets
but for Africans dressed in native costume. And I was thinking
what a shock it must have been to Frenchie’s kids and grandkids
when the Somalis moved to Maine at the turn of this century, this
last one, I mean, and took over the tenements I used to live in with
the service wives. The only black people they had ever seen or
heard about in Maine came originally from Malaga Island in Casco
Bay. Most Malagans were sent off to Pineland in 1911, back in the
days when Pineland was a nuthouse, and not ‘a 3000-acre working
farm, diverse business campus and educational and recreational
facility’ as advertised on their website today.”
“I don’t get it. What does Pineland have to do with anything?”
“It’s a nuthouse. Where they once sent eccentrics or those who
lived differently from the rest of us.”
“Like me.”
“Like in Titicut Follies. Which neither of us has seen.”
“But I don’t need to see it. Because I lived it, in the nuthouse.”
“I don’t think the nuthouse you lived in was at all like Pineland
or like the one in Titicut Follies.”
“Maybe not. But you don’t know anything about nuthouses. And
you still need to add dialogue. That’s a rule. That’s part of the
Rules. Which yoooouuuuu never cared about.”
“Didn’t it ever occur to you that the rules are foolish and
arbitrary?”
“That doesn’t mean they’re not true.”
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CHAPTER EIGHT
STILL LIFE
The Castanets
Somewhere in the obituary it may have been, or in the
Memorial her stricken family set up for her, was her official
history. A natural, she was, a prodigy. New York, and Santa Fe.
Nothing about her years with me. She walked into the dance studio
and within days, mastered all of it. Her competitors slumped into
poses and stretches, pretending to ignore her. But Eloise bested all
of them.
“It’s like you with the castanets,” she said.
“You know, darling, you are always referring to me with the
castanets, but I don’t remember a whit about it.”
“Whit?”
“A thing. Anglophilic.”
“It was in my room on Orchard Avenue. You were learning to
draw. It was spring.”
“I remember. 2002 it must have been. We were still in Los
Angeles, before you moved back to Santa Fe. And yes, the drawing.
But you should say more precisely you were teaching me to draw,
or trying to, and it was only through the grace and poise of the
model that I did anything.”
“Whatever. You picked up the castanets and played.”
“That’s not true. The castanets were a dance accessory. You play
the castanets while you dance, and you were learning bellydancing at the time. You know I can’t dance a step. When you
wanted to seduce me, you pretended you were showing me a step
you learned in belly-dancing class. Except you were naked.”
“You played them. With no instruction. It was astounding. I
have always been in awe of that.”
“I am grateful for that, my love. But the truth is, although I
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remember the castanets–they were lacquered, no? heavily
varnished–I never held them in my hands. Wouldn’t know how to
make a sound of them.”
“You took the castanets and within seconds, there were the
most beautiful rhythms coming from them. It was astonishing.”
I never discovered where my darling Eloise got this memory. Or
why she claimed another day I never read Baudelaire’s “Balcon” to
her, melting her on the telephone: “Mères des souvenirs, maîtresse
des maîtresses, O toi, tous mes plaisirs!” In a music store, I study
such instruments: how might they be played? Yet even the first
step is a mystery. And I wonder if my Eloise fit them to my hands
as I stood there, mad with lust for her, and somehow certain
sounds came from them, overwhelmed in my passion, cries of love
for her, and my darling Eloise, drugged to near oblivion perhaps,
turns me into a rhythmist, a “natural” as she was a perfect natural
in dance. I blush in pride. I hear the rhythms I myself create. “O
serments! O baisers infinis!” My darling Eloise calls me the best
there ever was.
“It was the most amazing thing I have ever seen.”
In the early 1980s, Eloise walked into the dance studio in New
York. She recognized within minutes the grace and angst of the
dancers, stretching, holding their poses, suffering the pain. She
knew immediately she had found what she thought then was
herself.
“I was the best,” she says.
“Dancing.”
“No. Not dancing. The best is not in the dancing. Anyone can
dance. That is just the outward form of it. They hated me, all of
them sallow and bulimic and starving. Because I could do it with
no effort. It was like what I was taught. Like riding. Every day I
would show up, and there was a number 97, 95–the pounds you
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carried, and they would look at you in sadness and envy–and only
if you were absolutely sure of that number and the ease with
which you attained it, could you dance there, lost in yourself, and
that’s how I did it for years. Or months it was.”
“Your dancing has nothing to do with your weight.”
“I’m fat now.”
“Fat. You’re also calamitously beautiful.”
“Whatever that means. In the terms of the dance studio, I’m fat.
And that’s why all I do is belly-dancing. Real dancers would laugh
at me now. I’ve had foot fractures, surgeries, displacements. You
can’t dance without injury.”
“And?”
“But you can’t dance with injury either. It’s just like riding.
Horses, I mean. There are no excuses. That’s what Mom used to
say: ‘No, dear. We don’t talk about such things’. So it doesn’t matter
whether your foot is broken, or you spent the night with your head
stuck into a toilet, or some guy assaulted you, you just show up at
the studio. You stretch by the barre.”
“And throw it all into everyone else’s face, I guess.”
“You stretch. You study yourself in the mirror. You dance. You
don’t need to throw it into anyone’s face. The best ones don’t care
about anyone else. They are so into their own pain and suffering
that they don’t see their competitors. Only the bad ones are
envious.”
“But that makes no sense. How do you perform?”
“What do you mean?”
“I mean perform. You don’t perform for yourself; you perform
for others. It’s exactly the reason I always give when anyone asks
about sketching. You’re my model. My muse. You lie back; your
hand falls across your face. And you are there in contrapposto, as it
were, lying back on the pillows. I caught this once, because I had
the most exquisite model in the world–the best there ever was.
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You couldn’t move or breathe without striking a pose. There was
always an audience. Watching you. Even love-making. Do you
remember? You used to imagine someone walking in on us. Do you
remember how that used to excite you? The story of someone
walking in on us?”
“La la la. I don’t remember anything about that.”
“I didn’t find this out until I tried to sketch other people.”
“Like your girlllllllfriend.”
“Whatever.”
“You couldn’t draw her at all. Your sketches sucked.”
“It’s true. Even though you’re saying that just to hurt me. I
always assumed these skills–dancing, posing–these were all the
same.”
“You don’t know anything about this.”
“I’m trying to learn about it. You pose for me. What I see is
beautiful. The obliquity on your form, lying there, even angry, or
asleep. And that’s what your posing is. Never self-loathing as you
describe it, but completely public. Everyone is in the studio,
everyone in the theatre, watching you, or ‘hating you’ as you
describe it.”
“It was my making weight. And saying nothing about my
injuries.”
“Dance.”
“I can’t dance anymore.”
“You did when we first met.”
“I held an arabesque on the walkway. Even you remember that.
But that’s not a dance. That’s a pose. A position. If you want me to
dance, you’ll have to take a class with me.”
“Ok.”
“And for that, we need to be in the same place.”
“Here we go again.”
“And you’ll have to tell your girlfriend.”
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“Stop.”
“Or smother her.”
“OK. I’ll smother her. Like Othello did, which turned out all so
well. Then what?”
“Then you take me in. We run away. I inherit all my family’s
money and we’re happy forever. Or I don’t, and you support me, or
teach me to support you.”
“OK. I’ll go to work. Like I do today. After an exhausting day of
adoring students, I’ll drive home to you and find you working on
your children’s books. Windows open. Air pouring through. You
will be wearing an elaborate olfactory mask for the poisons. I will
find it unaccountably alluring. Like that enormous body condom
you were wearing with the mask in Santa Fe, when you were firing
your pottery. You sent me the photo. Have I got the setting right?
what would you need for that?”
“You have most of it right. Except I wasn’t firing my pottery.
Even in an adobe house, you can’t do that. I was painting it with
toxic paints. As for my needs, all I will ever need are my shoes.”
“What shoes?”
“Pointe shoes. They cost $100.”
“A hundred dollars? A hundred dollars is nothing, even to me.”
“I need a new pair every day.”
“Well, you can’t have a new pair every day.”
“I don’t need them every day. Only when I’m dancing.”
“How often is that?”
“As often as I want. As often as my feet aren’t injured. As often
as I get enough sleep, when you’re not badgering me and making
me crazy. I can’t dance when you make me crazy. I can’t write. I
can’t do my pottery.”
“So tell me then. What would it take? How much do you need, to
live the way you want?”
“To live the way I want?”
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“Yes. What would it take, just to do whatever you like to do?
Travel. Dance. Paint. Do your pottery.”
“I don’t know. I’m not good with money. I don’t know how
things work. How banks work. Did I ever tell you the time I
accidentally asked a bank to withdraw ninety thousand dollars? I
couldn’t spend anything like that. Maybe $50,000.”
“Total? No. You mean for a year?”
“Of course for a year.”
“I don’t have it.”
“Of course you have it. You told me they pay you more than you
can spend.”
“Well yes, but not more than you can spend.”
“You don’t have to worry. I won’t live that long. Maybe ten
years. Maybe five. How much is that? Did I ever teach you to do
math?”
“Don’t say that. I’ll keep you alive, but fifty grand on pointe
shoes would put us both in the poorhouse, and I’d end up crawling
through the streets, like those guys I used to listen to in the AA
meetings, sucking up the wine on asphalt. And then I’ll come home
one day and you’ll be waiting for me with the gun in your hand and
that will be the end of it.”
“I’ll be like the old crone in Sunset Boulevard.”
“You will never be the old crone in the movies, but I might be
like the ‘sap’, those characters were called, who ends up face down
in her pool. Remember running off to act in that student film? You
were sick and barely able to drive there, wheezing with asthma.
Must have been the days of seeing double from the medicine. And I
remember you saying you had to do it to make enough money to
support me, meaning not me of course, but enough money to
support yourself at my side.”
“I don’t remember much of those days.”
“The nurse, you said. I can hear you now. I was going to be a
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doctor. A doctor! But they handed me the uniform and said ‘you’re
the nurse’, and I was the nurse. In the film, I mean. I did it for you,
you said. And the whole thing was sad, because both of us knew
there was no living to be made in bit-parts in student films. We just
pretended otherwise, and fell into each other’s arms.”
“Really? I don’t remember that at all. I just remember doing the
sound for some project on local schools.”
“You won an award for that.”
“We won an award. Not me. It was the whole conception of the
thing, but the project sucked. Too much dope smoking and talking.
And everyone on the crew hated me. That’s why I did sound. They
loaded up the equipment in my truck and stuck the headphones on
and no one had to deal with me.”
“No one hates you, Eloise.”
“Oh yes they do.”
“Well, maybe they hate you when you get lost in one of the roles
you play. But in roles, any move is correctible. You aren’t
committed to those roles. There’s no move-if-you-touch rule.”
“Oh yes. Chess.”
“Correct. Chess. It doesn’t matter whether you’re a doctor or a
nurse or a sound technician. It’s as if someone just handed you a
costume of some sort and you put it on and performed. You don’t
need the perfect role.”
“Dude, you are way too deep for me. I don’t know what you’re
talking about. I can never follow you when you try to explain
something. That’s why sometimes I just hate you. I hate everything
about you.”
“But sometimes you don’t. That’s when life is good. We walked
in the gardens of the Huntington, remember? It was the first year,
before the art lessons. 2001 it must have been. You were talking
about blowing your head off or something crazy like that. You had
beaten me down, calling me a cheat and a coward, so I thought
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‘let’s just do it together’. It seemed a perfectly reasonable thing to
do, the most unique and novel thing I could do in life to show my
love for you.”
“You’re a liar. You were with your girlfriend at the Huntington.
The dead girl. Not me. And you’re with your girlfriend now. Where
is she now?”
“I was with you at the Huntington. There were no other women
then. We were walking through the flowers.”
“Just tell me where she is. Your girlfriend now.”
“I don’t know. I don’t give a shit about my girlfriend. Maybe
she’s on a bus somewhere.”
“Don’t swear. Where is she?”
“Or a subway. Or maybe leaving her apartment.”
“What’s she doing?”
“She’s carrying a bag of oranges trying to look deep.”
“And what will you do when she arrives and you get all loveydovey in the doorway? Will you turn the phone off? Hang up on
me?”
“I never hang up on you.”
“Just answer the question.”
“OK. I will say goodbye to you.”
“And then what?”
“And then nothing.”
“Nothing? Ha. I wish that were me. Because I know what I’ll do.
I’ll cry myself to sleep again, or maybe just collapse in boredom in
my food. Tell me what you will do. You and your girlfriend.”
“We’ll have dinner. We’ll pretend life is grand, and how could
we ever want anything more than this?”
“It’s the kind of life I want. Too bad you failed the tests. You
could have had all that boring crap with me. Except it would have
been full of hard fucking too.”
“I love you, my darling Eloise.”
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“Don’t start. You love your girlfriend. Or you probably tell her
that. Then you eat your food.”
“You don’t want a life like mine. You say you do. But you don’t.
You don’t even understand the life I lead.”
“Your life is your art. When I say your art sucks, which it does, I
mean your life sucks. I want a life exactly like that. A sucky life.
Like the one you have with your girllllllfriend. And all your other
girlfriends. All that romantic stuff. Do they know about me?”
“They?”
“Her.”
“How could she not know about you? You call me every day.”
“I know. But you don’t answer the phone every day. And
sometimes when you put the phone down, trying not to take the
call, you don’t realize you have answered it, and I hear you talking,
the two of you.”
“Yikes. I don’t believe you. What do we say?”
“All kinds of lovey-dovey things. Just like in the movies.”
“Now I know you’re lying.”
“I’m not. I hear what I hear. Now answer my question.”
“What question?”
“Does she know about me?”
“I told you, she has to know about you. After all, you just said
you heard us talking. So you must know if she knows about you.”
“That’s not answering. Do you talk about me?”
“How am I going to talk about you? Without misrepresenting
you? What do you expect me to say?” There is this beautiful
dancer. I loved her. I still love her. I talk to her almost every day. If
my lovely dancer demands it, I will drop everything: I will take the
next Southwest Airline flight to Santa Fe. I used to lie with her,
making love, and I would blurt out the most extravagant
professions of love I have ever heard from me. Things you could
not imagine I could say. Things I would never say to you. And we
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would make love until exhaustion, even at our age, and this is
something you too cannot imagine, satisfied merely with the daily
satisfaction of the thing–the kind of love-making you get by
practice and competence. With Eloise, all was different. ... This is
what you expect me to say? ... because the passion gave me no time
for contemplation. Is that the sort of thing you imagine? Is that the
sort of conversation you can see me having with her?
“Don’t start. Just answer my question. Do you ever talk to her
about me?”
“No.”
“There you go again. I hate your compartmentalization. I hate it
when you do that.”
“Big word. Therapy-speak.”
“You love her.”
“I don’t love anyone the way I love you. The way I have loved
you.”
“But you never say that to her.”
“Of course not.”
“Then you are a liar. You’re lying to her.”
“So what? Who cares what I say to her? Or what she feels? You
don’t care whether she lives or dies. She clearly knows about you,
or some version of you. You don’t need to share with everyone all
the painful details of your life.”
“You’re such a shit.”
“I’m on the phone with you. And you’re twisting things.
Remember, it wasn’t me who left. It was you, storming off to the
restaurant, to the coffee shop. There wasn’t a day, a single 24-hour
period, where you allowed us to live that fantastical life of your
imaginings. We couldn’t go to a concert, plan a weekend. We didn’t
once spend a night away from home or the apartment. No visits to
Maine, to Santa Fe.”
“You wouldn’t commit to me.”
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“You wouldn’t make that thinkable.”
“You used to come to my apartment to have sex with me, then
go home to Maine to Linda Jane. And now you’re about to hang up
on me, and go home to someone else.”
“I would have given all that up. I had already decided to do that.
You even admitted that you knew that. Then you would start some
catastrophic argument often about women who didn’t even exist.”
“But most of them did.”
“In your mind, they did. And why did you find it impossible to
try out this life you claim to want? Even for 24 hours? Couldn’t we
just pretend? Or go through the motions of being lovers, or a public
couple or married or whatever you want to call it?”
“And go home and cook? like you and your girlllllllfriend?”
“Or whatever. We would never have been satisfied with that, a
ridiculous bourgeois life like that.”
“I wanted to be safe. That’s what I wanted. Like you are safe, or
think you are, with your girlfriends. But you’re not safe with me.”
“You drive me to distraction.”
“That’s your fault. Things freak me out. Things. Yet for you, it’s
different. I freak you out. Me.”
“Well right. You do. That’s part of who you are.”
“Things freak me out like situations. Like you having a hundred
girlfriends besides me. And lying about it all.”
“Don’t start.”
“And still none of them knows who I am.”
“How could they not know about you?” How could anyone not
know about you? You are the love of my life. Not one minute goes
by when I don’t think of you.”
“I have to go. Frank’s home.”
“Byyyyyyyyyyyyyye.”
“Byyyyyyyyyyyyye.”
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Eloise Descends the Stair
Eloise Descends a Stair: A Painting by Duchamps. But it is not
that cubistic painting at all. Only the frame of it and the stairs
themselves–the corridor in which my Eloise descends the stair, the
spring it is, 2004. She knocks so quietly I would have missed it all,
had I not been listening for her, waiting for her as I always did,
thinking then, as I think today, as I always think now, that Eloise
might softly knock and life will revert to what it was, or never be
the same again.
When I was eight, I think, or ten perhaps, the rocking of the
train across the great plains of America taught me to forget. I
forgot everything in that train, the parents, say, crashed asleep
from the alcohol, the arrival in Denver, the quiet ironies of my
Uncle Bob welcoming us, the stories of elk hunting. All I sense is
the smell of the diesel and the sweetness of the cleaning
compounds. I am eight, or ten. For the first time I am imagining life,
rather than simply living it.
The life I could create, I saw, astonished in the rocking of the
train, was not that safe bourgeois life of the fifties, not the life I
would try to lead a half-century in the future, a life that all the
returning veterans–the few that returned at all–tried to concoct for
us. Instead, my sudden imaginings produced a different life, not
dull and bourgeois at all, but a life of adoring friends or comrades,
lovers had I known what lovers were, or just the envious kids at
school. Here were the perfect pets, or whatever one desires at ten,
the trite sports narratives. Here were my enemies and rivals,
beaten to submission. To form these easy heroics, I suspected, was
cheating in some undefined way; and even cheating seemed then
new to me. I had learned these epic fantasies alone, with no
teachers nodding in approval.
I would be exposed, I feared. Found out. I would be put away,
jailed, like Eloise, staring through the window at the mountaintops
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of the Vikings. Or dragged through the streets on a rail, with the
crowds jeering at me–a mere and degenerate fantasist! How dare
you dream of such triumphs! Decades later, these fears remained:
one day my life’s work will be known as the shit it is after decades
of promise. On that day, tarred and feathered in the streets,
another man would have these doting undifferentiated women, the
cheers of adoring sycophants, the crush of devoted students;
another would grandly shoo them away like the shadows that they
were. And fearing that, I would go back to thinking about life not as
it could be, or never would be, but as it is: the diesel fumes, the
cleaning fluids, the smell of gin as the train rocked across the
tracks, heading west, where Eloise will one day cease to be.
Eloise descends the stair and she looks back to me and up to me
as if in despair, or surprise, hurrying down the stairwell, and
stopping there, frozen there, half-way to the landing. Her right
hand is on the banister, elbow bent at a right angle. Her face turns
toward me. Not quite vertical. She is wearing the blue sweater that
she may have worn descending the stair, or perhaps from another
moment, another photograph. Another man gazing at her through
the camera lens.
She is caught in perfect space. And I laugh, knowing only this
will bring her back to me.
“Where are you going?”
She doesn’t answer.
“Are you running away? Why are you running away?”
“I thought you weren’t here.”
“You didn’t wait for me not to be here, you poor thing.”
Eloise walks up the stairs, head down, perfunctorily, carrying
nothing. Slowly as if hesitant and suspicious. Her clothes must be
in her car, parked in the carport, next to mine, I imagine.
“Do you need help with anything?”
“Why would I need help?”
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“I thought you might stay.”
“I want to play chess. You don’t have to help me play chess.”
“We’ll play chess.”
“Except to help me with the moves. You need to help me with
that.”
“That’s the only thing I don’t have to help you with.”
“I need to take a nap.”
“We’ll take a nap.”
“No. I mean a real nap. Not one of your naps.”
“We can take whatever kind of nap you want.”
She brushes by me. Although this is not quite the right phrase
for it. Rather, she brushes me as she passes me on the landing and I
close the door behind her. All this talk has taken place in easy
listening range of whatever neighbor used to listen in on us in
those days.
“Are you hungry?”
“I need a nap.”
She throws herself on the futon, which I quickly construct into a
bed as her weight shifts on top of it. She laughs; uncooperative
child that she is, she knows I cannot do this without her help. She
rolls to the most awkward spot on the mattress.
“Tell me a story.”
“When you were a kid, did you ever help someone on with their
coat or jacket and mischievously hold the sleeve shut?”
“Never. I don’t know what you’re talking about.”
“That’s what you’re doing now. With the futon.”
“Tell me a story.”
“I’ve told you all my stories.” I struggle with the wooden frame.
“I can’t possibly come up with one at this short notice.”
“Try.”
“Except for the kind of story you don’t want to hear.”
“Only I know what I want to hear.”
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There were many times Eloise came to me in this way–quietly,
and unannounced, such that I still expect and hear her footsteps
today, on the staircase to the apartment. I still hear her taps on the
doorframe, even in the predatory announcements of some
salesman or scam-artist. I revile them not for who they are–bornagain evangelists or simple thieves–but always because they are
not my Eloise, who should be there instead.
Eloise drives through the neighborhood and finally turns into
the driveway, finding the empty space beside my car in the carport.
She sits quietly in the car. Her truck, she calls it. Plates from New
Mexico. The air grows cool, and she shivers. Always susceptible to
colds and infections, she wrongly thinks. She hurries to the top of
the stairwell, quietly, and gets no response from me. I am out.
Running. Walking to the Drugstore. At the library. And my Eloise
will spend the afternoon at a coffee shop, waiting for the traffic to
clear before she leaves once again, without a word to me.
“I need a nap.”
I set out the bed for her. Think of the dinner she won’t eat.
Think of the dawn when she will leave. When she leaves. When she
will have left.
She is caught on the stairwell. Her form more clear than her
form on the day she first appeared to me. The pain in her face. A
desperation mine to cure, or at least ease, or perhaps keep alive
another year or so. She has run down the staircase, quickly, and
walks slowly back again, eyes down, avoiding me.
“You feel safe.”
“What do you mean?”
“You feel safe with her,” she says, speaking of Linda Jane, whom
she still sees as a competitor. A rival, so they once were called. But
there is and never will be a rival for my Eloise.
“OK. I feel safe.”
“But you don’t love her.”
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“Let’s not talk about her.”
“You don’t love her.”
“You’re right. You may be right. I love you.”
“You don’t love me either.”
“I do love you.”
“I’m sleepy. I need to sleep.”
“Why do you bring all this up when you only want to nap?”
“Because you’re going to try to pounce on me. You don’t love
me, but you want to pounce on me. I want to make you sad so you
don’t pounce on me.”
“I don’t know what I want to do.”
“I know.”
“What do you want? Let me make you some tea. I’ll get you
some tea.”
“What kind do you have?”
“I have every one of the fifty kinds you’ve brought me over the
past two months. I have teas with twigs in them, berries. Antioxidants, whatever they are. Teas made of seeds, or maybe dirt
found lying in dark corners in the house. Herbs and all kinds of
medicinals. The droppings of exotic animals.”
“I can’t remember what you have. They’re probably from your
other girlfriends anyway.”
“You’re mean. But I’ll get you tea anyway.”
“What kind?”
“I don’t know. You pick something. If I pick something, you’re
going to say you don’t want it. Or that some girlfriend of mine
chose it. Or you’ve never heard of it.”
“Only if you pick the wrong one.”
“So what do you want?”
“I want to sleep.”
“OK. You sleep.”
“I want to play chess.”
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“We’ll play chess when you’re awake. Can I draw you?”
“You can do whatever you want. Except pounce on me. You
can’t pounce on me.”
“OK.”
“And you can’t look at my boobs.”
“How am I not going to do that?”
“See? I told you. That’s all you ever want to do.”
“Completely untrue. You stay. I’ll get you some tea.”
“Do you have milk?”
“No. Just tea.”
“You need to get me that.”
“You need to sleep.”
“Tell me a story.”
“I love you, my Eloise.”
“Tell me a real story.”
“I will tell you the story of a beautiful dancer.”
“I will tell you the story of my Eloise, posing for her portrait.”
“Or a tenement, burned to the ground on a January morning.”
“I will tell you a sailing story, or lying on a mooring, dreaming of
my Eloise.”
“I will tell you a story of driving through Maine in the evening
rain.”
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III.
MAINE, 2004-2010
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CHAPTER NINE
HELIX
The years following the art lessons and prior to the day my
Eloise left for good were years I rarely saw my darling Eloise in the
flesh, that persona, like Dante’s Paolo, torn from me. Her clothes
still hung in my closets–from her visits, her sublets in the summer.
They were remnants of years earlier when half my Eloise’s pitiful
“things” as she called them lay piled on my unvacuumed rug in my
apartment in Los Angeles.
She moved back to Santa Fe, to London for a fall, off to Europe,
to Los Angeles for a week in the editing room. For years my phone
would ring and it would be my darling Eloise, talking of her
projects, goading me into love of her, demanding tales of Maine,
bored with her dog-sitting. She set out fragments from which I
would construct her history, itself like the collages she once made
for me in her children’s books, the threads of narratives twisted on
themselves. I talked to her of sailing, of Maine where she had never
been; I told her of my hippie friends, their houses burned to ashes
and collapsed into the cellar hole. I spoke of fog and the lovemaking on the way to Matinicus. If she called me at dinner, I would
simply put the phone away and continue my familial and bourgeois
talk of tennis or meal-planning. A lover would sleep next to me and
I could wake at 3AM, alone, and listen quietly to the recorded voice
of my darling Eloise.
The big scene in the script she finally abandoned took place in
the Middle East, although I am less familiar with the intricate bays
and waterways there than with those in Maine, less familiar with
the heat I imagine searing the surfaces. The hulls weighted with
fuel and cargo lie, I supposed, wallowing in the harbors and I
believe Eloise imagined things this way as well. The meticulously
designed charges act according to their engineering creeds. The
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hulls split and the broken shapes settle into the shallows,
extinguishing the flames. It is all a matter of planning. It is all a
matter of knowing how things work.
When she received her script back, with my brief, laudatory,
and finally equivocal comments, she turned her attention to her
own more amusing history, to the scuba gear, bought for the trip to
Belize she took with Frank, as I call him. Testing it, she said, and
testing Frank as well, I guess. For her scripts, she said. I remember
then talking on the phone to her, days earlier, as the two of us
consummated the passion she had yet to consummate with him.
What concern was it of ours, in such times, that the storylines
unravelled? What did we care about plots, or intrigue, or getting
the words and music right? Just Eloise, breathing heavily on the
telephone.
The divers converse in the stilted dialogue that Eloise wrote;
the fearless pilot noses down to the carrier. The suspicious
detective back home in Santa Fe reads of the gallery theft in the
morning newspaper. I am ahead of the plot or epiphany, or not yet
caught up with it. My timing is off, you’d say. The tale I read is not
the one in the script before me. I am ten again, in the Pullman car
on the way to Chicago, imagining my histories. I feel nothing. The
end of the book or script advances slowly toward me, page by
page. My praise of Eloise. My love for Eloise.
When the ship blew up in the Middle East, I was sailing, I think,
on Casco Bay in Maine, thinking nothing of the warm surfaces of
the waters in the Middle East. It is 2006, I think. I am on the phone
to Eloise, planning her trip to Belize with the unsuspecting Frank,
or about to be on the phone to Eloise, or thinking of my Eloise, as I
always did in those days–sailing, walking the shore in the evening,
even with others, thinking of walking this shore with Eloise, years
into the future. The sun sets in the west over Freeport across the
water. The flames obscure the water-lines.
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The reflected sunlight leads west. I have my camera, but the
photos will be no different from the others. It is here I sat with
Linda Jane at age sixteen, throwing the beer away, here where my
father thought he taught me to fish. I walked along this shore with
Linda Jane a decade ago and we both cried because we knew that
day we would never walk this shore again. I wait for the call from
Eloise, and know that one day these too will cease like all the rest.
The chill burns into my face on this November day and I think
briefly of the paradox in that. The wind pushes at my back. It is all
such a jumble, I once wrote or read. The phone rings from my
Eloise, and we begin again. A continent between us now. Santa Fe.
Maine. Eloise on the telephone.
Scrapwood
It is 1972. The scrap wood burns laboriously but warm in the
cheap iron stove in the cabin I built amateurishly with my own
unpracticed hands a year before. I was trying to imagine then if I
would ever have a love like Eloise, and what I might one day say to
her, about her, for her. Would it be possible to write these things
“to her face,” it might be said. I imagine Eloise shifting her weight,
listening. She is practicing a dance step, or keeping her glorious
body in its perfect trim, the wrong metaphor I think. Sailor’s
jargon, or a bad parody: by nature’s course untrimmed. I wrote then
of the smell of the fir in the forest as the morning sun rose high in
the east. The reflections from the water of the opposing shore.
It was 1972, the year before I left for New Orleans. The small
stove burned construction waste–old scraps of painted boards,
fallen limbs–the space small and the chimney barely to the roof
line. I wrote my dissertation in the make-shift cabin, or part of it,
entitled Words and Things, and some novel that never saw the
light of day. It was here I would debauch Linda Jane next to the
scrap pile. We lie in the blueberries. A patch of sun. I read to her a
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passage from Ezra Pound, and you can tell watching her, that there
has been nothing like this in her life before. Her large breasts
heave against the thin black cloth, and then we are rolling on the
shrubs and her hips are pressed rhythmically against me. She sits
up, breathing heavily. “At some point, we need to get dinner.” “I’d
rather make love with you,” I say, and I watch the laughter form in
her face as her hands tug at my shirt. We will warm ourselves in
the fire from the scrap wood.
“I don’t know anything about fires,” my darling Eloise tells me.
“About your hippie friends or large-breasted girlfriends or the
heating of homes for the winter. I lived on the East Side, in the
granite imported from Down East harbors, you say, then here in
the desert, in an adobe house. Sometimes Frank takes me to the
desert. The guys all get together and build a fire. It’s a macho thing.
I stay out of it.”
“It has to do with fire types, I think. Starting a fire, then having a
healthy one, as opposed to ones that cause smoke and chimney
fires. The goal to leave a glow consumed with that which it was
nourished by. As in a line like that, with all the excess syllables
burned to ashes.”
“I have no idea what you’re talking about.”
“Fires. It’s all macho b.s. like you say. We know that nothing is
destroyed or created but only transformed. It’s the basic law of the
conservation of energy and matter. Thermodynamics, I forget
which one. That clean-burning or the health or sickness of a fire–
these are mere words or metaphors. Like lamenting the death of a
loved one, reduced to the stuff of creation.”
“What does that mean?”
“I’m speaking of fire as a process that transforms one pile of
matter into another. Like the Buddhists would think of death, I
guess. The mythology of the self the last illusion.”
“That’s the New Age crap they talk about all the time here in
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Santa Fe. I’m so sick of it. Blah blah blah. Fire is really not ‘like’
anything. Because it’s science. To you, it’s just words. Like health is
just a word. But it’s not. Not if you’re sick. Not if you have to
breathe all the crap that I do.”
“So we should be talking not about smoke, but about fire. The
warmth. Like lying in the blankets in a warm cozy place by the
fire.”
“There you go. Don’t do that to me. That’s all words too. Stories.
Don’t tell stories about me. You are always telling stories about me.
Every conversation we have is the same. Like when I ask you for a
bed-time story, and you go on about that dancer.”
“Of course. It’s because I love you and everything I say is about
that. You and love are all my argument. But here, we’re talking
about fire.”
“It’s because you want to pounce on me.”
“From this distance?”
“You should want to maaaake looooooove with me. Then I
wouldn’t mind your stories so much. Just tell me about fire. And no
stupid puns about ‘heat’ or ‘fireboxes’.”
“I suppose the whole hippie ideology of heating homes by wood
is nonsense,” I say. “Health or cleanliness do not apply to fires. Or
it’s a transferred epithet of some kind. And there’s finally no
difference between an air-tight Jotul stove and the crappy tin
incinerators we used to burn our trash with years ago?”
“And what if you have asthma? Don’t tell me it doesn’t matter
how a fire burns. It makes a difference what you breathe. The
clean, healthy air of the desert or the smoggy crap of Los Angeles.”
“Health is just a point on a scale. A word, as you say.”
“No it’s not. Health is real. My health is real. When you are sick,
you take medicine to cure it. And when I get a cold, I take
antibiotics to keep that cold from turning into pneumonia.”
“Don’t you worry about that? About evolving some fantastically
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resistant microbe?”
“I worry about getting sick. That’s what I worry about. I worry
about smokehouses down the street, spewing cooking fumes into
the air and making it impossible for me to open my windows. I
went to the city council and complained about the stench of ribs
and beef. Everyone hated me for it. They laughed at me. I went
home and shut the windows and lived in prison in my house for a
year. Then they went out of business and I could breathe again.
And everyone forgot the contempt they had for me. And
sometimes I simply ‘take it’; I mean ‘I take it’ like a drug. Medicine.
And that’s what I did when I used to worry about being crazy, or
spending day after day crying. Don’t explain anything to me, I told
them. Just give me the pills.”
“That was long ago.”
“Ha. That’s what you think, because it’s convenient for you to
think that. But it was recent too. A year ago, two years. All the
time.”
“That’s impossible. I don’t believe you. We talked every day.”
“So what? Talking is words. What I felt was real.”
“You weren’t crying all the time. You said nothing about this.”
“What was I going to tell you? ‘Oh how was my day?’ you ask so
cheerily. Well, after not sleeping and then taking the dog out and
then crying for eight hours, you called just now and things are ok.
And as soon as you hang up, I’ll go back to crying again. Ta ta.”
“Sorry.”
“Stop apologizing. You had a chance to be sorry then and you
weren’t sorry. You kept screwing your girlfriends. What was her
name?”
“They have no names. I’m sorry. Or I should have been sorry.”
“This isn’t about you. It’s about me. So when I worried about
that ... going crazy I mean, or just the days wasted sitting in my
living room crying crying crying–rivers of tears. Oceans of tears.
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What’s the word for it? That’s all I ever do–cascades–that’s the
word. When I worried about that I would go to the doctor, and they
would give me this, and give me that, and just like the nurses in the
Emergency Room, they would say I was imagining things. And
finally they would throw their hands up and refuse to deal with
me.”
“They’re doctors. They can’t do that. They wouldn’t do that.”
“Oh yes they would. I don’t know what they are; I just know
what they did. Time after time, until there was only one doctor in
town who would care for me.”
“It’s against the Hippocratic oath.”
“Ha ha. The Hippocratic oath. We learned about Hippocrates at
St. Johns. You really are an idiot.”
I don’t take the bait. This, I thought, excusing her, was the fault
of her family. And it had nothing to do with being the crazy person
she doubtless was, or carrying on in the waiting room, or sitting
there half-dressed and irresistible on the examining table, where
anyone could see, without caressing her perfect body, that she was
depressed and desperate–the perfect patient for all of their
medications and office visits. No, the doctors’ negligence had
nothing to do with that, as Eloise imagined, but rather the simple
fact that her family, as she more than once had told me, did not pay
bills until the tradesmen’s threats grew too insistent to ignore. And
it didn’t matter, she said, whether it was a lawyer, or a clothing
store, or a food chain, and it would be the landlord himself had she
rented anything, materials for her business, and all of that. The
bills simply piled up, and you didn’t amass and keep your millions,
each dime, her accountants must have warned, by throwing them
away on some bourgeois habit of promptitude.
And that was why the doctors finally renounced her, although
Eloise herself would never hear of this. Not that they didn’t believe
her, or didn’t care about her, or didn’t love her, or were sick of her
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shenanigans, as Mother used to say. That wasn’t it. That wasn’t
what caused her lovers, one excluded, two perhaps, to finally give
up on her entirely. It was, rather, the simple economics of the
unpaid bills, the futility of collection. The hours in the examination
room.
“Only a couple of doctors left. I think one had lost his license.
And he gave me all these things. Medicine. Herbs. But that wasn’t
what cured me. What cured me was the one who took my face in
his hands. Who kissed me. That’s what cured me.”
She turns away from the counter in the Drugstore, her
shoulders half-turned in the lovely blue sweater she wore on cool
days with me. She asks if the medicines interact, in that public
voice of hers–the one I never heard addressed to me–so musical
always with the lift as if each sentence were a question. “Thank
you! Thank you!” The pharmacist glances indifferently at the
computer screen. “Those two,” she said desultorily, meaning
simply: ‘The birth-control won’t work, of course.’ So use one of
those fancy-ass condoms that we sell in the next aisle or maybe
just suck it up for a few days like the rest of us.
“‘Even a blind squirrel finds nuts,’ I said. Remember that?”
“What you said to the check-out clerk? As you handed her the
Kimonos? That was funny. Maybe if you had been willing to make a
baby with me, things would have been different. So go on about
your stupid fire. In Maine. Like you teach me about everything else.
Everything else you know nothing about.”
“I never understood about fire. Why the smoke and the poisons
billowed into the room. It must be another failing, I thought. And it
was only later, building a chimney, that I discovered all this selfdisparagement was bullshit. That smoke doesn’t travel in a straight
line at all, up, that is, but in circles. And that the smoke circulating
in the firebox wasn’t stuck, as I imagined, but simply spiraling.”
“What? You’ve lost me.”
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“It’s like weather patterns.”
“You were talking about fireplaces.”
“Weather patterns. Highs and lows.”
“I don’t know about weather. Weather is for boats. I don’t know
anything about boats.”
“This isn’t about boats. It’s about drains, then. In the northern
hemisphere ...”
“Drains all drain counterclockwise.”
“Right. And so does air. Like in a drain. The high pressure from
above falls down, and it doesn’t fall in a straight line but circulates,
clockwise, as it falls. ...”
“That is the opposite of what a drain does.”
“I realize that. I don’t get that.”
“That’s because you don’t know anything about science.”
“Agreed. But we’re talking about smoke here. Smoke too like
the water in a drain or air in a pressure system does not simply
rise, but spirals upward. And that’s why it swirls around in the
fireplace.”
“You don’t mean ‘spiral’; you mean something else.”
“Well, what difference does it make? You know perfectly well
what I mean.”
“Don’t shout. A spiral is two-dimensional. Smoke moves in three
dimensions. Unless it’s stuck.”
“Right. I know. I’m talking about three-dimensional movement,
and I don’t know what to call it–it’s a Slinky, I think. It’s like the
time, my darling Eloise, we had that huge argument and drove to
the airport, and we stopped at each exit, turned home, then gave
up and circled back to the airport. And I imagined then there was a
mathematical formula, something about epiphenomenal
movement or something like that–the point on a rolling circle–
something, that described the way we moved ...”
“That day had nothing to do with geometry. It had to do with
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your being a bastard.”
“I know. But it’s the way smoke goes up a chimney. In circles.”
“Not circles. You never learn. Circles are two-dimensional as
well.”
“Right, I know I know.”
“Don’t yell.”
“I’m not yelling.”
“Yes you are. It’s because you don’t know anything about
science.”
“So rotating, let’s say, the smoke rises in a rotational movement,
beginning in the firebox, where it looks like it’s swirling, but it’s
not swirling at all, just establishing the natural movement of the
helix.”
“Or zooming up. Like when you have a chimney fire.”
“What?”
“A chimney fire. Like your hippie friend.”
“Oh. You mean Coley, the son of the fisherman. Right. He said it
was like the sound of a F-16 taking off in his living room.”
“Vrooming. Vah-room!”
“Twisting, then, its tortuous path up the chimney.”
“You’re trying to write a poem. You need to learn to rhyme.
Poems rhyme.”
“No they don’t.”
“Most of them do. The ones you used to teach rhymed. But I
don’t understand rhyming.”
“OK. Then let’s forget about rhymes. I’m creating a narrative.
It’s the way narrative works, or life itself. There are no straight
lines in nature or in life. But only Slinkies. A helix. Or a double
helix. Like Watson-Crick. Like us, wrapped around each other.”
“What about light?”
“What about it?”
“Light rays move in straight lines.”
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“I thought space was bent.”
“What does that have to do with anything?”
“Science. Particle physics. We were talking about reality: about
smoke rising in a chimney, and then it got all balled up with my
inability to keep fires burning at all ...”
“OK. I’m done talking now.’
“Why?”
“Because you’re mad.”
The smoke spirals up the chimney, unimpeded by science or its
practitioners. It takes the heat with it; it burns up the creosote. I
must remember, I always think whenever I think of this, to ask my
darling Eloise about the science of it once again, so that I can praise
her competence, her past, her education, her grace, the way she
looks at the world, her life, my love for her, my darling Eloise,
stroking her pets in the last photograph Frank sent to me.
“I can’t believe you almost died.”
“When? What are you talking about?”
“That day you told me you locked yourself in the woodshed
with the cordwood.”
“Right. It was nearly November. I sat locked in the woodshed
that Michael built and looked through the slats at the lawn where
mother fell and broke her wrist 15 years ago. She was taken to the
hospital and never came to her home again. Or my Uncle Bob,
flying over the Pacific, caught in a death spiral or helix I now would
say and pulling out of it ‘by training’, so he said. I thought of Wes,
snaked over the transom with the lobster warp coiled around his
foot, or Dick Nesbitt, unfound, his boat grounded out on the beach
in St. Thomas. John clutching his chest at his piano score, the
unplayed score of Schubert on the music rack.”
“Died. You could have died.”
“But I didn’t. The door swung free and I stepped out into the
October air.”
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“Died. Don’t you remember? You cannot die. You promised me
you would not die.”
“I promise you, my darling. I will not die as long as you may
live.”
“Just tell me a story. Tell me a story about Maine, where I have
never been, and I will sleep again.”
Firestorm
Coley grew up on the fishing boat, baiting the irons for me,
hoping one day to be his father. It was a perfect family, so it
seemed, with wrestling kids and well-mannered pets. But things
went wrong, and it all must have been due in some way to the time
Dad tried to stuff a young competitor’s son into a bait barrel and
the year he spent in the nuthouse as a consequence, surviving
electric shock and the kind of treatment we read about in One Flew
over the Cuckoo’s Nest. A decade or so later, things got even worse,
and Dad went to the nursing home, incapacitated by the
motorcycle accident; Coley moved to the old farm house, owned by
his grandmother, slowly deteriorating (the house, that is) under
his expert care. Rumor had it that the hippie kids got stoned and
piled up debris in the lawn for a bonfire. But it wasn’t debris at all.
It was antique furniture, or, “antique enough,” let’s say, old and
sturdy, maybe made out of oak or maple. Dense wood it was, not
like the fast-growing crap they make 2 x 4’s out of today. And up it
went, until they had nothing left to sit on to enjoy it.
“That can’t be.”
I really doubt whether the story is true, but for all the world it
may be. Coley’s obsession with fire began years before, staring at
smoke rings when we were working on the fishing boat. His Dad
had a strange obsession with a woman of even stranger
obsessions, and one day Coley’s mom came home to find her
clothes all hung up as usual in her closet. She reached for a hanger
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and found each blouse, skirt, dress–whatever they are called (you
would know)–each one razored into half-inch strips, and as I
understand it, that was pretty much the end of things as far as she
was concerned. Within a month she left him, with Coley and the
other kids packed into the old station wagon. Coley’s dad could not
resist the woman with the razor, nor any of the others, enamored
with the smell of a working man and the surprising brilliance of his
speech.
“You can surely relate to that. Are you sure this story isn’t about
you?”
“I tell you, each time I find a sweater or a dress you left behind,
hanging in the closet, I think of this.”
“Don’t.”
So one night he is sleeping with one of the other women,
exhausted, “sex-hausted” my Mother once incredibly quipped–the
wife of the Russian professor, as I understand it, who eventually
did away with himself after threatening it for years. Poor whining
bastard: “You know, I’m one of those types,” my father used to
quote him as saying, huddled over in the chair meant for student
conferences in the office. “I’m one of them. People like me do away
with themselves, you know.” And he did, leaving his wife in the
hands of a lecherous fisherman. Every former student soon forgot
him.
“Some hands.”
I have no idea what that means. Anyway, Coley’s dad and the
dead professor’s wife get a call. Or maybe no call. I forget how that
day was. The upshot is that he raced home in his pick-up and found
the house completely ablaze, his dog, Coley’s dog, the kids’ dog still
tied up and dead in the crawl space, dispatched, I think, by the
well-meaning sheriff, who an hour earlier grabbed Coley and
shook him, poor kid he was, and demanded to know where the
father was. “You have to realize,” he was later said to say. “I didn’t
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know. I didn’t know who was in the house. I didn’t mean to hurt
the kid. I just didn’t know who was in the house.” But Coley
couldn’t speak for the horror of it; so the sheriff just tossed him
aside like dross and shot the dog himself, ending the hideous
howling.
The kids never forgot this day, their dog half-burned to death
and finally shot in the crawl space. And some of them moved away,
but others kept coming back to this cursed place, settling in the
grandmother’s farmhouse, building their own hippie houses from
scratch, working on their art and gardening. Coley, the eldest,
always in the thick of things it seemed, that go-between for his
dysfunctional parents they now would be called, tells of looking
out one day from his bedroom and seeing a strange alluring glow.
You’d think this might bother him but you can sense his joy in the
telling it. Out there, he realizes, in the unnatural light, is his studio
now ablaze, and it must have been the fire he left burning in the
woodstove, or his failure to dampen it, or who knows what went
wrong that November evening in the haze of the drugs. All that
would be left of it was the half-charred wooden six-foot sculpture
that now graces his driveway, like some servant greeting you.
When you asked about the coloring, the glorious creosote-like
swatch on the right, you would get the story of the glow from the
woodshed, or working shed, or studio, and the joy in Coley’s voice
as he told it.
Coley had a chimney fire as well, so common in Maine, his own
distinguished by its ruling metaphor. “Like the sound of an F-14,”
he said. Leaving us to imagine it. Nothing, we thought, like
anything we had heard in our own living rooms, thank god! Then
the story collapses with the banality of calls to 911 and the fire
department, Coley being the most systematic and responsible of
young men, even with his obsessions with fire and drug-taking.
You should see his work on the solar panels! Extraordinary stuff,
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that is, as long as you monitor the dozen or so valves and gauges in
the entryway, which on occasion he forgot to do, or his tenants
forgot to do, leaving the main tank boiling and blowing the seals
out in the mud room.
This, of course, was all benign–all except the bit about the crazy
woman with the razor blade, which I got from the previous
generation, the victims of that heinous act. Sifting through the
ashes of the burned out family home, destroyed by the woman
with the razor, I found nothing of consequence. The casing of an
old artillery shell, though no one in the family cared a whit for the
military. And for years that relic sat in my garage, next to the
piston from the Harley with the valve stem wedged into it.
The younger brother did not take this all so well, and last year
returned to his grandmother’s farmhouse, its ownership divvied
up maliciously into an entire generation. He drove past the
burned-out home of his childhood, and past the flame-charred
studio of his brother. In an elaborate gesture of goodwill, he
released the dog, the tenants’ dog, letting it run jubilantly free in
the yard, then with neither sound nor fury burned the ancestral
mansion to the ground, so there was barely a shell left, all
collapsed in a day or two into the cellar hole. I never saw anyone in
that family again.
There was a day on the fishing boat when all those men were
boys, fishing in their outsized boots, as I worked silently in the
stern, watching the strings of eight and ten spin into the refracted
sea from the transom.
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CHAPTER TEN
SEAMANSHIP
“Listen, my darling, and I will tell you a story about sailing in
Maine.”
“Will you explain things to me?”
“Like what?”
“About boats. About the water. Don’t talk about love-making. I
know all about that. More than you do. But I don’t know anything
about boats. I live in the desert. It’s dry here, and if you don’t use
the right lotions, your skin cracks. We have no water here. You
need to talk more about that.”
“Where? In my story?”
“In your story. In the book. If I want to learn about your boat, I’ll
come to Maine. And maybe I can learn something about lovemaking too. Or maybe not. You’ll have to invite me to Maine to find
out.”
“The first thing you need to know ...”
“But you’ll never invite me to Maine.”
“Stop.”
“Because of your other girlfriends. They get to come to Maine.
Not me.”
“OK, my darling. The first thing of sailing you need to know ...”
“I never get anything from you. You keep me in a box.”
“ ... is about the language of boats.”
“You’re always talking about words. But words aren’t enough. I
want to know things. How they work. Boats. Relationships. What
sinks them. How they stay afloat. That’s why I went to school. To
find out how film works.”
“You can’t understand that without the words. The boat works
by words. On a boat, you experience perfect language, where each
word refers to one thing, and each verb refers to one action.”
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“What’s so different about that?”
“Really? You’re not serious. Think about us, for instance. How
often do we talk at cross-purposes? Always, my darling. Like in a
play by Chekhov. On a boat, things are different. On a boat, there is
no ambiguity. It is impossible to misconstrue anything on a wellrun boat.”
“Then maybe we should live on a boat. You and me.”
“Where would you take your showers?”
“In the ocean.”
“What would we talk about?”
“Your girlfriends.”
“Now now. There’s no nautical language for that. The language
on boats doesn’t apply to things like that. Just to nauticalia–boat
things.”
“Just explain it. You don’t have to speak perfectly, because we’re
not on your boat.”
“So bow is the front, and aft is the stern or back of the boat. And
starboard in the right side of the boat as you face forward, and port
is the left.”
“What if I turn around?”
“The starboard side of the boat is the same physical place no
matter which way you are facing. That’s why it has a name rather
than a direction.”
“Like bow.”
“Like bow is the pointed end forward, that cuts through the
water; and it’s bow no matter what direction you are facing.”
“Go on.”
And the mast holds the sail. Attached to the mast are booms or
one boom. Holding the mast up are, on modern boats, stainless
steel wires called shrouds. Without them, the whole shebang, as
Mother used to say, would collapse on the deck, with all the
paraphernalia, she might add, of the sails they support.
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“My Mom talks that way too. Sometimes. I call it Mom-speak.
‘We needn’t consider that, darling’ ... [imitating her mother] It’s
because they’re old. A generational thing. But sometimes she
doesn’t talk at all.”
And the shroud from the bow to the mast is the forestay, and
from the stern to the mast is the backstay, all adjusted by
turnbuckles. The lines that raise the sails are halyards, and those
that adjust how far the boom swings out are ... “Shit. I can’t
remember the name.”
“It doesn’t matter. You’ve lost me. I have no idea what any of
that means. I want to know about the billowing sails and ‘thar she
blows’ and all hands on deck and that sort of thing.”
“Sheets, that’s what they are.”
“We had satin sheets. I took them with me to Hampshire, or
New York it was. And they were lost or stolen like everything else I
owned.”
“On a boat, they are different. Sheets are lines, not surfaces. The
running rigging, as opposed to standing rigging. Running rigging
means the lines holding the sails that you adjust as you are sailing.”
“You mean the ropes.”
“Yes, but you don’t call them that on a boat. They’re called
lines.”
“This is way too complicated.”
“So on a reach or sailing close hauled you will heel; the wind
will push the boat over. Or partially over ...”
“Tilted.”
“Yes. But you would never call it that.”
“I’ve seen in called that. It was in a poem.”
“A poem is different from sailing.”
“It was in a poem. Not like any of the ones you teach. But one
that made sense. Sailboats tilting in the wind ... Something like
that.”
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“That’s called heeled. And if you are careful with the boat and
pay attention, you will know how to adjust the sails for the best
speed for each point of sail.”
“I still don’t understand.”
What you must understand and all you need to know is that a
sailboat sails not on the water, but through the air, like a bird, like
a plane. You as a scientist know the dynamics of that. Like how we
live ourselves, not on land as we might think, but on the surface of
the land, ‘living’ more precisely in air. Like Baudelaire’s poet–the
albatross. The boat is too heavy to soar, so its weight is supported
on the water, like ours on the land, not, as an airplane, in the air.
“And its speed is a direct function of its waterline.”
“Waterlines. I like that. Like on a boot after you walk through
ankle-high snow.”
“Snow. Right. That’s like a boat–living in the earth rather than
on it.”
“I meant the salt lines.”
“Oh right. We used to get those in Maine.”
“Back when you lived there in winter. Instead of coming to Los
Angeles to fuck me.”
“Please, my darling.”
“Just go on.”
“The other thing you need to know is that an absolute
monarchy prevails, as Gabor used to say.”
“Who is Gabor?”
“Someone I used to know. Who couldn’t even kill himself, the
poor bastard, when he was dying of lymphoma. A Hungarian.
Land-locked, who never saw the water as a child.”
“Like in your poem.”
“Right. That Magyarisch indelicacy of sex and the eating of
seafood ... But we’re talking about power. The captain takes
responsibility for all that goes right and all that goes wrong. You
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can immediately tell a bad captain, either on a pleasure boat or a
commercial fishing boat. He’ll yell, or criticize his crew, or sputter
unintelligible orders.”
“So it’s not ok to yell on a boat.”
“Never.”
“But it’s ok to yell at me.”
“Not on a boat. And I’m sorry for the other times, my darling.”
“Are you king on the boat? Would you grab me? claiming it’s
your right as king boatman?”
“My seigneurial rights. Great idea. Although there’s generally
too much going on a boat for that sort of thing.”
“Generally?”
“Well yes. Not always.”
“Didn’t you tell me once about sailing around an island with
your girlfriend?”
“Yes yes. That was a mistake. Telling you, I mean.”
“A particularly narrow passage, you said.”
“I should never have told you that. About making love as the
boat sailed past the buoy of Haskell Island.” Or out around Drunker
ledge with the swells lifting us slowly in the sun. I should never
have mentioned love-making in the fog, or in the rain-soaked
anchorage. I stared into her face–the face of my lovely and
inarticulate Linda Jane. I told her that the swells rocking the boat
at the anchorage were from our rocking of the boat itself. She holds
me in the August sun.
“Where was I? Oh yes. On a commercial boat, of course, all this
is different. Well, some of it is. All that business about sails is
different, because there are no commercial fishermen left who fish
under sail, since most of the old geezers who once did that are
dead. And they used to talk about it, the old geezers did, if you
grilled them, and let them wax romantic, or pointed a camera at
them, and they would talk about the good old days of fishing under
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sail.”
“You told me about that once. It had to do with clams. A wife
shaped like a barrel. I even made a painting of that once. A bride in
a barrel.”
“What happened?”
“I got mad at you and burned it up in the firepit.”
“On the lobster boat, I was a bear for work.
“That’s good. I like ‘bear for work’. I could draw that too. You as
a bear. Working on the boat. If I weren’t mad at you.”
“I weighed 130 pounds, or just over one-third the weight of the
bait barrels, and you had to get one of these on a dolly–like the
furniture dollies from U-Haul–and roll it to the edge of the wharf or
maybe just dump all the bait out onto the floor, and shovel it into
the bushel tubs on the boat. And if I slowed down just enough–not
enough to earn a reprimand but just enough to show I was bracing
myself, as it were, then David would have a spell of pity or pride in
his own strength and wheel the barrels out for me–nothing for a
man of 230 pounds such as himself. ‘Five minutes’ work’, he might
have said, musing of the Old Days, when the captain didn’t so much
as lift a finger for baiting up but stood by idly as his helper worked
himself to death for a dollar a day.
Out on the water, if you worked hard and fast enough, you
could sometimes get your bait-soaked gloves off, dry your hands
and light a cigarette, even take a seat on the wash-rail, smoking
there. I used to call this living like royalty, idling on the wash-rail
with my sleeves rolled up, with the engine throttled on cruising
speed, David staring through the glass of the wheelhouse. Maybe
son Coley marveling at the smoke-rings if he was with us that day,
and if we were not underway, where the smoke rings merge with
the ocean haze. Our competitors circle slowly in the distance. And I
thought then about Linda Jane, off in Wyoming somewhere, her
curves back-lit in the light from the next room. I cannot see her
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face. She is two steps, a lifetime away from me in the half-lit room.
“Are you listening?”
“I’m fixing dinner for D’Artaegnon.”
“The dog?”
“Of course the dog. Did you think one of the Musketeers just
walked in?”
“I thought the dog ate what you ate.”
“He does. Tonight we’re having salmon.”
“Do you have any idea what I was just talking about?”
“Something about fish. Something about the sails. But I don’t
need to know about them, because when I come to Maine, you’ll
show me. When I come to Maine, we’ll sail the three of us. Or we’ll
catch lobsters. Or grow oysters. You. Me. And D’Art. So teach me
the words–shrouds and sheets and bait barrels–and once I’m
there, I’ll just stick them on to the appropriate things. ... “
I imagine suddenly my darling Eloise working there, jeans and a
hooded sweatshirt, handing the mad helper the receipts on the
fishing wharf. But it is comical. My Eloise never worked a day in
her life, although she once tried to do so, I recall, offering to clerk
in the ceramics store. There was, of course, no money in the till, as
anyone could have predicted, and none to be shared with anyone
on a schedule such as hers. I only knew of one appointment that
Eloise kept, and that was the day I fell in love with her for the final
time, a day before I laid eyes on my darling Eloise for the last time.
“A Rose for Eloise,” I call this day.
“I was on a dock once. In Florida. All I remember is the fishy
smell.”
“Were there ill-clad unshaven crew, who smelled bad? And nets
all over the place, and great booms rigged up on top of the boat?”
“For sails? You mean masts?”
“I mean the opposite of masts. Great booms for raising nets and
trawls, with large blocks–that’s what a pulley is called when you
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put it on a boat–for running line through.”
“Like that.”
“In that case, the fishy smell you sensed was one of two things.
It was either the remnants of the fish they were after, which you’re
likely to see on the plate of some fine restaurant or in a bowl for
D’Artaegnon, or perhaps it was bait fish, meaning the fish you use
to catch other fish.”
“Minnows.”
“Maybe. Or sometimes the opposite of minnows. Grown fish. Big
fish, all dead and salted down to keep it from rotting. Sometimes
even frozen, then stuffed into traps to lure crabs and lobsters and
all kinds of things like that.”
“That.”
“We’d get it frozen from Nova Scotia. Redfish. Brim. What’s left
after the filets are cut off and shipped to McDonald’s. You stick
your hands into the bait box to pull the iced-up carcasses apart.
The bones go right through your frozen hands, and you don’t feel a
thing. You just bathe your forearms in hydrogen peroxide for the
summer.”
And I squandered all my money, as most workers did, on trivia
like armament–a .357 Magnum, it was, that I sold for a song when I
finally left for New Orleans. In Lorne’s case, it was wood-cutting
machinery, maybe the machine that lost traction and rolled over
on top of him, killing him instantly. For Steve, it was auto
accessories–and David found him drunk one morning, with his
weeks worth of wages wasted on wheel rims, immobile in the ditch,
half-drunk and inconsolable, near the turn he couldn’t negotiate on
his way to work in the pre-dawn.
“It got to be extravagantly real, that smell, when I was working.
And at noon time, finally, I could put my face over the bait box,
breathe deep and feel the hunger permeate to my soul, I’ll say. And
it was like becoming one with the fish themselves–the lobsters that
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is–lured by the lobster bait. All that flesh, nearly rotting in the salt.”
“Oo.” Or maybe she said what I’ve seen spelled “Ew.” A sign of
disgust, or mock disgust. But it’s not the kind of thing my darling
Eloise would say to me. She might dismiss me otherwise “OK. You
can stop now. I’m going to vomit.” That sort of thing.
“It’s preservation. Or a state of preservation. The salt that is.
Without it, the bait would disintegrate into a pile of maggots, or
rather, be transformed into a different form of life. Like in
Baudelaire. Do you remember, my darling, that rotting corpse we
found on a path? Opening up like a flower, teaming with new life.”
“Ick.”
“Instead, it is kept fresh or vaguely so by the salt, just long
enough to be dumped overboard in traps. But fresh was always
best.”
“It’s like poetry.”
“Poetry? You mean the Baudelaire poem?”
“No. I mean poetry. What you said. You think it should be old
and preserved, whereas the best is always fresh. Ha!”
“Pretty clever.”
“I thought so. But I’m only repeating what you said years ago.”
“What was that?”
“You were talking about lobstering as you always do and you
referred to strings of eight and ten. I still remember. Accented like
that. And you meant, what did you call it? Pentameter.”
“Well no. Eight and ten syllable lines.”
“Iambic. That’s what it was. Go on.”
“I think the fresh bait stayed on the bait lines in the traps longer
and thus brought the lobsters in, whereas the fragrant stuff just
disintegrated. But it’s hard to know really what goes on down
there. In the seventies, the biologists sent cameras down to the
seafloor to watch, expecting to see the lobsters lured and
entangled within the traps. Instead they found the lobsters set up
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their own bourgeois society there; they apparently saw the traps
as a magical food source, and in some cases protected each trap
zealously against intruders. All the elaborate slats and ingeniously
designed mesh funnels–all the mythology of catching them was
bullshit.
“But you still caught them. The lobsters, I mean.”
“That’s right. That’s the point. No one paid any attention to the
science of the thing, to the reports of the biologists. The fishermen
just went about their business–the old way, under the old myths
they had grown up with. All a commercial fisherman really knows
or cares about is what happens on the surface of the water–how
many fish he catches, and the relation of that to what the
instruments tell him in the wheelhouse. Reality–that is, what
lobsters do on the sea floor–this doesn’t matter. The Raytheon
paints like a blind artist.”
“I don’t get it.”
“Depth sounders don’t really ‘see’ anything. It’s as if your blind
artist were feeling the face of his subject and painting it.”
“You really don’t know anything about art, do you?”
The fisherman baits the traps, drops them overboard, then
hauls them up two days later. The important events are those that
take place those two points. But about this history–what happens
on the bottom, the sea floor–he knows nothing. Instead, he
constructs a plausible narrative, what Plato calls a likely story,
connecting the two events he experiences on the surface. And as
long as there is some coherence there (“I set the baited traps
where the Raytheon indicated a sudden drop in depth and I hauled
them to the surface two days later and there were eight full-grown
lobsters in the five-trap string”), it is easy to construct that
narrative: ‘the lobsters having molted, that is, shed their old shells
and grown new ones, were moving from the ledges to the deeper
water, and hungry, moved right into my perfectly positioned traps’.
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And he clings to that narrative, defends it, acts on it. Bad
information or false information is always better than no
information. A ridiculous narrative is always better than chaos,
because you can act on that, true or false, and there will be some
reward–positive or negative–as a result. What would be the point,
of knowing the incomprehensible truth of things beneath the
surface of the water, in an environment you do not know, acted
upon by the nervous system of alien creatures you have no hope of
understanding?
“Do you remember what Hölldobler and Wilson said of the
ants?”
“Who??”
“Two experts on the ants. We talked about it once, back when
ants seemed important to us. They wrote a gigantic book,
Hölldobler and Wilson I mean, not the ants, a definitive one, but
only ant experts, formicologists?, could ever read it. Anyway, one
of the sections describes how ants recognize intruders, or how
predatory intruders trick ants into thinking they are one of them.
Let’s say one of these hungry aliens comes into an ant nest. Now to
pass for resident, it doesn’t need to imitate the resident behavior
accurately, since the sensory organs of ants are limited and
imperfect. All that is required for these alien species to present
themselves as ants are one or two key characteristics. Say we are
in a dark room, filled with other humans and man-eating aliens
that we are trying to distinguish. We reach out to one in the
darkness, and as long as we feel hands, a handshake, we are
assured that this creature we cannot see is human, and we interact
with it. We don’t think twice about what is on the other end of that
handshake–whether it is some wonderfully civil human like
ourselves or some monstrous alien creature like in the movies.
And that’s the way the fisherman understands the fish that end up
in the traps. And I suppose, my darling, it is the same with you and
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me.”
As long as you are in my arms, my darling Eloise, I don’t care
about the reasoning that placed you there. “I am my darling Eloise.
I am you.”
“I love you.”
“I love you too.”
Exposition
I sit at the computer, composing histories I tried to explain to
my darling Eloise. Things about fishing in 1968; things about boats,
or sailing close-hauled past Eagle Island. Castanets. The production
of sound. It is 2008. She is out of the hospital. Surgery, it should
have been, for a flaw in her flawless skin, or something intricate in
her foot. “Why have I not heard from you? Why are you calling me
today?” I asked. “Because I was unable to kill myself,” she cries.
“They broke down the door. I was passed out in the bath.” But it is
more complex than that, as I knew, even then. I think of sailing in
Maine, sailing with my Eloise. I think of her last words to me, typed
onto the computer screen. “Stay away,” she writes. I board the
plane to Boston. My darling Eloise closes the door for the last time
in Santa Fe. It was five hours before they found her.
Landing, I told her, knowing nothing of these crucial things, is
the trickiest part of sailing, particularly when you put it into
words. Again, landing, I told her, desperately, seeking a paradox, is
the trickiest, and worse if you must speak of it.
“You begin by turning into the wind. The sails no longer draw.
They luff in the breeze, and the boat stalls. Most maneuvers are
easier if you are facing the wind.
As long as you have what is called ‘way’ ... that’s w-a-y ... It’s like a
car; you cannot steer unless you are moving.”
“Of course you can. You turn the wheel.”
“Yes. But nothing happens when you turn the wheel. Not unless
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you are moving. Think of fish; I mean biological fish, with fins, not
‘fish’ in the sense of ‘prey of the fishermen’. They can only
maneuver, or in some cases, as with dogfish and other sharks, even
breathe, if they keep moving forward.”
“We had fish. In an aquarium. You’re wrong. They stop. They
look out through the glass. Right at you. That’s how we gave them
names. They move their fins in circles, or figure-eights, hovering
somehow, like birds.”
“Well yes. Fish have fins; they can do what they want. Boats
aren’t as lucky as fish. In a boat, when you are coming into a dock
or a mooring, where you want to stop on the dock or at the
mooring ball ...”
“What’s that?”
“Ball. Mooring ball. It’s what you call the buoy where your
mooring is–a permanent anchor where you tie up your boat and it
can just stay there.”
“Through thick and through thin.”
“Through hell and high water. So you want to stop, coming up to
the dock or mooring with just enough speed to maintain headway
so you can steer.”
“With the rudder.”
“The rudder. How did you know that?”
“You told me.”
“Right. So docking or ‘hitting the mooring’ it’s called–this is
what you have to learn among the first things you learn, despite
the fact that it’s the last maneuver of the day and one of the most
difficult maneuvers for an amateur sailor. It’s that old
Heideggerian saw, to learn to die is to learn to live.”
“I think we read him at Hampshire.”
“I doubt it. Must have been St. John’s where you read
everything. I don’t think you read much at Hampshire if what you
say about life there is true. Anyway, handling a boat is like
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handling an airplane, I imagine. If an airplane stops moving, or
more precisely stalls, it loses maneuverability and falls out of the
sky, like a boat adrift in the winds and current. That’s how you
land on a carrier, or so my uncle claims, talking about the divebombers he flew in the Pacific. The plane stalls, loses lift, and you
throttle down to crash on the flight deck.”
“Have you ever flown an airplane?” she might say.
“Well, no. Not exactly.”
“You either have or have not flown an airplane.”
“Well, sort of. Now before you learn to take off, it would be a
good idea to learn about landing. Landing is really the first thing
you need to do.”
“Didn’t you once tell us we couldn’t use the phrase ‘sort of’?”
“Yes. I have a whole riff about it.”
“I forget what it was. It had something to do with your
girlfriends.”
“It had nothing to do with my girlfriends. But I’ll tell you
anyway. It goes like this: ‘So your girlfriend goes out on a date,’ I
say. ‘And she comes back and you ask: ‘“So, did you kiss him?”’ and
she sez, ‘“Sort of”’ Meaning?”
“What? Wait. Start again.”
“OK. Here we go. Imagine your girlfriend has just met some guy
in a bar and they go out on a date.”
“My girlfriend?”
“Just stay with me. I’m telling this to a bunch of college kids. I
can’t really say ‘your Lesbo lover’. Well, I suppose I can say that. I
can say anything. But just let me tell the story. Here we go: So your
girlfriend goes out on a date with someone she has met in a bar,
leaving you home aghast at the whole thing, and when she comes
home, you ask her a series of questions.”
“OK.”
“The first thing you ask is ‘Well. Did you kiss him?’ And she
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pauses a bit and finally says ‘Sort of’. Meaning?”
“Meaning? Oh. Right. I get it. Of course she kissed him. So when
she says, ‘sort of’, it means ‘yes’.”
“Of course. So you go on, in abject and desperate humiliation:
‘OK. You kissed him. Did you ... did you use your tongue?’ and she
pauses again and sez the same thing: ‘Sort of’. Meaning?
“Ha ha. Meaning ‘Yes’. Down his throat right down to his navel.”
“Right, and now in complete despair you say: ‘And did you wish
all the time it was me?’ and she sez ...”
“‘Sort of!’. I get it. Meaning ‘no’!”
“Which is why you can never use those words if you want to be
understood perfectly.”
“And that’s why you can’t use them either. Especially in a boat,
where you said everything is unambiguous. I asked you about
flying, and you did it: you said ‘sort of’.”
“I see. Well in this case it’s different, because I ‘sort of’ flew an
airplane.”
“What do you mean? Sort of? That’s like saying you ‘sort of’
married me.”
“Now now, my darling. This is about flying.”
“You did ‘sort of’ marry me. By your standards, meaning you
can just come over and pounce on me whenever you feel like it. But
not by my standards or by anyone else’s. So your ‘sort of’ means
one thing to you, but another thing to everyone else.”
“My darling. Please. Airplanes. Remember?”
“Go on.”
“Suppose you are on a plane with an instructor. The instructor
will give you a feel for the plane.”
“Oh. Feel. There you go.”
“Please. You’re in the co-pilot’s seat. The instructor flies you
around, explaining the basic controls to you–the foot pedals,
wheel, which is called a ‘stick’, even though it isn’t one anymore, or
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maybe it is. On some planes that is. And then you take over. You’re
flying. You think ‘left’ and the plane goes left, remarkably. The pilot
will do all the difficult stuff: taking off and landing. Those are
basics. But you actually fly the thing–up, down, left and right. Who
knows how this is done. It’s like us. Pretending to be a couple. A
few weeks ago, my uncle Bob even explained how you fly when
you can’t see a damn thing–the sequence of instruments you look
at in the fog. The needle, especially. Step one. Make sure the plane
is flying, not slipping to the right or left. This is far too complex for
that first day of flight–basic, but unnecessary. Like taking off is
basic. Landing is basic. Learning to fly–you never learn these basic
things. There are no basic ‘rules’, you might say. You just have to
do it; you have to fly the plane.”
“I flew an F-16 once.”
“I know. That’s what you say anyway. You mean you flew in an
F-16 once. Or maybe an F-14.”
“I think that’s what it was. Some jet.”
“Did you handle the controls? I don’t mean the pilot’s controls.”
“I spent most of the time in the plane throwing up and trying to
swallow it.”
“Did he teach you the words? Climb and stall, and dive and slip?
Throttle up and flaps down and that sort of thing?”
“I don’t think so. There were no words. It was all too loud. Just
the plane. He wouldn’t teach me about planes; you wouldn’t let me
come to Maine. You both just wanted to fuck me. He never taught
me the right words for things. And you never taught me the right
words for things. That’s why my scripts suck as bad as they do. I
need someone who will teach me the way things are. Step by step.”
“This step by step idea–that’s all bullshit. Literature, love, or
flying an airplane. It’s all the same.”
“You need an introduction to do science.”
“Science. Maybe. I wouldn’t know. You’re the scientist.”
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“You can’t just throw a bunch of chemicals into a beaker and say
‘Ta ta! Sulfuric acid!’“
“Probably not.”
“Nitroglycerin!”
“You know I flunked chemistry.”
“BOOM!”
“Look. All I mean is, no one learns to fly by learning what seem
to be the basics–how to take off, or even how the plane is
constructed. Any more than you can tell a story by starting ‘at the
beginning’, whenever that might be. On December 5, 1963, at 3AM,
a bundle of joy came into the world in a New York hospital’.”
“Ha ha. That’s me! Although there wasn’t a whole lot of joy
when I was born.”
“My darling Eloise comes to be–the most important day in my
life. Although how would I know that at the time, smirking with
teammates in a hockey rink? It would be four decades before I
discovered this most basic truth.”
“You told me that story–standing outside the locker room on
the instant I was born. Thinking of people watching you. People
who didn’t really exist. Then there was something about the dead
girl. Years later maybe. Your girlfriend. Yuch.”
“My non-girlfriend you mean. We had no history, only an end.
Even when I speak of you and me, I don’t start at the beginning,
because it is impossible to imagine what the beginning is. And it’s
exactly like flying. You don’t begin with the factory where the
plane was built. Instead, you learn to do things the way amateurs
learn to do things or the way professionals tell stories. The way
you teach children.”
“I have no child. Remember? You wouldn’t help me make a
baby.”
“Amelia, then. Your niece. How did you teach her to dance?”
“She doesn’t dance.”
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“Did you teach her to run, then, by showing her how to line up
on the starting blocks? or did you simply let her as a toddler
balance upright as best she could and stumble to a walk into your
arms ...”
“Smushed into my arms. That’s what she and I called it. Or
maybe shmushed.”
“They move by chance or happenstance, and then you clap your
hands in joy or take pictures or make movies of them and when
they grow up, you tell them about how wonderful they were at that
age.”
“Maybe Amelia can have that life. But I never did. I longed for a
life like that. For being a kid and having adults coo over me. And
now we’ll never have kids. And it’s your fault. That’s why I hate
you, or used to hate you.”
“I actually don’t remember anyone teaching me those things.
Teaching me to walk. Teaching me to talk. Or saying much when I
figured it all out. I remember only watching Sarah grow up,
watching others with two-year-olds.”
“That’s what I wanted. Your life. Watching two-year-olds. Or
being a two-year old myself. When I was young, adults just left us
alone. Or filled us with drugs so we wouldn’t bother them. Then
sent us away to school or whatever. The nut-house was the only
place I ever felt safe.”
“You’re safe with me.”
“Yeah you. With all your other women, and all your other
girrrrrllllfriends.”
“You know I will never abandon you.”
“I want your life. I never said I wanted to have a life with you.
It’s two different things. Life with you is to be crazy, and I’ve had
enough of that in my life. Like flying. Barrel-rolls and loop-de-loops
and all that stuff that made me throw up. I had to swallow the
whole mess when I went up in the F-16; we were zooming left and
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zooming right, and all I could think of was how stupid I was for
eating omelets for breakfast. And I forgot all about the script I was
writing.”
“It will be easier when we sail. I’ll say ‘take the tiller’, and you’ll
say what everyone says: something about how a boat steers the
opposite of a car, which is of course ridiculous. But it is correct that
if you push the tiller to the left, the boat goes right. Forwards or
backwards.”
“I sailed in Florida. But I can’t remember anything about it
except the words: ‘Lower away’ and ‘avast’ and ‘avaunt!’.”
“Right. And ‘clear for action’ and all that.”
“And I thought the whole time of you sailing a boat in Maine,
with your girlfriends. And how you will never let me come to
Maine.”
“I swear to you, my Eloise, you will one day come to Maine with
me and you will sail with me. Or we will sail with each other.”
But we are not sailing. I imagine instead my Eloise in the gun
store. She puts the cash down on the countertop. Even the coarsest
miscreant can see her hands shake. I think of earlier days, or
months later or before that day. When I renounced all my lovers
for her, or imagined doing that, or resigned myself to never being
her lover again, “just friends” as she would say, baiting me into
hysteria, as she did that last day, days before the end of things for
her.
“I need to know how the boat works. So I can talk about boats in
my scripts.”
“You’re writing a script about sailing?”
“Boats. There are boats in them. Cargo boats. I want to know
how they work.”
“You mean big boats. Like freighters in Bahrain.”
“Boats. And F-16s as well. Dropping bombs and that sort of
thing. But mostly boats. Boats have rules. Same with love. No one
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ever taught me the rules, and that’s why I’ve been so badly hurt in
life. Like not sleeping with a man because he wants you to. Like not
believing a man who claims he loves you and can’t live without
you.”
“I cannot live without you.”
“Oh yes you can. And you will. You’ll see. You lived without me
before, and I will teach you that you can live without me again.”
“I don’t want to live without you. I never want to learn to do
that.”
“Stop interrupting me. You will live without me, and you won’t
have any choice about it. But right now, right here, I’m telling you
to teach me the rules. You know the rules, and I don’t.”
“There are no rules for sailing.”
“There are rules of the road, you tell me. And how to turn into
the wind, like you just said. And rules about how you are supposed
to speak and act. Like never yelling, so you say. Remember that?
You’re never supposed to yell aboard a boat, you said, even though
it’s ok to yell at me. And you know these rules and I don’t. And
that’s why you’ve always taken advantage of me. That’s why and
how everyone has taken advantage of me.”
“I don’t know why people take advantage of you.”
“I’m good in bed, they say. But all men say that. And since I
didn’t know the rules, I believed them. But no more.”
“No more. Don’t believe any of them. And trusteth, as in love, no
man but me.”
“You think that’s funny?”
“Well, maybe a little. It’s from Chaucer. Sorry.”
“It’s ok. I don’t care anymore. I don’t believe anything you say to
me anyway.”
“Well, I love you. And I would certainly lie to you if I thought it
would make you love me.”
“Or make me let you jump me.”
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“Whatever. But I don’t have to lie to you. All the extravagant
things I say to you are true.”
“You lied to me all the time. And look what happened.”
“This? How things turned out? Our life is not so bad.”
“But you wouldn’t marrrrrrrrry me. Or have me for your
girlllllfriend. Because of your other girlllfriends.”
“My girlfriends. You know perfectly well they are nothing in
comparison to you. You are ‘the one’, as you always put it.”
“I’m still looking for The One. That’s what the rules tell me to
do.”
“I am the One for you, my Eloise. But you always ran away.”
“That was years ago. I’ve changed. You haven’t. You haven’t
changed at all. Maybe one of your girlfriends will walk through the
door as we’re talking. And maybe they won’t even knock because
they have a key and they treat everything you own as theirs.”
“I love you, my Eloise. And you’re the only one who has a key.
You have many of them, if fact, since you’re always throwing them
away in some great huff.”
“True. I do. A big huff. That’s me. I don’t even know which keys
they are anymore. And that’s why I always knocked, instead of
trying a bunch of keys that are to apartments you no longer own.
Or maybe some other man’s apartment. That’s why I always ran
away when you didn’t answer immediately. Then I threw the key
away. Or gave it back to you. Sent it in the mail. Or forgot what it
looked like. Men always give me their keys. That’s what they do.
It’s probably in the Rules somewhere. For men: Always give the
girl your key. For women: Never trust a man who gives you his
keys or says he wants to take a shower with you. Tell me about
your Uncle Bob.”
“You mean sailing? We only went once. There was no wind, and
we just drifted about in the currents. He drank coffee and stared at
the horizon.”
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“I meant flying with him. The story you told me before. The one
you’ve told me a bazillion times. And if my brain weren’t destroyed
by drugs and all the lies men have told me, I’d remember it. Your
first flight.”
“Oh yes. I pretended once I was afraid of flying, back in high
school I think this was. As if pointless fears were a form of virtue
or profundity. Did I tell you that?”
“I already know you’re a coward. Just tell me the story. About
flying. About your Uncle. The one in Montana with the beautiful
daughter. The daughter you want to marry; even though you don’t
want to marry me.”
“Don’t start. It would really be better if I never told you
anything about either of them. And it would also be better if I could
mention a woman without you claiming I want to jump into the
sack with them.”
“But you do. So don’t be mad. You told me that other funny
story about visiting them as a hippie in the 60s.”
“I did?”
“Yes yes. And so the two of you, you and your cousin who must
have been seventeen, drove to Maine. Or tried to.”
“You were five years old at the time, my darling.”
“You guys tell her Dad, the ex-marine, that you’re just going to
drive across the country, the two of you. Boom. Like that. Hippies.
The Summer of Love. And you’ll drop her off at Middlebury.”
“I don’t ...”
“That’s because all you remember was the plan didn’t work
out.”
“Oh yes. Now I remember. I really didn’t get the whole story
until much later. All I know was that she didn’t drive east with me.”
“That’s the story.”
“Right. I didn’t witness the good part–the part about my 17year-old soon-to-be-New-England-hippie cousin, in some knock-
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down tear-spewing confrontation with her Semper-Fi dad, who
would be goddamned – although he would never use that word – if
his daughter was going to drive across the country, with some
unshaven hippie cousin, unmarried, stopping in motels, fornicating
and dope-smoking all the way, although of course he wouldn’t
even have formulated such a thought.”
“You must have thought you were in heaven, thinking of that
glorious drive, playing the Lovin’ Spoonful on the radio.”
“I don’t remember. I do know I didn’t have a tape deck in the
car, and in 1968, they didn’t play the Lovin’ Spoonful on the radio
near Route 70 in Kansas.”
“But go on with your flying story. You were telling me about
flying, not about your cousin.”
“My uncle, bless him, used to fly dive bombers in the war, SBDs,
they were, which they nicknamed ‘Slow But Deadly’ and he never
lost his love for it. So one day, in the sixties, as his daughter, his
lovely ...”
“I know all about that.”
“This was actually before the aborted trip to Middlebury.”
“Go on.”
“... when she was a junior in high school, he got the idea of
loading the entire family into a Cessna, and flying around the
country to look at colleges, and among the terrifying stops he
made, one was in Maine, and he took me up in the thing and
handed me the controls. I didn’t do anything. I simply thought
things: thought right and thought left, thought up and down, and
damned if the plane didn’t just follow my thoughts, and I wasn’t
even aware of moving the controls. Like driving a car on the
freeway I suppose. Like Dante’s ‘sweet new style’ where the heart
speaks and the pen follows after. It was remarkable. It takes years
to develop that same fluency in boats.”
“The fluency of steerage. I like that. Too bad your own life didn’t
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follow your thoughts that way. I mean the plan of driving east with
your cousin.”
“But of course, I wasn’t involved in landing or take off, and had
no idea what the adjustment of the flaps might mean or even the
jargon exchanged with the Tower. We were on the ground taxiing
to the hangar, and that was the end of it that day. The truth is, I
don’t know a damn thing about flying.”
“So how can you teach me anything, if you don’t know
anything? Why do you think I went back to school? St. Johns,
Hampshire. To film school in Los Angeles. You never taught me
anything.”
“It’s difficult to teach or even tell you about boats, without being
in one.”
“That’s because you never let me come to Maine. You only let
your girlfriends come to Maine.”
“You were my girlfriend. But you were only that for one day.
The day you tried to ‘do the girlfriend thing’, as you put it.”
“That’s right. I remember trying to do the girlfriend thing.”
“It’s what you said in that note you wrote, the first of many
times you left me. I still can see it ‘I tried to do the girl-friend thing
...’ That’s what you wrote. I can still see the ink. Or maybe it was an
e-mail. And then you went on to explain how you had a panic
attack.”
“Asthma.”
“Asthma or panic. It came to the same thing. Right there in the
aisle with a bag full of groceries.”
“Yup. Buying groceries at Trader Joe’s. Just like an adult. Like a
wife. Like a girlfriend. Wheezing away. They all thought I was
going to die, right there by the tomatoes from Mexico.”
“And you couldn’t do it, you said. You couldn’t do the girlfriend
thing. And I wasn’t supposed to think you didn’t love me. But of
course I did think that. How could I not think that? And then,
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having left me like that, the first thing you did was accuse me of
betraying you.”
“You went to see Linda Jane, the tennis player.”
“Silly. I went to play tennis. Since my girlfriend–that would be
you, my darling–had just left me alone in the apartment with a
sackful of groceries. I never had a ‘thing’ for my tennis partners.
And her name wasn’t Linda Jane, by the way.”
“You wanted to have a thing with her.”
“How did we get to this place? We were talking about the only
time you ever used the word ‘girlfriend’ to me.”
“I was never your girlfriend.”
“OK. But it was what I wanted then. And maybe I envisioned
then and I still do today a day when we could walk down the street
together for everyone to see.”
“Joseph and Eloise.”
“Right. Boyfriend and girlfriend. We’ll catch the eyes of the
people passing as I pull you close to me and they will think ‘what a
nice young couple; she’s all over him. You don’t see that sort of
thing on the street these days’.”
“And when will that happen?”
“I guess when we’re no longer a nice young couple, my darling
Eloise.”
` Or maybe it was something else I said. For how was I to answer
her? The last time I saw my Eloise, we walked like that through
South Pasadena, no young couple even then. An hour we had of
this. And it must have been twilight, late in November. I remember
greeting some neighbor I barely knew. The two of us. And it was
like constructing this conversation now, about boat-landings and
airplanes and uncles now lost to me in the dementia of age. We
walked arm in arm as we had never walked before, each of us in
the agony of a lover leaving us, and each of us, or so I think she
thought, fearing the lover on our arm–the loves of our lives–was in
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love with someone else. Yet for that moment, aching as I ached for
the one who had left me weeks before, I was only in love with my
Eloise, astounded that one day we could be together like this
forever, walking the California streets that November day.
“This is the problem.”
I recovered. But I could not recall the problem. Nor the subject.
Nor the day.
“This is the problem. I still don’t know the words.”
“The words for what?”
“The words for boats. You tell me bow and stern, and things like
that. But I still don’t know how to run one or drive one or whatever
you might call it. I don’t even know how to say what I might do in
the boat. Or what others do. How I would talk about it, or describe
it.”
“I’ll tell you what we would do. But there is no nautical language
to describe it. What we would do is go below, and feel the waves
rocking the boat, and forget briefly the difference between the
waves rocking the boat and our own rocking of the boat itself.”
“I have a feeling you’ve said this to someone else, not to me.
You’re quoting something.”
“It’s from a Beckett play: We lay there, without moving, while
under us all moved, up and down and side to side.”
“The tape play.”
“Right. Krapp’s Last Tape. And you and I could lie there in the
darkness and the sweetness of the mildew ...”
“Yuch. I could never live in a place like that. And Krapp’s Last
Tape is all on tape. A reel to reel recorder. No one knows what that
is today. I remember that. And nothing happens. All talk. All you
ever talk about is talk.”
“It’s what I think about when I talk to you.”
“So tell me about the boat instead. Bringing it to the dock or
whatever.”
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“Landing, we were talking about landing.”
“Yes.”
“Did I ever tell you the story I once called ‘Searching for Land’?”
“OK,” she says in mock resignation. “Tell me the story.”
“But you like me to tell stories. You’re always asking me to tell
stories.”
“OK,” more flatly. “Tell me the story.”
“The name of this story is ‘Searching for Land’.”
Searching for Land
“I know the story you mean. I like that story. Or I remember
liking it. But I can’t remember anything about it.”
“It’s an allusion to Ulysses. Did you catch that when I told you
the story the first time?”
“You mean James Joyce? We were taught that. I think. But I can’t
remember it. Nor where I was taught it. It must have been at
Hampshire. Or maybe in Los Angeles. But not with you.”
“No. Not Joyce. Homer. The Odyssey. That’s what Ulysses is
based on.”
“You mean Odysseus?”
“There are two names: Odysseus is the Greek, Ulysses is the
Latin. Don’t even ask why they are so different. I have no idea. It’s
just the way things are.”
“Don’t get professorial. What does your story have to do with
Ulysses?”
“Well, in the Odyssey, Ulysses is in the land of the Cyclops ...”
“Now I remember. We read that at St. Johns.”
“Of course you did. And do you remember how he gets away?”
“I remember something about a cave. A cave with a big stone
door.”
“Correct. And I too remember that. But I remember it, oddly, not
from reading or teaching Homer, but from the comic book I had as
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a kid, since Father was a classicist, and someone had given him
that as a joke. ‘Classics Comics,’ I think the series is called. And I
see purple on the title page. I also see Ulysses in the cave, holding
on to the stomach of the ram.”
“Wait. You’re leaving too much out. Why are they doing that?”
“My God. Do I have to tell the whole story? They have been
captured by the Cyclops, Polyphemus is his name, which will come
back again. And he, Polyphemus, likes Ulysses, actually Odysseus.”
“Make up your mind. One or the other.”
“OK. We’ll call him Ulysses. Anyway, the Cyclops likes him. Or
doesn’t really. Maybe respects him. How would we know? Or
maybe he’s being ironic, if a Cyclops is capable of that, or if Homer
is capable of expressing that. This story suggests that the whole
bunch of them, all the Cyclopes (that’s the plural) are pretty
straight-forward types. In any case, Polyphemus makes a joke, I
think it’s a joke. It’s hard to tell. He says, rather grandly: ‘I am so
grateful to you I will eat you last’. I think he’s happy because the
Greeks have given him wine. Really strong wine. Unmixed. Since
the Greeks, I think, used to mix their wine with water. And with
that he scarfs down one or two of Ulysses’ crew.”
“The cyclops.”
“Right.”
“Cyclopses have one eye.”
“Right. And that too turns out to be a crucial detail of the
story.””
“You have no depth perception with one eye. Maybe the Cyclops
couldn’t see where they were.”
“They? Cyclops is singular. Oh, you mean the Greeks. Right.”
“Homer was blind. What would he know about depth
perception?”
“You’re pretty damn learned. Anyway, they get Polyphemus
good and tanked, and that’s when he makes the joke ‘I’ll eat you
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last’.”
“Maybe it wasn’t a joke at all.”
“Well yes, maybe so. There aren’t a lot of jokes in Homer,
although this whole tale is based on one.”
“What tale? Not this one?”
“I’m coming to that. It’s the point of the whole story. But I had to
give all the background first, and now I’ve forgotten where we’re
going.”
“It’s part of the tale you were telling me, ‘Searching for Land’.”
“Oh yes. Of course.”
“That’s what Ulysses was doing. Searching for land. Searching
for home. For his darling Penelope. That’s why you’re telling this.
You want to talk about your girlllllfriend Penelope.”
“That is absolutely not why I am telling this.”
“It isn’t?”
“You’re the one that is always doing that–searching for land,
searching for home and hearth and that sort of thing. Not me.”
“Then why are you telling me this story?”
“Just listen. The story is called ‘Searching for Land’, but I have to
tell you about the Cyclops first.”
“OK. Tell me about the Cyclops.”
“So Ulysses gets the Cyclops good and drunk, and the Cyclops
makes that ... well, let’s just call it a quip. Then he falls sound
asleep, and there are satyr plays in Greek on the Cyclops, detailing
how he belches and farts and carries on ...”
“I thought you said there were no jokes in Homer.”
“Well, maybe not. But the satyr plays were something else.
Written by the tragedians–Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides–as
interludes for their tragedies.”
“We read them once. Boom. Kill your father and sleep with your
mother.”
“You didn’t read the satyr plays unless you had an advanced
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Greek class.”
“We took Greek at St. Johns.”
“I guess I knew that.”
“But I dropped out. Then I went to Hampshire and sold drugs
and ended in the nuthouse. I never read those plays. What were
they?”
“Satyr plays. These were brief comedies put on between the
tragedies and were the first scatological absurdist plays.”
“Stop using words like that.”
“They didn’t teach them to you because Greek literature is
always presented to young impressionable youth like yourself as if
we still believed in all that sweetness and light Winkelmannian
bullshit.”
“Vinkleman?”
“It’s not important. It’s just that the Greeks weren’t about
sweetness and light ...”
“You are always disparaging things.”
“Yes. Particularly about romantic ethereal societies that were in
fact based on pederasty, murder, and pillaging.”
“Like the Greeks.”
“Like the Romans, like us. Like everyone.”
“Go on. No asides.”
“OK. Where were we?”
“The Cyclops is drunk.”
“Oh yes. So he’s passed out. And Ulysses and his men grab a
huge log, and for some reason, fire the end of it. Oh yes, I
remember. Not to harden it. Much grosser than that. They sharpen
it and heat it up, then drive it deep into the Cyclops’ eye, and I
think there’s even a note in the Odyssey about the sizzling sound
that makes, if you can imagine such a thing.”
“Ok. Ok. Just go on. I’m going to throw up.”
“Alright. Enough of that. So the Cyclops tends sheep. He’s a
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shearsman of sorts, as Stevens would have it.”
“Sheep? He’s blind.”
“Well he is now.”
“Like Homer.”
“Very clever. Anyway, he keeps the sheep with him in the cave.
He has all of Ulysses’ men in there as well. And the cave door is
closed by a huge stone. Like the Resurrection I guess. That’s the
image you remember. Auferstehung and that sort of thing. So the
Cyclops has to let the sheep out each day to eat.”
“But not the men. Not Ulysses.”
“Apparently not. And he never seems to bring them food. They
can starve for all he cares, even though they won’t fatten up and
become nice and tender in the cave.”
“Maybe he should just let them go.”
“Maybe. But now he’s pissed. And we don’t act rationally when
we’re pissed. Or maybe he should just kill them all, and not keep
them alive, since they’re likely to become grisly and boney if he
doesn’t feed them. Like that Twilight Zone episode where the
aliens are really concerned that the humans eat heartily on their
way to the cannibal planet. ‘To Serve Man,’ it’s called, as if all alien
languages had the same puns ours has.”
“You have to promise me.”
“What?”
“You have to promise me you will never die.”
“My darling Eloise, I promise you. I will never die as long as you
may live. But why are you asking that?”
“Because the Cyclops is going to die. I know it. Now just go on.”
“Maybe not. The story isn’t about that, so we don’t really know.
The story has him letting the sheep out, then guarding the door to
make sure none of the men sneak by. He then puts the stone back
in place, while he goes off tending his sheep. And this must go on a
day or so, and Ulysses one early morning ties each man under a
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sheep, so when the Cyclops lets the sheep out, each one will have
one of Ulysses’ crew tied under it, and I think he yokes the sheep
three abreast with one man per three. Can’t remember clearly. And
why the foolish Cyclops can’t feel the ropes on the top of the sheep,
and doesn’t think it passing strange that they all come past him in
threes, well, that’s anyone’s guess. Maybe he stands there, making
sure the men don’t squeeze through, but that’s not what Homer
says; I think he has something about the Cyclops expecting them to
ride the sheep out like horses–although why they would do that, I
can’t imagine. And I’m not even sure they rode horses in 1000 B.C.”
“They drove chariots. We learned that at St. Johns.”
“Anyway, once all the sheep are out, all that’s left is the one big
ram and Ulysses himself. And here’s where I remember the image
from the comic book. Ulysses grabs the ram and holds on
underneath. So we have, I suppose, the image of Polyphemus,
guarding the door like some NFL linebacker, then the lead ram and
the lead Greek, and they all come together in the doorway.”
“Boom!”
“And out they go. The Cyclops feels nothing. Ulysses frees his
men from the sheep and they all run away to the ship. Now why
the Cyclops hasn’t destroyed their ship, I just don’t know.”
“He’s blind.”
“Well, yes. I guess so.”
“He’s blind like Homer.”
“That too.”
“And maybe Homer wasn’t blind originally.”
“Or maybe he didn’t exist.”
“Well someone existed.”
“What do you mean?”
“Someone had to write it.”
“Yes, or some group or tradition, or whatever. Maybe not just a
blind man, led by a boy.”
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“The Greeks had a thing about boys.”
“Well yes.”
“We learned about all that too.”
“Well yes, but still ...”
“So they didn’t teach us that Sweetness and Light stuff. No one
teaches that stuff anymore.”
“OK. I apologize for suggesting that.”
“Just tell me the story. We’re still searching for Land.”
“OK. Right. Searching for Land. Ulysses is rather hot-headed. So
the men go down to the ship, and again, why everything should be
hunky dory, I don’t know. They have their launch ...”
“Launch?”
“That’s what you call the small boat you use to get from the
main ship to shore.”
“Why can’t you just bring the boat to shore?”
“Because there’s too much draft.”
“What’s that?”
“Depth. The keel.”
“I know what a keel is.”
“The ship would ground out. It would be stuck. And if a Cyclops
were chasing you, you’d be shit out of luck. So they anchor it out
deep, and use the small boat to get to shore.”
“They don’t land it at all?”
“Right.”
“But you were talking initially about landing.”
“That’s something else. Ulysses anchored his ship.”
“You didn’t mention that.”
“It’s not really important. Well, in a way it is. The men all get
back to the ship, and they are all wired up, having lost only a
handful to the appetite of the Cyclops and they get underway.”
“Underway. Like weigh?”
“That means they start to sail. I told you that. They weigh
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anchor. I know I know. To weigh anchor is to pull up the anchor.”
“How do you spell it?”
“Weigh. W-e-i-g-h.”
“Like ...”
“Yes. You weigh w-e-i-g-h anchor to get under way w-a-y.”
“That’s funny.”
“Yes it is, but not intentionally.”
“Go on.”
“Anyway, they are so excited, the first thing they do is start
trash-talking. To the Cyclops. And he is so pissed he grabs a huge
boulder–large enough no ten men could lift, such as men are now.
That’s what Homer would say. And he hurls it and it lands in front
of the ship, I mean ‘beyond it’, creating a huge wave almost driving
the boat ashore. Ulysses does something heroic–can’t remember
what–all I see is the comic book image of him straining against an
oar or pole of some kind. He saves them from shipwreck, and they
row back to sea. But Ulysses can’t stop trash-talking and the
Cyclops throws another stone at them, this one falling short, and
creating another huge wave that carries the ship out–past stonethrowing distance, and I guess the physics of that makes sense.”
“What do you mean?”
“Wave mechanics. I mean the energy created by the wave can
continue on past the distance that the same energy could hurl the
stone through the air.”
“Huh?”
“Well, the Cyclops can only throw a stone, say, a hundred yards,
but the wave created by that stone falling into the water could
propel a ship a hundred yards further.”
“That seems impossible.”
“Somehow I think this is explained by wave theory and not by
one of the laws of thermodynamics.”
“I’m the scientist. Not you.
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“You’re the dancer, not me. I’m the sailor.”
“Dancers leap. And the energy going forward stops and lifts you
into the air. I don’t know how it works. But go on.”
“So anyway, Ulysses can’t stop talking and he yells at the
Cyclops just as they’re beyond stone-throwing range: ‘If anyone
asks you who has blinded you, tell them my name is No Man’. It
must be a calm day if the Cyclops can hear him that far from stonethrowing distance. And maybe the phrase is ‘Know that No Man is
my name’. Or something like that. But I imagine I’m thinking of
some dreadful Victorian translation here, or even the words from
the comic book.”
“But you used to teach Greek.”
“Well yes, but that doesn’t mean I can eradicate the phrases of
my childhood. The only Greek I remember is the single word Outis,
that’s ou, not, and tis, anyone. No one. But for the whole sentence,
I’m left with the memory of the bad translations.”
“Didn’t your father teach you Greek?”
“Latin. And he never taught me much of that either.”
“You just sat in his class and he passed you on the stupid tests.”
“What was the poor bastard going to do? Flunk me out of school
and be faced with the wasted tuition bills? It was all pretty sordid,
really.”
“What about the Cyclops? You see? You never finish anything.”
“The Cyclops. Oh yes. Polyphemus. He’s pissed, blinded, and
Ulysses is now sailing blithely out of stone-throwing range. Maybe
it wasn’t a calm day after all. In any case, the Cyclops goes howling
back to his compatriots, hoping they will help him–maybe sail out
after Ulysses, although I don’t remember anything about the
Cyclopes being sailors, so there’s not a whole lot they can really do.
So they all cry out: “What’s the matter?” ‘I’m blind”, he says, like
Pozzo in Waiting for Godot.”
“We read that.”
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“Yes yes. Of course you did.”
“Is he referring to Homer?”
“Beckett, you mean? Maybe. I never really thought about that.
It’s possible. Beckett I think was Joyce’s secretary during the
writing of Finnegans Wake.”
“Why didn’t we read that?”
“Because it would have been pointless. I can quote you the first
line if you want.”
“Read to me.”
“Riverrun by a commodious vicus of recirculation brings us back
to Howth Castle and Environs.”
“Really? What does it mean?”
“I don’t know. And I’ve left a lot out. A whole clause, I think. One
of my students once corrected me on the pronunciation of Howth,
so I haven’t quoted it since.”
“Go on. Tell the story about the Cyclops. Or land. Or whatever it
was.”
“Oh yes. ‘I’m blind’, he says. And the other Cyclops or Cyclopes
say: ‘Tell us who has hurt you’. And here’s the point. Polyphemus
says ‘No Man has hurt me. No Man’! Outis. And of course his
buddies misinterpret that and say ‘Well, if no man has hurt you, it
must be the gods, and we’re not going to mess with the gods, even
for you’. And that’s the end of the story. It’s ridiculous, of course,
because Polyphemus is the son of Neptune. He could say: ‘Screw
the gods; my dad’s a god!’ Or why not just blow up at them: ‘You
Morons! I didn’t say “no one”; I said “a human being who told me
his name was No Man”. What the fuck is wrong with you?’“
“Right. Exactly. That’s what I would have said.”
“But then, of course there would have been no story.”
“Still, this has nothing to do with the story of Searching for
Land.”
“Right. Searching for Land is my story, not Homer’s story. I’m
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actually engaged in a case of what is called ‘ring composition’.”
“What’s that?”
“I shouldn’t tell you, but I wrote an article once proving that it
doesn’t exist.”
“So you’re going to tell me something that doesn’t exist?”
“Some scholars think it does. I showed that it doesn’t.”
“You’re always doing that. Debunking things. Or talking about
things that don’t really exist. Like your love for me.”
“Please, my darling. Ring composition was supposed to be a
way oral poets wrote. Homer has digressions. And if you follow the
motifs of the digression it would appear like this. Say the main
narrative thread is called A and the digression C. There’s often a
bridge to this digression called B. Like right now, I’m in a
digression myself. C. let’s say. And let’s call the story of the Cyclops
‘B’. Then A is ... well, I forget, maybe the main story of ‘Searching
for Land’, which I alluded to at the beginning. Now Homer
supposedly would get from the main story A to the digression C by
mentioning B and he would get out of the digression C back to the
main story A by mentioning B a second time. B was the path from
A to C and also the path from C back to A, that is back to the main
narrative. So it’s very neat and diagrams out as A > B > C > B > A.
Sailing to Land > Cyclops > Explanation of Ring Composition >
Cyclops > Sailing to Land. German scholars of the late nineteenth
century loved diagramming out these sorts of things. And it was
later said that this is how oral poets kept track of the main
narrative, and why they didn’t just get lost.”
“And?”
“And what?”
“How did you debunk that?”
“Well I just pointed out that it has nothing whatsoever to do
with the so-called oral tradition or oral composition or memory
itself. Let’s say you were writing a story, I mean physically, typing
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it out or composing it on a computer. Call it A. And suppose you
later put in a digression, call it B.”
“You said B was a link of some kind.”
“Well yes: a means to get from A to C. But it’s not. That’s what
I’m saying now. Just stay with me here. You’re writing A and you
insert a digression B. Then you read what you have: the pages
would go A > B > A, right? B is an insert, and it might even be a
physical set of leaves you insert into a written narrative. Just as if I
never started talking about ring composition. Well, if you or
another writer came along later and inserted a second digression–
call it C–in the middle of B, the whole manuscript would look like A
> B > C > B > A–exactly what you see in Homeric digressions and in
other medieval ones, and yes, exactly what you’re hearing here.
You can see this works with a computer file, or even with physical
sheets of paper, inserting one autonomous digression into the
leaves of an earlier digression. It has nothing to do with oral
composition, or mnemonics, or folk literature, but rather the
physical act of inserting physical pages.”
“That’s not interesting. Inserting pages into a script is not
interesting.”
“No, it’s not. The truth is rarely interesting.”
“Oral poets are much more fun.”
“Maybe so.”
“Bards and skalds. Singers with harps. Blind poets, led by boys.
Fantastic things like that. That’s what people want to hear about.
But you still haven’t explained landing.”
“I thought ... Wait. I’m in the middle of my own story. The story
you love: the story called ‘Searching for Land’.”
“I’ve totally forgotten that.”
“Not me. And you see? I don’t have to reconstruct or reverse the
entire sequence of my narrative to get back to it. I just say, ‘Oh yes;
this story is called “Searching for Land”’.”
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“What’s the relation to all this Homeric stuff?”
“Relation? Well, I’m in the same situation described by Homer.”
“Are you Ulysses? or the Cyclops?”
“I would say I was Polyphemus, and you’re my Galatea, ‘ruddier
than a cherry’. And I lust after you, my darling. But that’s a
different story altogether. Right now I’m Polyphemus. And this is
my story, called ‘Searching for Land’. A friend of mine, a former
student, plays in a jazz band and they were playing a gig, they call
it, in Los Angeles one night downtown; they were supposed to
start at 1:00AM.”
“OK. Now I’m remembering the story.”
“And I promised him ‘For you, I’ll take a nap at 10. And if I wake
up by midnight, I’ll see you at Land’. Land was the name of the bar.
So I took a nap, then woke up in a haze and drove through the
empty freeways of Los Angeles to Second Street. Midnight is a
beautiful time to drive through L.A., very contemplative. And when
I staggered, half-asleep, out of my car on Second Street and asked
‘Where is Land?’ all the hipsters on the street assumed I was a
crazy person, thinking I was at sea, looking for a harbor.”
“You were probably driving your stupid yellow car, like the one
in Beetlejuice, which looks like you live in it.”
“That too. And no one imagined an old fart like me was looking
for a Night Club called Land. And maybe that what was wrong with
the Cyclops. I couldn’t imagine why these kids in their pork-pie
hats were walking away from me. And maybe that’s what
Polyphemus thought: what the fuck is wrong with these people?
and he never had a chance to explain himself to them. Finally
someone took pity on me, not because he was willing to
countenance my asking for Land, but because I started babbling
the name of the cross street, Central Avenue. So he pointed me in
the direction of Land finally. But even after I found Land, I wasn’t
treated any better. Everyone assumed I was a drug-dealer, an
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undercover cop trying to look hip and failing, the father of a bandmember. And likely life wouldn’t have been much better for
Polyphemus had he managed to sink Ulysses’s ship, since he would
have been blind as a bat regardless. So he prayed to Neptune, Dad,
who didn’t think much of Ulysses anyway since he, Neptune that is,
was on the side of the Trojans during the war (I think), and
Neptune gave Ulysses a really hard time of it.”
“How?”
“Well, that’s the story of the Odyssey, which I’m not going to
tell.”
“I forget what happens. Ulysses gets home. To Penelope. And
kills all the suitors.”
“Well yes. That too. But more important, Neptune is finally
propitiated.”
“What does that mean?”
“Appeased. The gods or some seer tells Ulysses that when he
gets home he is to take an oar and walk inland. And when someone
says ‘what is that? A winnowing fan?’ ...”
“What’s that?”
“This is the point. A winnowing fan is something you use to toss
grain into the air. The wind blows the chaff away. And thus we
have this wonderful hermeneutic metaphor: toss the literary grain
into the air with the winnowing fan of allegory, and let the
hermeneutic wind blow the irrelevant chaff away, leaving the grain
of truth.”
“I’m not even going to try to follow that.”
“Good. Because I tell this to all my classes.”
“Go on.”
“So when someone asks Ulysses ‘What is that, a winnowing
fan?’, then we know we are so far inland that this rube doesn’t
know what the ocean is. He thinks the oar is a farming implement,
a winnowing fan. And in this very place, Ulysses is to plant the oar
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and build a temple to Poseidon–Neptune, that is–extending his
domain. And there the story ends.”
“What story?”
“The whole story. Ulysses, the Odyssey, the whole shebang, as
mother used to say. Or not quite, because as I walked into the
restaurant, and pulled out my wallet, I said to the bouncer: ‘I’m
planting my winnowing fan’.”
“That’s not funny.”
“He agreed entirely and almost wouldn’t let me in.”
“You still haven’t even begun, you know.”
“Begun what?”
“I will come to Maine and you will teach me how to land.”
“I love you, my Eloise.”
“I’ll fly to Maine, seeking land. And you will find land for me as
well. In the boat.”
“I love you, my Eloise.
“Byyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyye.” With feigned and perhaps real
disappointment and anger.
“Byyyyyyyyyyyye,” I say, mocking her, with love and
admiration. Eloise. Love of my life.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
WEDDING PLANS
These latter years with Eloise were years I started seeing
double.
At first it was inconsequential. Like recovering from a cold,
staring at the computer screen, thinking the program had
produced an ineradicable shadow line beneath the sentence line. I
rubbed my eyes. And there the shadow was, underlying all I could
see or do. Illusion, that’s what vision is. It was easiest then to close
my eyes and write.
Sailing in those days, drifting from the anchorage in the light
morning breezes, became treacherous, as every mark, every buoy,
each piece of land in the fog became shadowed as well, by an image
of itself, producing in the bifurcated version of vision something
strange and unfamiliar, where you couldn’t distinguish flotsam
from a navigational buoy or a hidden ledge from a floating patch of
weed, what you saw there from what you knew you should see or
wanted to see. Each shoreline doubled, as if an island framed
against hills on the mainland.
I wondered then if I might stare briefly at the scene, retain its
image and sort through its mysteries at leisure, like sorting
through my life with Eloise. Thirty years ago, falling asleep over
books as a student, I imagined I could continue to read the last
page I had seen, or more delusional, read onto the next page, the
recto, turning the page, perhaps consuming the whole book, as if
sleep itself were the mythical reading pill you were rumored to
take in the 1950s, where everything became clear to you, or
knowledge could be packaged as a chemical.
And I saw a grand metaphor in that, drifting through fog to the
channel. For Eloise, I thought, my darling Eloise. A metaphor for
Eloise on the telephone, and her unknown life in Santa Fe. Me on
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the phone with Eloise, and my blurred and bourgeois lives in
Maine and in Los Angeles. Shadows, I thought, trying to make the
metaphor work for me. Or Frank, falling into bed out there with
Eloise, despite the love she clearly had for me. Our lives and their
narratives unfocussed in the dim light of the morning.
I fall asleep, let us say in the arms of Eloise, who always slept in
the curve of my elbow, my hip, sprawled with her face pressed into
my neck so that I could smell the sweetness of her lotions, the
chemicals she ran through her hair, her breath, in counterpoint to
the artificiality of the paste on her lips. As I close my eyes, I think
that in this bifurcated life, my Eloise remains, aging slowly day
after day in my arms, despite what she has done. There are no
other lovers, or lives, no series of doctors or chess-players. She will
escape the wretchedness of family and listen to the stories of my
own, and the two of us will live some two-personed fantasy–like
something she once pointed out in her children’s book. Picnics.
Frilled dresses. White suits and a straw hat. Dogs frolicking with
children. All those things that never came to be.
We are pacing slowly in a church. An auditorium. A picturesque
lawn on a summer day. ...
“That’s ridiculous.”
“You said you wanted us to be married. Now’s our chance.”
“Yes. To be married. That’s different from getting married.’
“Oh I get it. I ‘got’ married once.”
“I know. You never stop talking about that. And you never ever
ask about me. About me getting married.”
“Or being married.”
“It was to Frank ...”
“The mafia guy.”
“In New York. And they were all a bunch of low-life criminals
and they stole everything I had. Your married life was different:
wine glasses and horses. The bourgeois life. Your life. Not mine,
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where everyone treated me like garbage. Where instead of people
just saying ‘Oh everything is fine, dear’ [imitating her mother] they
simply neglected you and made you sign all kinds of papers and
stole everything you had. And finally, when you left them and went
to the lawyers and listened to the death threats–real ones, like
from the Gambinos, not like the ones in the stories–Mom said ‘we’ll
just forget the whole thing, dear’. And that’s how I ended up in
Santa Fe.”
“And that’s how you ended up with me.”
“Except that I’m not with you. I was with him. It was worse than
being with you. I used to sit home, the home I bought for us, and
cry and cry and cry and he would say ‘Eddie, take care a’ ha’.”
“That’s exactly the accent my DownEast wife used, speaking of
Albany, or ‘Oul-bany’, she called it.”
“So I would have some lunatic mafioso watching tv all night in
my own house while Frank drank with his gangster friends. Then I
would leave him or threaten to and he would fake a heart attack
and throw himself onto the floor. It was pretty silly, but I didn’t
know any better: why would anyone pretend to be collapsed in
grief? No one ever taught me the alternative to my life was other
than a life like that. And finally I got on a plane and saw the
lawyers and gave all my money away.”
“To the gangsters?”
“Who else?”
“You did this just to piss your family off?”
“The whole thing pissed my family off. I just signed the papers. I
didn’t know how life worked. What the words in the papers meant.
That’s how I became dirt poor like you.”
“You mean grandly indolent like me, perhaps!”
So we imagined life in these shadows, in the crappy apartments
and single change of clothes. All that bohemian charlatanry of
bourgeois life. No need for the 50 grand in pin money, her ashes, as
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they were and if they were, all scattered in the Southwest sun.
Those thousands were as true as gold, Frank told me once; all her
trips to Europe one day would have to end, lost in her family’s ire
at her extravagance. “You’ll find out that day,” he might have said,
even to my darling Eloise, “what dirt poor means.”
Eloise and I walk finally through the streets, northeast of the
center of Los Angeles, where I have walked so many times with
others, playing at love, I guess, since only Eloise was ever real to
me. We talk of Maine, the dogs we believe we will outlive. I pull her
to me; a calamity–mis-reading her. Mis-hearing what she says to
me. Her steps mimic mine in indifference. We talk of dogs and seed
catalogues. Fire construction. Sailing to Matinicus.
A Caper in Belize
Things seemed going well for Eloise. We had ‘finished the job’
ourselves, consummating her chaste courtships off in Santa Fe
with our own lascivious rants on the telephone, and of course we
had never been happier. She would speak of Frank, “the Spook,” I
called him, confusing him with the CIA agent of her fictions. “Never
touched me,” she said, and I would laugh at her. “Except to hold me
up when I nearly fell out of the cockpit.” She knew now Frank had
never worked for the CIA, that he had no history. Just another of
the lovers, or would-be lovers, I would say. Yeah yeah, all this true
love stuff. Bah humbug, I would say. Frank, like my Uncle Frank,
like all of them, whatever. And she would laugh at me again. “You
know,” I said, with all the love I could muster for her. “I know you
never really flew an F-16.”
The intrigue perplexed me. I was never certain where the
money for the Belize vacation came from; maybe it was Frank’s,
but certainly the CIA had no hand in it (if that story was what
Eloise implied). Perhaps the mock bombing run over the desert
was something Frank or some stand-in Lothario had promised her
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or Eloise herself had dreamed up for her script. I never asked
whose credit card paid for the scuba gear or the trip to Belize. I
liked the part about her making out like a schoolgirl and coyly
pushing him away. Seriously! two damn adults with reservations
for adjoining rooms!
But in her mind, or so she said, all was in service of her art. She
would “write it off,” she said, as an expense for her scripts, or the
taxes she never was required to pay in the first place. “You have to
know what you’re talking about,” she said. “It’s one of the rules. It’s
for my scripts. How to attach the bombs to the hull. Or drop them
from a fighter plane. Like the one that blew up that ship in the
Middle East. What was it?”
“The Stark? Or maybe the Cole.”
“Right. One of those. You need to know what it feels like seeing
it from the air, or approaching the hull underwater, cut off from
everything, knowing BOOM, you might be blown to smithereens.
You can’t just talk about strapping on a wetsuit or compression
suit for the G-forces. The first time I squeezed into one, I screamed
like a child; the sweat poured off my face, right there on the sales
floor.”
“Like Achilles in his death throes,” I said. “Pretty cute that must
have been. But I don’t believe that’s why you’re going to Belize
with the scuba gear. I don’t believe you are really dating a CIA
agent, or any of that spy malarkey. Why don’t you just write about
the things you know already?”
“I want to go to Afghanistan.”
“You want to get his tongue down your throat or between your
legs, it might be. And to do that you will buy any song and dance
about spooks and intrigue.”
“He loves me.”
“Bull.”
“He doesn’t know he loves me. But Frank loves me. I know he
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loves me.”
“Eloise, I love you. You want to know what love is? Listen to
me.”
“You want to pounce on me.”
“I’ve never once denied that. But I love you just the same. It
never occurred to me I could separate the two things or that you
would ever that of me.”
“He has beautiful eyes. He drives a Lotus.”
“What color is it?”
“I don’t know. Yellow? How should I know what color it is?”
“Yellow is the color of my car, not his. Have you ever seen it?”
“Of course I’ve seen it.”
“Then why can’t you remember it? I think it’s because a Lotus
can’t commit a sex act on you.”
“You are so coarse. You are also jealous.”
“A ten dollar vibrator and 3.99 shipping would do more for
you.”
“He’s rich.”
“Rich like me. Who’s paying for the trip?”
“That’s a state secret.”
“Are you taking a private jet?”
That was the beginning of the caper of Belize. The money trail,
as I once thought of it. The tanker ablaze in the waters off Bahrain.
“Who is this guy anyway? Are we talking about the Major
Frank? The old geezer in the F-16? Or the young realtor with the
Lotus? And where is Belize anyway? Aren’t you supposed to be
researching the Middle East?”
“We’re in love. Or we will be in love.”
“You’ll be rolling in sweat by the second day. Just tell me what
the plan is, and how this involves me.”
“We’re meeting at LAX and flying to Belize from there.”
“You’re really a lecherous woman. You should be in jail. This is
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some poor innocent child of a man, this Frank. Making
reservations in Belize with two adjoining rooms. Probably his life
savings tied up in it.”
“His life savings is tied up in his Lotus.”
“It’s a fantasy. You’re tied up in his Lotus. You don’t even know
what color it is. He’s invented an entire history just to get your
shirt off.”
“You should talk.”
“I am talking. I’m talking about the two of you on the couch,
cooing and pecking away, and you getting so hot you have to call
me up to finish the job by phone.”
“Now now, my darling. Be a nice boy.”
“And just what do you mean by ‘meeting’? Is this a word like
‘dating’?”
“Silly boy. I told you where we’re meeting. At LAX. And from
there, we fly to Belize.”
“Do we ‘synchronize our watches’?”
“No one uses watches anymore.”
“Come a day early.”
“A day early?”
“A week early. Come a week early.”
“And why would you want me to do that?”
“Don’t be a clown. You know why I want that. I love you, my
Eloise.”
“I’ll come a day early, or maybe I’ll arrive in the morning and
you can pick me up at LAX. I’ll have Frank fly in later, maybe the
next day.”
“In his F-16?”
“Maybe. Maybe on Southwest.”
“I’ll have him shot down. That way we can have a day together.
Maybe the rest of our lives.”
“We’ll see about that.”
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“Eloise. When was the last time I laid eyes on you?”
“How can I remember that?”
“You do remember it. I know you do. It was your birthday. Dec.
5, 2005. I filled the apartment with crepe and balloons. And I was
crazed with love for you.”
“It was the best birthday of my life.”
“Come in the night before.”
“I might. But only if you promise to be good.”
“I promise nothing.”
“It wouldn’t matter what you promised. I’m asking you to do
something, not to promise it.”
“We’ll see. I really can’t be responsible for my actions when I’m
in your presence.”
“I think we should all three meet at LAX. Then the three of us
can all drive to your apartment together.”
“As long as you two don’t end up banging in the back room, you
can do what you want.”
“Frank and I have a different kind of relationship. This one is
according to the Rules.”
“Oh please. There’s no way it will last until March. And even if it
does, it certainly won’t last through a scuba trip to Belize.”
“That’s mean.”
“No no. I’m not saying you’ll break up with him. I mean this
fantastical virginal relationship you have now. You won’t be
needing me to help consummate things by phone after a day in
Belize.”
“That’s true.”
“That’s why you’re visiting me on the way out. You’re throwing
this in my face, in his face too. And it’s a good thing I love you as
much as I do. Are you going to let me pounce on you? Since you’re
going to be pounced on in Belize in any case.”
“You always pounce on me.”
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“You need practice. Is that it? Your hymen has grown back?”
“You never learned to take your time. You have to take your
time. That’s the Rule. In art and in life, as you always used to say.
That’s why I’m with Frank, and not with you.”
“I don’t even believe he exists.”
“So what if he doesn’t? You still have to take your time. That’s
what the Rules say. You have to tell the story. And you have to tell
each important detail twice. Just as with a man, you have to go
through each step twice. The popcorn rule, they call it. At any
movie, if there is a crucial line, it is a rule that someone will drop
their popcorn precisely at this moment. So you have to say it
twice.”
“It just so happens that way.”
“Like a rule. Do everything twice or no one will follow you.
Don’t let a man think that each step leads to the next one. Take
your time. That’s what we were taught. That’s why novels have
long descriptions. No one reads them. They just fill the time while
the stupid readers get the plot straight.”
“So why not just blow through it? If they need time to get the
plot straight, they can just put the damn book down and think
about it. Or hit the pause button.”
“You’re such a guy. That’s what it’s like for guys. Get it done.”
“Not always. Remember the night I was wasted on the drugs
you got for me?”
“If you were wasted on drugs, then I was wasted on drugs. So I
don’t remember anything.”
“Then I will tell you, my Eloise. I’m feeling your hands on my
shoulders and holy crap it’s like your arms are the tentacles of
some alien creature. Mind you, I’ve never seen a horror film in my
life; so where this image comes from, I don’t know. Maybe from
Hölldobler and Wilson. And she or you, she is pulling me down to
her. The sensations are familiar but strangely remote, and I think–
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ah, love-making–love-making in the fog, as it were. These strange
alien arms on my shoulders. And being a guy as you say, I think:
what is that strange sensation in my ... what? loins, is it? ...
knowing, in the delusion of rationality, that all I need to do is focus
on it with the pure strength of intellect, and it will go away
entirely. Like you said that feeling of lust you had the first time we
lay together would go away. But I’m a guy, as you say, so I think:
why risk it? You never know. If you don’t make love today, it may
be your last chance. You may never feel desire again. And surely, I
think, lost completely in the drugged-out fog, we’ve been at this a
good hour or so, even though the music seems stuck on the same
track, and if I can just manage to get this done, for myself, as it
were, making sure I experience whatever this experience might
prove to be, why then ... And within seconds I am half passed out in
post-coital exhaustion, Mom’s word ‘sexhaustion’, remember that?
You hold me, claiming as all women claim that you love this
moment of closeness. And I think now, perhaps, the whole damn
thing was some three minutes long, start to finish. The upshot
being, in these alien arms, we will soon just start again.”
“I don’t hear a thing you’re saying. And I don’t remember
anything about this. Just another one of your get-it-done lays in my
apartment.”
I might finish this tale off too, I think. Explain how the two of
them sat on my couch, oblivious to my visions of love-making with
my darling Eloise. Feeling the warmth of her as he nattered on
about flight connections. I could explain how you can still see
photos of the whole caper on the internet. I’ll give her two weeks, I
thought. A month. She will be back in Santa Fe and there will be no
talk of a yellow Lotus or flights in the F-16. He was younger than I
had imagined, younger than she was, in fact, but far less fit than
both of us. That’s what moving real estate will do to you; it’s all a
bit like Glengarry Glen Ross, and the sentences you never quite
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complete. I dropped them off at Union Station. My darling Eloise,
as if in a comic skit, hit a parodic ballet position, then ran in
exquisite grace with her bag careening, she would say, on its tiny
rollers, while Frank walked slowly behind her.
The Ball Joint
When Ruel blew out the ball-joint of his pick-up with the .308,
parked near his hunting camp in Brownville Junction, you must
have been ten years old and learning that life was shit, despite all
the privileges you were born to enjoy. I’ve seen the pictures of you
then, as if advertising some exquisitely beautiful and well-caredfor child. It is difficult for me to plot those against the face I saw for
the first time in 2001.
When Ruel blew out the ball-joint of his pick-up, all was
different, for both of us.
That was up-country Maine and about as far from you as one
could get. Ruel is my father-in-law and my in-laws were dirt-poor
for real, and not just pretending. The smoke curling up the
chimney of the bad woodstove came from heat, and not from idle
philosophy. Had I seen you then, I would have shuddered, turning
my attention instead to her who became my wife, who had none of
the virtues that you had. None of the fair skin and extravagant
clothes, your grace of movement. None of the hysteria that used to
burst upon me in an assault of threats and condescension and
spite. Instead, my wife merely eased away from me, onto a new
man, onto her self-centered life, and I realize of course, that there
were many women like this in my life. For a woman raised in the
backwoods of Maine, as she was, by Ruel and her family, even a
hippie kid from the coast must have seemed a step up, as it would
have been disgrace for you. How it opened doors for them, or so
they must have thought, these backwoods uncultured kids.
The bullet passes through the floorboards of Ruel’s pick-up, and
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I imagine, a continent away from that, this was the first time you
thought of weaponry at all, staring at the hand-gun brought to your
house by a nit-wit survivalist, peopling New Mexico in those days
just like in Maine. Someone allows, as the young girl studies the
action, that a pretty thing like you should not be allowed to handle
such weaponry, even unloaded. Accidents happen, the moralist
intones. The room of baritones laughs as you aim, in irrepressible
grace, out the window.
It was the way you always handled such things, exaggerating, in
some theatrical way, your alienation from them. Like the polo
mallet, awkward in your right hand, as you dared anyone to
challenge you. Or it might be the tennis racket, perfectly positioned
for the strike, but dropped on the court as you laughed at it. And I
can see you now on the boat and there were dozens like you,
holding gamely to the tiller and repeating the mantra until it
became a game for you: “Left for right. Right for left.” And your
crying out as the boat turned as if you had merely willed, rather
than directed it.
A fine sailor, you would have been. The others just had no
interest in it, unable to endure its tedium. The real things of Maine,
sailing and fire-building–peeing in a bucket, it might be, or banking
a fire in the ashpit, lost in the bays in the fog–free at last! as I once
said–that was no life for them, they said.
You handle the lines with perfect grace. You shiver in the cold
and I find more down and wool to comfort you. You shake your
head and clutch at your chest. A new man, you must be thinking. A
new land. Maybe napping for the day. Hysterical. Crying for me.
Holding out your hand to me. Friends. Lovers. No regrets, you used
to say.
When Ruel shot out the ball-joint, you were ten, and knew of
none of this. You were lost in your picture books, posing for the
inevitable cameras of the astonished adults, poked by your sisters,
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years from the insults of relatives, years from the drug addiction,
years from your own self-slaughter, and the few intervening years
we had together.
You needed art, you said, not these tales of hunting deer in
Maine, or elk hunting in Montana, not what you taught of art to me,
but standing in a gallery, say, the cheap wine in the plastic cups
and the food you would never eat, as some man sidled up to you,
speaking as all men had to you, and doubtless how I spoke to you
or would have spoken had I dared. In the museum, and it may be
New York or Santa Fe, you are far from the gun shots in the woods
of Maine and wouldn’t recognize them for what they are. A
moment of inattention, a cartridge wasted on the floorboards.
Something to explain at home.
I sail on a day in late July, in the swells off Pemaquid. The land is
now gone in the fog. I think back on Ruel and realize this is not a
real memory at all, but something imagined from a story told, or
maybe re-told or simply guiltily alluded to. A butterfly settles on
the rigging. Swallowtail, I think. A pick-up idles on a gravel road in
Maine, an hour before sunset on Thanksgiving Day.
“I will love you forever, my Eloise,” is what I now will say to her.
“I will never stop loving you. I will love you as I never loved my
wife, as I never loved those you envied, those I claimed to love so
intensely. There is nothing that can alter this. Nothing you can say.
For already you yourself have done the worst thing you could do.”
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CHAPTER TWELVE
CRUISING GUIDE
I step back from the woodshed. Drowning at sea–that’s the way
to go, I think. It is all so simple, this sailing to the horizon at midafternoon. Languishing at dusk with nothing but sea around you,
mistaken by the distant boats for an ocean sailor, on a passage
from the Cape, perhaps, or sailing in from Bermuda. The circling of
the inaccessible boat widens; I wait for the salt to fill my lungs. No
one notes the skipper slipping over the washrail at nightfall, and
the boat adrift at dawn among the fishing fleet. I think of Wes,
snaked from the boat with a coil of lobster warp around his foot.
And maybe Dick Nesbit died that way as well, as his uncaptained
boat grounded out on the beach in St. Thomas. I think of my
darling Eloise lowered into the earth for the last time. I was on the
plane to Boston; I lay back in the seat and thought of the three
bought cards she sent me or left me years ago. A piece of pottery. A
book she must have thought she lost. I rehearse the words in the
story that I wrote for her, with her, her Titian-lovely skin, I called it.
I stare out over the driveway, the lawn to the water. That is
where Father was taken by ambulance, I guess, to his deathbed
thirty years ago. Abandoned for good, and better for all of us that
way, he must have obscenely thought. And there is the water
where I imagined I myself would drown, halfway across the bay,
exhausted, a distance I could swim in minutes in the old days, I
would think. And that is where Mother almost died in the frost,
with her wrist broken and disfigured, never again to form the
chords over the piano keys. Half-dazed in dementia, she stayed at
our summer home well into October, as the temperatures fell
toward winter. The late last century, this must have been, two
years before I met my Eloise. She stayed so long not for the joy of
it, the quiet and the sun declining in the south for winter, but
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because the complexity of moving back to her townhouse, or to her
sister in Florida–all this was just too much for her. And who knew
whether she might find herself driving not to the warm townhouse
in December but over the unplowed snow to the oddly closed up
summerhouse, where she would gape in confusion in the stonecold room, wondering if there had been a power failure or if she
even owned the house she was standing in. Without the
wherewithal to end it all, feeling even in herself the helplessness of
things, she had instead ignored the ensuing winter. Something
would turn up. A killing call. A killing frost. And one morning, she
slipped on the ice on the pathway, and came to, aghast on the
frozen ground with her wrist broken in seven places. Should have
fallen on her sword if she had one twenty years ago when Father
died. Or thrown herself into the water or stretched out for the last
time in the January snow.
“I can’t believe you almost died.”
“When? What are you talking about?”
“When you locked yourself in the shed with the cordwood.”
“Ha ha! The door never locked. I just imagined it. I stepped into
the woodshed and the wind blew the door shut behind me. I
imagined the hasp that Michael designed mischievously turning on
its catch. And there I would be, staring out through the slats in the
one-inch boards, waiting for my rescuers.”
“You could have died.”
“I was imagining it. Not doing it. Imagining the narratives I
would tell about it, the five hours I was locked in the woodshed.
Narratives of my family. My uncle Bob. The fishing boats of my
past. And you too, my darling.”
“Died. You could have died. Don’t you remember? You cannot
die. You promised me you would not die.”
“I promise you, my darling.”
“Tell me about Maine, where I have never been. If it’s a sailing
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story, I want lots of detail. And nothing to do with last November.”
“OK. It will have all that. But what kind of detail do you want?”
“You know. All that stuff about afts and taffrails. And thar’ she
blows. I love that stuff, since I don’t know anything about it. That’s
what readers want. They want to learn stuff. That’s why they read
Moby Dick. About the whales. I’ve always wanted to learn stuff.”
“Anything I can do for you, I promise I will do.”
“And you’re a teacher. That’s your job. To teach stuff. Even
though you never do.”
“Don’t insult me, I’m about to tell you a story.”
“I’m not insulting you. I’m just telling the truth. Just give me a
lot of stuff. I want to know how all that is.”
“How what is?”
“Whatever it is you talk about. How everything works. I’m
waiting.” Then again. “I’m waiiiiiiiiiiting.”
“How things work?”
“I’m waiting.”
“Like love and all that?”
“I’m waiiiiiiiiiiiiting.”
So this is a story I told my darling Eloise, the last story I ever
told to her, I sometimes think. I loved my darling Eloise, and I tried
to pack all the things she claimed to love into it.
Everett Gatchell and the Two Barrels of Clams
“This is the story about the fisherman who bought his wife for
two barrels of clams.”
“You’re kidding. How do you buy a wife for clams? I didn’t ask
you to tell a joke.”
“Be quiet. I’m telling a story. Elmer Griswold. ...”
“That’s a stupid name.”
“It’s the name.”
“That’s no excuse. That it’s the right name. The truth is never an
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excuse. Make up a better one.”
“You make up a better one.”
“It’s your story, not mine.”
“That’s ok. I’ll tell the story; you make up the name.”
“Everett Gatchell.”
“How did you come up with that? OK. This is the story about
how Everett Gatchell bought his wife for two barrels of clams.
Setting: last days of old-time fishermen, setting sail for their catch.”
“You can’t say that.”
“Why not?”
“Because this is a story, not a script or a scenario.”
“All right; we can argue about that later–how you’re supposed
to write stage directions and things like that. You always write
them as if they were poetry; but they’re not poetry, since they
don’t appear in the final text you see or hear.”
“You really don’t know anything about scripts either.”
“Probably not. In any case, here I go: It was in the last days of
fishing under sail, the last days when fishermen sailed out to make
their livings.”
“Wait. You see? You’ve already made a mistake.”
“How?”
“You still sail.”
“Yes, so?”
“And you fish. How can this be the last days?”
“You really must stop and listen.”
“I am listening. But you’re talking nonsense. You need to teach
me something.”
“OK. For you, my darling. I’ll teach you something, one thing,
because you are and always will be my dear and darling Eloise. To
understand this story, you need to know about the language in the
fishing industry, the commercial fishing industry, I mean. First and
foremost, all marine life that you go for, that you try to catch, no
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matter how you do it, is called ‘fish’. And it doesn’t matter whether
you are groundfishing for haddock, or jigging for cog, or shrimping,
trolling, or trawling, or setting traps for crabs or lobsters. Anything
you do and everything you catch–it’s all fish. You ‘go fishing’.”
“I know that.”
“How?”
“You told me. Or wrote about it in your book.”
“Excellent! I’ll take that to mean you actually read my book.
Now when you say ‘fish’, everyone knows what you mean by that
because they know you and they know what you do. If I say, ‘I’m
going fishing’, everyone knows when I leave, and what boat I’ll use,
and what gear I have, and when I’ll be back. And if they don’t know
you personally or know what you do, there’s no need for them to
communicate with you at all. And I suppose that’s why most of the
information you get about the fishing industry is second-hand or
third-hand or just a bunch of lies. Fishermen lie to us, and they
always lie to each other.”
“Why?”
“Well, think about it. Why would they ever speak the truth to a
competitor? Suppose you ‘get into them’, it’s called, that is, you set
your nets or trawls or traps just where the fish, whatever they
might be, are, and catch a whole boatload full ...”
“Until the sea laps over the washrail.”
“That’s good. Where did you get that?”
“I don’t know. Maybe you wrote it. Maybe I made it up.”
“Whatever. You’re fully loaded with fish–the sea laps over the
washrail– and you’re asked on the VHF, that’s the radio, you’re
asked how you’re doing. It’s not like you say, ‘Holy shit, I’ve got a
goddamn ass-ful of shrimp aboard, ...’“
“Fish.”
“What?”
“Fish. Shrimp are fish. Even though they’re not.”
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“Oh. I see. Right. Even though they’re crustaceans; in the fishing
industry, they’re fish. You’re pretty smart.”
“Thanks.”
“Anyway, you’re on the VHF, so you can’t say ‘I’ve got such a
load of fish aboard and I’m not sure I can even get home, and I’m
right here where you see me at the following GPS coordinates .... ‘“
“Blah blah blah.”
“Right. Lat/lon blah blah blah. Things like that. You say instead,
‘A few. Got a few’. Casual. No excitement. That’s the rule. Because
first of all, you don’t want to let your competitors know how they
can make their fortune chasing you to the fishing grounds. On the
other hand, you never want to style yourself as a failure or
incompetent, even though you steam home with your expenses
outrunning the catch to some ratio of four-to-one that will put you
in the poorhouse by the end of the season. So you say ‘A few’, and
everyone might think they know what you mean by that, but no
one is confident enough to change their own course of behavior
and chase you to the fishing grounds you just left, to ‘pick up your
leavings’, as others might have it, admitting that they are only good
enough to eat the crumbs that fell off your table. What you do in
such cases is turn your nose up at the ‘competent few’ and go
about your business.”
“I don’t get all that.”
“Well maybe you don’t need to. What’s important for the story
is that in the early twentieth century, the standard way of fishing
...”
“You mean commercial fishing. Like with nets and things.”
“Yes. Things like that.”
“And hooks?”
“Well sometimes, depending on the fish. Like in Perfect Storm.
It’s called ‘long-lining’.”
“How come?”
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“Because you let out a long long line with lots of baited hooks
attached.”
“Good. That’s what I mean. Stuff like that.”
“Long-lining. With long lines. Still done like it was in the old
days. Except in the old days, they didn’t have huge boats ... well,
they did, but not like today ... large powerful boats, I mean with
diesel engines that can steam all night in all kinds of weather, and
that manufacture their own ice. Instead, when they used to sail for
fish, they salted it all down in the hold.”
“They didn’t have radios in those days, did they?”
“Well, no.”
“So how did they talk about all those things: ‘Got a few’ and all
that?”
“Who knows. Maybe they came up alongside.”
“You mean together.”
“Maybe.”
“And they would lie together. That’s what Shakespeare said.”
“Right. Very good. They would lie alongside and lie together. I
lie with her and she with me ... Very good.”
“Thanks.”
“But then, I’m not sure. If you did that, you couldn’t really lie
about your catch, because it would show, even if the monstrous
catch was hidden in the hold.”
“The sea lapping over the washrail.”
“Exactly. So I guess you could say, in the Old Days,
communication was different, but fishing, that’s the same.”
“And they didn’t use to steam either.”
“Steam? Oh right. ‘Steam’ means to go out under power. Even
though you don’t really have a steam engine, but are likely
powered by diesel or gasoline.”
“Go on.”
“So they used to sail for fish, salting it down if they went out for
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days, or storing it in the hold and getting it to the wharf by the end
of the day, hoping it hadn’t all rotted past the point of consumption
by evening. And there is a group of fishermen, still alive, or a few
who were still alive maybe ten or twenty years ago, who had made
the transition. Who had gone out under sail just when sailing for
fish was being overwhelmed by power boats. A friend of mine
realized that if you didn’t interview these guys, they would all be
dead and the entire history of New England fishing would die with
them, except for the old and misleading photographs you see, say,
on walls of restaurants during the summer. And Everett Getchell
...”
“That’s my name, the one I made up.”
“That’s right, but it’s not his name, of course. Everett was one of
these, even though he didn’t live quite long enough to be
documented in my friend’s video, and he had a daughter who
weighed as much as a loaded bait barrel, which means nothing to
you, of course, but a barrel will run about three hundred and fifty
pounds, and it’s exactly the right simile for the marriageable
daughter in a story like this.”
“I could draw that. I’ll first draw you as a bear–a bear for work,
as you call yourself; then I’ll draw your girlfriend as a bait-barrel.”
“Everett came home one day, and things were as they are today.
All the garrulous lamentations about how the industry had
changed and how everything was going to hell, and his neighbor,
Frank, I call him, was standing there, thinking only of his lust for
the bait-barrel daughter, and wondering how he could ever get to
her through the meanness of Everett. All Everett ever talked about
was the old days: ‘the sleet in the sails’, this time it was, when the
canvas got so heavy with rain and snow, they thought the boat
would capsize from the top-ice. They had to climb the mast and
into the rigging and chip the ice away all evening, and by morning,
there was no one aboard who had any feeling left in their fingers.
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So they foolishly stuck their hands in the salted bait, thinking the
salt would magically melt the ice away, when all it did was increase
the frostbite. And a week later, Frank himself lost three of his
fingers and never really amounted to much in the fishing
business.”
“I know that stuff. It’s science. It’s all about salinity and the
freezing point of liquid.”
“Exactly. So Frank was no fool to go out sailing again in the ice
for the mythic fish, and had stayed home that spring, scouring the
flats for the best bed of clams, flats generally closed by the state
today due to the runoff from the summer sewers and the weedkiller on the lawns. And now, aging himself, and running off at the
mouth about the glories of the old days, just as Everett had done
for forty or fifty years, talking about how a man couldn’t make a
damn living ‘the way things are’, due to the damn government or
regulations no one could understand or some foreign fishing boat
anchored far offshore, stealing the lobsters, even though everyone
knew the rusting Russian trawler wasn’t stealing so much as a
minnow, but providing a market for the net-loads of pogies all the
local fishermen could catch but couldn’t find a market for in the
States.
“Pogies. Oh yes. Fish–like mackerel or small trout, but full of
bones and oil and more or less inedible. They form enormous
schools, and one day I’ll tell you of the pogie kill, which rotted
three feet of the wretched things on the shoreline of Harpswell and
all the summer tourists were driven away. Anyway, Frank starts
speaking obliquely, circling around the point of it all ...”
“Ouroboricly.”
“Very good! An ouroboric circling of those barrel staves, those
bushels of clams he stored, while Everett, nearly sixty he was, had
been out in the fishing boat, under sail like the old days, but today
on a perfectly routine sail, that could only be glorified by
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associating it with the disastrous sail of the winter when Frank lost
his fingers and his fortune in the ice storm. The ice formed on the
standing rigging, and you had to chip it away ...”
“Like you said.”
“... barely hanging on and once false swing with the hammer or
the pick, and you would loosen that stay ...”
“You called them ‘shrouds’.”
“Shrouds, stays, same thing. ... and the whole damn rig–meaning
masts and sails and all–would collapse on the deck and there
would be no way even to think about survival in the life boat.
“‘Been thinking about Eloise’, Frank said. To Everett, that is.
And I’ll call her that because that’s you, and there’s nothing more
incongruous than your maliciously perfect body somehow
coinciding with a bait-barrel lovely competitor.”
“I’m fat now. I could pass for a bait barrel.”
“Right. Of course. But Frank’s speaking now. ‘And me and
Eloise’, he says. ‘We want to make a go of it’.
“Everett didn’t respond at first. He realized he had a choice. A
bad one. It was either letting her go and the half-cleaned house she
sometimes graced him with, or keeping her there, and driving
himself into the poorhouse feeding her and fending off the suitors.
“‘And we’ll do it right’, Frank says. ‘I’ll get my own operation,
that’s what I’m thinking, and when I do that, them are the days I’ll
take off–Friday through Sunday. Just as guys do today. And I’ll
build my own wharf, lay up the rocks this winter for the cribs,
since half the wood is sitting right there in the fir trees. I’ll land my
catch right there. You can see. I got two barrels. That’s what I got’.
“Two barrels?’“
“‘Well, it’s not like I’m eating them, nor Eloise herself. But you
can get them to the market, and if you can, why they’re yours, and I
won’t worry much about what you get for them. And Eloise and I
would be really grateful about that’.
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“And it went like that all evening, fending and parrying, no one
using phrases like ‘reverse dowry’, or more explicitly the words
pimp and whore, and nothing about being a slave to work or to the
economy, which was exactly the way things were and still are, any
more than one would use the word hooker of the woman who lived
in your apartment for two years, working your professional
connections. No more than you would use the phrase opportunist
shit-head for the cuckolding piece of crap who took her from you,
like Frank and Linda Jane. But I digress. Sorry.”
“You have to stop talking about that.”
“OK. So anyway, it was just a matter of transportation and
convenience and the ‘way things were today’, when a decent man
couldn’t get in his own damn boat and row his own catch back to
the wharf to make an honest living without being swamped in the
wakes of the powerful new fishing boats.
“So somehow, those oh so fungible barrels got into Everett’s
possession ... I guess you’re asleep if you missed that ... and the
next day, he wheeled them down to the wharf himself, strong as he
was, and sold them off to his competitors, who steamed up in their
new fishing boats, exhaust belching unrestricted smoke into the
spring air. And from that day on, he put his house in order, based
on the meticulous orderliness of his life aboard the cramped
fishing boat. For the truth was, the bait-barreled daughter had
never really understood life aboard a fishing boat at all, but lived
rather in luxurious spaces, even with her own unheated room, and
had no idea of order beyond the numbered piles in the spacious
cupboards and cabinets, where things were put not because they
belonged and fit, but simply because you could reach them. And a
damn good deal it was, he thought, sitting alone late in the 60s,
thinking of the old days fishing under sail and chipping the ice
away, a damn good deal for everyone. And finally, the old boat that
had been sitting on its cradle for two winters now, he donated to
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the Marine Museum, where they refitted it for the tourists.”
“It’s OK.”
“OK what?”
“That’s the story.”
“Right. That’s the story you told me to tell.”
“G’night.”
“It even ends with a wedding, like stories are supposed to end.”
Her would-be lover’s breath comes in short bursts as she drifts
off, just as she described it once for me. “And are you sleeping
still?”
“Byyyyyyyyyyyyye.”
“Good night, my darling Eloise.”
Sailing to Matinicus.
You sail to the island of Matinicus in defiance of all the rules, all
the advice of the cruising guides. You begin from the Muscongus–
Port Clyde or the quiet anchorages in the St. George River. You can
plan a shorter route from Tenant’s Harbor in the West Penobscot,
sailing south of Metinic and Green Island. From there it is a
“straight shot,” as it is known, southeast to Matinicus, and on a
good day it is an easy sailing day, through the fog and scouring
tides, past Roaring Bull Ledge to the harbor. Once in the harbor,
you can then rent a mooring linked to the chains strung across the
foul bottom circling the dome of Indian Ledge. If you take your
dinghy, you can then row to shore. That’s what all the modern
cruising guides tell you, but none of this was possible in the years I
went to Matinicus.
John bought a two-story, weather-beaten house in the early
1970s, as non-descript as the house known best from the Wyeth
painting. By the time I got there, a fire or two had made the
upstairs unlivable; you slept in what once was a back room, now
an area, where the light from the gaslights didn’t penetrate. In
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those days, the diesel generator on the island stopped at 10PM,
and refrigerators and lights were all run on propane. Many of the
trees on the island had been used up as firewood, and a moral
imperative ruled, it seemed: Fred “didn’t keep his trees down,” for
example, the degenerate bastard! Not until the state took over,
however, was anything done about the car dump, or the local kids
who drove other failing cars over the cliff on the south end of the
island, where everyone threw their trash. The more civic-minded
of the residents conscientiously broke the glass into fragments on
the rocks.
When Linda Jane came to the island, she walked with her
magnificent body, many paces behind me, talking with John, and it
was only John that I had come to see. He later described her as
improbably sad, and once I heard that phrase, I saw nothing else in
her again. When I lay next to her on that last trip to New Orleans,
she tossed the covers away in anger–eleven o-clock it must have
been–and I woke with her at eight, after she had spent half the
night in the bar, playing pinball. Maybe she violated me in the early
morning as I was dead asleep, if that is possible. There was
“something wrong”; that’s the way I portrayed it to myself. I could
not envision the particulars.
Matinicus in those days was laid out largely in common land,
and you could build wherever you had a stake in the land. All
changed when summerfolk took to living there year-round,
imposing zoning from the mainland. The locals claim the whole
damn place might one day be no better than Monhegan. I
remember sitting with John in July of 1975, on the island facing
east. The cold swells break against the rock face. We are speaking
of the future.
I last saw Linda Jane in New Orleans on Magazine Street. Her
apartment windows open onto the porch and you cross that porch
and walk right into your neighbor’s living room. She doesn’t know
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this man well, but he is obviously enthralled by her, as who
wouldn’t be, with that pout and her breasts straining against her
shirt. It’s the same thing another Linda Jane did in Camden, New
Jersey, breaking through the wall to her neighbor when her lunatic
husband left her, or I myself, in the tenements. Such love is no
more than proximity, I think.
She lies beside me. I remember the desire I once had for her. We
half doze at the Slave Quarters in the French Quarter on a cool
spring evening in 1976; we walk over the levee to the river; I
stroke her cool breast free beneath the pink dress barely tossed on
as an afterthought.
She leaves for the bar on Magazine Street, to play pool she says,
or pinball it may have been. She has gained weight. What I
wouldn’t do, I think, to have that evening back again today, to take
her hand, pull her back to me, to spend the night in love-making.
Like other nights I should have back again–love-making with that
cold professional from Brittany, my neighbor, or the largebreasted Linda Jane, clutching my shirt, next to the scrap pile.
Linda Jane paces slowly through the dew on Matinicus; Linda Jane
stares at me in tears at Galatoire’s in New Orleans; Linda Jane sits
on the bench at Camden, glaring at the schooners. You, my Eloise,
lie in my arms, in tears as well.
In the dew of Matinicus, we are walking over the rise in a field
when I look back, and I see them, John and Linda Jane, together,
John in his denim jacket, and Linda Jane in the chamois shirt from
Bean’s that all my lovers wore. She is looking down, at the ground,
and not at him, and when we sleep in the back space of the burnt
out house on Matinicus, I will feel his warmth far more intensely
than I feel hers. She imagines she will dream of the idiot husband
who beat her. Yet when you come to Matinicus, the pains of the
mainland seem remote, and all those land-locked loves mean
nothing.
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“Like me. Leaving me in Santa Fe. When you are sailing in
Maine, you never once think of me.”
You are wrong, my darling Eloise. I should say something other
than the things I have said in the past. I should say instead that
now the suffering never ends, never ends as the suffering once did
in the dew of Matinicus.
“Remember,” my Eloise says, hearing none of this, neglecting
the half-finished story. “You absolutely must not die.”
The sun rises over Wooden Ball Island in the east.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
A ROSE FOR ELOISE
Homecoming
It was the day the boat fell on the car I knew I was dreaming.
In the boatyard, the winterized boats are lined in neat and
proximate rows, supported on the jackstands. My unattended car
rolls brakeless slowly past the majestic hulls out of their element
this late fall day. The car will hit or graze the jackstands and a boat
will fall and I realize then that I am dreaming, because boats
cannot do that in the natural world. Boats fall that way in dreams,
with gravity to the ground, defying it, the phrase is, in the air. They
sound that way in dreams: the Dolby groan of the movies. I
calculate the costs: 38 thousand for the first hull, noted in the sign
taped to the shrinkwrap. To the left, the second nautical domino
will cost me more than all my bank accounts. There are two more
boats I think. The last in line, I remember, as the glass spills off the
black contours of the car and onto the gravel, is a Hinckley–1.7
million it must be. My house, I think, retirement, all my future gone
in this preposterous calamity. But the boat instead falls to the
right, falls on the car, crushing the hood and shattering the rear
window, and I know I must be dreaming. That I am sailing,
dreaming still; the tide has left the Basin, and I am sailing or
drifting in the mud.
It was the day the boat fell on the car I knew I was dreaming.
The day the boat fell on the car was likely the day Penelope
stopped weaving and unweaving and left me now for good. I will
wake, he writes or speaks, and I will turn to her and I will tell her
this amazing dream–the boat falling on the car!–and then that
hideous part about her call from California. The dream that she has
left me. And she will laugh at this lunacy, and call me some pet
name I cannot allow myself to repeat, and we will sleep again.
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Because I am without her, I am still in Maine I think. I am
dreaming still. I am eating a meal in this restaurant, but it is one
she has not cooked.
He spoke her name that last day, staring into her face now
turned away, but he had never spoken her name before. It was a
trick he had learned in his old rakish days, as in passion, you never
knew quite what you would say or who you might cry out to, and if
you just used pet names all the time, why everyone you loved was
interchangeable, like the preposterous towns of Maine itself, and
any mistake you made would pass unnoticed.
But he spoke her name that day, because this, she said, was the
last day, and he should speak, he thought, her name, making love
for the last time. But it wasn’t her name at all, the name, her name,
the name he rarely used, and he choked off the wrong name just in
time. It might have been Paulina or Linda Jane herself or some
other name, these women he had loved so far in the past and
where, he wondered, did their names come from on this day when
she was, as he told her, still everything and everywhere, just as he
had written on the flyleaf of the book he wrote for her.
Yes, it was the day the boat fell on the car that I knew that I was
dreaming.
And it was a week later or two weeks it may have been, when I
finally called my mad and Titian-lovely Eloise, the grand passion of
my life, as I claim here, to purge these brutal singulars I write
about–that call from California, the untouched meal, the vicious
precision of the clockface when you cannot sleep. From the deserts
of Santa Fe she came, with her caressing Danish hues glazed by the
sun. I love you, my Eloise, I will say and would say then to her. And
“I love you, Eloise,” I did say, as she stood in the doorway, as she
had ten years ago, keeping her appointment on that late November
day, and I fell to my knees with the white rose I had promised her.
And it was lovely there that evening, with my darling Eloise falling
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asleep by the chessboard. All that talk of the future, of Maine, of
dogs that we would care for, of picket fences on the pathways.
Yet at 4AM that same day, Thanksgiving Day it turned out to be,
I hear, somewhere in the apartment it must be, a voice that is
saying the most extraordinary things–to get her fucking ass out of
the fucking apartment this fucking day–things of that nature, and I
cannot imagine whose voice that is or why there is such noise at
4AM. Why is that voice so like my own? And has some voice like
hers said something to elicit this? Is it her voice calling me?
rejecting me? My Eloise? Why is my voice the voice so crazed on
this November day?
I tell you this, my Eloise; it is the God’s own, it is the bos’n’s
truth. We drive I say despairing down the freeway to the airport,
my mad and Titian-lovely Eloise and I, stopping at each exit and
turning home then giving up again and circling back to the airport,
and there must be a geometrical formula that describes better than
I can the complexity of this journey. All ends at 8AM at LAX. The
startled travelers stare at us, wondering who is filming this. I stand
in the roadway now desperate. The unbraked car rolls away from
me. I scream of my love for Eloise.
And I will turn to my lovely Eloise and I will say: “My darling, I
have had the most amazing dream.” But I do not know who it is I
will wake with when the dream ends. And I cannot thus know
what it is I will then have to say to her.
The Birthday
It was weeks before my darling Eloise and I could speak again
as we had once. Of art. Of dogs. Of the inconsequence of life. “That
changed everything,” she said. “I love you. And I forgive you. But
don’t imagine things will ever be the same again.”
We talked distractedly–of the bourgeois lives we now could
never hope to live. Working in shoe-shops. Payday. And the
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beating of children.
“It was the least of her eccentricities, all passed on to her
family,” I said. “The Chicken Lady, I mean, and for her, I sold the
poultry door to door for the tourists. She had a rule: always orient
the ones and fives the same way, such the faces stared right out at
you. On a good day, there might be $150 in there, and when I look
into my wallet today, and see Washington face-planted on
Jefferson, I feel an inexplicable despair, which I try to mask under a
lascivious joke that I never get quite right. Her son, who would
grow up to build yurts in the back field and live like a hippie king,
selling vegetables by sea to passing yachtsmen, reached into the
canoe for his 12-gauge and blew the lower half of his arm away. I
can’t help but look for the scars every time I see him. And she
chased after the damn minister and had some crazy idea about
dyeing her hair blue, with my own mother, for God’s sake, who told
the story for years in astonishment. She just sashayed into those
fine summer homes, peddling roasting chicken like it was the most
natural of things ‘Merrymeeting Farrrrrrmmmm’–I can still hear
it–then wrote up pleas to the IRS, begging one more year of grace.
The year of grace I might have asked of you ...”
“Stop. You’re just desperate. You’re not making sense. You’re
imitating me, not her. I hate when you do that.”
“... Paid us almost nothing. Overbilled her customers. Docked
her own workers on payday for the Cornish hens she served after
inviting them to dinner. I drove the old Volkswagon bus with the
governor as best I could until the clutch cable broke on me. Then it
was the Saab, with the bald tires. Ninety miles an hour it would do
on the straight stretch, and I suppose, for all the chicken I sold,
which was little to none, I should be damn glad I didn’t end with
my ass broken off on some guardrail in Scarborough.”
“My life was just not like your life.”
“Nor will it ever be. I can’t imagine you squaring off with the old
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crone Mrs. B., to count the money out. Or peddling poultry to the
Help of some shingled summerhome on Kennebunk.”
“That’s why I need to write my scripts. Otherwise, I’ll never be
able to support you. You know I can’t work sales. Or retail. People
hate me.”
“No one hates you. Everyone loves you, my Eloise. Fortunately,
you don’t have to support me. You can just be in love with me.
Then you can do what you want. Your art. Dance. Work with
children. “
“I used to go to book fairs. For Mom’s press. Mom would set me
up a booth, and I would fill it with things for children. Oh yes. I love
kids. Like you say. Maybe I could teach them to paint, or draw. One
year, I thought I could teach them to do collage.”
“Like the most beautiful book in the world.”
“My book. Your book. Ours, I sometimes say. The book about
the seed. And the allegory of the two worms–that’s us–making love
in the margin. That’s what I thought I would teach them all to do.”
“There is no way, my darling, you could teach anyone to do such
a thing. When the galleys came that day I was struck dumb. In all
my imaginings ...”
“All right. I’m talking. Not you. I had this booth, paid for by the
press. Or by Mom. I sat there all afternoon, my hair all poofed up,
in the best clothes I owned. I breathed the stale air. I had paper
collected from all over the world strewn out before me, in little
piles, organized by country. I was excited.”
“I remember. You told me about this.”
“I told you about some of it. I didn’t tell you all of it. I had my
paper all laid out. I cut the pieces into flowers. Like Mimi in the
opera. I would make kids happy. It would make me happy. I’m
sitting in my pathetic little booth. And not one kid came to me.”
I’ve seen the look, so it was easy then to imagine it. Her face
would lock in a distinctive way. You cannot touch me. Cannot hurt
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me.
“Don’t you dare feel sorry for me.”
“I’m not feeling sorry for me.”
“You can do anything, but don’t you dare feel sorry for me.”
Thinking of the day she sat at the book fair, alone in that makeshift booth, while the others mingled and sold books in the stale air
and talked of art and projects, I was as close to my darling Eloise as
I could ever be. I could have held her then, explained to her that
this was what life is, not her life, but all of our lives, and it could
have been, I would have said, the two of us there, exiled in the art
booth, with nothing to teach or say to anyone. Cutting out roses in
the paper from Italy.
“So why do you think I could do that?”
“What?”
“Teach. That’s what you were talking about, isn’t it?”
“Oh yes. Teach. Right.”
“Are you listening to me?”
“Of course.”
“You never listen. But I don’t care. You were telling me to teach.
How could I do that? I can’t even get kids to come see me when it’s
free.”
“But kids love you.”
“Amelia loves me. She’s one kid. She loves me because the other
adults treat her the way adults used to treat me. Of course she
loves me.”
“What’s wrong with that?”
“What’s wrong with that is that it has nothing to do with
institutions or jobs or anything of the kind. Can you really see me,
waking up to the sound of some crappy alarm, and putting on a
schoolmarm’s dress and heading off for school, hacking away in
some asthma attack?”
“It’s hard.”
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“Day after day? When would I do my art? What would they say
when I couldn’t come in for days? or a week? And how would that
help us live? It’s totally hopeless.”
“I’m cheap.”
“Yes you are. But I’m not. Don’t talk to me of teaching.”
“Is it really such a contemptible thing to do?”
“Not for you. Not for what you do. But for me. Yes, it’s
contemptible. It’s like giving up.”
“Thanks.”
“I’m not saying I’m better than you. I’m saying I just can’t do it.
It’s like sitting in that booth. Or going home, and spending two
days, locked in my room for the weekend, crying.”
“You don’t do that.”
“I do most certainly do that.”
“I don’t believe you. Why do I know nothing of this?”
“Because I call you. I get exhausted with the weeping then I call
you, and I ramble on, and you give me that uh-huh, uh-huh, which
means you’re not even listening to me. Then you fuck me over like
you did in November.”
“That’s not true. I always listen.”
“Yeah right you do. Like you’re listening now. What, for
example, am I saying?”
“You’re talking ... you’re talking about calling me.”
“Good for you. You’re listening. I’m impressed. Most of the time
you’re not.”
“Why wouldn’t I listen?”
“Because you only want to hear certain things. You don’t want
to hear me say I’ve cried all night. You’d rather imagine a me who
bores you. Not one that scares you to death. So I go on, and let you
listen, because having you there listening, or pretending to, is
enough for me. I let you feel bored, hoping maybe I can suck some
of this boredom out of you. Have it for myself. Maybe you’re
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looking at your nails, or reading a book or imagining writing one,
or solving a chess problem while I drone on. Or maybe you tell
stupid stories, like you just did about the Chicken Lady. Who cares
about that? You don’t hear anything that’s really going on. You
don’t hear that all this talk, mine, yours–this blather, silly and
boring–all this is just a ruse: something to protect you. Protect you
from me. Something to keep you from running away.”
“Eloise. I’ve never run away from you. And I will never run
away from you.”
“But you would, if you really knew me. So instead, I bore you.”
“It’s the highlight of my day.”
“Highlight? Pretending to listen to me? It sucks. It’s the most
painful thing in the world.”
“Not to me.”
“The entire thing. It’s pathetic. I’m giving you all I can give and
you ignore me.”
“I never ignore you.”
“Of course you do. You do it all the time. I could hear you
weren’t listening. But it was important that you were there. At
least to me. Not to you. You betrayed me. Over and over again. I
was never so important that you wouldn’t make up some
ridiculous excuse, like you had to go somewhere, or you were late
for a tennis game, or your girrrrrrrrlfriend just showed up.”
“I never made up excuses.”
“Making up excuses and having excuses. It’s the same. And you
always had excuses. So you say. And that was my day, lying in bed
crying and trying to sleep so the hours would pass. Then getting on
the phone to you and rambling on. But there was nothing to
ramble on about, because there was just my day, lying in bed and
crying.”
“Why didn’t you tell me that?”
“Dear Joseph. Having a fine day. Woke at 6 from a dream I don’t
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remember, cried for an hour and made tea, then cried myself
apparently to sleep again and when I woke up the tea was cold.
Took the dog for a walk. Then I picked up the phone but the charge
was down, so I plugged it in and went to bed sobbing and after an
hour I was all cried out and the phone was charged and I called
you. Tomorrow I get my nails done.”
I said nothing.
“And? Are you bored?”
“I’m not bored.”
“You are bored. When you’re bored you either say nothing or
just say ‘Yup’.”
“Yup.”
“Yup. Yup. Like now. So what was I to tell you? Hearing how
bored you are is really humiliating, but even that is better than
lying in bed crying myself to sleep.”
“Why didn’t you tell me any of this?”
“I didn’t tell you any of this because you wouldn’t listen. You
wouldn’t come to see me, which is what I wanted. I wanted you to
throw yourself on your knees and say ‘I love you; marry me’.”
“But I do love you, and did then.”
“But you wouldn’t marrrrrrrry me.”
“Let’s be clear. You wouldn’t marry me.”
“Maybe not. But I never had the choice.”
“You most certainly did. You had your chance a month ago.”
“Let’s not talk about that. I’ve already forgiven you for that. But
we don’t need to talk about it.”
“Then years ago. You had your chance then as well.”
“Years ago. Maybe. How would I remember that? Years ago was
long ago. Too long ago. Long before I was better and began loving
you for good.”
“Loving me from miles away perhaps. A thousand miles from
Los Angeles. Two thousand miles away from Maine. Everything is
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easy at that distance, my Eloise. It’s not easy when we’re face to
face.”
“But I loved you just the same. You wouldn’t have me.”
“I’m not so sure. What about the times just after you moved
back to Santa Fe? You would promise to come to see me. A week
maybe. Then a day it would be. Then a change of plans and then a
rescheduling. Then you would show up. Or not. And it was like the
days when you lived in Los Angeles, and I would spend my
evenings listening for your footsteps on the landing, and
sometimes, I feel I have spent my whole life listening for your
footsteps on the landing. I would be exhausted, and the first thing
you would do, opening the door, is announce that you weren’t
sleeping with me.”
“No. I would say ‘don’t pounce on me’. You always pounced on
me.”
“Whatever. How was I to love you through all that?”
“You didn’t.”
“But I did. And I still do.”
“You have your girrrrrlfriends. And still you pounce on me.”
“I keep remembering your birthday.”
“Oh yes. My birthday. 2005. Long ago. That was funny.”
“To you it was funny.”
“I’m sorry about that. I was exhausted.”
“I fell in love with you. Again. Like always.”
“And I was all drugged up. You don’t know what drugs can do to
you. You think you know. But you don’t. That’s why I’m trying to
get off them now. Go herbal, as Frank says. He says it’s better to be
crazy than to be dulled by medicine. I could barely see by the time I
stepped out of the bathtub.”
“I still have that picture.”
“I know you do.”
“You’re beautiful in the photo. You’re beautiful period.”
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“You’re such a shit.”
“Your chin is down. Your hair piled up on your head. ‘Poofed’ as
you would say. You are wrapped in my red towel. Part of you, that
is. Then everything went awry again.”
“I know what happened. I felt bad. When I woke up in the
morning and saw you sleeping there, I felt terrible.”
“So you didn’t even say goodbye to me?”
“I didn’t want to wake you. I had felt you tossing all the night.”
“So you renounced me.”
“No I didn’t.”
“Sure you did. You told me all day you would show up at 8 and
we would sit together then, making out by the music, and you
demanded that I have all kinds of birthday decorations ready for
you.”
“Yes, I know.” She laughs. “That was one of the most wonderful
days of my life. Even though nothing worked out in the end.
Coming in and finding the balloons and crepe ribbons all strung up
for me in your crappy apartment. Over the stereo speakers and the
bookcases. On the television. Even the lamp.”
“With scotch tape and whatever I could find.”
“We’re lucky all didn’t just burst into flame.”
“I wanted you to burst into flame, my darling Eloise.”
“It was perfect. It was the best birthday I ever had, the best
birthday I could ever have. One of the best days of my life.”
“You didn’t act that way at the time.”
“I told you. I was hungry. I was exhausted. There was no way I
could leap into bed with you. I hadn’t slept in days. I was numbed
by the drugs. Do you remember making love long ago? The times
when I just lay there?”
“Punishing me. How could I forget?”
“Is that what you wanted?”
“You took your clothes off. Free you said. Then something about
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how ‘impolite’ it was to appear braless at the wrap party or
whatever it was for the film you were making. I thought I would
explode.”
“I know. You were very cute.”
“Cute? And you made me cook dinner instead, then give you a
glass of wine. I should know about giving women glasses of wine.
Then you took a bath, and posed for one of the most lovely shots I
have of you.”
“And by that time I could barely see from exhaustion. I know.
I’m sorry. It was bad of me.”
“Couldn’t you see? Bad of you? What do you mean bad of you?
Bad for you maybe. That was your chance. Everything you wanted
was there, all wound up in the balloons and crepe paper. You were
standing in the midst of it. I still have the photo. Your hair all
askew in happiness. ‘I love you’, you should have said. ‘No more
dancing around this’.”
“Don’t yell at me.”
“I’m sorry. I was shouting; I’m not shouting–I don’t know. All
you had to do was give in to it.”
“And all you had to do was the same thing.”
“I did everything I could that day. I drove to your apartment at
noon. There was no place to park and I pulled up on the walkway.
Nearly had my damn car towed because I was in your apartment,
feeling you up, and thinking ‘For this, I can even buy a new car’.
And you threw me out. You kissed me, opening your narrow lips.
‘Tonight’, you said. ‘My birthday. Don’t forget’.”
“And I kept that appointment. I did. I got there, driving blind
and drugged through the night. That’s all I could do. You had a
gazillion other nights. And maybe if you had done the same thing
on those other nights, decorate the apartment for me and treat me
like a queen, and not just pounce on me like I was a piece of meat,
things would have been different.”
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“Sorry.”
“Like Thanksgiving.”
“That was different. That was entirely different.”
“Only to you. To me it was like all those nights you drove in and
fucked me.”
“I thought we weren’t going to swear.”
“Yeah right. All those nights. And you would fuck me and leave.
Those were the worst.”
“I left not because of you, but because of the place.”
“Bullshit.”
“I didn’t belong. I could feel I didn’t belong. In some apartment
complex full of engineering students. I know it sounds crazy, but I
couldn’t sleep there, and it would make me hysterical. I wanted
you to come to my place, where we used to live, you and me,
during the time we used to live at all.”
“You drove in to my crappy apartment. You fucked me. You
went back to your crappy apartment.”
“It wasn’t that way.”
“It was exactly that way. You can rationalize it and make up
stories about it all you want. But that’s how it was, and it hurt
worse than anything you had ever done. And you couldn’t make up
for it by decorating your apartment one time for my birthday. Or
thinking you can just fly me out for a quick lay at Thanksgiving.”
And when my Eloise talked like that, I could see all those
moments coalesce in her face–lying there as I screamed
obscenities at her, alone and abandoned in the booth at the book
fair, snared in the Santa Fe bureaucracy, hysterical in the waiting
room at the clinic.
“I’m sorry.”
“It’s too late.”
“This is what you always say. It’s always too late. I’ve always
done something that cannot be excused.”
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“You always do bad things. Terrible things. And I forgive you for
some of them. But not for that.”
“A test. You always test me. You’re testing me now.”
“Of course. And you’re failing.”
“I’m supposed to drop the phone and get on a plane and fly out
to Santa Fe.”
“Rent your own car.”
“Renting a car in Albuquerque. Then I’ll show up and you’ll say
‘Let’s just be friends’, and give me a sleeping bag to curl up with on
the floor of the living room. Maybe you’ll even curl up with Frank
while I lie there with your dog.”
“I might just do that. But you’d never come to see me in Santa
Fe; so you have no idea what I would do.”
“You’ve in fact never invited me.”
“When you invite me to Maine, you can come here. Why can’t I
come to Maine?”
“We’ll see.”
“See? This is not because of me; it’s because of you. You want
me in my little box, my little compartment. Me in Santa Fe. Me in
your crappy apartment in California. Me wrapped in the red towel,
caught in the photograph. Or holding a rose for the camera. Me
safely here, calling you on the telephone, and you can answer or
not, depending on whether your girrrrrrrlfriend is around.”
“I’m sorry.”
“It’s who you are.”
“It is not who I am.”
“Really? Then who are you?”
“I’m a man who loves you. I am a man who is trying to save
everything he has of you.”
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V.
SANTA FE, 2011
Auferstehn wirst du mein Herz in Einem Nu.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN
ENDGAME
Eloise wakes; she knows that she has never slept. The script is
written, and she drives off to the gun shop, leaving her dog with a
neighbor. The note she will write she has rehearsed all night, and it
is, I think, as if her heart thrills with the thought of it, as it once
thrilled when she thought there was a chance for us. She will do
this savage thing, the worst that she can do.
She strides through the doorway. The grizzled faces turn to her.
The room smells of cigarette smoke, fixed in the wood paneling.
She can almost pull this whole thing off, speaking of restraining
orders, immigrants, and the world going to hell and all. But she
falters. Only drugs can calm her to civility and anyone can see what
it is my Eloise will do that day. My Eloise drives away,
embarrassed. She paid in cash. Even now, she knows she has made
a mess of things.
She thinks of snow on the mountains. She thinks what a bastard
I have been. She turns into the driveway. She hears the gravel
beneath the weight on the axle. She wonders at the sound, the
physics of the thing–the gravel crushed beneath the unsprung
weight. It is something no formula can give.
She locks the door to the car, and fingers the keyring.
On the morning Eloise did this thing, I was boarding a plane to
Boston to read this very narrative. It was one day after the last
note I wrote to her. It was a day or half day after the last note she
wrote to me, its two words subjected to such scrutiny, it is almost
pointless to quote again. “Stay away.” That last loving caress from
the hand of Eloise, or the last curse she placed on me.
The final days of Eloise were merely months beyond the day
she walked away from me in the terminal, to disappear into the
photos on the Memorial Page. A scholar, I can sometimes date
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these photos properly. The brutal anger in her face, ravaged by the
healing drugs the doctors gave to her. The animals she is pictured
with, the ones we never got to care for. D’Artaegnon, from the days
before I knew her; D’Arcy, Big Dog, romping now in Los Angeles.
D’Av crated off to the East Coast to live out its days with her sister.
Accessories of the bourgeois life she claimed to love. Dying the way
pets do.
In the last days, the calls became erratic. Eloise would speak of
her day of her evening of her relation with her family of something
her dog had done of some failing of her camera of something in a
book of some submission to her children’s press of the film crew’s
ignorance the phone company of ways I had disappointed and
betrayed her. She forgot about her scripts–the hullfires of Bahrain,
the stolen paintings in the gallery. We never spoke of them again.
The chess pieces lay boxed in the closet.
Each new man, she said, was a version of the one she had just
left or the one who had finally given up on her. They were never
happy with her, jealous of this distant friend in Los Angeles.
“Where are the boundaries?” one used to say. Another would insist
that she eat differently, cleanse herself of drugs, behave herself in
the restaurant. Frank was appalled, she said, when she lay on the
floor curled around the legs of his chair. Or no, this man cannot be
Frank, although I am committed now to call him that. He, Frank, I
am compelled to say, could not believe a woman on his arm,
minutes earlier, would fall face first in exhaustion into the food in
front of her. He was incensed by her phone calls–to the man she
loved, I claim, more than she loved anyone. He was appalled by the
doctors who cared for her or pretended to, who took her lovely
face into their hands and said “I will do whatever I can for you.”
To make her his accoutrement, he drugged her up himself, with
useless herbs and music. To pique the dulling of her flesh, he
thought. To feel himself what she felt for the man in Maine, or the
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man in Los Angeles. It was Frank I think who made her throw the
pills away. And that, I think, that, I am compelled to say, is the thing
that killed my darling Eloise. And not the vicious things I said to
her. For I would rather have my Eloise, drugged and barely able to
speak, than the one who shot herself that April day.
In Frank’s version of the story, the one I tell for him, he met
Eloise years ago half-crazed in the lamplight of a gallery. And there
is talk he cannot understand of planes and the CIA and
conspiracies overseas. He understands none of this, and while she
speaks, a friend spins tales of her past. Her dancing and filmmaking. The glories of her love-making. The horrors of drugaddiction. And he falls in love with Eloise on the spot, as all of us
have done. There might be one night, I think, in the tale I have
completed for them, when Eloise fools both of them, or falls in love
with him herself, crazed by the drugs. And for Frank, it is a night he
will never forget, and never forgive her for.
She lies back on my couch ten years ago. “Rub my back.” My
shoulders. I reach for her and she laughs at me, or so she will later
claim. I stroke her; her lips part and that, I know, will be the end of
all I have experienced. That night Eloise took from me the
loneliness of love-making and taught me to keep this evil thing at
bay. That night it was when Eloise and I so tritely became one. Like
on the grass, leading to the harbor. Our hands caught in the move
on the chessboard.
I kneel next to her, unbuttoning her shirt as she turns away. The
sofa black beneath her. The smell of Eloise. “Those sweat pants,
turned down like that!” was all her admirer said. Bad scripts.
Threats. Her arabesques on the walkway. The cupboards full of
teas she bought. The shelves full of lotions, soaps sold at a
makeshift storefront, the air foul with potpourri. Asthma–curious
word, that. You could die from that, was what she said. I turn onto
the street, her Orchard Avenue, looking for parking. An art lesson.
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The shocked students at the coffee shop. We walk in the gardens at
the Huntington. “Kill the bastards!” I think of dying with my darling
Eloise. I will drive past the speeding yellow sports car. The SUV
wrecked on the abutment in the desert waste. Her truck cooling in
the driveway.
So I boarded the plane to Boston, and my darling Eloise walked
into the gun shop. “Save America,” the motto said. The owner set
the gun down lovingly on the glass, on the velvet covering the
glass, and showed my darling Eloise how to load the thing, and
where the safety was. He smiles at the $600 cash on the glass, the
faces neatly oriented, and that was the last he or anyone saw of my
darling Eloise. Even my Uncle denounced such people in the end,
those whose freedoms he once fought for long ago, flying over the
Pacific.
I can tell you of the doorway, locked preposterously, with the
note left for the postman to call 911. I could describe the note
inside to make a last call to Florida to her father. I could tell you
that, and I could tell you the position of the body on the floor, or
the gruesome damage to her face. I would tell you the make and
caliber of the gun itself. And the details of the sky at sunset, had I
not made that promise to her weeks ago, never to set foot in New
Mexico unless to see her, and now, I can never see my darling
Eloise again.
They found her the moment I stepped off the plane in Boston–
the plane I took to read this very narrative. And I was thinking how
I would call my darling Eloise, in two weeks, following the sordid
script, it could be said, and how helpless I had been in the face of
her taunts, and how she was like magic herself, and could shape
me as she wished: the ideal lover of her dreams, the pompous
academic, or the vicious brute who had abused her.
She piled Frank’s clothes on the porch outside her locked door,
and made no sound on the day he came back for them. He tells me
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this was days before the last day, yet his chronology does not seem
accurate, for I have heard her version of this story too. It is difficult
to match his voice with the photo he posted on her memorial, or
with her own descriptions of him, those designed to enrage me.
And I wonder too what he thinks of my voice, of the things she
claims I said to her. My heartless sarcasm, or empty moralisms–
like some miffed adolescent who didn’t know shit from Shinola as
mother used to say.
On the day I flew to Boston, the plane passed over my darling
Eloise, loved by all, I’ll say, writing, I’ll say, her last and loving note
to me.
The Seventh Circle
In the end, she was only one of many and most of the important
ones I’ve written of before. Richard, Gene, John, Timothy–the
names so common among men of that generation.
There were familial killings too, and likely more than I would
ever hear about. Even those told to me had a special luridness to
them, and it wasn’t simply, say, that an uncle once lived with his
sister, charming his relations. Or a teacher became mute with
humiliation. No, not that. For there were many men killed in that
generation. Uncle Bob, pulling out of the death spiral in the divebomber, so he says, with his life laid out before him, just like in the
movies, the body of his friend, less fortunate, staked at the
crossway of the runways. Who could know what life could lead to
in the end? A family house. Cousins. A lifetime in the local
historical society. For Uncle Frank, it was, rather “something about
the Boy Scouts,” as my brother so delicately put it, and whatever
that something must have been ... well, it’s not the sort of thing we
need to discuss, even though, in my family, we had all experienced
exactly what it was, and not from men who felt themselves obliged
to kill themselves in requital.
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Then there was Prof. X, caught in the arms or lap of the state
trooper, down at the rest stop near Bath, and how could a decadeslong perfect citizen of the town face a news story like that one? Or
the chiding of his wife? Not so much for what he’d done, but for
what he let be known.
And another professor too, unknown, stricken with throat
cancer. Bland, he was. What a name! And what’s a man to do? Suck
it up when you can’t even form a syllable? Linda Jane’s husband,
off in Manhattan. Or Rubin, talking constantly of it, until his wife
left him, or Prof. Christie, bleeding to death in the bathtub. Of my
father too, begging for the morphine. It seems with the old
professors, you just line them up and let them take themselves
away. All living heirs to the stories of the old days–like Barney
Smith, leaving behind a closet full of coke bottles, each filled and
sealed with the urine he had stored for decades in his office.
After the quietly inquisitive talks with childhood friends, it all
came out. Not only John, my neighbor, his head blown away by the
Browning. But Tim as well, so hush hush, it seemed to be
“perhaps,” “it is said,” I think,” or “we assume,” and that sort of
scandal. Whereas the truth was, as I was told, he had bought a
wool cap, and pulled it down hard over his head before placing the
pistol in his mouth, and that way, no one would face the
inconvenience of mopping his brain bits up. It was like Richard,
numb as he was and fiercely moralistic, sweeping the garage
obsessively clean, so that his son could be spared that task after
cutting him down from the rafters. There was the kid whose name
I’m forgotten, and he was eighteen or maybe twenty, and all I
remember about him was that at that age, whatever it was, there
was no way to endure what a woman did to you. So you just ended
it, and I suppose had I had the courage and the egregious stupidity
of any of them, I would have done the thing myself, and God knows
what would have happened then. Even Eloise, I guess, might have
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found a way to survive, since life would have just been those
predictably vicious men, and not the one man betraying her, whom
she had claimed to love. “I became,” I said, “the thing you saw in
me.”
And there were women too, broken by life and infidelities,
living, I’m told, on prescriptions. Were they all like Linda Jane,
showing me the scars on her wrist she had carved as a teenager?
like ‘Rene, barely past her teens herself? Was this not a girlish
thing for them to do? or for Eloise when she too drew her last bath,
she thought? Fools, I think, at their age, like David, passed out from
the gas as his son Coley and his brothers came to the kitchen just in
time to rescue him, punctual as he had trained them all to be.
And it could have been aunts, or grandmothers–the woman you
never knew smirking at the drugstore register. It might have been
the school-teacher, fed up with the whole business finally and
justly, or sick with cancer, or the kids gone off to school
somewhere. Maybe the bastard cuckolder out all night and
negligent. Or just worn out with the whole domestic thing, like so
many women of my generation. It could have been the workers, or
idlers, or survey-takers, those locked up in the big houses on
Meadowbrook, or just some fisherman’s wife, overcome with the
smell of the profession she had married into. It could have been
any of them, or all of them. And any one of them, but not my Eloise.
Not my darling Eloise. I would have let them all go without a word,
without a mention here, without a tear or frantic covering of my
head with ash. Who would regret them, slipping away in the knife
wounds, in the poisons from the bottle? Why Eloise, on that last
day? The bits of skull, blown across the floor. All of it. And her
lovely self unrecognized, but for the grace, which even death could
not take from her.
I walk with my lovely Eloise. My hand warms the cold steel; I
am just a Maine kid who grew up with weaponry. She leans her
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weight on me. I am allured by this sordid fantasy. All the angst of
life gone at last.
She pulls the sweater over her neck, the cap down over her face.
Talking of the cold. Complaining of the abuse of her. There is
nothing difficult about mastering the mechanics of the weaponry.
You recall what you’ve been taught. It is like a dance step. A
graceful gesture of the wrist, as anyone can see in the photo I took
of her, posing at the film school.
Float Like a Butterfly
“Has it ever occurred to you how sick this all is?”
“Sick? What’s sick?”
“This. You claim to love me. And all you want to do is have sex
with me. But you don’t even want to do that. You stay in Los
Angeles, and Maine, and you answer my stupid phone calls. And
sometimes I know you even put the phone down, and all you hear
is some droning on of my voice.”
“My darling, you know that isn’t true.”
“I know that you’re listening to me droning on in as I try to find
a reason to live, and all you’re thinking about is your girlfriend, and
what you will have for dinner.”
“I’m sorry.”
“That’s what’s sick about it. A real man, a real lover would be on
the plane to Santa Fe, and he would throw himself down on the
floor and profess his love to me.”
“And he would be kicked in the chin and told to spend the next
three days in the nearest or even the farthest motel.”
“Maybe. But that’s what love is. Suffering that. Not suffering
what I suffer. Wondering if I can live through the next week.”
“Oh my darling Eloise. It kills me to hear you talk like that.”
“It’s true. That’s the sickness. You keep telling me your stories, I
keep talking to you about my scripts. And all that stuff gets better–
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or at least I think it does–not through any virtue of you, because
you never teach me anything–that’s the way you are–but because I
have to try so hard to get through to you that finally I have some
breakthrough and everything makes sense and you just sit there
‘Yup’ ‘Yup’ and eventually I have to make the decision myself. Yup.
Me. This is the way it is.”
“Tell me a story.”
“Don’t make fun of me. I hate it when you make fun of me.”
“I’m sorry. I’m not making fun of me. I’m making a joke. Or not a
joke. An allusion. To things that we love. Like me telling you some
crappy story as you fall asleep. That. Like we used to do. Like we
still do, even at this distance.”
“You tell crappy stories.”
“All the better to make you sleep, my dear.”
“So go on.”
“Go on what?”
“Tell me one of them. We have no lives, you and me. So you
might as well tell one of your crappy stories. Then I can fall asleep.
Then I can forget for a few hours how badly life sucks for both of
us.”
I cannot tell you why, my Eloise, I am so upset about Joe Frazier,
felled by something innocent as cancer. A tough, relentless
heavyweight, as everyone has said, he ran into the sharp wit,
speed, and showmanship of Ali, the Greatest of Them All, now dead
too as his victims. I didn’t weep when Ali lost to Frazier, but I sat in
shock for an hour. All my wife and I heard of the fight was a brief
summary of rounds on the radio. And then, finally, the report that
Ali was down and news finally that he had lost. I sat speechless
with my wife. You were eight years old. I wish you were here to
hear of this.
Joe Frazier was trashed by Ali, and called an Uncle Tom and a
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pussy and things rarely reported in the newspapers. You can read
about it, and read about their presumed reunions, and by the end,
it’s clear that both of them were so punished by the beatings, so
talked out by the showmanship, that the entire combat was unreal
to them, an annoyance. Aghast, they must have been, at the
sentimentalists in tears, at the fat George Foreman of the
interviews, as there is nothing tearful or sentimental about this
brutal sport.
I think of 1960 again; I am twelve, staying with my Uncle Bob in
Colorado, listening to tales of fishing, of flying over the Pacific, of
elk-hunting. You are not yet born. We are all Swedes to the core,
we claim, and it is a fine day when we now have our champion,
Ingmar Johansson. There are stories of the strangeness of finding
black men in Colorado. My uncle struggled to understand all this,
even at the very end, when he had accepted the wayward ways of
his children, even through the dementia. The last time I saw him he
was staring over the Pacific from an in-law’s home in San Diego. I
could see him calculating the sea state and wind-direction. He
explains to me how he flew low over the water. You could pick out
the hull shapes on the horizon. Target shapes. The hulk of the
carrier.
I don’t know why I will miss Joe Frazier. It is hard to get the
story straight. Listen to Ali, versifying about the Thrilla in Manila,
or George Foreman telling the absurd anecdote about staring
Frazier down as they got their instructions: sez Foreman “I always
knew if I stared them down and the man’s eyes fell I had him. But I
didn’t want Joe’s eyes to fall, because he would have seen my knees
were quaking.”
Good press. And then he goes on to give another version of the
Rope-a-Dope ...
“The what?”
When Ali was getting old, he had lost his speed and endurance.
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He fought Foreman, but it should have been a cakewalk for George,
gorgeous in his prime. Against all advice, Ali lay back against the
ropes and let Foreman wale at him, punch himself out, it was
called, and this went on for seven rounds. Foreman says Ali shouts
finally “George! Is that all you got?” and George sez “Yup. That’s all
I got.” And Ali claims to have said “Come on, George. You’re a sissy.
Punch harder. You tired, George?” And George sez “Yeah, I tired,”
and Ali sez “Oh, George, this is a bad bad place for that.” And each
time you read about this, there is another version of what they
said. But it was all illusion, even the fight was illusion. I remember
seeing it in my mind–seven rounds of Rope-a-Dope, then suddenly,
there he is, Ali in his prime, dancing, weaving, beautiful, and grace
itself, like my darling Eloise was grace itself. Foreman is staggering. It’s magical–like some medieval tale–Sir Gawain, I think it is,
whose strength diminishes until noon at which time he is reborn.
Only when you see the film, as I once did on that awful flight
from Boston to Los Angeles, to the apartment she left empty, you
see it was not that way at all. The film shows two exhausted brutes.
Foreman staggers toward Ali, still in the Rope-a-Dope, and Ali
shifts slightly out of the corner; he throws one desperate punch,
Foreman is down with nothing left, caught in the pose made
famous in the still photo. There is no dancing, no grace to this.
Most of these fights were catastrophes.
I saw Ali only once. Running a roadrace in Los Angeles, I was.
He was the “starter” or positioned on a stage to do so, waving at
the runners as they passed and I shouted: “You’re the greatest!
You’re the champ!” And to this day, I think he looked at me. A
broken man he was by then, all used up. When I sit down to think
of him, I think of you, my Eloise, I think of Joe Frazier, and I think of
myself, growing up with them–all of them gone, in their own ways.
And I cry for all of you.
“So I sez ‘come on, George, you sissy. Show me you can punch.
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Come on, you pussy’.” The point is, they were all liars, all of them,
and as the stories got retold, you can’t even say they got more
remote from truth. These men never meant to recollect the truth,
but just to keep the narrative alive. So it didn’t matter whether it
was Ali, or Foreman, or the inarticulate and beastly Joe Frazier,
toughest of them all, or Angelo Dundee or Howard Cosell or Joyce
Carol Oates or Norman Mailer or Robert Coover or any of the lot of
them. They told of their damned and doomed sport and you can
see the end of things today–not a trace left of any of them.
I will miss Joe Frazier, and I will never get the chance to tell you
how. That relentless charge, his blockhead stupidity, the impact of
the blow, the eyes beaten to mere slits. I will miss Joe Frazier, and
my darling Eloise, I will miss you as well. I will miss you, as it is
now fit to say, floating like a butterfly. A swallowtail on the sheets
of the genoa, one mile east of Pemaquid.
The Film Crew
I believe it was during the meetings for that last film, when
things fell apart for Eloise. The film was one of dozens, I think,
unfinished, unshot. There were always films. And some were her
student films, and some were independent films in which she
starred, and I would sit in the audience, heart pounding next to
Eloise. I would stand by smugly as the young directors filed past,
struck dumb when they saw her, then standing too close to her,
hands shaking as they elicited the most extravagant promises from
her. To work with her. To work with my darling Eloise.
I never got the story straight. The last film with Eloise. This was
one she wouldn’t star in, or would star in perhaps, or wouldn’t
direct, was it? Or something of that nature. Producer, she said she
was, but that made no sense, since the money was not hers, and
the script was not hers, and the planning was not hers and the
$700/month they were all said to be paid, or imagined they would
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be paid, was never hers as well. At 48, she fixed her face, her
miraculous body, her Titian-lovely skin all up and determined for
herself she could play the lead–some child at 25, and of all the
things my darling Eloise endured in life, it was that simple thing,
the mere two decades she had aged, I think, that killed her in the
end.
Such a ridiculous thing to die for, I would think. Ignoring the
abuse of a relative or a vicious lover, or the many failures–the bad
scripts and the unwritten books. Indifferent grades, a silent
stadium, the editor’s rejection, stumbling on the dance floor, a bad
review, playing flat, chastised in a schoolroom. So many things to
die for in this life, but not for the scorn of a roomful of young
competitors, not for an old crone visionary with more money than
brains, as we used to put it. Not because they see in you an age that
was never there. Not because they cannot see the child who always
was. Why would you die for this, my Eloise?
The phone speaks of the grumbling at the staff meetings, the
insults of the director or production crew, or the divvying out of
roles–all that play-acting of the film students, nothing to be made
of this. No one knowing what a lighting crew might be, or the
equipment, or who would cut the thing in the studio, or how the
sound would work, what the days would be like. The interminable
sitting in the sun, waiting for the Golden Hour, I think it was. The
calls grew shorter, and more abrupt, and the anger less veiled, and
the whole incompetence of this film fell on my darling Eloise, and
her final resignation, unpaid, and unhired and no one there
thinking of her as a young ingenue. Yes, it was that, I think, that
killed her, and not all those calls to me. Not all the things I said or
failed to say to her.
Eloise dances across the focus field in the film by Hitoshi. It is
black and white. My darling Eloise is two years younger than the
day I saw her first. The depression in her face has less of the
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despair of the face I saw the last day she walked away from me on
the concourse at LAX. Her arms extend in their exquisite grace. The
face with its taut skin turns away.
I am left with the angry voice, condemning her friends, or
colleagues or co-workers or whatever they may have been to her.
What do they know of film? she asks in derision. What do you
know? This is something I know, I who went to school and learned
all that. You know nothing; they know nothing. Nothing of light or
editing. I know all this, scientist that I have trained myself to be.
You can read it in my book. From class, I mean. The book I left in
your apartment. Check the index for me. What do you see? ... And
somewhere in this diatribe, I lay down the phone, and my Eloise’s
lovely broken child-like voice blends into the brittle tonality of the
speaker, unarticulated, wordless and emotionless. Maybe the
phone would simply click off, and I would call her later and
chastise her for hanging up on me.
Maybe it was a harmless rant, or maybe it happened as I wrote
it in the last paragraph. Each day of this, each hour, each
excruciating exchange in the meeting room, must have been, I
thought, worse than the hour before it, for there was never any
hope that my darling Eloise would star in the movie, with all her
young admirers at her feet. She tightens the scarf around her
Titian-lovely skin. All is tangled in her bitter and arrogant rant on
their stupidity. Like those forgotten calls when she chastised me,
everything within me–some scattershot abuse, it might be called–
where all the complaints and accusations that meant nothing got
lost in the one of them that did.
Why reproduce that meeting room? The clutch of those who
hated her, who laughed behind her back. That crazy woman, they
would have said, flaunting her education. The crux of it, they
thought, the money they all hoped to steal from her. No, it is just
impossible to think such things of her.
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Instead, I’ll say: my darling Eloise was loved by all. And all who
loved her hated me. Did not my own colleague, friend for years, tell
me to get in the damn car and drive the damn freeway and get my
damn ass to damn Santa Fe and be done with it, because I loved my
darling Eloise, for God’s sake? Didn’t she say that? Didn’t I see that?
Everyone could see that. Why was I the only one oblivious to this?
What was the point of dithering with the rectitudes and
proprieties of Maine or Los Angeles?
So yes, my darling Eloise was loved by all. You can tell this by
the comments on the Memorial page, my own among them. She
brought the best out in all of us, they say. Made us better people in
the end. The world’s fault, for failing her, they say. Then where, I
wonder, since not in Eloise, is the origin of this vicious thing I came
to be?
Eloise sits in the meeting room. Loved by all. She smiles, and the
quarrelsome children eventually fall silent, worn out with their
arguments, and she explains to them, step by step, precisely how
this movie will be made, and what the first reviewers will finally
write of it. The young crew turns to her; they see the light and beg
her to star in the movie, to rewrite the script itself for them. They
sit at her feet, and for a moment, they all see her the way I always
saw my darling Eloise, stunned to be walking with her in the
streets. Stunned to feel her weight settling into mine–on the street,
meeting her at the airport, hearing her footsteps on the landing.
She sleeps, and her face settles into my shoulder. The crook
between my shoulder and my neck. Her breath is warm, mixed
with the cheap lotions she derided me for giving her. Not wrong
that, I once wrote, but still with that, I’ve missed the crux of things.
My Eloise. An angel crusted in the day old snow.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN
ELOISE AND THE ANIMALS
Off the Lead
The last pet loved by Eloise ended up going east in a crate, to
live the rest of its life with her sister. She cried for them as I never
heard her cry for me. I left these stories out because they were
stories Eloise herself should tell. By the Rules, as she would say, or
might have said.
The dogs she had toward the end became unmanageable and
jumped fences and bit neighbors and ripped up all her belongings,
a $300 pair of glasses, I’m told, and then another pair (or maybe
she was just telling me the old story twice) and finally she went to
a party with Big Dog, and some guy who wanted to jump her
jumped the dog, grappled with it and claimed to love the things–
big, unmanageable dogs you could wrestle to the ground without
hurting them.
“You want him?” she said.
All the poor bastard could think about was making love to
Eloise. What was commitment to a 200 lb “pit bull mix” compared
to that? So he said sure, bring him to Los Angeles and I will care for
him, and that turned out to be one of the last times I ever held the
hand of my Eloise.
I never saw the dog. Eloise delivered him to the guy lusting so
savagely after her. Big Dog promptly got into a fight with two other
dogs of the would-be Lothario. But his lust was great, and the dogs
finally “worked things out,” I believe the phrase is. He kept up his
pressure on Eloise, and that’s why she drove thirty miles to my
apartment and threw herself on the couch, exhausted “Don’t
pounce on me. I’m tired of people trying to pounce on me. Don’t
you dare touch me,” was all she said.
The next day Eloise stood in the driveway, about to leave me
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once again. The truck was parked in the carport; it was full of
animal food and dog accoutrements. This was the last she would
see of Big Dog, I guess. I frantically and clumsily discover
difficulties–the packing, the suitcases. All exposed in the
trunkspace. Anything to stop the flow of this. Think of thievery, or
perhaps the balance on the axles. Dogfood spilled in the
wheelwells. I see the saddle there in the back, or maybe the one I
once tossed too carelessly in the back seat for my wife forty years
ago. Stop. We can solve all this. I have another story for you.
“All this makes me really really nervous now so I have to go.
This is all your fault. Don’t ask me how the dogs are. Don’t ask me
what Frank wants of me.”
I think of my Eloise asleep; ten years ago, when I found her
huddled in the front seat of this same truck parked in this same
place. She had a book fair, or film shoot or somewhere else she had
to fly off to, so she would leave her truck for me to watch in the
carport. And in some vile rage, like all rages, I had forbidden her to
do this. “Why is this truck here?” I screamed into the telephone, to
the indifferent answering machine. And then I saw her. And seeing
her there, asleep in the driver’s seat, having missed her flight for
me–I have nothing but cliches for this–that made me all weak in
the knees.
The first dog she owned you can still see in the publicity photos
for the books she wrote. This was old arthritic D’Artaegnon and
she finally had the dog put down. So well planned it all was, as if
the only points of order in my darling Eloise’s life were the times
she was most murderous. She had a new puppy she named D’Arcy
(from Jane Austen I think) to replace the poor dying dog, and she
took it to her mother’s, so she could spend, she said, the last two
days alone with her beloved D’Artaegnon. Then she dug the hole
herself, and some chore that must have been for a poor girl like
herself, with no strength in her upper arms and a constant cold or
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asthma. She covered it with boards and a cloth, and even laughed
about it, days later, when the dog walked suspiciously around it,
eying the shovel on the dirt pile. Then more about the dog, lying
beside her in its constant pain. “Never complaining,” she said of its
virtues. Although dogs, as we all know, have no capacity for
complaint, but only suffering.
The last day sadly never unfolds the way the last day is planned.
And as soon as the vet was to come, my Eloise collapsed in grief
and tears, and her beloved dog, of course, absorbed it all, and sat
next to her shaking in apprehension or whatever dogs feel when
they sense that we are overcome with unhappiness. Instead of
dying peacefully, the poor doomed dog shook in terror in her arms,
not at his own fate, but at hers, and he died in her sobs without a
hint of how much it was she loved him.
The last time I heard my darling Eloise in tears involved
another dog, after D’Arcy herself died over-drugged in the back
seat on the way to the vet. You can never get the stories quite right
because she cannot sit down, as any rational person imagines to be
an easy thing, and tell you the story of the dead or murdered dog,
but just falls into tears and hysteria, as her listeners shake their
heads in sympathy. She is walking in a canyon; the dog is off its
lead, and suddenly it is gone, she says, just gone. Fearless, all five
pounds of him, straight through the brush teaming with coyotes.
And she called me at dinner “I killed him. I killed D’Av.” And all I
could do was extract from her the name of the man she was hiking
with.
“Just go back.”
“He’ll never survive the night.”
“That’s fine. Just go back. Call Frank, and drive back there. He’ll
take you. He’s a kind man, you’ve always said. He will help you. He
always does. You may not do anything in the end, but at least you
will have done what you can. You can only do what you can. It’s
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important to do that.” Even I am embarrassed by my
sententiousness.
And of course in three hours, I had another call from the selfstyled dog-killing Eloise, about calling Frank in hysteria, who came
to her without a word of complaint and drove her back to the
mountains at sunset. Then about the fine young couple they had
met on the gravel road to the wilderness, Ozzie and Harriot reborn
I guess, D’Av on a borrowed lead, of course, oblivious to the fate
she had imagined for him. Thrilled to see my Eloise and her longsuffering Frank again. To be one day crated up and flown east with
her sister.
I think the snow was falling that day in December, somewhere,
but not in California. I think the snow fell too in the mountains of
New Mexico the following April. It was the most unspeakable of
ironies. I called Linda Jane when I heard my Eloise was dead. I
could not form a sentence. “I bawled like a baby,” we used to say.
And that was that.
She stands in my doorway, 2003 it must be. She is wearing an
off-white sweater, with the ragged large turtle neck or ruff it may
be called, maybe the one she wore on the last day, and she has
thrown her hands down at her sides, and with the door open for all
the neighbors to hear her she wails “All I wanted was a family. All I
ever wanted was a family.” Over and over amid the tears.
I should probably add here some descriptive detail, a delay of
sorts, so that you can consider these wails and finally hear them. It
would be about the light to her right and above her, and the beige
walls, painted the same color as the door and door frame, and her
hand, which could not lose its grace, on the door knob as the door
cracks open. I would say I was worried about the neighbors, and
what they might think of this extravagant pain if they came out
onto the landing. And that I am thinking at that moment of all the
things my darling Eloise possesses–the money, and the men who
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adore her, and me, who will never abandon her. I am thinking
savagely she could only raise a child into a poor and destitute
version of herself. All I want is for her tears to be for me. “It’s you I
always wanted,” she would say. “You’re all I ever wanted.” And
maybe both of us then would cry together.
What nonsense. It is the worst of my weaknesses to imagine it.
That happy family in the Danish children’s book, off picnicking in
the park, children playing and the perfectly groomed dogs
frolicking. I leave for work, leaving Eloise huddled in the
comforter. I will kiss my darling Eloise, and feel the warmth from
her. She will spend the day with her collages, or painting the dog
bowls or pottery, or collecting her things for dance class, and I will
return to her and cook for her and we will lie together, watching
the video. The years will simply roll past for us.
But there was never such a day for us: one with a beginning,
middle, and end, as she was taught in film class. I never left her
drowsing in the morning of a day I would return to her. Nor did we
ever fall asleep watching some often seen film after a meal I
cooked for her. And never did I come home to her, to hear her
recounting her dance steps, her painting, or even the words of the
bad script she had written.
I recall instead the last day I had with her, as she lay there in the
living room: cried to me as I threw myself onto the bed in the guest
room, crushed again by my darling Eloise. And it was a piercing
wail, like pain it was, and I cannot even remember today the words
she said, or even how it went, when I returned to her in the living
room, and theatrically threw her out of my crappy apartment for
what became eternity. My darling Eloise, love of my life, turned out
on the street by a crazy man, crazed in love with her.
Horse Trading
So who is it? I asked, for ten years I asked or thought to ask.
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Frank? The guitarist? The scuba diver you lusted for so intensely
you had to call me to help you “finish the job” over the phone, as
you so delicately phrased it? Who is it that you’ve once again
renounced me for? Oh those were the days, were they not? Don’t
tell me not to talk of that. You used to call me to brag about those
new lovers of yours. And complain about my girlfriends, although I
never shared a word of them with you. Those were the days, I
think, the best days we ever had.
“You’re quoting. I don’t know what you’re quoting.”
“Paraphrasing. It’s Flaubert.”
“Who’s that?”
“Madame Bovary?”
“Oh yes. Yes. Does she say that?”
“No. It’s from L’Education sentimentale. The last line I think.
There, it’s supposed to speak to the banality of experience. Here, I
speak of the irony of it. As if the best times we ever had were those
months on the telephone years ago when our lust for each other
was intertwined with your lust for other men.”
“It wasn’t lust. It was love.”
“Whatever. In any case, it was love and lust that caused you call
me. And love and lust that made us live it all out. Vicariously, the
word is. Those were the best of days. Talking of the science of
woodfires and chess positions.”
“The best and worst of times.”
“That’s Dickens. Very good. Except I don’t care much about
Dickens.”
“Dickens makes sense. He’s not like the books you used to teach.
The ones that make no sense.”
“Life makes no sense, my darling. Life is just the way things are.
Tell me about Frank.”
“Frank owns horses. That’s how I know him.”
“And?”
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“He’s a cowboy. He keeps horses because women like to ride
them. Then he fucks them.”
“The horses?”
“Don’t be crude. It works for him. It works for everyone. That’s
what matters–how things work. And the horses are happy.”
“And you?”
“I don’t care about the horses. I learned to ride them, not to care
for them. It was like polo. They stuck me on a horse and I figured
the horse out and rode. I never cared what the horse felt. Never
grieved for one.”
“What about Frank?”
“He wanted to marry me. But he was too old for me. I could
never marry a randy cowboy like that. He’s just like you. Randy
like you.”
“Except for the part about the scores of women he has hanging
onto him.”
“Except for that.”
“And the fact that he likes horses, which I detest.”
“And that.”
“And that you see him when you want to.”
“That too.”
He had guns. And I think I only communicated with him once. It
was the time that Eloise lay in the bath for an hour with her wrists
cut. Then Frank, the horse trader, or realtor, or some other man or
musician found her there. Beat the door down–I remember that
detail–so she must have staged the whole thing, just as Frank
himself insisted. “She wanted to be found,” he said.
When she called from the hospital, explaining what it was she’d
done, she added a postscript about Frank. She asked him for a
pistol–for protection, she said. She was terrified now with Big Dog
gone to California. And she gave me Frank’s name when I insisted,
thus passing the test that day. And of course I sent the e-mail
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saying under no circumstances was she to have guns in the house. I
said that I loved her, and that he loved her, and we could never let
it end this way.
Eloise never got the weaponry, and Frank, it must have been,
and I never shared another word of her. But of course, I don’t
know if this Frank I called was the horseman, or pilot, or movie
producer, or just another man she claimed to know.
“He used to come. Just at the end.”
“What are you talking about?”
“Frank. And his girlfriend, his wife now, hated me. And we
would make love for hours. It was his tantric thing he said ...”
“There can be no greater punishment for the idiocy of tantric
sex than tantric sex.”
“Very funny. But you’re a guy. If you were a woman you
wouldn’t think that way.”
“If I were a woman, I would be a lesbian. And there would be no
need of tantric sex, I assure you.”
“I’m not a lesbian. You’d be out of luck.”
“It would develop classically. Just like in your Book of Rules.”
“Lesbians aren’t allowed by the Rules.”
“I’d convert you. Or I’d be your friend and confidante. Like in
some awful Victorian novel.”
“Confidantes. I like that. Con-fi-dantes.”
“And we’d write our own book of rules. All about caring, and
respecting each other’s personhood. All that sort of thing.”
“You would be an awful woman.”
“Doubtless I would. But it’s always been my fantasy.”
“Why? Women are shit in this world. If you’d listen to one,
rather than spending all your time trying to assault them, you’d
know.”
“What a thing to say! I envy them. I can’t imagine what it’s like
to think ‘Oh, I’d like to sleep with her, or him’ and have it come to
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be. That’s what Linda Jane used to say. If you wanted to sleep with
someone, she’d say, why wouldn’t you just sleep with them? And
my young friend the physicist says the same thing–just pop into a
bar for a quickie with some twenty-year-old and never see the guy
again.”
“Well?”
“Well, you don’t know what it’s like to be a guy of my age,
growing up in the sixties, before, I tell you, all that hippie stuff.
There was no ‘just sleeping with them’, in those days. ‘Because you
felt like it’. There was nothing of the kind.”
“You’ve made up for it since.”
“I’ll never make up for it. Did I ever tell you about my friend at
Reed College?”
“One of your girlfriends.”
“Four years at Reed College in the early seventies. I figured that
she had 500 to a thousand ‘dates’, let’s call them, as a head start
before I even got out of the gate.”
“I’m not even going to try to figure out what that means.”
“And I’ve been chasing that mechanical rabbit ever since.”
“With me.”
“Quality over quantity.”
“Or both.”
“Or both. You’re the best that ever was.”
“All men say that.”
“To you they say that.”
“To everyone.”
“OK. They do. And so do I. Or sometimes I do. Or sometimes I
say something else.”
“And everyone says that to you,” she said.
“I wish. But they don’t.”
“I was kidding.”
“Oh. I get it. That’s mean. You disguise it as honesty. It’s always
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shocking, this honesty of yours. If you don’t love someone enough
to lie, you don’t love them at all. But the women I’ve known, some
not only didn’t call me the best, but talked instead of the men who
truly were the best, who did all those tantric things.”
“Not your style.”
“Even Linda Jane said that. ‘The assholes’, she said, ‘they were
the best’. Because they were so into themselves, apparently, they
would do anything to prove their skills. Denying themselves all the
pleasures and emotions just to bring you off. ‘It was great being
with them’. Do you believe that? Is it true?”
“So you aren’t enough of an asshole? That’s your problem?”
“Apparently.”
“That’s perverse.”
“Maybe even true. Maybe not. Like when you said you felt sorry
for me that first night.”
“Ha ha. Yes I did.”
“Got me why. I won’t even enumerate the things we did that
night. The things you did.”
“I’ve forgotten. Except the chess game.”
“Of course. You were so whacked out on drugs, as you later said,
it was all a blur to you. And if you felt sorry for me, who cares? It
wasn’t a blur to me. You used to scream so loud you kept my lovely
neighbor Jocelyn up at night, dying of cancer.”
“You’re right. I did. And I remember your hand on my knee
during the chess match, thinking, how odd it was that hand was
there. How unspeakably odd.”
“You weren’t rational enough to find the words.”
“Maybe.”
“And that’s why you claim to have felt sorry for me. Not because
of me, but because of you. It must have been a pity fuck to you,
whatever that is. But it hardly mattered to me.”
“Of course it didn’t.”
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“Because the next day, you woke up with me. And thus began
my life with Eloise.”
“My life with you.”
“I love you, my Eloise. Forever and ever. Just like in the movies.”
“Tell me a story.”
“What about?”
“Tell me a story about marriage. And a wedding. Since we can’t
have one ourselves. Every story should end with a wedding.”
“OK.” My last story for my darling Eloise. “I’ll tell you a story
about a wedding party. How I was taken off the Christmas list.”
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN
HOUSEKEEPING
The Wedding Factory
So I’m invited to a wedding, my nephew’s, and I make the effort
to go, but I don’t take a gift.
“That’s a big mistake. That’s totally against the Rules.”
“I never take gifts to weddings. That’s my own rule. I send a
check to the ACLU instead. I drive four hours in summer traffic up
there for the damn thing, pay all the respects I have to and drive
home, hating every bit of it.”
“I wonder why they thought you didn’t treat it with the proper
respect.”
“... and damned if that Christmas, Linda Jane, my girlfriend ...
years ago ... don’t even think of jealousy ... asks me how I liked the
pictures. ‘Pictures? Never got them’ I say. ‘With the Xmas card?’” So
she, who met my family once, sleeping in their guest room–she,
who didn’t even go to the damn wedding, she got the wedding
pictures, and I, who drove to hell and back to pay my familial
respects, did not? Holy Crap!
I’ve been taken off the Christmas List! WTF, the texter might put
it, cz I didn’t sign the frkng registry for a pce of ktchnwar?
It’s a wedding story, and it could be yours, my Eloise, for the
faces are interchangeable. An afternoon of relatives. A trip to the
town clerk. A wedding gift. Who hasn’t done that, almost without
thinking? In our hippie days, you could be married in the
afternoon, and cuckolded by mid-evening. My wife’s hippie glasses
lay on the nightstand. I stare at them, rather than the girl lying next
to her, the girl who has loved my wife for years. I feel nothing, and
wonder if that is what this wedding business has come to be.
This is how I was taken off the Christmas list, a month to the
day after the last day I saw my Eloise.
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The road to Northeast Harbor from my summer home in Maine
is two hours longer than it ought to be. I could have sailed this trip,
five days out and another three or four back. But there would have
been no adventure in the modern sense–no finding of myself or
getting in shape or playing at what it means to be self-interested
and sufficient. There would have been no hard-bitten Maine sailor
in the August sun, but rather hours calculating speeds and drift,
and the regularity of the diesel. This is not what sailing is, I think,
driving the tourist route through the predictable traffic in August.
I allow an extra hour for the bottleneck. The distorting heat
rises from idling cars. It is like the freeways of Los Angeles. It must
be like the traffic in Santa Fe, where my darling Eloise idles too
among the Christmas shoppers at a stop light. In summer, the
delay on the tourist route, Route 1, is in its essence inevitable, but
moving its location in accord with the most recent construction
project, each designed to “solve everything”–the slow-down in
Bath at the Kennebec, or now, where it has settled in, at Wiscasset
on the Sheepscot. Forma manent, I think. The forms remain. There
is no willing our traffic simply not to be.
It is a wedding day. A family thing. The worst sort of day, I
think. My parents feigned parsimony years ago and I inherited that
from them. It’s the life we led, the life my Eloise longs for or once
did. This giftlessness: meanness or ethics–it all comes down to the
same thing. We’re all screwed in the end regardless. I don’t even
own a dog to leave at home.
The groom is done with philandering; a grown man of thirty
now, this nephew has settled down to the life we all are said to live.
Italian women from New Jersey are lined darkly and alluringly
next to the bride. When I sit with the setting sun crossing me, they
are indistinguishable. I wonder if Eloise stood with such women
years ago, in line with her mafiosi in the suburbs of New York. My
brother poses in his white suit, like some cracker lawyer in
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Alabama, and not the local from Maine, amid other Maine types, I’ll
call them. I am dressed the part. L.L. Bean’s and Renys. No one
speaks to me.
Set against the backdrop of the sea, the Italian women crowd
toward the camera, into the picture frame, and I am staring, of
course, at their left hands, judging their ages, whether they have
family, husbands, or grown children. But even I have no heart to
disgrace the family this way–“Picking up the bride’s own sister, for
God’s sake!” “Cousin.” “The very idea!” The forms remain, I think.
And I settle back, listening to the camera clicks and the scripted
vows. My brother weaves an abstruse thread through Tillich, St.
Thomas I think it was, Tertullian. We are boys again; he is
practicing a science project in high school. “The gasses expand,” he
says to my mock audience. “The molecules part.” He looks down.
“Like people.” Sermoning, I think. At ten, or twelve, listening to
such things, I felt nothing.
He has seen it all, or all he has to see, he thinks. Now, at 67, and
then at 15. Life as it is, as Dad himself once lectured. It didn’t
matter that Brother couldn’t quite hear God calling the way He was
said to call the others in seminary. Even if it was all horseshit in
the end, the sermon could proceed. You could have your cake.
Tertullian or Tillich.
“So tell me,” I once said to him, the last time we drove the
highway together. “My guess is Dad was gay.” He glances quickly to
the left, but not for traffic. It is a move you see in the movies, with
the camera piled into the passenger seat. He turns forward again,
the line of sight bisecting his two hands on the wheel. So
proprietary, I think. Just like in Driver Ed. “What do you think?” A
second glance to the left. “Yes,” he says quietly, “I suppose so, I
think.” Perhaps ten seconds pass. We both listen to the hum of the
tire treads. There is no other word for this. “So,” I say. “I’ll ask then
a second question” in the hum of the tire treads. “Do you want to
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describe for me the incident that makes you think that?”
The wedding factory works to perfection. The picture is exactly
what you see on the website, and you might as well have cut-outs
to put the faces in. My face. The face of Eloise. The manicured grass
flows past the hedges to the harbor. The boats are the same boats
in the background and the sky is clear. When I sailed to this place
two years ago, there was rain and fog; I came to this harbor to wait
out the gale, and ended with my skull half split as the boom jibed. I
thought of tourists in yellow boots. I waited for the nausea, or just
the fatigue to end it all. The tourists in yellow boots. Before the
storefront. The tourists enter the storefront in their yellow boots,
to buy their yellow boots. The unhelmed boat swings into the
wind.
In August, or September I think it is, you get the brightest of
suns in Mt. Desert. The light falls to the left of you in the midafternoon, as you face the harbor, Phaeton’s chariot driven to the
right, Dante would say, parodying himself in the words of the
indolent Belacqua, I think. The shadows are muted by the mist. Not
that harsh and unrelenting glare you find in Santa Fe, I should have
thought then, with its skin-cutting ultraviolets. There is science to
this. I must ask Eloise. It is a thing I am certain she must know. My
Eloise.
The rows of metal chairs allude to church pews in the sun. All I
want is to leave this place, avoid the speeches at dinner, the
intricate napkin folds, and drive the four hours back to Harpswell.
The forms remain. The two are one at last. The weddings are
one. The tourists enter stores in yellow boots. We move to a
different sector of the factory–a room adjoining a well-lit porch,
with plates of hors d’oeuvres, chipped vegetables, flown in from
the poisoned fields of South America. I can almost hear the factory
whistle blow, ending the eight-hour shift. And maybe it is
Deerhunter, or the opening scene of Blow-up, or I Love Lucy, the
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episode stolen straight from a Chaplin film. You cannot get these
couples paired up in time, before the doting families. The tourists,
backed by the evening sky, enter the blue storefronts in their
yellow boots.
I am standing at the window, looking at the same harbor an
hour earlier framed in the photo-shoot. It is as if we had been
eating here forever. I reach for my Eloise, but she is off in Santa Fe.
I find the groom, my flesh and blood he must be said to be, and I
mumble something about a donation to the ACLU. I can feel my
brother’s pride in this. The ACLU. Well who would have thought!
he must think. Maybe there is something to this flesh and blood
thing after all, and not just some stranger who ruined your
childhood.
There are twins. Musicians. Fishermen, I think. I may have met
them years ago. Unpleasant relatives. Drunks. I am the only man
not wearing a suit or sports jacket. Local color. I have done my
duty. It is an hour negotiating all the goodbyes.
Then I am crossing the Sheepscot an hour after sunset. The
traffic is gone–for the day, for the season. Or maybe it is just
another illusion of the coast. The beer is gone I used to drink on
drives like this. I am driving south. There is something to all this.
My relatives are “coupled up.” I forgot to return the invitation. I
never signed the guest list. I made jokes about the registry to my
friends. I disgraced the family, as Mother might have said.
Driving the coast of Maine is like sailing the coast of Maine and
all the trips finally blur into one. Why did they “put us up,” as it is
said, in a single room? Linda Jane and me, five years ago? Couldn’t
they divine that we were no longer the nice couple we were once
thought to be? Couldn’t she divine that too? We lay in the
incomparably comfortable and over-priced bed, thinking of our
futures. Linda Jane with her strong arms red from the work in her
garden. Linda Jane’s last cri du coeur, I think it’s called.
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I suppose I could apologize. To her. To my family. To all of them.
I could even do this formally, as Mother must once have taught. Me,
a cheap-ass faithless piece of shit. Northeast Harbor in the
afternoon sun. This is what my Eloise desired of me. To stand up
there in front of witnesses with our smug cliches.
My house is dark in the moonless autumn sky, or another
autumn sky, with the stars sharp as you sometimes see them in
mid-winter. The Northern Lights filled the sky in 1966. But tonight
is a night like all other nights. Maine or Los Angeles, and perhaps it
is as cold as this in Santa Fe with the glories of the desert night
obscured by the streetlights.
I cannot call my Eloise. We pretend that she is sleeping
peacefully. She is likely lying awake in tears. In the early morning
now. A fall evening in Santa Fe.
Months later, Linda Jane tells me of the Christmas card of
wedding photos, never sent of course to me. For Who the hell could
put up with it? Which woman would I be with next? and how do you
keep all the damn characters straight, for Crise sake? Sullying the
family home he’s lucky to be living in. Linda Jane wrote all those
thank-you notes years ago. Nice girl. Should have stayed with her as
anyone can see.
I am trying to tell this story–but it simply won’t be told.
All that crap of the ACLU and the Audubon Society or the
Appalachian Trail Council, or is it the Council of Schoolteachers or
Crass Wankers of Massachusetts–who gives a rat’s ass? I’ll be
Goddamned if he gets credit for that. Screw his eight hours of driving
and the next time, he can stay home wasted on drugs or the internet.
Or drifting in the failing harbor air, I think, to the mooring.
It was supposed to be a joke–a comic interlude of sorts: “The
Day I was Taken Off the Christmas List,” I say. The drive to the
harbor. The line of Italians. The bridesmaid’s dress in a bundle
with the Bean shirt, as the two of us fall asleep in the shrubbery.
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How easy the script is. The Christmas card to Linda Jane. The
Politburo photos leaving not a trace of me. But there are no comic
interludes with my darling Eloise. There is no end to the insults of
the wedding factory.
I stand with Eloise. My wife-to-be-in-seconds laughs as the
minister begins his ministrations. This is not what weddings are.
Your lovers leaving you. The perfunctory hippie analog. The
signatures of the notary. The trees all downed in a hurricane.
I stand with Eloise. We are ours for good, we think, or another
crass cliche like that. Swearing before the smug witnesses all
dressed up in their best suits and yellow boots. The whole damn
fiasco just in its infancy as my darling Eloise laughs at me in
derision–takes her drugs, moves to the guest room, turns away
from me muttering something about friendship, laughs at my
desire for her, falls asleep in the bathtub, or on her food, or
scrambling the pieces on the chessboard.
I reach for the hand of my Eloise, and feel it slip away. She
shakes her head as if to free her hair, then walks grim across the
crushed rock of the wedding factory. She fears she may never free
herself of this.
We stand before the minister, hand-selected from our hippie
friends. I hear some banality, embarrassing it is, and I realize I
myself have written this. 1972, it must be, with my once wife-tobe. I stare at the face of Eloise. Her eyes turn down. She whispers
incoherently to me in the telephone as she dozes in a distant place.
One person. One legal entity. Eloise and I will walk through the
city streets or watch the sun set over Freeport. Eloise will sleep in
my arms or I in hers, my face pressed into the crook between her
shoulder and her neck, and we will tell the stories of our early
days, building on the other’s variants. Like the chess games, played
out on the table top. Like her very sketch of me.
Eloise and I will dance at the bus station.
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The travelers will stare in astonishment.
This is the best, my darling Eloise, that I can do.
The Mattress
The glass door opens. He probably opened it for me to walk
through, he was that kind of guy.
Summer, it was a typical summer day, here 7,000 feet up in the
arid dusty, rocky hills of a mountain town. The 12,000 foot peaks
crowd the sky like a backdrop in a theatre. Aspen trees spread across
the mountain, summer green against the winter snow. Grass, and
flowing creeks and wild flowers and even cows! a show we locals
often forget to see. I am seeing instead a local mattress store. And
right now I am bedless.
Frank, or “He” as I know him in my script, was here days earlier.
“It’s a mausoleum!” he exclaimed, walking into the shade of my
house. The sadness. Trinkets in drawers, on a silver tray, in a
cupboard, photos on the walls–of the spirits who are gone, who
never return to visit, the baubles of all those I love, who died. And
those I have nothing from or of. The bed is a Victorian keepsake, of
mahogany, with intricate, dulled brass pomegranates capping the
four corners. I am Persephone, the goddess of the underworld.
“It was my mother’s!”
I wonder if this is the bed I was conceived in. A fourth floor
corner apartment on Sutton Place South. Where New York was quiet
and silent doormen always ran ahead of us or were waiting at the
entrance. When I was two or three years old, or could have I been
even four? And dashing into my mother’s bedroom, seeing it, the bed,
dark, looming, the red velvet of the cover shaved to show the white
fabric underneath. Textured–a word I would bump into years later.
“Bumpy” then left behind.
“You sleep in your mother’s bed? That is just so wrong on so many
levels,” he went on, his man’s face now in profile, a beautiful face,
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with blue green eyes. He was to help me dismantle this piece of my
history and give it back to my mom. And like all two year olds, I had
to beat him to the destruction, denial, the word no. I heaved off the
mattress. This Victorian era bed is narrower and shorter than the
Queen of this century.
“I slept in Mom’s bed for years,” my little sister later told me.
‘Mom didn’t believe me when I said there were bedbugs in her bed. I
told Mom I heard munching noises in it.” Pac-man. “Mom said I was
crazy. So I made her sleep in it. And she heard them.” So it got new
mattresses all around. How my sister and I both slept in this bed
most of our lives, thousands of miles apart, I don’t know. I took it to
St. Johns and Hampshire, and kept it, and then returned it ... maybe
in some intervening years it became my little sister’s bed. But here it
is, again, my bed, and 800 miles away, she has a husband and soft,
sweet daughter, Amelia.
I examined the hardware, freed of the mattress weight. Metal, old,
dark but not rusted. A smooth, rounded notch in each of the four
corners of the bed rails. Inside each notch, a large metal rod, with a
ball head at the end. And in that ball head, four holes – made by two
tunnels – 90 degrees apart. Aha! A screwdriver will fit in those holes
and I can unscrew this thing, and see what happens. I have 8 of them,
my girl stash of tools. The narrow ones are the ones I look for, since
the holes didn’t look super huge.
Back to the bed rails and ta-da! The screwdriver fits. The
footboard falls to the floor with a solid thud–did it break?! Sturdy,
Victorian furniture.
The things I don’t want anymore, I always put on the streetcorner
with a piece of paper taped or pinned to them, hand written letters:
F-R-E-E. It’s a quiet gentile neighborhood. Four women, I am one of
them, all beyond youth, live here on this one corner. But our street is
also a short cut for drivers who know about short cuts, and often
things vanish as a car screeches to a halt, backs up, and people slam
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their doors, the engine idling over Spanish inflections. I was once
ashamed when the very nice sheets and shoes were left behind and
only the bathroom scale taken.
He arrives that morning. He considers the garage my new studio,
and as we roll up the rugs, he decides I can’t throw anything away
until I know how I will arrange my new studio. Where all the work
stuff will be. My home will not be a place of work To Be Done, but a
peaceful place where I live. Where I feel loved, relaxed and
comfortable. All this clutter. No wonder I come home through the
garage door, peel off my clothes and lie in bed watching BBC shows
on DVD, hiding from my own life.
We carry the solid bed pieces to the garage. What if it hails? I
don’t know how to deal with the garage as studio. I need a garage.
My truck is fourteen years old. Black paint, black windows.
Inscrutable. Frank calls it my CIA mobile. Mom and my stepfather
called it the Stephen Kingmobile when I first got it. It was nearly new
when I took it to film school in Los Angeles. When I’m in it, I feel safe.
In the mattress store, the hot outside air cools on our arms. There
is a sea of mattresses, side by side like rafts, flat on their backs. A
confusion of metaphor. Why are mattresses always white? My
mattress had kooties, the child in me would say. And he wanted me
fresh, virginal. Molecules is his word. Mixing molecules; that’s his
way of saying: “Hey, don’t hang out with other guys, don’t even have
lunch or go to a movie with another guy. You mix molecules when
you do that. And I want you all to myself. I will give you everything
inside of me, and caress everything inside of you ...” Only he cannot
hear the banalities; only a girl as desperate as me could have fallen
for this folderol, as Joseph would have said. Yet I give him that power
happily, ecstatically. I heave my mattress to the corner, for the
privilege of someday making love with him.
But I just can’t help myself. I’ve put on a sundress. It’s an LA
cheapie, from one of those stores on Montana mixed in with the chic
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posh places. Palm trees along the street, perhaps. I can’t recall.
Fifteen blocks from the beach. Fresh air, green lawns stretching all
the way to the hills. Each building low, one story only, each different
from the next. Flip flops and dogs everywhere. Sunshine and the
shore.
I remember buying this sundress. Crammed clothes racks,
hanging bead curtains. This sundress, spaghetti straps, small floral
print, mostly pinks, stretchy material, but still a bit stiff, not clingy.
Perfect for church, in my opinion. With a hat.
Those pinks must have blurred. I sprinted to the first mattress in
range. What shoes was I wearing? Forgotten, like the salesman, like
even Him, in the sudden glory of a roomful of trampolines.
I do my very careful leap. I touch the mattress edge first, with my
right hand, probably to assure myself of the dimensions, locations. A
better jumper doesn’t need to touch. When you jump, all your
forward speed just vanishes. I don’t know how, but it goes vertical.
And I leap up and spin and stretch out, hovering, motionless for an
instant, parallel to the mattress, and only gentle gravity is there to
pull me back down. All the energy of the run, leap, twirl onto my
back, just used up. And I fall so gracefully onto the mattress that it’s
like a whisper sliding across a pillow to a lover, “I love you,” in the
dark of night.
Such glee! A roomful of trampolines all to ourselves! “Come!” I
call, without looking, “Try this one!” and I’m off and leaping onto
another one. Never repeat a move, it’s always got to be something
new. That’s mom’s philosophy on words. She’s heard them once,
that’s enough. How would you rehearse for plays, I wondered finally.
Yet in moments like this, I follow Mom’s rules without thinking. No
repetition.
And I’m bounding down the row of mattresses until this row
seems redundant so I sprint across the warehouse floor, to the
daringly beige colored mattresses. “Over here!” I yell at Him. And he
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walks over sedately, lies on a beige mattress, motionless.
The game seems suddenly over. As though I were the only one
playing. And I am still so full of the rush of pure fun, I am glowing,
laughing, smiling as I talk to the salesman. Of course, the two I like
are among the most expensive. I will probably never return, since I
can’t afford these prices. But it’s the polite thing to do. Like the way
Mom walked down Fifth Avenue when she visited me in New York
once. Instead of refusing the flyers shoved into her hands–an ad for a
band, for a bar, for a movie–mom took each piece of paper offered
her and tossed them in the next trash can she ran into. It was the
polite thing to do.
We leave the trampoline store. I feel he has withdrawn, tight, into
himself. I don’t understand, I can’t name this feeling. In the car, he
says, “I’m just hungry. I need to eat.” Then he adds, “That isn’t true.
It’s your behavior. Your ass was hanging out. Your boobs were
showing. The salesman was so embarrassed he didn’t know which
way to look.”
Shame confusion indignation. One or more of these. “I have a
great ass, or so you said. Half the people who go that that store must
do the same thing!” I say. Or maybe one-fifth of them. “I’m wearing
my skin,” I might have said.
“I’m known in this town,” he explains, meaning I think, that I
should be a proper citizen and not enjoy leaping around, and not feel
so free, of age, of gloom, of depression, of failure, of failure and more
failure, afloat over the mattresses.
Weeks later I will ask my father, on the phone to Florida: “Guys
don’t look at the butts of forty-six year old women, do they?”
“Sure they do,” Dad answers in a snap.
“They do?”
“We–meaning men–are visual creatures. We look. That’s what we
do. Not at seventy- or eighty-year-olds, maybe, but anything under
fifty.”
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“But I’m nearly fifty!”
“Fifty-five,” Dad corrects himself.
I laugh. I visited him in Florida two years ago. Thirteen years
since I had seen him last. My two estranged brothers met me at the
airport. A strawberry haired man of seventy loaded the suitcases into
the car. The boys call him their father, and then correct themselves
to include me. They accept me as easily as the newspaper arriving at
the front door every morning. I’ve never been scolded or shamed by
any of them.
I am an American woman, trained to hate myself for reasons I’ve
never known and never even questioned. I long for those distant days
when we traipsed through tall grasses that brushed our bare skin in
special earthy ways, when we captured fireflies, a super nova in a
jar.
The thrill of ownership.
And then we let them go.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN
APRIL, 2011
In the final months or years, our dialogues spun down to
monologues, as my darling Eloise recounts her day, or her hours,
or the hour since her last nap. Her phone calls became more
regular, daily, it seemed, and half of them I took at dinner. I see her
name, my Eloise. She I call my ex will later claim never to have
heard of her, examining, instead, the food she has cooked, a
bourgeois partner’s self-critique, the one important thing in life. Or
perhaps this too is pretense or ritual, like so much else. My family.
Uncle Bob. Like my once hippie friends, moved away to California,
living with their children. The fishing boats all rotting in the
boathouses. I flip the phone shut, ignoring it, or pretending to. My
darling Eloise will cry herself to sleep again.
The dishes piled up, my darling Eloise said, when she ate at all,
and there was something about her relation to her mother, still
paying her bills for her as if making up for past neglect. Or it might
be dogs, after she had ceased loving them the way she loved her
beloved D’Artaegnon. They were companions, she said at first,
then she got them for protection, but all they did was mimic her
own hysteria as dogs must think to be their duty and thus became
unmanageable.
She would never have them killed, she said, although they all
would die in the end. She couldn’t do that. You cared for them, she
said. Like children. And if you couldn’t control them, you hired a
trainer or a specialist or found some man to give them to. That’s
what we ourselves had planned to do, back when we used to plan.
Remember that?
Alone, I might put the phone down on the table, and interrupt
the monologues of my darling Eloise with phatic grunts and
acknowledgments, that cruel toying with my lovely Eloise. Or I
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might burst out in rage at the appalling boredom of it all,
surprising both of us with my vehemence. Her monologue picked
up again; my rage was gone; nothing had happened. It was as if I
had not returned to the apartment that evening ten years earlier.
As if that too had never happened. As if she had not denounced me
in the afternoon, and I had not returned home to find her lying in
my bed, intent on a video. As if I had not, as the cliche goes, “lost it
completely” and bent over her, screaming abuse, and as if she had
not kept her focus on the screen, holding the remote. African
Queen, I think, ending in the wedding she so loved, half-comic
though it was. I fell into bed beside her sobbing, sobbing in my love
for Eloise.
She complains of her friends, of her family. They know nothing
about filmmaking; but all my darling Eloise could do was refuse to
sleep with all the men who caught sight of her, all those delusional,
untrained members of the film crew. Then it was ballet shoes,
$110 a pair I think. She flew to Europe and then to England,
looking for the fabled shoes, and she called me, explaining their
extravagant cost and construction, the unique nature of her
flawless feet, and that, I think, is the last photo I have of her, as she
collapsed in sadness in the image on the computer screen, with my
own reduced image watching in horror at her misery. Frank used
this photo for his woodcut I have copied here. He has cut my image
out of it. He has softened the sadness in her face.
These weeks, then, were the end of story-telling. There was just
no history left in her. She disfigured her face in surgery, wrecked
her limbs in indolence, ruined what there was of peace in
medications. I believe my Eloise no longer slept, but only lay in bed
as in a puppet show, and gathered up whomever she could to lie
beside her, snoring, abused, ridiculed, unloved, wishful, hysterical
himself. By that time, most of the men in town had given up on her,
or this is what I heard from Frank, who, days before her suicide,
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found his clothes piled in a cardboard box on the patio, and the
door locked, with all the lights extinguished.
This was the man who came home loyally to her every day in
the end, arriving, perfectly timed, in the midst of those last calls I
had with her. Frank due home. From work, living the bourgeois life
she never had. The coterminous phone call. It was like lying in the
bathtub warmed by your blood, or on the floor of the kitchen halfconscious from the gas, your prompt rescuers huddled around you.
No man was ever late for my darling Eloise. And on the phone my
darling Eloise would cry to end each searing call to me: “Frank’s
home! Frank’s home!” I love the picture of her at dinner, her face
flush on the plate of food before her, passed out in the restaurant,
the last two loyal men in her life, Frank and myself, laughing at our
darling Eloise asleep in her food.
In my final call to him, I told him of all this, or at least a version
of it. I told Frank how she cried out in joy at his coming home to
her, that she didn’t care how much it hurt me–me, the one man she
had ever loved. It might assure him of her love for him, I thought.
And surely he deserved some recompense like that, enduring her
through the worst of times, as even I finally could not do. Oh, she
“always talked about you,” so Frank claimed. “You were the only
one who loved her for what she was, she said.” And if he hears how
she thrilled to see him walking up the pathway to her door, I too
can believe all he now says she said of me. He knows nothing about
my aborted trip to Santa Fe. Nor my last invective-laden tirade to
my darling Eloise. These are things best left unsaid. They cannot be
of consequence. Why bring such burdens to the story he relates of
me?
I hear the cry of my darling Eloise from the bedroom as I left
her. I hear her crying on the telephone. I see her standing in my
doorway in tears, her arms gone weak at her sides, talking of the
family she would never have.
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“Why is this message here? How did you get through to me?”
These are the last words of my darling Eloise.
“I have blocked you. I no longer extend my friendship to you.”
“Everything has changed.”
“I am nothing. A puddle of a person.”
“I put my chances of living through the month at 50-50.”
“Stay away.”
I hear nothing. I am boarding a plane to Boston–to read this
very narrative. My darling Eloise drives home for the last time. In
tears now and now in tears for good. She will think of the last and
loving note that she will write to me, the note that she will never
write to me, the note that I must write for her. The car pulls into
the driveway. There is nothing unusual in the way my darling
Eloise walks head-down through the doorway, holding the heavy
package. She is incapable of losing her grace, even at this moment,
unbalanced by the weight of what she carries.
No one will humiliate my darling Eloise again.
She leaves the door unlocked. It is minutes later. The door
opens. She steps outside and places a large, hand-written note in
the mailbox for the postman. She shields her face from the sun.
Doctor Harrington, RIP
“So finally I went through all the doctors, all the nurses, and the
clinics finally wouldn’t return my calls.”
“You’re exaggerating. They can’t do that.”
“They did do that. Maybe it was because in my family, we never
really pay our bills. And maybe it was because I was in the end too
difficult. I’m not like others. I’m demanding. I know science. I know
myself. I know when something is wrong with me.”
“There is nothing wrong with you.”
“You don’t know anything about me. I went to the clinics
because I was sick. I had asthma. You can die of asthma. I went to
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the clinics because I had a cancerous growth on my lips.”
“My darling. I love your lips. I love your face, everything about
you. I love your mouth, all askew like that. It killed me to think of
you changing that.”
“It would have killed me to leave it alone. And they gave me this
and they gave me that. And tried all kinds of treatments, and still
the bruise was there, and still I came back. And finally, I guess,
when all the bills remained unpaid, they refused to see me.”
“All of them?”
“They would let me die. They would rather have me dead than
harassing them, making them do their jobs. Their jobs! So they all
forsook me. All of them but one. All but one. He was kind. He didn’t
know what was wrong. With my lip, I mean, or my asthma, or any
of the things I would freak out about. So instead, he took my face in
his hands and he kissed me. And I said ‘That was what I needed.
That’s what none of the other doctors gave me’. Not the kiss. Not
that. But the kindness. I needed to be loved, not treated. And I
never went back to a doctor for my lip again.”
“He wanted ...”
“Don’t say it. You have no idea what he wanted. He was kind.
That’s all I knew of him. He took my face in his hands and handled
me with kindness. He’s the first man who has done that.”
“That’s bullshit.”
“Don’t even start that. You handled me with love. With lust. And
you are kind. Sometimes. But you never handled me that way. You
were never kind when you were with me, or when you were
holding me. To be kind, you had to be away from me. Listening to
me, as you are now.”
“I have always loved you.”
“It’s entirely different from being kind to me. And from that day
on, I didn’t need a doctor. I just invented things so I could go to
him. Back aches. All those stress fractures of my feet I told you
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about.”
“From dancing.”
“Yes from dancing. Or not from dancing, since my feet were
always fine. But I know the symptoms and can fake them or even
feel them, deep in my bone structure, at will. He’s known here. In
Santa Fe. Like Frank. Well-known for his affairs, probably with
women just like me. His wife hates that. Hates me. You can find
him on the web–involved with all sorts of charitable causes–
animals, children. Mostly finding homes for abandoned pets.
Always that sort of thing. And he held my face in his hands and I
could feel the kindness in him. Feel the healing. And then, one day,
they found him. Dead in his car. Horrific crash, way out in the
desert. He ran into a bridge abutment, and it must have been at 90
or 100 mph. If you drive a truck like mine, an SUV, you have to hit
something hard to kill yourself.”
“An accident?”
“What’s called an accident. A collision. But no real accident. He
killed himself. I know he did.”
“Oh Eloise. I’m so sorry.”
“He killed himself. Maybe because of me. Maybe because he was
kind to me.”
“No. That makes no sense. You can’t possibly know that. You
can’t blame yourself for that.”
“Maybe it wasn’t for me. But I know he did it. Of course he did. I
know it. That’s why I need your help. You need to research this for
me. I don’t know how to do these things. You have resources I
don’t. Libraries. Things like that. There are miles of open roads
outside of Santa Fe. You could fall asleep at the wheel and drive off
the road and it would be miles before you awoke, somewhere in
the middle of the desert, your wheels stuck in a gopher hole. And it
would be a great joke, mired out there with your wheels stuck in
the sand. You do not just run off the road at the bridge abutment,
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the one dangerous spot for miles. Where was he going? What was
it for? It may have been his wife. It may have been for me. It may
have been for anything. She knows. His wife knows. And I know
too, even if I have nothing to base that on.”
“No, Eloise. You just don’t know. I’m so sorry.”
“I do know.”
“But you don’t.”
“You know nothing about this. Nothing about him. But I do. I
know. And I know how he died.”
“You miss him.”
“Of course I miss him.”
“Then miss him. But don’t punish him. What’s the point of it?
Why do you need this man to do something so cruel to you?”
“How is this cruel to me? He did it. Maybe he wasn’t thinking of
me. Or of anyone else.”
“You loved him. You did. And he was kind to you. And now it’s
terrible that he is not there for you. You don’t need to have him
leave you that way. It’s cruel. Cruel to yourself.”
“I know it. I just need you to prove it for me. You can. You’re in
Los Angeles. Everything is there. There’s nothing here in Santa Fe.”
“You can’t know it. No one can know it. You’re making up a
story about him. A terrible one. Why not something else? Why not
give him happiness in the end? Some kind of peace?”
“Because he wasn’t happy. I know. I know what that is like.”
“I know you do. But you need to let him live. You need to do that
for him. You need to imagine him, I don’t know, listening to music.
Dreaming. Thinking of the animals he loved. Something beautiful. I
used to see myself this way. Closing my eyes on the freeway,
exhausted. I used to imagine that, hearing ‘O Rosche rot.’“
“What’s that?”
“It’s that song from Mahler’s Resurrection Symphony, in the
short fourth movement. I used to play it for you: O Ro...sche rot ... A
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red rose, like the rose for Eloise.”
“Ha ha. You can’t sing. You’re the worst singer in the world.”
“I know I can’t sing. But you remember the song, don’t you?”
“Go on.”
“I used to play it for you. When I was dazzled in love with you.
Not in love with you as I’m in love with you today. But crying all
day for you, my hands shaking in sadness, and I would put on the
music, Mahler’s Rose, or sometimes Dvorak’s American, reminding
me of your own Southwest. And I would weep for you.”
“It wasn’t as cute as you imagined.”
“I didn’t care. I know it was whining and self-pitying. I loved
you. What did it matter what that looked like? Remember when
you showed up in my doorway? Dvorak was playing, and there
were still tears on my cheek. For the music. For you. I was proud of
them; I wouldn’t wipe them away or even pretend to. You ignored
it of course. But at least you were there. My American. My rose.”
“This is all crap. We’re not talking about things that happened a
hundred years ago. You just want to make stuff up. Romantic stuff.
Like you always ridicule when others do it. Calling it sentimental
and debunking it. Like at that moment fifty yards before the only
bridge abutment in bazillion miles, listening to who did you say?
Dvorak? he drives off the road. And hits the bridge abutment? The
only bridge abutment in the whole desert? And he was so fucking
lost in the music he just happened to unfasten his seat belt? Is that
it?”
“OK. I’m sorry. I’m not trying to convince you any of this is true.
But you need to do something for him. Anything. Implausible as it
may sound. The man was kind to you, and I believe you. And it
doesn’t matter how many times he cheated on his wife, or even the
designs he may have had on you. You need to construct that story
for him.”
“A scenario.”
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“What?”
“A scenario. That’s what you always said–that I was always
writing my scenarios. ... Is that the plural?”
“I said it when I was angry. You were always writing and
imagining things, particularly things that I was doing that hurt you.
But I wasn’t doing them. Mostly I was thinking of you, and the evil
things you imagined of me were never true.”
“Well, hardly ever.”
“Hardly ever.”
“And I would say ‘That’s what I do. Scenarios. That’s what I do’.”
“Referring to your movie scripts.”
“Of course referring to my movies. I remember now. Writing
that script together at 3AM in your apartment in Pasadena.”
“We got to sleep at dawn. I loved you so much, my Eloise. So do
it now.”
“Do what now?”
“Write one for him. A scenario. The man was kind to you. Kind
to you in ways I never was for you.”
“Have him listening to some crappy song about a rose?”
“Or any song.”
“It’s ridiculous. I know how he died. And I know that he died in
a certain way. I need to find out if he was wearing a seatbelt. You
can find stuff like that out. There are ways.”
“You don’t need to find out anything. You can do all the research
you want, and still you won’t know anything more than you do
now. But you can do this thing for him, knowing nothing, just as he
did that thing for you, hardly knowing you, hardly knowing what if
anything was wrong with you, and holding your face in his hands
and kissing you. The thing that brought the healing, even though
he knew nothing of your history. Nothing of the quarreling with
other doctors. Your family’s unpaid bills. The shrieking at
receptionists.”
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She laughs. “Yes, I did all that.”
“Nothing of that shithead boyfriend of yours in Los Angeles. The
professor.”
“Him too.”
“And still, all he thought of was the curing you.”
“He may have thought of a lot of things.”
“So what? He was kind to you.”
“Yes he was.”
“Like I was, or would be, at my best.”
“You were kind to me. But only at your best.”
“So let it go. Let him die that way. Do that for yourself. Do that
for him.”
“You don’t know anything about all this.”
“I only know what you are telling me.”
“Where are you?”
“I’m driving through downtown.”
“L.A.?”
“Yes. Of course L.A.”
“What is it called? I forget.”
“Where I’m driving? The 110. The Harbor Freeway. Heading to
Pasadena. They’ve renamed it, you know.”
“What?”
“The Pasadena Freeway. It’s been renamed since you were here.
It’s now called a Parkway, like the Merritt in Connecticut, I guess.
Out of New York. When you lived there, you must have driven it. So
I’m now officially on the Pasadena Parkway. Or the Arroyo Seco
Parkway. I forget.”
“Be careful.”
“I’m always careful.”
“Put the phone down. You can’t get in an accident. You cannot.”
“I won’t. It’s rush hour. I’m not driving fast enough to hurt
myself.”
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“You have to promise me. Put the phone down. Promise me.”
“How can I promise anything if I put the phone down?”
“You have to. You have to promise me that you won’t die.”
“My darling Eloise, I swear to you I will not die as long as you
may live.”
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EPILOGUE
The field rolls away from me, but this again is the wrong phrase
for it. The land is sculpted, curved to a grace that cannot exist there
in nature where there is no grace. I am standing by the last trace of
Eloise in New Mexico. There may be others here, now or earlier,
and I may be alone, in the land where my darling’s ashes are
scattered in the Southwest sun. Her footfalls are from years ago,
when she tossed the ball to D’Artaegnon, as she advances like a
young child the story of her incompetence. Can’t throw, she says.
Like a girl, not even like a girl. You buy the tennis ball tosser–a
slingshot, and the balls go as far as the dog, poor thing, bent with
arthritis, can chase them, and she gives that little hop, as if for a
moment caught in gracelessness she never experienced until what
was left of her bled out in the living room.
I stand in the Southwest sun that once glazed the skin of my
darling Eloise. I had thought to ask, investigate, as I was trained to
do. Follow the route of Eloise on that day five years ago with
D’Artaegnon, or the day she lost D’Av in the mountains, out in the
hills behind Santa Fe, or all the other days of my darling Eloise. But
this would be what art is, Zwecklos, I was taught to say. Not worth
doing or retelling. Not worth the meeting of relatives, or the
embarrassed talk with Frank or Hitoshi. Not worth driving through
the streets and passing by the house or finding the house in the
first place. Or inquiring into ownership, or stopping at the stores
she told me of, the gun store, the dance studio, the restaurant–my
darling Eloise, falling asleep with her face in her food that day.
I wish in the air I feel on my face I could say it is all the same to
me. All the same in any sense. It is the same breeze that dusts my
own face in Los Angeles, or out in the bay somewhere in Maine,
sailing, propelled by the ocean air, feeling the breeze, the same
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breeze that scatters the ashes of my darling Eloise in Santa Fe. A
butterfly settling exhausted on the rigging. But I can say none of
this. I walk through the hills and I cannot say my darling Eloise
walked these hills before, or that the very earth I feel was ever
earth that held her there.
“Eloise dies alone,” I wrote. “Not wounded fatally, as history says,
but drawing her last bath, beside the last and loving note you wrote
to her.” Beside the last and loving note that she will one day write
to me.
Linda Jane, I think, incongruously. I sail with her. I sail with
Linda Jane. I sail with them. Down East in Maine. It is difficult to
remember who she was. Or where I left her, or she me. Or what
was the nature of the place. That is why my darling Eloise never
once set foot in Maine. That is why she asked me for the words–the
art of sailing as it were. A script calqued from my narrative.
I must write about my Eloise, I think. A child amusing the
adults, as she claimed, creating puppet shows with her sisters,
writing out the parts on slips of colored paper. Handed out to her
relations. They laughed, and improvised their lines on the spot.
That is what life was for my darling Eloise. That is what life came
to be. But the allegory is bad. The parts like Sybil leaves, I think.
We meet at South Station in Boston, I write, where she has
never been. We walk through the Commonwealth. We will go to
bookstores, and the park, which she then claims is inferior in every
way to Central Park in Manhattan. She will think on those walks
that she is almost now in Maine, and we will sail Down East, or sail
to Matinicus, wherever that might be, or simply spend the days
slumming it she will say in the bedroom of a house I think
magnificent.
Eloise dances at the bus station.
I hand her the white rose I promised her. You can still see her
smile in the photograph, and when I study that, I forget her utter
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silence at the end. She relaxes into me. I feel her body meshed with
mine as we sail in the August sun, her face in the crook between
my shoulder and my neck, as we walk the astonishing streets of
Los Angeles.
The travelers stare in wonderment.
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